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Outrage as Yogi says
Indian Army is Modi’s

India scrambles
jets after drone
seen near border

WHEN TULIPS BLOOM

NEW DELHI : The Indian Air Force

(IAF) on Monday scrambled two
Sukhoi-30 fighters from a forward airbase in Punjab after
the Indian Army sighted a Pakistani unmanned aerial vehicle
across the border, two senior
officials said on condition of anonymity.
Within minutes of the Sukhois
getting airborne, the Pakistan
Air Force responded by launching two F-16 fighters, said one of
the officials cited above.
The second official said neither the Indian fighters nor the
Pakistani jets violated airspace
restrictions and such occurrences were not new.
››P9

WAR OF WORDS Armed forces an apolitical entity, say veterans
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Uttar Pradesh chief
minister Yogi Adityanath’s
description of the Indian armed
forces as “Modi ji ki sena [Modi’s
army]” caused a political uproar
on Monday with opposition parties slamming him for violating
the model code of conduct and
politicising the forces.
UP’s chief electoral officer L
Venkateshwarlu sought a report
from the Ghaziabad district magistrate over Adityanath’s comments made at a public meeting
on Sunday. Venkateshwarlu
said the district magistrate had
been directed to submit a report
immediately.
Terming
Adityanath’s
remarks as a “flagrant violation” of the institution of the
Election Commission, Congress
chief spokesperson Randeep
Surjewala said, “From the prime
minister to chief minister, they
are trampling upon the mandate
of the country, fearing imminent
defeat in the 2019 elections.”
West Bengal chief minister
Mamata Banerjee said Adityanath’s comments were an insult
to the armed forces while the Left
urged the poll body to take action
against the UP CM.
“Adityanath is a zero-performance chief minister,” Surjewala said, “that’s why he has to
hide behind the sacrifices and
valour of our armed forces. He is
guilty of the death of nearly 400
children, majority being in his
own parliamentary constituency, and protecting people
accused of rape like BJP MLA

shortstories

›

Such blatant personalisation and usurping of
our beloved Indian Army is an insult and a
humiliation... They are a great asset of our
nation, and not a cassette of the BJP.
MAMATA BANERJEE, West Bengal chief minister

›

Concerted efforts are being made to
exploit the armed forces... This is the
beginning of the politicisation of the army.
LT GEN HS PANAG (RETD)

n

Kuldeep Sengar.”
Former army generals did not
approve of the UP CM’s comments either. “Any army in a
democracy belongs to the nation
and is meant for its security and
sovereignty,” said former army
vice-chief Lieutenant General
AS Lamba (retd).
“Alluding to the army in a way
that is akin to personalising the
force is out of place. The Indian
Army is an apolitical army,”
Lamba added.
Former northern army commander Lieutenant General HS
Panag (retd) said concerted
efforts were being made to
exploit the armed forces for
political gains. “This is the
beginning of the politicisation of
the army,” Panag said.
At a rally in Ghaziabad on
Sunday, Adityanath drew a parallel between the NDA government and the previous Congress
regime over actions against terrorism.

CONG COINED
HINDU TERROR
TERM: MODI
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

WARDHA: Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Monday said the
Congress coined the term “Hindu
terror” despite there being no
proof of any such incident in the
history of the religion, without
directly referring to the recent
verdict in the Samjhauta Express
blasts case that acquitted four
people, including a prominent
Hindtuva leader.
An NIA court last month freed
Aseemanand, a former member
of a Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh affiliate, and three others
accused in the 2007 attack that
››P8
killed 68 people.

n

Captain Amarinder Singh

HC NOTICE TO
CAPT, HIS SON
IN I-T CASE
CHANDIGARH : The Punjab and
Haryana high court on Monday
issued notices to Punjab chief
minister Captain Amarinder Singh
and his son Raninder Singh in an
income tax (I-T) case. The high
court bench of justice Rajbir
Sehrawat has sought response
from both by April 25. The plea
has been moved by the income
tax department, Ludhiana,
against the November 2018 order
of the court of additional sessions
judge, Ludhiana, quashing the
summoning order passed against
Amarinder and Raninder in this
case. The trial court had earlier
issued summons to both to
appear in person in court. ››P5

Drug officer’s murder:
Punjab govt sets up SIT
CHANDIGARH: The Punjab
government on Monday constituted a special investigation team
(SIT) to probe the murder of
woman drug officer Neha Shoree.
The development comes a day
after the Mohali police formed a
four-member SIT as Neha’s family
alleged a larger drug nexus
behind the Friday incident.
››SEE HT CHANDIGARH

Isro puts Intel sat in
orbit with 28 others
NEW DELHI: The Indian Space
Research Organisation (Isro) on
Monday successfully launched an
intelligence-gathering satellite
along with 28 smaller satellites
from its Sriharikota facility, a
feat that was witnessed by more
than 1,000 visitors — a first in
Isro’s history. Until now,
only officials and authorised
people were allowed to view the
lift-off from the island of
››P11
Sriharikota.

Hizbul man behind Ramban
car blast, say police
JAMMU: The Jammu and Kashmir
police said they have arrested the
“fidayeen” allegedly belonging to
terror outfit Hizb-ul-Mujahideen,
accused of attacking the CRPF
convey at Banihal town of
Ramban on March 30. The
accused has been identified as
Owais Ameen, a resident of
Shopian, who was arrested within
36 hours of the incident, the
››P7
police said.

Another Haryana IPS officer on
poll duty sent back home by EC
Hitender Rao
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: A day after Haryana

IPS officer Hemant Kalson was
suspended by the state government for firing shots in air while
being on election duty in Tamil
Nadu, another IPS officer from
the state Desh Raj Singh was on
Monday relieved from poll duty
by the Election Commission (EC).
While in Kalson’s case, the
commission recommended his
suspension for alleged miscon-

Poonch: BSF officer among
three killed in Pak firing
Ravi Krishnan Khajuria

n

Tourists inside the Tulip Garden in Srinagar on Monday. The garden — which is Asia’s largest and is located in the foothills of Zabarwan
mountain range — was thrown open to the public on Sunday.
WASEEM ANDRABI//HT

ravi.khajuria@htlive.com

JAMMU: A minor girl and a Border

Security Force (BSF) officer were
among three killed and at least 20
others wounded when Pakistani
troops fired on forward Indian
posts at separate places along the
de facto India-Pakistan border —
the Line of Control (LoC) — in
Jammu and Kashmir’s Poonch
district on Monday.
The three were identified as
Sobia Shareef, 5, Shaista Bi, 35,
and BSF officer T Alex Lalminlun. “Inspector T Alex Lalminlun
attained martyrdom... while
retaliating to [Pakistani] ceasefire violation...,” the BSF said in a
tweet. It did not give further
details about the officer.
As many as nine people,
including four soldiers, have
been killed in cross-LoC shelling
since tensions between New
Delhi and Islamabad escalated
after Pakistan-based Jaish-e-Muhammed claimed responsibility
for the February 14 attack on a

n

BSF Inspector T Alex Lalminlun

CRPF convoy that left 40 paramilitary troopers dead.
The attack in Jammu and
Kashmir’s Pulwama district
prompted India to carry out an
airstrike on a JeM camp in Pakistan’s Balakot on February 26.
Pakistan retaliated a day later
and downed a fighter jet besides
capturing an Indian pilot, Abhinandan Varthaman, before repatriating him on March 1.
A cross-border ceasefire
agreement India and Pakistan
announced in 2003 has repeatedly
been violated every time tensions
between the two countries have
risen. Poonch’s senior police

FB deletes hundreds
of accounts, pages
‘linked’ to BJP, Cong
Vidhi Choudhary
n

vidhi.c@htlive.com

NEW DELHI: Facebook announced

on Monday that it had taken
down 702 accounts, pages and
groups linked to political activity in India because of “coordinated inauthentic behaviour”, a
crackdown of unprecedented
scale that comes amid growing
concerns over social media content that could unfairly influence the general elections due in
less than two weeks.
The company headquartered
in the US said the takedown
included two networks, one run
by “individuals associated”
with the Congress’s IT cell and
the other by those linked to an
information technology firm
called Silver Touch, which, a
Facebook executive separately
said, “among other things”
worked for Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s BJP. “We didn’t
find any links between the campaigns we’ve removed today,

THE SOCIAL MEDIA
GIANT ALSO BANNED
SOME ACCOUNTS
LINKED TO AN INDIAN
COMPANY ‘ASSOCIATED
WITH’ A MOBILE APP
PROMOTED BY THE
RULING BJP
but they used similar tactics by
creating networks of accounts
to mislead others about who
they were and what they were
doing,” the company’s head of
cybersecurity policy, Nathaniel
Gleicher, said in a blog post.
Both parties said they did not
have any connection to
accounts or pages that were
taken down.
According to Facebook, the
network associated with the
Congress included 549 accounts
and 138 pages, which reached
206,000 followers.

ON SUNDAY, IPS OFFICER
HEMANT KALSON, WHO
WAS ON ELECTION DUTY
IN TAMIL NADU, WAS
SUSPENDED FOR FIRING
SHOTS IN AIR
duct, it has not given any reason
for sending Desh Raj Singh back
from Andhra Pradesh where he
was deployed as an observer.
An EC communiqué of April 1

to the IPS officer said he has been
exempted from the observer’s
duty. However, if he is already
deployed and has reached the
assigned constituency, he should
not leave the constituency until
the arrival of other observer, the
communiqué added.
Interestingly, Desh Raj Singh
happens to be a coursemate of
ousted Andhra Pradesh intelligence chief AB Venkateswara
Rao who was removed by the EC
from the post of ADGP (intelligence) and barred from poll

duties, leading to a confrontation
between the N Chandrababu
Naidu government and the poll
commission.
Singh, a 1990-batch IPS officer
in the rank of additional director
general of police (ADGP) was
deputed by the EC in the coastal
Chirala assembly constituency in
Andhra Pradesh as a police
observer. Prakasam district collector Vinay Chand said Singh has
been removed from the poll duty
and sent back to his parent cadre.
CONTINUED ON P9

Assam playing
with us: Top court
fumes on missing
foreigners
NEWDELHI: The Supreme Court on
Monday pulled up the Assam
government over inadequacies
in measures to curb illegal immigrants following the state’s submission that about 70,000 people
from Bangladesh have merged
with the local population in the
region.
The apex court said it
refrained from “passing any
coercive order” against the
Assam chief secretary and asked
him to appear at next hearing on
April 8. The court’s rebuke came
after the state government
said thousands of illegal immigrants declared foreigners by its
Foreigners Tribunals are
››P9
untraceable.

Premium Residences

superintendent, Ramesh Kumar
Angral, said at least 13 civilians
and four BSF personnel were also
injured in Poonch’s Shahpur and
Mendhar in the fresh ceasefire
violations on Monday from the
Pakistani side. He said the shelling was going on when reports
last came in.
BSF (Jammu frontier) deputy
inspector general, Akhileshwar
Singh, said the men of his force
injured in the shelling were out of
danger. Defence spokesman Lt
Col Devender Anand said the
Pakistani troops used mortars
and small arms along the LoC at
places like Mankote and Krishna
Ghati.“...The army is retaliating
strongly,” he said.
Anand said the shelling began
around 7.45 am and that the Pakistani Army also targeted civilian
areas. Poonch deputy commissioner Rahul Yadav said the district administration was forced to
order the closure of educational
institutions in Shahpur as a preventive measure.

"THE OPEN GREEN LANDSCAPING AT
THE SKYCOURT IS WHAT ATTRACTED US
THE MOST. IT FELT LIKE ANOTHER WORLD
ENTIRELY - BREATHTAKING AIRY
SURROUNDINGS LIKE SOME PEACEFUL
COUNTRYSIDE."

››4 MILITANTS KILLED, P7

MANSI GUPTA
Resident
n

Sukhdev Singh Dhindsa

‘Won’t campaign
for son if he fights
on SAD ticket’
TOHRA (PATIALA) : Veteran Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) leader and
Rajya Sabha MP Sukhdev Singh
Dhindsa on Monday said he will
not campaign for his son and
former minister Parminder
Singh Dhindsa if he contests the
parliamentary elections on
party ticket.
Talking to mediapersons after
paying homage to Akali stalwart
and former Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee
(SGPC) president Gurcharan
Singh Tohra on his death anniversary at Tohra, Dhindsa said
the Akali Dal has lost its Panthic
face and there is an urgent need
to bring the party back to its core
ideology.
››P4
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Embraced by more than 2500 families already, the lifestyle at
DLF Gardencity encompasses 23 landscaped gardens, secured
environs and a community like no other. Presenting best-in-class
3 bedroom residences with sprawling sky decks. Complemented by
25 water features, gracious entrance lobbies, breathtaking landscaping
and a host of amenities, The Skycourt makes for a holistic lifestyle.

Limited ready-to-move-in 3 bedroom residences
available, book your site visit today.
For more details, call +91 9606046692
Usable stilt area | Well-appointed clubhouse | Strategically located with good
connectivity to Central, South, West - Delhi, Faridabad and Manesar

At DLF Gardencity
Sector 86, Gurugram

Disclaimer: All speciﬁcations and amenities mentioned in this brochure/advertisement and promotional documents are only representational and informative.
Information, images and visuals, drawings plans or sketches shown in this advertisement and other promotional documents are only an architect’s impression
and are only indicative of the envisaged developments and constitute no legal offerings. The same are subject to approvals from authorities. No representation
or warranty is made or intended as to the accuracy or completeness of information and no commitments are being given under this brochure/advertisement
/promotional document as to its suitability or adequacy for any purpose or otherwise howsoever. All dimensions mentioned in the drawings may vary/differ as
compared to original at site. Actual product/development and any other aspect may differ from what is portrayed herein. All layouts, plans, speciﬁcations,
dimensions, designs, measurements and locations are indicative and not to scale and are subject to change as may be decided by the company or competent
authority. *Subject to terms and conditions.
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DhindsaSr:Won’tcampaignfor
sonifhecontestsonSADticket

HTEXPLAINER

Why Bathinda AIIMS is
caught in poll crossfire

ANOTHER SALVO Lashes out at Badals at a function to pay homage to Tohra, says party lost Panthic face

›

Vishal Rambani
n

TOHRA (PATIALA) : Putting the

Badal family in a tight spot
again, veteran Shiromani Akali
Dal (SAD) leader and Rajya
Sabha MP Sukhdev Singh
Dhindsa on Monday said he will
not campaign for his son and
former minister Parminder
Singh Dhindsa if he contests the
parliamentary elections on
party ticket.
Talking to mediapersons
after paying homage to Akali
stalwart and former Shiromani
Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee (SGPC) president Gurcharan Singh Tohra on his
death anniversary at Tohra,
Dhindsa said the Akali Dal has
lost its Panthic face and there is
an urgent need to bring the
party back to its core ideology.
While SAD chief Sukhbir
Singh Badal, his father and
former chief minister Parkash
Singh Badal and other senior

SUKHDEV SINGH DHINDSA,
veteran Akali leader
n

SAD Rajya Sabha MP Sukhdev Singh Dhindsa talking to the media
BHARAT BHUSHAN/HT
at Tohra village in Patiala on Monday.

Akali leaders gave the function
a miss, their rivals like former
minister Sewa Singh Sekhwan
of SAD (Taksali), SGPC member
Sukhdev Singh Bhaur and others vent their anger against the
Badals. Dhindsa has already
advised his son Parminder
against contesting the polls cit-

ing anger against the Akali
Dal over sacrilege and other
panthic issues.
Asked that SAD is giving
ticket to Parminder, Dhindsa
replied that “Ask him why is he
contesting polls. I have already
advised him to not to do so. It’s
his wish. Not only Parminder, I

Ravinder Vasudeva
n

Ask him (ex-Akali
minister Parminder
Dhindsa) why is he
contesting the polls. I have
already advised him to not
to do so. Not only him, I
won’t campaign for any
Akali leader.

rambani@hindustantimes.com

won’t campaign for any Akali
leader or other parties.”
Dhindsa said he has no personal issues with Parkash Singh
Badal or his son. “I have only
ideological differences which
can be sorted out only if the
party treads back to its original
ideology,” he added.
Earlier, addressing those
present at the function, Dhindsa

took a dig at Badal for sacking
Tohra from the party. “Once
Badal saab called me saying that
I have to return to Chandigarh
to take a decision as Tohra had
demanded one person-one-post
formula. But before I reached
Chandigarh for consultation,
Tohra was removed from the
Akali Dal by Badal,” he said.
“Tohra held a grudge against
me that I could not speak in his
favour and I was party to the
decision. But when he came to
know the truth, his love and
affection for me increased, and
I played important role for unity
of Tohra and Badal.
“Tohra was an honest and
was true to the panth. He was a
torchbearer of panthic issues,”
he said.
SAD (Taksali) leader Sewa
Singh Sekhwan said after
Tohra’s death, the SAD had lost
the panthic values, as there was
no one who could challenge the
interference of the Badal family
in Sikh matters and the SGPC.

n

FRESH CONTROVERSY
The project has been in controversy ever
since Prime Minister Narendra Modi laid
its foundation stone in 2016. A fresh row
erupted over the start of MBBS classes in
Baba Farid University of Health Science
(BFUHS),Faridkot.Harsimratallegedthat
theUnionhealthministryonMarch17recommended starting of classes for the
Bathinda AIIMS in BFUHS, but the state
health minister was not issuing orders to
the Faridkot university.

WHY IS MP BLAMING STATE GOVT?
The Union minister accused the state governmentofcreatingobstaclesinthestartof
the project. The project was delayed for
want of environmental clearance and
change of land use by the state. The construction work of the OPD block started 21
months after the PM laid the foundation
stoneoftheproject.ApartfromHarsimrat,
UnionhealthministerJPNaddaalsowrote
to chief minister Capt Amarinder Singh in
August last year seeking his intervention.
He said the project could not start as the
state has delayed statutory approvals.

CHANDIGARH:Akali Dal president

Sukhbir Singh Badal on Monday
announced party candidates for
five constituencies for the Lok
Sabha polls in Punjab.
Sitting MP Prem Singh Chandumajra will contest from
Anandpur Sahib, Surjit Singh
Rakhra from Patiala, bureaucrat-turned-politician Darbara
Singh Guru from Fatehgarh
Sahib, Bibi Jagir Kaur from Khadoor Sahib and Charanjit Singh
Atwal will be in the fray from
Jalandhar. The party is yet to
announce five nominees from a
total of 10 seats it is contesting in
alliance with the BJP.
Though the party had decided
to field Jagir Kaur and Atwal,
formal announcementwas made
on Monday. The candidates for
Sangrur, Ludhiana, Faridkot,
Bathinda and Ferozepur will be
announced later this week, a
senior party leader said.

PROJECT IN NUMBERS

candidates by the ruling Congress and the
Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) for the
Bathinda Lok Sabha seat, the issue of the
upcomingAllIndiaInstituteofMedicalSciences(AIIMS)inBathindahastakenpoliticalcentrestagewithMPandUnionminister
HarsimratKaurBadalandhealthminister
BrahmMohindraindulginginblamegame
over the project. Hindustan Times takes a
360 degree view of the issue.

fivecandidatesannounced

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

BATHINDA: Evenbeforetheannouncementof

Akali Dal banks on old warhorses again
HT Correspondent

WHAT’S GOVT’S STAND ON ISSUE?

BIBI JAGIR KAUR,
64, KHADOOR
SAHIB

DARBARA SINGH
GURU, 66,
FATEHGARH SAHIB

PREM SINGH
CHANDUMAJRA,69,
ANANDPUR SAHIB

CHARANJIT SINGH
ATWAL, 82,
JALANDHAR

SURJIT SINGH
RAKHRA, 61,
PATIALA

She had a meteoric rise
from a schoolteacher to
become Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee (SGPC) president in
1999. An aggressive leader,
she flaunts her panthic
image as head of a dera in
Begowal. After her acquittal in a case of abortion of
her daughter in December
last, she is seeking her
political revival.

The former bureaucrat,
who remained principal
secretary to former CM
Parkash Singh Badal, is
seen as a family confidante. He was inducted in
SAD in 2012 but he faced
defeat in consecutive
assembly elections in 2012
and 2017. He was fielded to
fill in for Charanjeet Singh
Atwal who is contesting
from Jalandhar.

The old Akali warhorse was
a protégé of ex-Shiromani
Gurdwara Parbandhak
Committee president
Gurcharan Singh Tohra
who died in 2005. Chandumajra led some Akali
splinter factions for a few
years and then rejoined
the Shiromani Akali Dal in
2007. He is one of the few
leaders who possess
command over Akali idiom.

Former deputy speaker of
Lok Sabha and ex-speaker
of the Punjab Vidhan
Sabha, Charanjit Singh
Atwal is a Dalit face of the
Akali Dal. A staunch Badal
family loyalist earlier
wanted to contest from
Fatehgarh Sahib but was
shifted to Jalandhar as the
party doesn’t have a
formidable face in the
Dalit-dominated seat.

A moneybag and a considered docile leader, he came
from the United States
to join Punjab politics in
1999 and gradually took
full control of Akali turf in
Patiala, superseding all
local leaders there. He is
guided by his two brothers
who frequently keeping
coming to Patiala. He was
elected to the assembly
from Samana.

FRESH ROW

ThestatehealthministersaidthatHarsimrat was misleading the people on AIIMS
project. He alleged that the project was
sanctionedinJune 2014butthefoundation
stone was laid after two-and-a-half years
ahead of the assembly polls. Mohindra
claimedthatthethenSAD-BJPgovernment
even failed to transfer 177 acres for the
project. The ex-post facto approval for the
transferoflandwasgivenbytheAmarinder

November 25, 2016: Prime Minister
Narendra Modi lays foundations stone
of the Bathinda AIIMS
Area: 177 acres
Project cost: ₹925 crore
Capacity: 750 beds
Facilities: 10 specialty, 11 super-specialty
departments and 16 ultra-modern
operation theatres
Deadline: 2020
Seats: 100 MBBS and 60 nursing seats
to start with

government in September 2018, he added.
ThePostGraduateInstituteofMedicalEducation and Research (PGIMER), Chandigarh, wrote to the state to start Bathinda
AIIMSclasses inBFUHSon March25.Acting swiftly, the government wrote to the
BFUHS vice-chancellor on March 27 to do
the needful, said Mohindra.

PROJECT’S POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS
Stakes are high for Harsimrat who got the
project sanctioned for Bathinda. Initially,
thenCMParkashSinghBadalwantedtoset
up AIIMS in Kapurthala and land for the
projectwasfinalisedatRamidivillage.But
HarsimratputherfootdownandtheCentre
sanctioned the project for Bathinda. She
was hopeful that the OPD will start in the
institute by February this year, giving her
amuch-neededboostbeforetheLokSabha
polls.Harsimrathassuccessfullyprojected
thatthestatewasdelayingthemegahealth
projectforcancer-hitMalwabelt.Bytargeting Mohindra, whose son is in race for the
Congress ticket from Bathinda, she is seen
makingeffortstodiscreditthehealthminister. The Union minister is also targeting
Punjab Ekta Party chief Sukhpal Singh
Khaira, who is contesting elections from
Bathinda,byshowingsomeoldvideosofthe
BholathMLAcriticisingthethenSADgovernment for setting up every big project in
Bathinda.KhairaisfromKapurthalawhere
the project was initially sanctioned.

Shift Kunwar Vijay
out of state till polls:
SAD writes to EC
Gagandeep Jassowal

Counter rivals’
propaganda on
social media,
says Harsimrat

AAP in a fix over naming
candidate from Patiala

Retired judges,
ex-babus among
ticket aspirants

Navrajdeep Singh

BATHINDA: Union minister Harsimrat Kaur Badal on Monday
urged the Shiromani Akali Dal
(SAD) workers to use the social
media tocounter thefalsepropaganda of rival parties.
Admitting that not using the
platform might be one of the
party’s weaknesses, Harsimrat,
in a video message on her Facebook page, said: “During meetings with party workers in the
pastdays,Ihavegotfeedbackthat
we need to highlight our work
more on the social media. Our
political opponents are into promotingfalsepropagandaagainst
us with the use of money power
and having a full-fledged team,”
Harsimrat said.
“SAD’s strength has always
been the work done for people’s
welfare.Intheeraofsocialmedia,
it perhaps, is SAD’s weakness. I
urgeworkerstomakemaximum
use of social media to highlight
good works by the previous government,” she said.
HTC

PATIALA : Already facing leader-

MUKTSAR:: Manyretiredjudgesas
well as former IAS and PCS officers are in contact with political
parties for tickets to contest the
upcoming Lok Sabha elections.
Former IAS officer DS Guru
and justice (retired) Jora Singh
have already started their campaign after getting tickets.
Retired district and sessions
judge Karnail Singh Ahi, who is
eyeing Faridkot Lok Sabha seat,
recentlymetchiefministerAmarinderSinghandotherCongress
leaders. Ahi, who served as district and session judge at
Bathinda,MuktsarandMogafor
23years,isknownforspeedyjusticedeliveryandsettlingdisputes
during his judiciary career.
Former IAS officer Amar
Singh is learnt to be frontrunner
for Congress ticket from FatehgashSahib constituency. Mukhtiar Singh, who retired as assistant commandant in Punjab
police last month,is alsoseeking
Congress ticket. The name of
former judge Nirmal Singh is
saidtobeunderconsiderationby
Akali Dal for Faridkot.
HTC

n

navrajdeep.singh@hindustantimes.com

ship crisis in Patiala, the Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) is in
dilemma over selection of candidate from the Lok Sabha constituency.
Though AAP’s core committee is holding discussions, it is
yet to finalise the candidate. The
AAP is facing a political void in
Patiala after sitting MP Dharamvira Gandhi left the party and
floated his own political outfit
“Nava Punjab Party”. Gandhi’s
outfit is part of Punjab Democratic Alliance (PDA) that has
already announced him as its
candidate.
“We are holding discussions
and will soon finalise the candidate. We are hopeful that the
party will repeat its 2014 performance,” AAP core committee
headBudhRamsaid,addingthat
the party will name candidates
for the remaining five seats
within a week. The AAP has
already announced candidates

FACING A POLITICAL
VOID IN PATIALA AFTER
MP DR DHARAMVIRA
GANDHI LEFT THE PARTY
AND FLOATED HIS OWN
POLITICAL OUTFIT
for eight Lok Sabha seats.
The names doing the rounds
for the Patiala Lok Sabha seat
include AAP’s trade wing president Neena Mittal, union leader
Hari Singh Tohra, Col Bhalender Singh (retd), Harkesh Sidhu
and AAP’s co-convener Balbir
Singh.
“Filling the void of Dr Gandhi
is one of major challenges for the
AAP in Patiala. Besides, the
party has performed miserably
in the recent elections be it
assembly polls civic bodies or
rural elections,” said a party
leader.
In 2014, Gandhi got better of
three-time Congress MP and
former Union minister Preneet
Kaur and then SAD-BJP nomi-

nee Deepinder Singh Dhillon. He
won the election with a convincing margin of 20,929 votes.
Meanwhile, AAP’s opponents, including Preneet Kaur,
whose candidature is yet to be
announced by the Congress high
command, PDA’s Dharamvira
Gandhi and Shiromani Akali
Dal’s Surjit Singh Rakhra, have
already stepped up their election
campaigns.
POOR TRACK RECORD
In 2015 by-elections, the party
lost miserably as AAP candidate
Harjit Singh Adaltiwala polled
only 5,724 votes. Even in 2017
assembly polls, AAP candidate
Balbir Singh got only 20,179
votes, while Captain Amarinder
Singh polled 72,586 votes and
SAD candidate general JJ Singh
remained at third spot with
11,677 votes.
The AAP, which contested the
rural polls for the first time in
2018, failed to open its account. In
the same year, 42 AAP candidates lost their security deposit
in the Patiala MC elections.
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Punjab is a secular
state and does not
vote on communal lines.
But we have to ensure
some seats to Hindus too
to strike a balance.

sukhdeep.kaur@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: With differences
emerging between members of
the state screening committee
over some seats, the central
election committee (CEC) of the
Congress headed by party president Rahul Gandhi will take a
final call.
Only names on which consensus has been reached by the
panel comprising chief minister
Captain Amarinder Singh, Punjab Congress president Sunil
Jakhar and Punjab affairs
in-charge Asha Kumari and
general secretary (organisation) KC Venugopal, Rahul’s
confidant, are likely to get
approval during Tuesday’s
meeting of the CEC.
The name of former Ludhiana MP Manish Tewari has been
“cleared” by the panel for

ASHA KUMARI, Congress’
Punjab affairs in-charge

Anandpur Sahib as Amarinder
and Asha are pegging it as a Hindu-dominated seat.
Jakhar is not on the same
page and wants a Jat Sikh to be
fielded from there. Those in
know of the developments said
one of the members told the
panel that Rahul has not forgott
e
n
that Tewari shied away from a
contest in the 2014 parliamen-

tary polls.
Though it was said during the
panel meeting that senior leader
Ambika Soni had backed
Tewari’s candidature, her close
aide said Soni has undergone
surgery this week and has not
conveyed anything to any of the
panel members on her choice for
seat.
As Jat Sikh candidate, name
of Fatehgarh Sahib MLA Kuljit

Singh Nagra, who had defeated
Prem Singh Chandumajra in
2012 assembly elections, is also
doing the rounds.
The possibility of local bodies
minister Navjot Singh Sidhu’s
wife Navjot Kaur being fielded
from Anandpur Sahib too is not
being ruled out.
The panel is also divided over
whether Sangrur is a Hindu or
Sikh-dominated seat. Amarinder and Asha are on same page
here too and are pushing for
candidature of Captain loyalist
Kewal Dhillon, who ranks below
state minister Vijay Inder Singla in party’s own surveys on
winnability. Dhillon had reportedly not backed Singla during
2014 polls which he lost.
There is no unanimity on the
Ferozepur seat too where Amarinder is keen on fielding
another loyalist, sports minister Rana Gurmit Sodhi, who and

Jakhar don’t see an eye to eye.
Jakhar may throw his weight
behind former Akali leader
Sher Singh Ghubaya who hails
from the dominant Rai Sikh
community or a Hindu nominee,
Raminder Awla.
Amarinder and Asha’s pick
for Khadoor Sahib is Jasbir
Dimpa but he too is facing resistance. “It is a hardcore Panthic
seat and Akali Dal has fielded
former SGPC chief Bibi Jagir
Kaur and Punjab Democratic
Alliance (PDA) has opted for
Paramjit Kaur Khalra. The Congress has to match their pitch,”
says former minister Inderjit
Singh Zira, who is among the
contenders.
Amritsar remains undecided
too. Asha is learnt to be backing
city mayor Karamjit Singh
Rintu, who is part of the lobby
opposed to Sidhu. But Amritsar
MLAs HT spoke to said Sidhu or

lettershd@hindustantimes.com

JALANDHAR : TheShiromani Akali

Dal(SAD)haswrittentotheElection Commission (EC) of India to
shift inspector general of police
(IGP) Kunwar Vijay Pratap
Singh, a key member of the special investigation team (SIT)
probingthe2015policefiringincidents, out of the state till the Lok
Sabha elections are over.
The move comes days after a
Faridkot court gave the SIT nod
to question Dera Sacha Sauda
chiefGurmeetRamRahimSingh
forBehbalKalanandKotkapura
police firing incidents. The SAD
is facingpeople’swrathforallegedly facilitating pardon to the
dera chief in a blasphemy case
from the Akal Takht.
In a letter of the EC, the SAD
saidthatSinghshouldberelieved
of all his postings, including
member of the SIT, till the election results are announced. The
letterfurtherstatesthattheCongress government had handpicked the officer as a member of
the SIT to settle political scores
withtheBadals.TheSIThasbeen
givenafreehandtofabricateevidences against the top SAD leadershipinthe2015firingincidents,
theletterread,addingthatSingh
might misuse his power to tarnish the image of the Badals
ahead of the Lok Sabha polls.
Confirming the development,

MUKSTAR : Faridkot MP Sadhu

n

IGP Kunwar Vijay Partap Singh
is a member of SIT probing the
2015 firing cases.

Punjab chief electoral officer S
Karuna Raju said his office has
received the letter from the EC.
“Theletterhasbeenforwardedto
the police department seeking a
report in the matter,” said Raju.
When contacted, Kunwar
Vijay Pratap said he is just performing his duty and investigating the case in a fair, impartial
and transparent manner as per
the established normsofthelaw.
Minister Sukhjinder RandhawatermedtheSADdemanda
political gimmick. Nobody can
everdoubttheintegrityandhonesty of Kunwar Vijay Pratap, he
said, adding that former CM
Badal and his son Sukhbir are
trying to shield the dera chief to
save their skin. Bargari morcha
organiser and parallel Akal
Takht jathedar Dhian Singh
Mand slammed the Akali Dal for
itsdemand.Nobodyhastheright
to question the integrity of the
senior police officer.

No unanimity on winnable names, Cong central panel to take final call
Sukhdeep Kaur

KHAIRA IS AN
OPPORTUNIST,
HAS NO BASE:
SADHU SINGH

his wife Navjot Kaur would be a
better candidate from here.
Though the panel sees her as a
winning candidate against
Union minister Harsimrat Kaur
Badal whether she contests
Bathinda or Ferozepur, the Sidhus are not likely to bite the bait.
Navjot Kaur has applied for the
Chandigarh seat.
FIELDING MINISTERS
TO CREATE CABINET
BERTHS IN STATE?
While the party is willing to field
ministers like Vijay Inder Singla or Manpreet Singh Badal
from Bathinda, it is not too keen
to give tickets to sitting MLAs,
which is being seen within the
party as a way to create vacancies in the state cabinet.
Denying that she is supporting or opposing any names,
Asha said she is only giving her
feedback on seats. “It is my duty

to put forth facts. Punjab is a
secular state and does not vote
on communal lines. But we have
to ensure some seats to Hindus
too to strike a balance. Last time
too, we had fielded three Hindus,” she added.
With screening panel members rooting for loyalists,
resentment is brewing in the
party. “Rahul’s idea of decentralising ticket distribution is
being defeated. The docket of the
AICC (All India Congress Committee) has caste and religion
data for every seat along with
comments of screening panel.
But intelligence surveys are
being cited to back candidates as
winnable. Who can verify them?
We were aiming to win all seats
under ‘Mission 13’. But seats are
being compromised at the ticket
distribution stage itself,” a
ticket applicant said, requesting
anonymity.

Singh on Monday said Bholath
MLA and Punjab Ekta Party
(PEP) chief Sukhpal Singh
Khaira is an opportunist and he
has no base in the state.
Sadhu Singh,who was atDoda
village in Muktsar district’s Gidderbaha assembly constituency
to attend a function, said, “He
was inducted in the Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) and subsequently
made the leader of opposition
(LOP) in the assembly on his
requests to the party leaders.
Some people are funding him
just to weaken AAP.”
“He wants to run the show
alone. Our party has done commendable work in Delhi and we
want to do the same in Punjab,”
he said.
About his few visits to the constituency, the MP said, “I may
not have visited some villages
but helped the public with
grants. I gave ₹1.73 crore to the
Gidderbaha assembly segment.”

SAYS BHOLATH MLA
PLEADED WITH AAP
LEADERS TO INDUCT HIM
IN PARTY, MAKE HIM
LEADER OF OPPOSITION

Ex-MLA Mittal quits
LIP, joins Congress
LUDHIANA: In a setback to Lok
InsaafParty(LIP),formerMansa
MLA Prem Mittal on Monday
quitthepartyandjoinedtheCongress.
Mittal formally embraced the
CongressinDelhiinthepresence
of Punjab Pradesh Congress
Committee president Sunil
Jakhar, minister Bharat
Bhushan Ashu and party’s state
in-charge Asha Kumari. He was
accompanied to Delhi by Congress MP Ravneet Singh Bittu.
It is sort of home coming for
Mittal, who had joined Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) after
resigning from the Congress in
2007 and went on to win the
Mansa assembly seat. But he
snapped ties with the SAD and
joined Simarjit Bains-led LIP in
2012 after the party denied him
ticket for second term.
HTC
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3 GIVEN LIFE TERM
FOR BEATING MAN
TO DEATH IN SOHNA
GURUGRAM: A city court on
Saturday sentenced three men to
life imprisonment and imposed a
fine of ₹13,100 each for murdering
a man by beating him with wires
and rods in Sohna and dumping his
body in a drain in Jhajjar in August
2015. The accused — Jitender,
Sandeep Yadav and Ramesh Chand
— were held guilty of the offence
under Sections 302 (murder), 364
(kidnapping or abduction in order
HTC
to murder) of IPC .

Demolitions begin in Kant
enclave, 10 houses razed
GURUGRAM: Ten houses in
Faridabad’s Kant Enclave, a
425-acre township, were demolished on Monday on the basis of a
Supreme Court order of September, 2018, that held the land on
which the houses were built was
part of the protected Aravalli
forest. Besides, a film studio
owned by the developer of Kant
Enclave and a site office were
partially demolished in the drive
that started at 8am, officials said.
The Supreme Court had, on
September 18, 2018, ordered
demolition of the houses built
illegally in Kant Enclave after 1992.
The court had held that construction of the houses caused severe
ecological damage to the ancient
HTC
hills.

Govt should withdraw
stamp duty hike: AAP
CHANDIGARH: The Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) on Monday demanded
complete withdrawal of the hike in
stamp duty for registration of
property in the state. In a statement, leader of opposition Harpal
Singh Cheema said the state
government should immediately
rollback the increase in registration
fee on adoption, power of attorney and procuring old legal
documentation/papers, etc. HTC

Socialist party declares
Bathinda candidate
BATHINDA: Socialist Party (India)
on Monday declared lyricist
Baljinder Kumar Sangila of Mansa
as its candidate from Bathinda Lok
Sabha segment. National vicepresident of party Balwant Singh
Khera said political parties in India
do not work in a democratic and
transparent manner and his party
has been struggling hard to bring
all the political parties under the
HTC
Right to Information Act.

Priestsayscopsswindled
₹6.65cr,DGPordersprobe
Gagandeep Jassowal
n
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JALANDHAR:: The Punjab director

general of police (DGP) has
ordered probe into Father
AnthonyMadassary’sallegation
thatKhannapolicemisappropriated ₹6.65 crore “recovered from
his house”.
Fr Anthony is a close aide of
formerJalandhardiocesebishop
Franco Mulakkal, an accused in
the Kerala nun rape case.
DGP Dinkar Gupta has
deputed inspector general of
police Praveen Kumar Sinha to
conduct the probe. He is likely to
start his probe on Wednesday.
One of the four partners in a
firm,Sahodhaya,whichsupplies
booksandstationeryto45schools
run by the diocese, Fr Anthony
saidof₹30.34crorecollectedfrom
the sale of various items, ₹14

n

Anthony Madassary

crore was deposited in a South
IndianBankbranchwhilerestof
the amount (₹16.65 crore) was
keptathishouse.Heclaimedthat
the money was recovered from
hishouseandnotfromthecheckpost, as claimed by the police.
“When I went to the IT department’s office in Ludhiana, I was
shocked to know that only ₹9.66
crore was handed over to them.
Thepolicehavemisappropriated

₹6.65 crore,” he said.
Police had earlier claimed to
havearrestedFrAnthonyandhis
aides at a checkpost when they
were travelling in three vehicles
from Jalandhar to Ambala on
Saturday. “They were carrying
₹9.66 crore in cash without any
documents,” the police claimed.
FrAnthonyandhisaideswere
released later.
Meanwhile, the enforcement
directorate (ED) has asked the
Khannapoliceandtheincometax
department if there was any violationofthePMLA(Preventionof
Money Laundering Act) and
FEMA (Foreign Exchange ManagementAct)byFrAnthonyand
his aides.
“We will probe the matter if
there is any violation of the
rules,” enforcement directorate
joint director Ashok Gautam
said.

‘TERROR MODULE’ ARRESTS

5 youths were to get weapon
training in J&K, Pak: Police
Shailee Dogra
n

shailee.dogra@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : The five radicalised
youths,whowerearrestedbythe
State Special Operation Cell
(SSOC) of the Punjab Police on
Sunday for allegedly trying to
reviveterrorisminPunjab,were
togotoJammuandKashmirand
later cross over to Pakistan for
weapon training, officials probing the matter said.
Theaccused—GurpreetSingh
(29) of Sector 20, Chandigarh,
HarvinderSingh(24)ofSector12,
Panchkula, Sultan Singh (29) of
Kurukshetra in Haryana,
KaramjeetSingh(28)ofMogaand
Lovepreet Singh (22) of Sangrur
inPunjab—areinfour-daypolice

remand.
They were arrested from
Phase 6, Mohali, where they had
allegedlygatheredtoholdameeting. Assistant inspector general
(AIG) of police (SSOC) Varinder
Paul Singh had on Sunday said a
militant module targeted at
youngsters to motivate them to
kill Hindu leaders and Dera
Sacha Sauda members involved
in sacrilege incidents in Punjab
was being created. He said the 45
membersofmanagingcommittee
of Dera Sacha Suada were on
their hit list.
HANDLERS SITTING
ABROAD WERE
ARRANGING TRAINING
Theinvestigators saidUK-based

HTC and PTI
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CHANDIGARH: The Punjab and

Haryana high court on Monday
issued a contempt show-cause
notice to Punjab minister Bharat Bhushan Ashu.
He has been asked to respond
by July 2.The court passed the
order on the petition filed by
Maha Sabha Ludhiana, a nongovernment organisation,
through Jagdeesh Singh.
The petitioner had submitted
transcripts of an interaction in
which Bhushan is heard misbehaving with a police officer and
a superintending engineer and
asking them not to take action
against encroachment adjacent

SPIRITED ATTACK

Khalistani militant Paramjit
SinghPammaisfundingweapon
training of the youths.
Pamma, one of the organisers
of pro-Khalistan campaign ‘Referendum 2020’, was actively
involved in radicalising the
youthsthroughsocialmediaplatforms, they said.
Pamma is the alleged mastermind of the 2009 killing of Rulda
Singh,headoftheRashtriyaSikh
Sangat, a wing of the Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS).
Theaccusedwerealsointouch
with militants like Jagtar Singh
Hawara(ofBabbarKhalsa),who
islodgedinjail,RanjitSinghPakhoke, a Germany-based active
member of the Khalistan Tiger
Force (KTF).

Hoax bomb call
received at Ambala
railway station
AMBALA: The Railway Protection
Force (RPF) control room here
on Monday received a call from
an unknown miscreant who said
a bomb has been planted on
Ambala Cantonment station.
The call was found to be a hoax.
RPF officials said the miscreant called at RPF helpline number 182 at 2.11 pm and claimed
that there is a bomb planted on a
trolley at the station premises.
Another call was received at 2.14
pm when the caller threatened of
bombing Ambala Cantt, Jalandhar, Amritsar, Patna and Dharbhanga (Bihar) stations.
RPF commandant Raghuvir
said, “The caller didn’t seem to
bein amentally sound condition.
However, we are taking the preventive measures.”
HTC

to the plot of transporter Fateh
Singh Libra at BRS Nagar in
Ludhiana. The petitioner
alleged that Bhushan made
these calls at the behest of Libra.
The officials were unable to
muster courage to remove the
encroachment in view of the
threat being faced by them at the
hands of the minister and Libra,
the petition said. Ludhiana
mayor Balkar Singh Sandhu
and deputy commissioner Pradeep Kumar Aggarwal are among
others arrayed as a parties in
the contempt petition. The
court was told that their conduct was in defiance of its 2008
orders, wherein the authorities
were asked not to allow anyone
to grab public properties.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: ThePunjabandHaryana high court on Monday
issued notices to Punjab chief
minister Captain Amarinder
SinghandhissonRaninderSingh
in an income tax (I-T) case.
Thehighcourtbenchofjustice
Rajbir Sehrawat has sought
response from both by April 25.
The plea has been moved by
theincometaxdepartment,Ludhiana,againsttheNovember2018
order of the court of additional
sessionsjudge,Ludhiana,quashingthesummoningorderpassed
againstAmarinderandRaninder
in this case. The trial court had
earlierissuedsummonstobothto
appear personally for the hearing.Botharefacingallegationsof
makingfalsestatements,andwilful omission in providing
required information to the I-T

A LUDHIANA COURT
HAD EARLIER ISSUED
SUMMONS TO BOTH TO
APPEAR PERSONALLY
FOR HEARING

department, which had filed a
criminalcomplaintagainstthem
before a Ludhiana court in 2016.
As per the department, both
were beneficiaries of foreign
assets maintained through various business entities and also of
foreign bank accounts maintained with a bank in Geneva.
The department claimed that
the CM’s son is a direct beneficiaryoftheseassets.Theseinclude
accounts with HSBC Private
Bank,Geneva.Raninderisalsoa
trustee of the UK-based JacarandaTrust.However,Raninder
had denied any association with

theseentities,asperthepetition.
The IT department claimed
that Raninder was the settler
(donor) of the Jacaranda Trust,
UK, and owner of business entities Mulwala Holdings Limited,
LimerlockInternationalLimited,
Chillingham Holdings Limited
and Allworth Venture Holdings
Limited.
Theauthorities in BritishVirgin Islands (BVI) informed the
department that the business
entitieswereholdingsubstantial
financial assets, including bank
accounts in HSBC, Geneva, and
properties in the UK and Dubai,
the court has been told.
Asperthedepartment,theBVI
authoritiesprovidedacopyofthe
trustdeedtoitwhichshowedthat
the settlementwas madeon July
22,2005,in BritishVirginIslands
between Raninder and HSBC
Trust Company Limited. Raninder acted as a trustee of the trust.
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The scene outside a liquor vend at Nindana in Rohtak, the ancestral village of Haryana chief
minister Manohar Lal Khattar, after the residents attacked it during a protest and threw the
MANOJ DHAKA/HT
bottles on the road on Monday.

SIT awaiting jail
authorities’ nod
to quiz dera chief
n

gagandeep@htlive.com

JALANDHAR: The special investigation team (SIT), probing the 2015
Behbal Kalan and Kotkapura firing incidents, is awaiting nod
from Haryana prison authorities
to question Dera Sacha Sauda
chief Gurmeet Ram Rahim
Singh, currently lodged in Rohtak jail.
The SIT has sought time from
Haryana prison authorities to
question the dera chief, who is
serving life sentence in a rape
case, on April 2.
Officials familiar with the
matter said some members of the
SIT were already camping at
Rohtak.
Senior SIT officers would
reach Rohtak once the permission to quiz the dera chief was
granted, they said.
On March 20, a Faridkot court
had granted permission to the
SIT to question Sirsa-based Dera
Sacha Sauda chief.
The officials said dera chief’s
questioning was necessary to
unravel the plot behind the
police firing. During investigation, several witnesses had told
the SIT that the dera chief was
behind sacrilege incidents, they
said.
The SIT is also probing the
purported meeting between
former Punjab deputy chief minister Sukhbir Singh Badal and
the dera chief for clearing the latter’s movie MSG 2 for release in
Punjab in September 2015.
The dera chief was also

Opposition parties have lost ground BSP-LSP alliance
in state, says Khattar at Kaithal rally finalises four

candidates for Hry

HT Correspondent
letterschd@hindustantimes.com

Sunil Rahar

KARNAL :Haryana chief minister

Manohar Lal Khattar on Monday said opposition parties in
the state have lost ground and
none of them will be able to win
any of the 10 seats in the Lok
Sabha elections.
Khattar, who was addressing
a Vijay Sankalp Rally at Siwan
in Kaithal district, said, “There
is nothing in the name of opposition in Haryana and people have
decided to elect BJP candidates
in all 10 seats in the state.”
He also accused the successive governments in the state of
promoting corruption, nepotism and regionalism in government appointments. He claimed
the BJP government has put an
end to corruption in the state.
“Corruption in government
appointments has become history in Haryana and all appointments are now being made on
the merit basis,” he added.
He accused the Congress of
misleading the poor by making
false promise of giving them Rs

n
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AMBALA: The Bahujan Samaj

n

Haryana chief minister Manohar Lal Khattar during the Vijay Sankalp Rally at Siwan in Kaithal district
HT PHOTO
on Monday.

72,000 per year. “But the people
of this country are well aware
that the Congress was responsible for the poverty in the coun-

try and they did not do anything
during their regime”, he added.
Khattar said the country is
safe under the leadership of

Prime Minister Narendra Modi
as he has given a free hand to
security forces to deal with terrorists.

Party(BSP)andits alliancepartner Loktantra Suraksha Party
(LSP) have finalised four candidatesfortheLokSabhaelections
in Haryana.
Talking to HT over phone,
state BSP chief Prakash Bharti
said the alliance will field BSP’s
NareshSaranfromAmbala,Kishan Lal Panchal from Rohtak,
Pankaj Chaudhary from Karnal
andLSP’sRameshRaoPilotfrom
Bhiwani- Mahendragarh.
“We had discussed all these
names withBSPsupremo Mayawati on Saturday,” he added.
Apart from Bhiwani-Mahendragarh,theBSPhasallottedthe
Sonepat seat to LSP, headed by
rebel BJP MP Raj Kumar Saini.
A leader associated with the
election strategy of the alliance,
seekinganonymity,saidtheywill
announce 7-8 candidates in Rohtak on Wednesday while the
remaining nominees will be

INLD LEADER
SHOT DEAD IN
JHAJJAR
HT Correspondent
n
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ROHTAK :Satish Deshwal, 50, who

Gagandeep Jassowal

ELECTION2019
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> MANOHAR LAL KHATTAR, chief minister

SAD ASKS CEC TO
ORDER PROBE
The Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD)
on Monday asked Punjab chief
election commissioner (CEC) S
Karuna Raju to order an independent probe into the alleged
misappropriationoftheamount,
saying this seemed to have happenedwiththeconnivanceofthe
Congress and its leaders. The
moneycouldbeusedtoinfluence
voters, it said.
The SAD demanded withdrawal of the Punjab chief electoral officer’s instructions to the
police to take action against
prominent Akali leaders and
workers who blocked roads during a protest in 2017. Party leadwers, including Dr Daljit Singh
Cheema,SikanderSinghMaluka
and Charanjit Singh Brar submitted two separate memorandums to the Punjab CEO.

I-T CASE

n

THERE IS NOTHING IN THE NAME OF OPPOSITION IN
HARYANA AND THE BJP WILL WIN ALL 10 LS SEATS.

SLUR ON POLICE Father Anthony says Khanna police recovered ₹16.65 crore from his
house but handed over ₹9.66 crore to IT dept; IG Praveen Kumar Sinha to conduct inquiry

CLU scam: HC
contempt notice to HC notice to Capt, his son
minister Ashu
HT Correspondent
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NARESH SARAN WILL
CONTEST FROM AMBALA,
KISHAN LAL PANCHAL
FROM ROHTAK, PANKAJ
CHAUDHARY FROM
KARNAL, RAMESH RAO
PILOT FROM BHIWANIMAHENDERGARH
announced by April 7.
He said LSP chief Saini has so
far not made up his mind to contest the parliamentary polls.
In February, the BSP had
called off its nine-month-old alliance with the INLD after BSP
candidate Umed Singh Redhu
faced a humiliating defeat in the
Jind byelection, and forged an
alliance with the LSP.
Mayawati will sound the poll
bugleinHaryanainthefirstweek
of May, Bharti said.
“TheBSPchiefwilladdress3-4
public rallies in Haryana,” he
added.

OFFICIALS SAY RAM
RAHIM WILL BE
QUESTIONED TO
UNRAVEL PLOT BEHIND
BEHBAL KALAN AND
KOTKAPURA FIRING
granted pardon by the Akal
Takht on September 24, 2015, in a
blasphemy case.
The Akal Takht revoked its
decision on October 16, 2015 following resentment by Sikh bodies.
As per the Justice Ranjit
Singh Commission, which
probed the sacrilege incidents,
Himmat Singh, brother of then
Akal Takht head Giani Gurmukh Singh, in his testimony,
said then Punjab chief minister
Parkash Singh Badal and his son
Sukhbir facilitated pardon to the
dera head. Himmat later
retracted his statement against
both Badal and Sukhbir, saying
then jail minister Sukhjinder
Singh Randhawa pressured him
to sign documents submitted to
the panel.
Haryana director general of
police (prisons) K Selvaraj could
not be reached despite of
repeated attempts.
WHAT NEXT
Oficials said if the Haryana
prison authorities did not give
nod or delayed the matter, the
SIT was likely to move court for
production warrant against the
dera chief.

has been associated with the
Indian National Lok Dal (INLD)
for long, was shot dead on Monday at his hotel in Dadri Toe village of Jhajjar district.
Deshwal had previously
served as Jhajjar city president
of INLD. His mother Sahab Kaur
had been party’s district president in Jhajjar.
Police said Deshwal owned
Maharaja hotel on Gurugram
road and was sitting on its reception when four assailants came
there and opened fire at him.
Eight bullets were pumped in his
body and he died on the spot.
The police said since CCTV
cameras installed in the hotel
were not working, the accused
could not be identified.
The police have registered a
case under Section 302 (murder)
of the Indian Penal Code (IPC)
and Sections 25 and 59 of the
Arms Act against unknown
men. The police said a hunt was
on to nab them.
Deshwal’s younger brother
Satbir said the latter was also in
real estate business.
He said he suspected a monetary dispute with a partner could
be the reason behind Deshwal’s
murder.

SATISH DESHWAL, 50,
FORMER JHAJJAR CITY
CHIEF OF INLD, WAS
ATTACKED BY FOUR
ASSAILANTS AT HIS
HOTEL IN A VILLAGE

Man attempts
suicide at Karnal
district police HQ
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

KARNAL :A 42-year-old man allegedly attempted suicide by consuming a poisonous substance at
the district police headquarters
here on Monday, alleging inaction on a complaint he filed
against two men for allegedly
duping him of ₹1.70 lakh on the
pretext of sending him abroad.
Police said Naresh Kumar, a
resident of Ballah village in the
district, was admitted to the ICU
at Kalpana Chawla Government
Hospital, Karnal, where his condition is stated to be stable.
The police have booked him
under Section 309 (attempt to
suicide) of the Indian Penal
Code. Talking to HT, Karnal
superintendent of police (SP)
Surender Singh Bhoria said on
the basis of Naresh Kumar’s
complaint they had registeredan
FIR against Suresh Kumar and
Jaiveer Singh on March 15 and
the investigation was on in this
case. He said the allegation of a
shoddy probe into the matter
will also be looked into by the
police after recording the statement of the complainant and

ALLEGES INACTION ON
HIS COMPLAINT AGAINST
TWO MEN FOR DUPING
HIM OF ₹ 1.7 LAKH ON
PRETEXT OF SENDING
HIM ABROAD
action will be taken accordingly.
Suresh Kumar, victim’s
brother, said the latter is a daily
wagerand he is the only bread
winner of his family. He wanted
to go abroad to provide better
education to his children and he
gave the money to Suresh and
Jaivir, who assured him of a job
in Iraq.
But when he reached the
Delhi airport he was told that his
documents were bogus, following which he filed a police complaint against them. But he had
alleged that the police did not
take any action against them .
On Monday, he came to district
police headquarters to take up
the matter with DSP Balwinder
Singh. He claimed he did not get
a satisfactory response from
DSP, following which he tried to
commit suicide.
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DARSHANI DEORI DEMOLITION

spiceoflife

Plaint lodged against
Baba Jagtar Singh,
SGPC members

Holding on to memories of a ‘hold-all’
Rajbir Deswal

W

ho doesn’t feel irritated, stifled and suffocated, by the strict baggage specifications that airlines
follow?
It takes some effort to weigh
and measure suitcases before
boarding a flight. One kilogram
on the minus side and you feel
cheated, sincerely regretting
not having the presence of mind
to put in that packet of Panchranga pickle for your children who live abroad.
One kilogram more and cowering under the withering looks
of the airline’s ground you have
to beg and plead to be allowed to
carry that packet of ghee your
son had specially asked for
since he can’t get hold of one
where he lives. When your pleas
fall on deaf ears you start looking longingly at the exit doors
where your relative had come to
drop you off and see if the

OUTRAGE Local politicians and Sikh bodies demand action
against those involved in demolition of historic structure
Anil Sharma
n

anil.kumar@htlive.com

TARN TARAN : Two days after Kar
Sewa activists demolished a portion of the darshani deori of Gurdwara Darbar Sahib, around two
dozen local Sikhs and eyewitnesses lodged a formal complaint
against the outfit and employees
of the Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee (SGPC) on
Monday.
The complainants demanded
action against Kar Sewa head
Baba Jagtar Singh and the
SGPC employees who work at the
Darbar Sahib and its manager
Partap Singh for demolishing the
two-century old structure.
“Around 400 goons bearing
sharp-edged weapons demolished the darshani deori at the
behest of Baba Jagtar Singh and
in presence of the Darbar Sahib
manager Partap Singh and
employees of the SGPC. The
accused have hurt the sentiments
of the Sikh community and
should be booked under Section
295A (deliberate and malicious
acts, intended to outrage religious feelings of any class by
insulting its religion or religious
beliefs) of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC),” the complaint reads.
DSP Kawaljit Singh, who has
been charged with investigating
the matter, said, “I have called
Kar Sewa head Baba Jagtar Singh
and the others to record their
statements on Tuesday.”
The SGPC has formed a threemember committee, comprising
SGPC members Bhagwant Singh
Siyalka, Bhai Ram Singh and
Gurmeet Singh, to investigate the
incident.
On being asked why the
SGPC had not lodged a police
complaint against Kar Sewa till
now, Siyalka said, “The Sikh
sangat has lodged the complaint.
We will consider filing a complaint after completing our
report.”

Acted as per SGPC
resolution: Kar
sewa member
AMRITSAR : Kar Sewa represent-

atives on Monday claimed they
had acted as per SGPC’s resolution issued on July 2018.
“The kar sewa of the darshani deori was started on Saturday by the jathedars of Baba
Jagtar Singh after a resolution
was issued by the SGPC on
July 12, 2017,” said Baba
Mohinder Singh, Kar Sewa’s
senior representative.
“As our actions angered the
sangat, we apologise. In future,
before initiating the kar sewa
of any historic structure, we
will consult the Sikh sangat
and sects,” he said. SGPC chief
secretary Roop Singh said after
passing the resolution which is
being cited by Kar Sewa, they
had issued a new resolution
asking to put a hold on construction at the deori until
further notice.

n

A portion of the darshani deori of Gurdwara Darbar Sahib in Tarn
Taran was demolished by kar Sewa activists.
HT FILE

›

Around 400 goons
bearing sharp-edged
weapons demolished the
‘darshani deori’ at behest
of Baba Jagtar Singh and
in presence of the Darbar
Sahib manager Partap
Singh and employees of
the SGPC.
COMPLAINT TO POLICE

BRAHMPURA, KHALRA
DEMAND ACTION
AGAINST CULPRITS
Those who filed the complaint
also alleged the SGPC and the
Kar Sewa heads were hands in
glove and therefore the gurdwara
body had not lodged any police
complaint.
Different organisations of the
Sikh community, including Guru
Maneyo Granth Sewak Jatha,
Himmat-e-Khalsa Jatha, and
leaders, MP Ranjit Singh Brahmpura and PEP Khadoor Sahib
candidate Bibi Paramjit Kaur
Khalra, demanded action against

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : The Aam Aadmi

Party (AAP) expressed shock
over demolition of the 200-yearold deori of the Gurudwara Sri
Darbar Sahib at Tarn Taran on
Monday.
In a joint statement, Punjab
Legislative Assembly leader of
opposition (LoP) Harpal Singh
Cheema and MLAs Baljinder
Kaur, Kultar Singh Sandhwan,
Jai Kishan Rori, Amarjit Singh
Sandoa and Kulwant Singh
Pandori condemned the demolition.
The AAP leaders said it was
regrettable that the deori, which
was built in 1839 by Naunihal
Singh, the grandson of Maharaja
Ranjit Singh, was demolished
under the nose of the apex
body.
They also demanded the resig-

HC for day-to-day
hearing on plea filed
by man on death row
has ordered day-to-day hearing
in the death reference as also the
convict’s appeal against the capital punishment awarded to him
in a 1984 anti-Sikh riots case.
A bench of justices Siddharth
Mridul and Manoj Kumar Ohri
said the appeal and the death reference of convict Yashpal Singh
would be heard on daily basis till
the conclusion of arguments.
“List the case for hearing on
April 22. It is made clear that the
hearing of the connected appeal
and death reference shall be conducted on day to day basis till the
conclusion of the arguments,”
the bench said in a recent order.
The court had earlier sought
response of the police on Yashpal’s plea challenging his death
sentence in the case.
He has filed the appeal against
his conviction and sentence by a
trial court here.
He has also filed a bail plea in the
matter. The bench had also
issued notice to Yashpal on the
reference to confirm his death
sentence.
The trial court had also
awarded life term to co-convict

TAKE LEGAL ACTION
AGAINST KAR SEWA
HEAD: SIKH BODIES
JALANDHAR:Activists of an alliance
of Sikh organisations have
demanded that a criminal case be
registered against Baba Jagtar
Singh. The alliance’s spokesperson Sukhdev Singh Phagwara
said , “It was an attempt to earn
money from the pilgrims in the
name of constructing a new building. Kar Sewa activists demolished the gate without taking the
SGPC or the Sikh community in
loop. They should be booked for
hurting religious sentiments.”

Naresh Sherawat in the case
relating to the killing of two men
in New Delhi during the 1984
riots —the first convictions in
the cases reopened by the special
investigation team (SIT).
Naresh has also appealed
against his conviction and sentence before the high court
which has sought response of the
police in the plea. Delhi Police
had closed the case in 1994 for
want of evidence, but it was
reopened by the SIT.
The special investgation team
is investigating nearly 60 cases
related to the riots, while it has
filed “untraced report” in 52
cases.
While this was the first death
penalty after the SIT was formed,
one Kishori was earlier given
capital punishment by a trial
court in as many as seven antiSikh riots cases.
However, the Delhi high court
confirmed death penalty only in
three cases, which were later
commuted to life term by the
apex court. As per the CrPC, the
death penalty cannot be executed unless confirmed by the
high court.
PTI

offending packet can be handed
over to him instead of throwing
it into the bin.
As a high school student and
leaving home for the hostel, my
parents stuffed nearly everything I needed in what was
called a hold-all. My father in
fact liked packing my hold-all
for me because it reminded him
of his college days in Lahore
when he would pack his own
hold-all.
In fact, it was the hold-all in
which you could carry small
mattresses or gaddis, mosquito

between were books, toiletry, a
badminton racquet and even a
collapsible table-lamp. Somewhere inside the folds, my
mother would deposit a packet
of shakkar-paras, for she knew
about my weakness for sweets.
All this made the hold-all
very heavy and one could only
carry it on our backs, holding on
to the handle with both hands.
Train attendants were not too
happy to accommodate them in
bogies while conductors
insisted that hold-alls be
adjusted on the tops of buses
with trunks and other luggage
items.
In the movies, the travelling
heroes invariably carried a
hold-all. It had everything that
one needed for a long trip and
stay. Students, army-men, and
policemen, everyone carried a
hold-all. It was not just a symbol
of affluence but also indicated
that the person carrying it was
organised as well.

letterstoeditor
THE GREAT ‘TAMASHA’:
A TALE OF TWO IPLS
Two IPLs, with stark similarities, are currently on in India.
The ongoing ‘Indian Political
League’ is far bigger than the
‘Indian Premier League’. Both
are run by big corporate money
and are getting an extensive
media coverage. Teams and
players in the ‘Indian Political
League’ are also bought by the
corporate and moneybags. In
both the leagues, the beneficiaries are players and their masters besides the media, especially TV channels. We Indians
don’t mind remaining mere
spectators even in the ongoing
political game. We don’t realise
that it is not just a fight between
one outfit or other but it is our
fight to secure our right to livelihood, education, healthcare,
security and dignity. How long
shall we let ourselves be
exploited because of our benign
attitude towards degenerating
politics?
HL Sharma, Amritsar

DON’T LOOT THE
TAXPAYERS’ MONEY
The State bank of India (SBI)’s
proposed plan to revive the Jet
Airways is nothing but infusion
of more funds on a non-perform-

AAP seeks SGPC
chief’s resignation

1984 RIOTS

NEW DELHI: The Delhi high court

those involved in the demolition.
“SGPC member Gurbachan
Singh Karmuwala was involved
in the demolition of the deori. The
Kar Sewa head could not have
demolished the historic building
without the consent of the SGPC,”
said Brahmpura, who visited the
gurdwara along with former MP
Rattan Singh Ajnala.
Bibi Paramjit Kaur Khalra
demanded the resignation of
SGPC chief Gobind Singh Longowal for failing to protect the
historic site. On Monday, members of the SAD also held a protest
outside the gurdwara.

nets and pillows, everything
rolled up, from where the term
bistar gol (rolled up bedding) in
Hindi originated in a reference
to people moving on postings
with their luggage.
A hold-all was made up of
canvas, usually brown in colour. It was stitched in such a
way that after being rolled up it
had pockets on the sides for
accommodating articles of different dimensions. Two lengthy
leather straps were then used to
secure the bundle and because it
contained a whole lot of things
two people were required to roll
it up as tightly as possible, buckling it after a great deal of huffing and puffing. There was a
leather handle attached too for
easy handling.
The first thing to be spread in
a hold-all was a quilt, dhurrie or
blankets. A pocket at one end
was meant for pillows while the
other end could accommodate a
tin of ghee, or shoes. Adjusted in

AS A HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENT AND LEAVING
HOME FOR THE HOSTEL,
MY PARENTS STUFFED
NEARLY EVERYTHING I
NEEDED IN WHAT WAS
CALLED A HOLD-ALL

DATE FOR LINKING
AADHAAR WITH PAN
The last date of linking of Aadhaar number with PAN has been
extended up to September 30,
2019. The Central Board of
Direct Taxes (CBDT) issues clarification on linking of PAN with
Aadhaar. It is also made clear in
the circular that it is mandatory
to quote and link Aadhaar number while filing the income tax
return (ITR) as required under
Section139AA(1) (ii) unless specifically exempted as per notifi-

cation issued under Section
139AA(3) of the Income Tax Act.
It also made clear that ITRs
being filed with effect from April
1 either electronically or manually cannot be filed without
quoting the Aadhaar number.
Shakti Singh, Karnal

OLD RED TAPE
REPLACED BY NEW
Some people are worried over
the possible ban on the ₹2,000
note if the BJP retains power
after the general elections. Such
shaken confidence is the result
of absence of people-to-policy
bridge. The corrective measures like demonetisation and
GST impacted every individual
but development plans may
have long-term vision attached
with them. Technology, which
was supposed to be a weapon
against corruption, has only
replaced old red tape with new
layers of opaqueness. Absence
of single-window, single-sheet
transparent rules and procedures has given rise to new age
middlemen armed with ways to
intrude upon people’s privacy.
Hope the new government
works on policies that actually
makes life of each and every
citizen easy.
Anju Juneja

LARGEST DEMOCRACY HAS
TINY-HEARTED PARTIES
This refers to Chanakya’s article, ‘2019’s two parallel election
campaigns’, (HT, March 30). The
writer rightly says the two main
national parties—the BJP and
the Congress — are starkly
focusing on two different issues
in the general elections, a few
weeks away. What is surprising
is that they are not engaging
each other on them. While the
BJP is trumpeting the preeminence of national security, the
Congress is trundling out the
magnitude of poverty and
joblessness. This scenario
only loudly proclaims that political parties in the biggest
democracy are too tiny-hearted
to put their heads together to
discuss these issues bedeviling
the country.
Tarsem Singh, Mahilpur

‘PILLION-RIDERS’ BJP AND
CONG NOT A HEALTHY SIGN
Apropos the editorial ‘Watch out
for Amit Shah 2.0 (HT, April 1)’,
BJP president Amit Shah has
filed his nomination papers from
Gandhinagar, a seat held by LK
Advani for decades. Shah’s
plunge into electoral politics is a
step to come into national prominence. There are parallel power

ROBBER
ACCIDENTALLY
KILLED BY
ACCOMPLICE

BJP workers taking selfies during an event to promote the ‘Main Bhi Chowkidar’ campaign in Amritsar on Monday.

Jassi case: Waiting
for bank details of
accused, say police

Harinder Khalsa:
Not keen on
Amritsar but will
go by party’s order

HT Correspondent
TARNTARAN:A robber was acciden-

tally killed by his accomplice at
Chuslewar village in Patti on
Monday.
The complainant, Kulwinder
Kaur, said, “Around 12.30am, five
unidentified people bearing
sharp-edged weapons broke into
our house. My niece, Arshdeep
Kaur, our relative Sukhwant
Singh and I were in the house. We
raised an alarm, after which our
neighbours gathered.”
“The accused tried to flee but
Sukhwant got ahold of one of
them (Rahul). One of his accomplices, tried to attack Sukhwant
with a sharp-edged weapon in a
bid to release Rahul but the
weapon accidentally hit Rahul on
the head,” she said. “After the
attack, the four other robbers
tried to flee but people caught two
of them,” she said. The accused
are Mukesh, Paras, Lovepreet
and Manjinder Singh of Guru
Nanakpura area in Amritsar.
Mukesh and Paras were caught,
while the other are on the run.
The police have been unable to
identify , who among the gang,
attacked Rahul. A case was registered under Sections 307, 457, 392,
148 and 149 of the IPC.
HTC

n

HT Correspondent

letterschd@htlive.com

n

SANGRUR : Police on Monday said
there is nothing new in the supplementary chargesheet filed in
the murder case of Jaswinder
Sidhu alias Jassi and they are
waiting for the bank account
details of the accused, Malkiat
Kaur Sidhu and Surjit Singh
Badesha.
The challan was submitted in
the court of Malerkotla judicial
magistrate (first class) on
March 29.
In January, Canada had
extradited Jassi’s mother Malkiat and maternal uncle Badesha in the 2000 murder case.
They were declared proclaimed
offenders (POs) by a Sangrur
court in 2003.
They are currently lodged in
the Sangrur district jail. The
court has fixed April 5 as the
next date of hearing. Senior officials said they are treating the
statement of Jassi that she had
submitted to police in 1999 as
key evidence.
“Badesha had visited India
and claimed that Jassi was misguided but she arrived here saying she got married with her

rajbirdeswal@hotmail.com

centres in all the parties.
Regional satraps think that they
could be kingmakers and
are keen on playing an important role at the national level.
While entering into poll alliance,
they have ceded fewer seats to
the national parties. This is not a
healthy sign. We may end up
having city-states in the
near future if the Congress and
the BJP agree to become pillionriders.
Usha Verma,
Chandigarh

ACCELERATE KHARAR LUDHIANA HIGHWAY WORK
The construction work of
Kharar -Ludhiana highway,
undertaken about a year ago,
continues at a snail’s pace. The
project seems to have become a
never ending ordeal for the residents of Kharar and the people
commuting from Chandigarh
and other places. Long hours of
traffic jams and dilapidated
roads irritate the local public as
it takes hours to cross this area.
The construction work should
be accelerated and accorded
priority. The authorities concerned should look into this
matter and take some urgent
and effective steps.
Gurleen Kaur Dhaliwal

Unidentified
persons booked
for thrashing
man at toll plaza

AAP LEADERS SAID SGPC
SHOULD NOT HOLD
OTHERS RESPONSIBLE
FOR THE DEMOLITION
AS A MANAGER COULD
NOT HAVE TAKEN A
UNILATERAL DECISION

n

n

(The author is a retired IPS officer
and an advocate)

ramesh.vinayak@hindustantimes.com
ing corporate house. This is just
using good money for a bad venture, which is not justified even
in standard banking parlance. If
this continues, more and more
sick corporate houses will
approach the financial institutions with no end to tackle the
situation. The moot question is
how the Indian aviation
industry is crumbling as such
recession is not seen in the sector in other countries. The taxpayers’ money can’t be plundered under the guise of restructuring and bailouts. Time has
come for an overhaul of private
airline business and taking control of the management by government.
Anil Vinayak, Amritsar

SAY CHEESE

nation of SGPC president Gobind
Singh Longowal. They said the
SGPC should not hold others
responsible for the demolition as
a manager could not have taken a
unilateral decision on such an
important issue without consulting the chief. The leaders
demanded that a legal suit be filed
against Longowal, kar sewaks
and members of the managing
committee for dereliction of duty.
They also sought restoration of
the ancient deori .

Emergency had been lifted
then in 1977, and we, a pack of
ten boys and ten girls, pursuing
our master’s, went to Manali on
a university tour, to celebrate
our newly found ‘glasnost’ or
openness (read independence).
Appointed by the university
authorities, a male and a female
teacher, chaperoned us, ably
assisted by the English department peon, Narayan. Most of us
carried our hold-alls. I still
recall the ‘effort’ on the part of
boys, sparing and relieving Narayan, and vying with each other
then, in an apparent move to
impress the girls, to carry their
luggage.
Hold on now! Where do people come across such instances
of chivalry today? Definitely not
near the conveyor belts in the
baggage claim areas. Or do
they?

n

Jaswinder Sidhu alias Jassi
was killed near Ludhiana by
men hired by her mother and
uncle in Canada.
HT FILE

consent. The family had not
claimed her body. We have
probed the matter and compiled
all evidences before submitting
challan.
All witnesses will remain
same and there is nothing new
in the supplementary chargesheet,” said Amargarh DSP Palwinder Singh Cheema. Jassi’s
body was found with her throat
slit in June 2000. She was
25-year-old at the time of her
death. Her husband, Mithu, a
Jagraon resident, was also
attacked but he survived.

SAMEER SEHGAL/HT

Punjab government
defends appointment
of law officers in HC
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

letterschdf@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR : Putting speculations
pertaining to his candidature
from Amritsar to rest, Harinder
Singh Khalsa said he has not
demanded that he be given a
ticket but will not mind contesting elections if the party asks
him to.
Khalsa, who joined the saffron party on March 28, paid
obeisance at Golden Temple
with his wife Satwant Kaur,
apart from visiting Harbans Lal
Khanna Samark and the district
office.

‘COUNTRY SAFE IN
MODI’S HANDS’
However, no prominent Bharatiya Janata Party leader arrived
at the office to welcome Khalsa,
who was elected as an MP on an
AAP ticket in 2014 but was later
suspended from the party.
He said he has been analysing
the political situation prevailing in the country for a long time
and has come to believe that the
country is only secure in the
hands of Prime Minister Narendra Modi.

DHILWAN (KAPURTHALA) : Sixteen
unidentified persons were
booked for thrashing a passenger and damaging his car when
he reportedly refused to pay the
toll tax after waiting for over
three hours at the toll plaza in
Dhilwan on Sunday.
The victim, Rajiv Kumar, a
resident of Panch Rattan said he
along with his family were travelling towards Amritsar and had
to wait for over three hours in
traffic to cross the toll barrier.
When he lodged a protest the
employees started abusing him.
Later, a security guard threatened them with a gun and some
employees thrashed him and
damaged his car. A case was filed
under Sections of the Indian
Penal Code and Arms Act . HTC

CHANDIGARH:: The Punjab government on Monday defended
the appointment of law officers
and accused the petitioner, who
had challenged it, of “bench
hunting” and “committing perjury”.
The petition, challenging the
appointments, was filed in the
Punjab and Haryana High Court
last week and the bench of justice Rajan Gupta had sought
state’s response to it by April 2.
Petitioner RL Mittal had
claimed that an RTI reply,
received from the high court
administration, revealed that
the Supreme Court judgment on
law officers’ appointment was
not being followed by the state.
The government’s reply, filed
by Kumar Rahul, secretary,
department of home affairs and
justice, said the matter pertained to engagement of law officers and not employees of the
state. Hence, it could not be
listed as “service matter”, it
said.
The government also questioned the manner in which the
petition was filed, got listed and

THE GOVT ACCUSED THE
PETITIONER, WHO HAD
CHALLENGED IT, OF
‘BENCH HUNTING’ AND
‘COMMITTING PERJURY’
later withdrawn, but the fact did
not find a mention in the subsequent petition, which resulted
in a high court bench putting the
state on notice. The record of the
earlier petition was missing,
which also merited inquiry and
interference by the court, it
argued.
The government claimed that
the petitioner deliberately misrepresentated facts on information received under the RTI on
whether the high court was consulted in appointments.
It told court that engagement
of law officers had been made as
per the Punjab Law Officers
Engagement Act 2017, which
was enacted after the Supreme
Court directions on appointment of law officers. Hence,
there was no need for the state to
consult the high court on these
appointments, the government
said.
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4militantskilledinPulwamaencounter Ramban car

blast: Suspected
bomber arrested

FOUR INJURED Three armymen, a police personnel were
hurt during the gunfight, arms and ammunition recovered
Ashiq Hussain
n

ashiq.hussain@htlive.com

SRINAGAR :Four militants belong-

ing to a combined group of Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) and Hizbul
Mujahideen (HM) terror outfits
were killed, while three armymen and a police personnel
were injured in the encounter in
Jammu and Kashmir’s Pulwama district Monday.
Security officials said that a
joint party of police, army
and CRPF launched a search
operation at Lassipora in Pulwama Monday morning after
information about presence of
militants.
The police said during the
searches, the hiding militants
fired upon the search party that
led to gun fight between the two
groups.
“In the ensuing encounter,
four terrorists were killed and
the bodies were retrieved from
the site of encounter,” said
police spokesman Manoj
Kumar. “In the initial exchange
of fire, three armymen and one
policeman sustained injuries.
They have been hospitalised for
the treatment and are stated to
be stable,” he said.
The police said no collateral
damage took place during the
encounter.
“Incriminating material,
including arms and ammunition, was recovered from the
site of encounter. The police has
registered a case,” the spokesman said.
The slain militants were identified as Zaffar Paul,Tauseef

THE SLAIN MILITANTS
WERE ALL LOCALS FROM
SHOPIAN AND PULWAMA
DISTRICTS OF J&K
Ahmad Yattoo, Aqib Ahmad
Kumar and Mohammad Shafi
Bhat, residents of Shopian and
Pulwama districts.
Police said it was a combined
group of proscribed outfits HM
and LeT. “They were wanted by
law for their complicity in series
of terror crimes, including
attack on security establishments and civilian atrocities,” a
police official said.
Locals have been requested
not to venture near the site
of encounter till the area is
completely sanitised and
cleared of all the explosive
materials, if any.
Last week, six militants were
killed in three separate encounters across the Valley. While
two militants of Jasih-e-Mohammad were gunned down in
Nowgam, Budgam in central
Kashmir on Friday, four were
neutralised in Kashmir on
Thursday.
Three militants of a combined group of proscribed outfits Hizbul Mujahideen and
Lashkar-e-Taiba were killed in
south Kashmir’s Shopian.
In another encounter, a JeM
militant was killed in north
Kashmir’s Handwara in Kupwara district.
Security forces have been
aggressively pursuing mili-

tants; particularly those from
Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM), after
a suicide car bomber of the outfit rammed a truck in a CRPF
convoy in south Kashmir’s Pulwana on February 14, killing 40
personnel.
Since then, 36 militants have
been killed in 16 encounters
across the Kashmir valley.
In total, 65 militants have
been killed while as many as 57
security forces personnel – 43
CRPF personnel, including
those of Pulwama attack, 8
armymen and 6 police personnel have lost their lives in various encounters and attacks this
year.
As many as 14 civilians have
also lost their lives in various
incidents of violence.
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BATTLEFIELD J&K
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SRINAGAR: Social activist and

chairman of Tribal Coordination committee, Talib Hussain
who spearheaded justice campaign of Kathua rape and murder case,joined the Peoples Democratic Party (PDP) on Monday.
He was welcomed into party
by PDP chief Mehbooba Mufti.
“Happy to welcome well
known tribal rights activist
Chowdhary Talib Hussain into
PDP today. He fought tirelessly
to ensure justice for Rasana rape
victim at the cost of his personal
safety. I am confident that he will

n

Talib Hussain

work tirelessly towards our
vision for a khushaal J&K,’’ she
tweeted.
Hussain had emerged as the
face of the campaign for justice to
the eight-year-old girl who was
abducted, raped and murdered
in Rasana village near Kathua.
Hussain was later accused of
sexual harassment by a woman
relative. A student at the JNU
had also accused him of sexual
assault in 2018 during the

#MeToo movement. Hussain is
currently out on the bail.
Joining the party at the official residence of PDP president
Mehbooba Mufti at Gupkar,
Hussain applauded the role
played by former chief minister
during the rape and murder of
eight-year-old in Kathua.
“In Jammu region the communal forces are after Muslims
especially our community (Gujjar community). They wanted to
capture our land, have killed our
children and then slapped fake
cases on us... During the rape
and murder case of an eightyear-old girl in Kathua, we witnessed the role played by Mehbooba Mufti, who was then the
chief minister, he said.
Hussain said Mufti took a
strong stand against the communal forces and ensured that the
accused were jailed.

Amid tight security, EVMs reach a poll centre near Ghanatti in Shimla on Monday.
DEEPAK SANSTA /HT

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

JAMMU : A terror suspect was

n

NEWDELHI : An alleged terrorist
of the Jaish-e-Mohammad
(JeM) carrying a reward of
two lakhs was arrested by the
Delhi Police Special Cell from
Srinagar, officials said on
Monday. Faiyaz Ahmad Lone,
a resident of Kupwara, had
been evading arrest since 2015
and was carrying a reward of
₹2 lakh, they said.
The Delhi Police had earlier in February 4, 2007,
arrested four alleged terrorists of JeM after a brief
encounter at Deen Dayal
Upadhayay Marg in Delhi.
They were identified as Shahid Gafoor, resident of Paki-

GETTING POLL-READY

n

n

Armymen stand guard near the site of encounter in Lassipora area of Pulwama district on Monday.

ANI

JEM MILITANT, CARRYING REWARD OF ₹2L, HELD FROM SRINAGAR

Activist Talib Hussain in
PDP fold, hails Mehbooba
election

HT Correspondent

stan, Bashir Ahmed Ponnu,
Fayaz Ahmed Lone and Abdul
Majeed Baba, residents of
Jammu and Kashmir, a senior police officer said.
Three kilograms of explosive, four non-electric detonators, one timer, six hand grenades, one pistol, one magazine with two live cartridges,
₹50,000 and fake 10,000 US dollars were recovered from
their possession.
During interrogation, it
was revealed that they were
active members of JeM and
had hatched a plan for a big
attack in Delhi on the directions of their mentors based in

GURU NANAK’S
550TH ANNIV

DSGMC plans
nagar kirtan from
New Delhi to
Nankana Sahib
Press Trust of India
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI :The Delhi Sikh Gurd-

wara Management Committee
(DSGMC) has planned to take
out a grand nagar kirtan procession from the city to Nankana
Sahib in Pakistan, the birth
place of Guru Nanak, on the
occasion of the 550th birth anniversary of the Sikhism founder.
The DSGMC has written to
the Pakistan high commissioner in New Delhi to facilitate
a meeting between the organising committee of Pakistan for
550th Parkash Purb of Guru
Nanak so that all preparations
and mandatory clearances can
be obtained timely, DSGMC
president Manjinder Singh
Sirsa said.
The committee has planned
to make the historic Parkash
Purb a memorable event by
holding various programmes.
Sirsa said a ‘kirtan darbar’
will be organised on September
21 at IP Stadium here in which
1,100 children from DSGMC
schools will recite ‘shabads’ and
perform ‘kirtan’.
A special laser show on the
life of Guru Nanak will also be
held on this occasion. A second
grand ‘kirtan darbar’ has been
planned for October at India
Gate in which 550 ragis will
simultaneously perform kirtan
with traditional instruments
(tanti saz), he added.

Pakistan, police said. Gafoor
also revealed that he had illegally crossed the LoC twice in
1998 and in 2002.
On both the occasions, he
was launched into India along
with other Pakistan terrorists
through forward Kota, Pakistan–Poonch India sector. He
remained in Jammu and
Kashmir and carried out
attack on the camp of Rashtriya Rifles, police said. During the trial on August 7, 2013,
Gafoor was convicted while
Ponnu, Lone and Baba were
acquitted. However, they
were later convicted by the
Delhi High Court but they did

not appear before the court
and were evading their arrest
sine then.
Thereafter, non-bailable
warrants were issued against
them several times since 2014,
they said, adding they were
convicted for their involvement in anti-national and terrorist activities.
Later, a reward of ₹2 lakh
was declared on the arrest of
each of the absconding
accused persons, police said.
According to Sanjeev Kumar
Yadav, DCP (Special Cell), a
team of Delhi Police was sent
to J&K to trace Ponnu, Lone,
IANS
Baba.

arrested on Monday days after
he allegedly carried out a car
explosion near a Central
Reserve Police Force (CRPF)
convoy along the SrinagarJammu highway on Saturday,
the state police said.
A vehicle in the convoy was
damaged even as no one was
hurt in the explosion. The car
used for the attack was parked
on the highway with explosive
material even as most highways
are now being secured after the
Pulwama attack, which left 40
CRPF troopers dead in the deadliest strike on security forces in
the Valley on February 14.
Jammu and Kashmir police
chief Dilbag Singh said Owais
Amin, a Hizbul Mujahideen militant, has confessed to his
involvement in the car blast.
Singh, who called a press
conference late on Monday
evening to announce the arrest,
said Amin is from Shopian in
South Kashmir.
The DGP said the blast
occurred because a small IED
inside the car went off before the
driver could trigger the highgrade IED with which he had
planned to carry out the suicide
attack. He said Amin was supposed to die in the blast, but he
changed his mind about triggering another explosion at the last
minute.
He added Amin abandoned

THE HIZBUL MILITANT
WANTED TO CARRY OUT
A PULWAMA-TYPE
TERROR ATTACK ON
CRPF TO AVENGE
THE ATROCITIES
COMMITTED IN KASHMIR
the vehicle before the first
explosion.
Investigators have found a
suicide note from the blast site.
According to the note, Amin
wanted to carry out a Pulwamatype terror attack on the CRPF
to avenge the “atrocities” committed in Kashmir. Singh said
the security forces launched an
investigation after the car
explosion and recovered an
unexploded improvised explosive device. “The driver of the
car had escaped from the spot
but police carefully worked on
the clues,” said Singh.
He added items recovered
from the car including a halfburnt pullover helped them.
Singh said check posts were put
up on the Jammu-Srinagar
highway, and based upon leads,
the militant was identified.
“...Owais Amin was probably
hiding in the vegetation near the
highway and last evening he
came on the highway and took
lift on a Kashmir-bound truck,”
he said. He added alert policemen and security personnel
nabbed Amin at a checkpoint.

Mother-son found dead in water tank in HP
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

DHARAMSHALA: The bodies of a

mother and son were recovered
from a water tank under mysterious circumstances at Dah
Kulara village of Indora sub-division in Himachal Pradesh’s
Kangra district on Monday.
The Indora sub-divisional
magistrate (SDM) and Nurpur
deputy superintendent of
police(DSP) Sahil Arora
rushed to the spot after being
informed.
Arora said the bodies of the
deceased, identified as Sapna
Devi, wife of Ankush and their
3-year-old son Angad, were
found by family members in the
underground tank near their
house in the wee hours of Monday morning during supply

PRIMA FACIE, IT
APPEARS TO BE A CASE
OF DROWNING BUT THE
EXACT CAUSE OF DEATH
WILL BE ASCERTAINED
AFTER POST-MORTEM
REPORT : POLICE
hours.
The bodies have been sent for
post-mortem at the district hospital.
The DSP said prima facia, it
appears to be a case of drowning
but the exact cause will be ascertained after the post-mortem
report .
He added that the family
members were being interrogated and investigations are on.

Tax dept attaches
Geelani’s Delhi flat
SRINAGAR:TheIncomeTaxdepartment has issued an order for the
attachment of a flat owned by
senior Hurriyat leader Syed Ali
Geelani in the national capital.
AnorderaddressedtoGeelani
bytheIncomeTaxRecoveryOfficer,NewDelhi, reads: “Whereas
the assessing officer has sent to

the undersigned a certified copy
of the certificate specifying an
amountof₹3,62,62,160plusinterest is recoverable from you.” It
added that Geelani was hereby
prohibited and restrained until
furtherordersfromtransferring
thepropertyinMalviyaNagarin
south Delhi.
IANS

1 DEAD, 2 HURT AS CAR FALLS
INTO GORGE IN SHIMLA DIST
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SHIMLA:A person was killed

and two others were
injured when a car fell into
a gorge at Nankhari tehsil
in Shimla district on Sunday night.
The incident occurred at
around 9pm at Samer Seri
near Chakti village of Nankhari tehsil as the driver
lost control of the vehicle.
Anup Kumar, who was
driving the vehicle died on
the spot while Anil and
Desh Raj were injured. The

body was sent for postmortem.
The injured were taken
to Mahatma Gandhi Medical Services Complex at
Rampur Bushahr for treatment. One of the injured
was later referred to Indira
Gandhi Medical College
and Hospital in Shimla.
Deputy superintendent
of police Abhimanyu
Verma said,“The accident
was a result of rash and
negligent driving. A case
under Section 279, 337 and
304A of Indian Penal Code
was registered.”
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HAS WRITTEN TO PAK
HIGH COMMISSIONER TO
FACILITATE A MEETING
WITH ORGANISING
COMMITTEES TO OBTAIN
TIMELY CLEARANCES

Assaulted Bhondsi family seeks police
protection, new investigation officer
Leena Dhankhar
n

leena.dhankhar@hindustantimes.com

GURUGRAM: Around 40 members

and relatives of the migrant
Muslim family,which was allegedly attacked by a group of eight
to 10 men with sticks and rods in
Dhumaspur village of Bhondsi
on March 21, met the sub-divisional magistrate (SDM) of
Sohna on Monday. They handed
overamemorandum,requesting
adequate police protection and
cancellation of the cross-FIRregistered against them.
The family handed over a onepage memorandum to Dr. Chinar Chahal, SDM, and requested
her to increase police deployment to ensure their safety and
security, as otherwise they will
have no other option but to shift
to another place.
The family has also requested

to change the investigation officer of the case.
“The family members are
fearing arrests. They have
requested to cancel the crossFIR, which was registered
against them. I have told them
that I cannot interfere in the
police investigation. If no evidence is found against them,
they will be free. But they should
have faith in the legal system,”
said Chahal. Chahal also said
there are already 10 police personnel deployed outside their
house and she will write to her
senior officers to assess the situation further.
The family members alleged
that they have stopped venturing out of the house and the children have not attended school
since the incident.
“One of the children who was
injured could not appear for his

ASSURANCE
n The family met the sub-divi-

sional magistrate (SDM) of
Sohna on Monday
n SDM Chinar Chahal assured
the family of free and fair
investigation
n Chahal also promised that
she will write to the block
education officer requesting
that one of the boys of the
family be allowed to take his
missed biology examination
that was scheduled for
March 30

Class-12 biology examination,
which was scheduled for March
30. We have requested the SDM if
she can speak with the education
department and get permission

for him to take the examination,
as this would save him a year,”
said Mohammad Dilshad, 32, the
complainant in the case.
The SDM said she has written
to the block education officer to
look into the matter and see if the
officer can secure permission for
the same as the boy was injured.
“We have asked that the student should be given a chance to
write his exams; we are hopeful
that the permission would be
granted. I have assured the family for a fair and unbiased investigation,” Chahal said, adding
that a committee will be formed
to ensure communal harmony in
the area and to avoid any incident of violence ahead of the Lok
Sabha election.
The police have arrested the
12 accused allegedly involved in
the attack, who are presently in
judicial custody.
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election2019
Cong coined ‘Hindu terror’,
will be punished for it: Modi

POLL ATTACK Prime Minister says main oppn party insulted Hindus; Congress says terrorism has no religion

Faisal Malik
n

faisal.malik@hindustantimes.com

RALLY ROUND-UP

WARDHA: Prime Minister Naren-

dra Modi on Monday said the
Congresscoinedtheterm“Hindu
terror” despite there being no
proof of any such incident in the
history of the religion, without
directly referring to the recent
verdictintheSamjhautaExpress
blasts case that acquitted four
people, including a prominent
Hindtuva leader.
A National Investigation
Agency (NIA) court last month
freed Aseemanand, a former
memberofaRashtriyaSwayamsevak Sangh affiliate, and three
others accused in the 2007 attack
that killed 68 people, about 40 of
them of Pakistani origin. The
judge who delivered the verdict
said he was doing so with “with
deep pain and anguish”, adding
that the “best evidence” was
withheld by the prosecution.
Addressing a rally in Maharashtra’s Wardha on Monday,
Modi said the Congress insulted
the Hindu community by labelling it as terrorist. He said the
oppositionpartieswillnotbeforgivenfortheirvotebankpolitics.
At a separate rally in Odisha,
BJPchiefAmitShahalsotookon
the Congress over the issue, sayingthepartyhastriedto“defame
Hindus across the world”.
Responding to the remarks,
the Congress accused Modi of
spreading a lie, saying that the
term “Hindu terrorism” was

Modi rally
Rahul rally

NARENDRA MODI, PM

Wardha
Maharashtra
Hyderabad
Telangana

Zaheerabad
Telangana
Wanarpathy
Telangana

›

Like Bhallala Deva [a
character from
Baahubali movie], Naidu’s
only aim is to grab power by
hook or crook...

Rajahmundry
Andhra Pradesh
Huzurnagar
Telangana

›

This is not TRS versus Congress.
The challenge is whether it
is Modi or Congress... If Modi
doesn’t get sleep at night it is
due to Congress.
RAHUL GANDHI, Congress chief

defined by his ministerial colleague, who was then a Union
homesecretary,anapparentreference to senior BJP leader, RK
Singh. Congress spokesperson,
Manish Tewari, said terrorism
does not have any religion or
caste and it needs to be fought.
ThePrimeMinister kicked off
the Bharatiya Janata Party’s
(BJP)Maharashtracampaignfor
this summer’s Lok Sabha electionsfromWardhadistrictinthe
Vidarbha region, where the ruling combine of the BJP and Shiv
Sena won all 10 Lok Sabha seats
in the 2014 general elections.
Attacking the alliance of the

Congress and Nationalist Congress Party (NCP) in his speech,
Modi said: “The Congress-NCP
alliancekeepsinsultingthecommon Hindus, our brave soldiers,
demandsproofoftheIAF(Indian
Air Force) actions in Pakistan,
etc.,whichismakingthempopularintheneighbouringcountry.”
“The term ‘Hindu terrorism’
was coined by Sushil Kumar
Shinde, the then home minister.
But a recent court verdict has
made it clear that the Congress
insulted the country. It insulted
the peaceful Hindu community
thatbelievestheworldisonefamily.Thosewhowereblamedthen

havenowwokenupandtheCongress will be punished for this
act,” he added.
ThePMalsotookaveileddigat
Congress chief Rahul Gandhi’s
decisiontocontestfromKerala’s
Wayanad as his second seat. He
said leaders are running scared
thattheHinduswillpunishthem,
so they lack the courage to stand
in Hindu-dominatedconstituencies and are finding minoritydominated seats for elections.
The Congress demanded an
apologyfromthePrimeMinister
for his remarks. “Sensing defeat
in the upcoming elections, Modi
has gone to an extent ofinsulting

India’s culture. He is playing
cheap politics by sowing seeds of
hatred.DopeopleofdifferentreligionsnotliveinsouthernIndia?”
asked Congress spokesperson
Randeep Singh Surjewala.
Talking about the Indian Air
Force strike on a terror camp in
Pakistan’sBalakot,Modisaidthe
Congressanditsalliesweremaking statements that were being
appreciated in Pakistan. “They
arequestioningthevalourofour
security forces,” he said.
The PM also criticised NCP
chief, Sharad Pawar, in his
speech. “Pawar is considered as
one of the senior-most leaders of
the country and doesn’t take a
decisionwithoutmuchdeliberation. He was ready to contest the
electionbutsuddenlychosenotto
go aheadas he knowswhich way
the wind is blowing,” Modi said.
and added “His nephew [Ajit
Pawar] is making plans to hijack
the party and the family is currently facing a rift over seat distribution.”
Responding to Modi’s
remarks, the NCP said that it
knew how to respect elders in its
fold unlike Modi’s BJP, which
unceremoniouslydroppedsomeone as senior as party patriarch,
LK Advani, as an election candidate. “People are seeing what
treatment you have meted out to
your leader Advani saheb, who
brought you into politics, made
you chief minister, made you a
leader,” NCP spokesperson
Nawab Malik said.

BEFORE MANIFESTO RELEASE

Rahul makes a pitch for
direct mayoral elections
Anisha Dutta
n

anisha.dutta@htlive.com

NEW DELHI: Congress president

Rahul Gandhi said on Monday
that his party wants direct elections for mayors to improve the
quality of urban living.
Gandhi’s announcement
comes a day before the party will
releaseits manifesto onTuesday
for the staggered national polls
that begin on April 11.
“Real smart cities are built by
goodleaders.Toimprovequality
oflifeinourcitieswewillmoveto
directlyelectedMayorswith5yr
terms&electedcouncils.Administration will be run by multidisciplinary teams of specialists &
expertsaccountabletotheMayor
& council,” he tweeted.
Currently,mayorsareelected
indirectly, that is to say, from
amongthecorporatorsandcouncillors. The state-appointed
Municipal Commissioner has
administrative and executive
powers. A strong mayor model
puts executive power in the
hands of the mayor -- currently
followed in many cities such as
NewYork,Tokyo andBarcelona
-- rather than the commissioner
or chief executive.

HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: The Bharatiya Janata

Pankaj Jaiswal
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

MAINPURI: Samajwadi Party (SP)

leader Mulayam Singh Yadav,
79, on Monday ruled himself out
of the prime ministerial race as
he filed his nomination for the
Lok Sabha elections from Mainpuri. “It will be decided after the
polls,’’ he said when asked about
SP-Bahujan Samaj Party
(BSP)’s alliance’s Prime Minister candidate.
Mulayam Singh Yadav’s son
Akhilesh Yadav, accompanied
his father. One of the four proposers for his nomination
included BSP’s Mainpuri district president Shubham Singh.
Akhilesh said his father
would attend the SP-BSP-Rashtriya Lok Dal (RLD) rally in
Mainpuri on April 19. BSP president Mayawati, SP chief Akhilesh Yadav, and RLD president
Ajit Singh would address it.
“It will be virtually a no contest in Mainpuri. It will only be a
festival of votes to make Netaji
[Mulayam] win by biggest margin in the country,” said Akhilesh. “This election will mark
the ouster of the BJP.”
“The country’s borders and
its people are secure because of
our soldiers and their sacrifices.
But it is because of the wrong
policies of the Union government and the BJP that more soldiers are dying,” he said.
Relations between Mulayam
and Akhilesh have been frosty
since the son took control of the
SP two years ago.

Party (BJP) on Monday alleged
that Congress president Rahul
Gandhi has failed to fulfil the
promise of up to ₹2-lakh farm
loanwaiver in Madhya Pradesh.
Intherun-uptothe2018assemblyelectionsinMP,Chhattisgarh
andRajasthan,theCongresshad
assuredfarmloanwaiver,within
10 days of coming to power.
FormerMPchiefministerand
BJPvice-presidentShivrajSingh
ChouhancalledGandhia“habitual liar” and said he has reneged

on his promise of changing the
chief minister if the promise is
notfulfilled.“Congresshassaidit
will waive farmers’ loans within
10 daysofcomingto powerinMP
butithasnotbeendoneevenafter
104 days of Kamal Nath taking
over as chief minister,” he said.
Hesaid,lakhsoffarmersinMP
recentlyreceived astate government message telling them that
the loan waiver exercise was put
on hold as the model code of conduct came into effect after the
announcement of Lok Sabha
election schedule.
“It seems Kamal Nath had
been waiting for the poll

announcement so that he could
getridofthispromise,”Chouhan
said, adding that the poll code
does not bar any government
from running ongoing schemes
where the beneficiaries have
already been identified.
The Congress, however,
refuted these charges. “The only
partywhichhasliedconsistently
overthepastfiveyearsistheBJP.
They liedon the question ofRs 15
lakh to be deposited in each person’sbankaccount;theyliedwith
regard to jobs which they were
supposedtogivetotheyoungpeople of India..,” said Congress
spokesperson Manish Tewari.

facetoface
KRISHNA BYRE GOWDA, Congress leader and Karnataka minister

‘I’ll admit that Cong-JD(S) alliance is not perfect’

K

rishna Byre Gowda, the
45-year-old Rural
Development and Panchayat Raj minister in the HD
Kumaraswamy-led CongressJanata Dal (Secular) coalition
government in Karnataka, is
considered a rising star in the
Congress party. Currently
serving his fifth term as an
MLA, he is the alliance candidate from Bengaluru North
constituency and will contest
against Union minister Sadananda Gowda. Edited
excerpts of an interview to
Venkatesha Babu.

In spite of the surface bonhomie,
on ground, the alliance seems to

uru where (there has been
some friction, which) we have
partially resolved. There is a
great convergence in most
matters and in only some
there is some divergence.

be facing rough weather.

Post the Lok Sabha polls, will the
coalition government survive
irrespective of the results?

I wouldn’t say that the alliance is perfect, I admit it.
What you need to observe is
the maturity being exhibited
by the leadership of both parties. Hassan is going smooth,
in my own seat of Bengaluru
North, there hasn’t been a
squeak, Tumkur (the differences) has been ironed out.
That leaves Mandya and Mys-

There have been numerous
attempts to bring this government down by unlawful methods. Yes, there have been
some problems in both coalition partners. The Congress
president is very clear that the
alliance will continue. BJP’s
attempts to destabilise this
government have failed and
will fail.

R E AC H I N G O U T

Delhi HC rejects PIL

PM to interact with first-time voters seeking a stay on
Kumar Uttam
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: Prime Minister
Narendra Modi will on Sunday address a gathering of
first-time voters . He will seek
their support for a second
term, a ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) leader said.
“Young voters are crucial
as always, and the prime minister’s interaction is [aimed]
to mobilise support from this
set of the electorate,” said the
BJP leader.
The event is likely to be
held outside Delhi in the state
capital of a major state. Firsttime voters elsewhere will be
able to join the interaction at
different locations through
video conferencing.
Approximately 900 million
people are eligible to vote in
2019 compared to 814.5 million five years earlier. This
marks an increase of over 84
million voters. Over 15 million of them or 1.66% of the
total electorate are in the

CHOUHAN’S WISH
Former Madhya Pradesh chief
ministerShivrajSinghChouhan
on Monday said he has indicated
to the BJP leadership that he
wantstoserveinthestateevenas
thepartyisyettotakeacallonthe
candidatureofChouhanandLok
SabhaspeakerSumitraMahajan.
“I had said that my wish is to
work in Madhya Pradesh. Iqrar
bhi nahi hai, inkar bhi nahi hai
(there is neither acceptance nor
refusal),” he said.
The BJP is yet to announce
tickets to key seats such as Bhopal, Vidisha and Indore in the
state.

BJP HAS ALSO STARTED
A PEHLA VOTE MODI KO
CAMPAIGN TO WOO THE
FIRST-TIME VOTERS
IN RUN-UP TO POLLS
18-19 age group, compared to
23.1 million (2.8 % of the total
voters) ahead of the 2014 Parliamentary elections.
Modi has called the 15 million as “millennium voters”
who were born in 2000 and
asked the BJP to reach out to
them, according to people
aware of the developments.
The BJP launched a Pehla
Vote Modi Ko (first vote to
Modi) campaign to woo the
first-time voters . It has organised many outreach programme over the last three
months to reach out to them.
“The size of millennium
voters may look small, but
they can be the deciding factor on many seats. If you take
the 84 million new voters,

their impact on the final outcome will be even greater,”
the BJP leader said. The ruling party considers these voters crucial in 250-odd LS
seats, especially in those
seats where its victory margin was relatively thin .
Experts credit overwhelming support among young
voters for the BJP’s return to
power in 2014 when it won 282
seats . “The vote share of the
BJP among young voters was
34.4 per cent, more than three
percentage points higher
than its average vote share of
31.1 per cent,” said Centre for
the Study of Developing Societies director Sanjay Kumar
in a paper . Some doubt the
BJP would get the same
response from young voters
in 2019 elections. “I have my
doubts about the success of
any BJP programme in drawing young voters like it did in
2014,” said Centre for
Reforms, Development and
Justice president Sidharth
Mishra.

PM biopic release
NEWDELHI:: The Delhi high court

on Monday rejected a plea seeking a stay on the release of Prime
MinisterNarendraModi’sbiopic
till the results of the Lok Sabha
elections were not declared.
AbenchofChiefJusticeRajendra Menon and justice A J
BhambhanidismissedthePublic
Interest Litigation (PIL) filed by
advocate Sujeet Kumar Singh
who had contended that the
release of the movie during election time was nothing but campaign strategy.
“We are not going to interfere
withit.Yougotothecensorboard
or the Election Commission
(EC),” the court said. The movie,
“PM Narendra Modi”, starring
actor Vivek Oberoi is scheduled
to hit the theatres on April 5.
In another case, the Supreme
Court on Monday refused to
grant urgent hearing to the plea
of the producer of Telugu movie,
‘Lakshmi’s NTR’, based on the
life of Telugu Desam Party
founder N T Rama Rao.
HTC

BJP hasn’t lost this seat since
2004. Also, Karnataka votes differently for parliament and
assembly elections. What makes
you confident of a win?
In the past elections, there
was no alliance between Congress and JDS. In 2014, of the 8
MLA constituencies in this LS
seat, three were held by BJP
and Congress each and two by
JDS. Today Congress has five,
JDS two and BJP only one.
Yes there maybe some divergence in voting patterns, but if
you look at the Congress and
JDS votes put together, we
have nearly a 2.5 lakh votes
edge. Even if there is some
change, I expect to offset by
getting some BJP votes.

NEWDELHI : A post-poll alliance is ‘absolutely’ possible
after the Lok Sabha elections as all the opposition
parties are ‘united’ in
defeating the BJP , Congress President Rahul Gandhi has said.
“For the entire Opposition, the job number one is
to defeat Mr Narendra Modi
and save Democracy and
the Constitution. To stop
the BJP from destroying

Although the Constitution
(seventy-fourth) Amendment
Act of 1992 conferred constitutional recognition on Urban
Local Bodies, it did not specify a
model of governance for cities or
the manner in which the chief of
ULBs would be elected.
“It’s an excellentideabecause
thatisthespiritinwhichthe74th
amendment act was promulgated. The amendment empowersthelocalmunicipalitytobring
outmasterplansfortownsandat
present, the mayor is just a puppet in the hands of the commis-

SC seeks details of
money seized by EC
during ’14 LS polls
Bhadra Sinha

Mulayam submits Chouhan attacks Cong on loan waiver promise
nomination, says
not PM candidate

‘POST-POLL ALLIANCE POSSIBLE’

n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: No political party
wants to empower the Election
Commission(EC)asitwill“cause
them problems”, the Supreme
Court observed on Monday .
A bench of justices N V RamanaandMMShantagoudarmade
theobservationastheapexcourt
asked the poll watchdog to furnishdataaboutthecasesinitiated
in connectionwith cash seizures
during the 2014 national elections.
It was hearing a Karnataka
governmentpleachallengingthe
state high court’s decision to
quash a criminal case regarding
a cash seizure from Bellary Lok
Sabha constituency in 2014.
The bench sought to examine
thelargerissueandtoknowwhat
happens to such cases once the
elections are over.
The court was informed the
caseshardlygetprosecutedsince
the officers, who are part of the
special teams constituted to
crackdownonthemisuseofcash
for elections, get back to their
routine work once the elections
are over.
The EC’s lawyer, Amit
Sharma,toldthebenchthatonce
the cases are initiated, then it is
the state’s duty to pursue them.
Sharmaaddedhewouldhavethe
dataonthecasesinitiatedbutnot
those on the state of prosecution
when the court asked him what
was being done about the seizures.
Justice Ramana responded
saying that no political party is
keentoempowertheEC.Hewent
on to also caution the poll watchdogagainstthemisuseofitspowers when the Model Code of Conduct is enforced with the
announcement of polls.
The judge verballyremarked:
“During these 3-4 months, the
Election Commission is the gov-

HARDIK FILES
PLEA AGAINST
HC ORDER
NEWDELHI: Congress
leader Hardik Patel
moved the Supreme
Court on Monday challenging a Gujarat high
court order refusing to
stay his conviction in a
2015 rioting case.
Patel’s petition is
likely to be mentioned
before a bench headed
by CJI Ranjan Gogoi on
Tuesday. He has sought
a stay of the HC order
that declined to put his
conviction on hold,
which would allow him
to contest LS polls.
Patel, who joined
Congress on March 12,
has expressed his willingness to contest from
the Jamnagar seat. The
last date for
filing nominations for
Gujarat
polls is
April 4.
HTC

ernment.Othergovernmentsare
nothing [during this period].
Even the Prime Minister is
required to havethe clearanceof
the EC for public meetings. Fortunately, [the EC] they are not
saying courts should not pass
orders.”
Meanwhile, the apex court
asked21oppositionpartiestofile
within a week their reply on the
EC’s affidavit on their plea seeking counting of at least 50% of
VVPAT slips in Lok Sabha and
state polls.

India’s institutions and its
social fabric. To stimulate
growth, propel economy,
create jobs, ensure harmony, and address injustice and inequality. In this,
we are all united,” Gandhi
said.
On whether he foresees a
poll outcome which will
allow space for a post-poll
alliance of opposition parties, the Congress chief
said, “Yes, absolutely”. PTI

sioner, or the state and central
government who controls the
finances...hence putting that
power in the hands of an elected
representative is a true expression of democracy,” said KT
Ravindran,professorandheadof
urban design at the School of
Planning and Architecture of
New Delhi. “If you look at our
2004,2009and2014manifestos,it’s
a policy initiative covering all
core sectors. Unlike BJP saying
they will make 100 smart cities...
our focus is on the policy,” said a
Congress leader .
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Tej Pratap

TEJ PRATAP FLOATS
NEW PARTY AS RJD
FEUD ESCALATES
Anil Kumar
n

anil1.kumar@hindustantimes.com

PATNA: The ongoing feud in Rash-

triya Janata Dal’s first family
worsenedon Mondaywith party
supremoLaluPrasad’selderson
TejPratapYadavannouncingthe
formation of a new party named
after his parents, the Lalu-Rabri
Morcha.
He also promised to field his
own candidates in the upcoming
Lok Sabha polls.
Last week, Tej Pratap had
trained his guns on his younger
brother and de facto RJD chief
Tejashwi Yadav for allegedly
ignoring his recommendations
forJehanabadandSheoharseats.
He said “he is completely surrounded by ‘chaatukars’ (yes
men).”
Monday’sdevelopmentcomes
three days after Tej Pratap, 30,
resigned from the post of patron
of RJD’s student wing to register
his protest against being “sidelined” in the ticket distribution
process.
Tej Pratap had also opposed
the party’s decision to field his
estranged father-in-law Chandrika Rai from Saran constituency, the pocket borough of RJD
supremoLaluPrasad.Hefiledfor
divorce within six months of his
marriage with Rai’s daughter
Aishwarya.
AddressingmediaonMonday,
Tej Pratap said that he would
urge his mother and former CM
Rabri Devi to contest from their
traditional seat of Saran. “If my
request is not considered, I will
enter the fray against my fatherin-lawChandrika Raias an independent,” he claimed.

Temple stir era leaders not in poll fray
Brajendra K Parashar
n

bkparashar@hindustantimes.com

LUCKNOW: BharatiyaJanataParty

(BJP)leaderssuchasLalKrishna
Advani, Murli Manohar Joshi,
Uma Bharti, Kalyan Singh and
Vinay Katiyar, who led the Ram
Janmabhoomi movement in the
late1980s andtheearly 1990s,are
absent from the electoral race
this time.
Whilesomeofthemhavebeen
denied tickets by the party, others have decided not to contest
theupcomingLokSabhapolls,or
areservinginconstitutionalpositions.
“The forthcoming Lok Sabha
will be bereft of the Ram temple
movement heroes, probably for
thefirsttimeinthelastthreedecades,” Vishwa Hindu Parishad
(VHP) leader Sharad Sharma
said. VHPisoneoftheoutfitsthat
spearheadedtheAyodhyamovement. “ButitistheBJP’sinternal
matter...,” he said.
Once called an “iron man” by
the party, former deputy PM
Advani will not contest the election this time. A former party
president, Advani led a Rath

n

(From left) LK Advani, Murli Manohar Joshi, Uma Bharti, Kalyan Singh and Vinay Katiyar.

YatrainSeptember-October1990
to demand the construction of a
grand temple at the site of the
Babri mosque that was razed on
December 6, 1992.
Former HRD minister Joshi,
who was closely associated with
the Ram temple movement, has
alsobeendroppedthistime.Joshi
led the BJP as its president
between1991and1993,theperiod
whenthecountrywasontheboil
because of the temple agitation
thatculminatedinto the demolition of the Babri mosque.
Union minister Uma Bharti,
whowasindictedbytheLiberhan
Commissionforherallegedpresenceduringthedemolitionofthe
disputed structure in Ayodhya,
offerednottocontesttheelection.
Barjrang Dal founder-presi-

dent Vinay Katiyar, also a BJP
leader, has been denied ticket.
Katiyar has always been very
vocal about Ram temple constructioninAyodhyaandplayed
akeyroleinkarseva inthe1990s.
Former Uttar Pradesh chief
ministerKalyanSingh,whowas
aLokSabhamemberfrom2009to
2014,willnot contest the election
this time as he is currently serving as the Rajasthan governor.
The BJP played down the
issue.“Thisisparty’sprerogative
to choosecandidates.But a more
important issue is that all party
leaders and other Ram Bhakts
are working in tandem to make
Narendra Modi the PM prime
minister once again,” Uttar Pradesh BJP spokesperson Chandramohan said.

Congress leader Ajay Kumar
claimed the BJP is not serious
abouttheRamtempleissue.“The
BJP has forgotten the temple
issue; so has its leaders associated with the temple agitation.”
Echoing similar sentiments,
SamajwadiParty(SP)leaderand
spokesman, Sunil Kumar, said,
“The BJP has an uncanny tendency of forgetting anything for
political expediency. They have
forgotten all their promises...”
Prof SK Sharma, who teaches
political science at Chaudhary
Charan Singh University,
Meerut said, “The shape of politics and the leaders have all
changed with the change of time
. The temple agitation belonged
the 1990s while today, development is the main issue.”
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APNE DESH KA CHOWKIDAR PURE HAI. INKE HAATHON MEIN DESH KI RAKSHA
SURE HAI. (COUNTRY’S CHOWKIDAR IS PURE. COUNTRY’S SAFETY IS ENSURED)

> RAJNATH SINGH, Union home minister

India, Pak scramble jets at border On Masood Azhar case
TENSION Officials says such incidents not uncommon after Balakot
strike and Indian or Pak fighters didn’t violate airspace restrictions
Rahul Singh
n

rahul.singh@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI : The Indian Air Force

(IAF) on Monday scrambled two
Sukhoi-30 fighters from a forward airbase in Punjab after the
Indian Army sighted a Pakistani
unmanned aerial vehicle across
the border, two senior officials
said on the condition of anonymity.
Within minutes of the Sukhois
getting airborne, the Pakistan
Air Force (PAF) responded by
launching two F-16 fighters, said
one of the officials cited above.
The second official said neither
the Indian fighters nor the Pakistani jets violated airspace
restrictions and such occurrences were not new after the February 26 Balakot air strike.
The development assumes significance against the backdrop of
military tensions between India
and Pakistan following the bombing of a Jaish-e-Mohammed
(JeM) terror base in Balakot by
the IAF.
More than a month after the
Balakot strikes, the air force is
still in its highest state of alert and
prepared to scramble fighter jets
from its forward bases within
minutes, as reported by Hindustan Times on Saturday.
Military tensions between
India and Pakistan escalated following the Balakot strikes, with
PAF fighters, including F-16s,
making a failed attempt to bomb
Indian military installations on
February 27.
A fortnight ago, the IAF conducted an operational exercise
over the skies of border areas in

Can use anything in
self-defence, says
Pakistan on F-16
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

spatranobis@htlive.com

ISLAMABAD/NEW DELHI: After stat-

n

IAF officers show sections of an exploded AMRAAM missile, said to
HT FILE
be fired by PAF F-16s, in New Delhi on February 28.

Jammu and Kashmir and Punjab
to test its combat readiness.
Close to 50 fighter planes,
drawn from four combat squadrons, took part in the drill.
The fighter planes involved in
the exercise included Sukhoi-30s,
Mirage 2000s and upgraded
MiG-29 fighters.
The Balakot strikes were
India’s response to the Pulwama
suicide car bomb attack in which
40 Central Reserve Police Force
(CRPF) personnel were killed on
February 14. JeM claimed
responsibility for the attack.
The IAF’s Mirages hit three
targets in Balakot with five Israeli-origin Spice 2000 bombs with
penetrator warheads that
allowed them to pierce through
the rooftops before exploding
inside to cause maximum damage, as reported by HT on Saturday. Each bomb was carrying
around 80kg of explosives in a
900kg steel casing, with the explosion caused by time-delay fuses

sending a lethal quantity of
shrapnel that would have
instantly killed the occupants of
the buildings.
The bombs hit their targets in a
vertical attack angle, leaving
holes measuring 80 to 90 cm in
diameter on the rooftops of the
structures.
Last week, IAF chief Air Chief
Marshal BS Dhanoa quoted lines
from an iconic Bob Dylan track in
response to a question on Pakistan downplaying the pre-dawn
raid by the IAF’s Mirage 2000
fighters and also denying that
any damage was caused by the
precision bombing. “It is there in
front of you (Pakistan), but you
don’t want to see it...I can only
recall Dylan, ‘And how many
times can a man turn his head,
and pretend that he just doesn’t
see; the answer, my friend, is
blowin’ in the wind..,” Dhanoa
said, referring to the song, which
was part of Dylan’s 1963 album,
The Freewheeling Bob Dylan.

ing for weeks it hadn’t used
US-made F-16 combat jets in an
aerial engagement with India
along the Line of Control in February, Pakistan appeared to
change its stance on Monday by
saying it had the right to use any
aircraft for its self-defence.
The Pakistan Air Force (PAF)
had so far said it had used only
JF-17 Thunder jets, developed
jointly with China, in the February 27 engagement with India and
that its aircraft had shot down
two Indian Air Force jets. India
has contested both points, saying
it lost only one MiG-21 and that an
F-16 was shot down.
A statement issued by the Pakistani military’s media arm on
Monday evening referred to
“repeated Indian claims about
shooting down of Pakistani F-16
by India and use of F-16 in air battle” on February 27, and stated
whether F-16s or JF-17s were
used in the engagement “is immaterial”. “Even if F-16 have been
used as at that point in time complete PAF was airborne including
F16s, the fact remains that Pakistan Air Force shot down two
Indian jets in self-defence. India
can assume any type of their
choice, even F-16. Pakistan
retains the right to use anything
and everything in its legitimate

DMK leaders move
court over IT raids

HT Correspondent

Anisha Dutta

Press Trust of India

NEWDELHI: The Supreme Court on

NEW DELHI: Bihar chief minister

letters@hindustantimes.com

Monday pulled up the Assam government over inadequacies in
measures to curb illegal immigrants following the state’s submission that about 70,000 people
from Bangladesh have merged
with local population in region.
The apex court said it
refrained from “passing any coercive order” against the Assam
chief secretary and asked him to
appear at next hearing on April 8.
The court’s rebuke came after the
state government said thousands
of illegal immigrants declared
foreigners by its Foreigners Tribunals are untraceable.
“No amount of disappearance
or non-cooperation will solve this
problem. Assam government is
playing around with this court.
Your affidavits are an exercise in
futility. You are just dragging the
matter,” Chief Justice of India
Ranjan Gogoi told solicitor general Tushar Mehta after reading
out the state and Centre’s affidavit that detailed steps to trace illegal immigrants. “You [Assam
government] are saying that the
declared foreigners have gone
untraceable. How do you intend
to identify them and deport
them?” the bench, headed by CJI
Gogoi and comprising justices
Deepak Gupta and Sanjiv
Khanna, told Mehta, who was
representing the state government. Mehta said the state was
doing its best to handle the situation, to which the CJI said: “If this
is the best a government can do,
then permit us to invoke our jurisdiction under the Constitution.
Do not defend the indefensible.”
The court was hearing a public
interest litigation (PIL) filed by

and Janata Dal (United) or JD (U)
chief Nitish Kumar will begin
campaigning for the national
polls from Gaya with Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Tuesday.
JD (U) spokesman Ajay Alok
said Kumar will launch his campaign across Bihar after the public meeting he will address along
with Modi in Gaya.
The campaigning will begin
days after JD (U) vice president,
Prashant Kishor, on Friday said
he will not be looking after the
party’s campaign. He said RCP
Singh has been given the responsibilities of poll management and
campaign. Alok dismissed
reports of a rift with the JD (U).
“There is no question of any rift
between Kishor with Singh.
Everyone is doing their own job.”
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CHENNAI: After raids on the inter-
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A man scans documents of a person left out in Assam’s NRC.

activist Harsh Mander that highlighted the plight of people lodged
in detention centres. These
migrants have not been sent back
to their native countries despite
being declared as illegal residents
in Assam.
The state government told the
court that 91,609 people have been
declared as illegal foreigners by
tribunals and out of them, 72,486
have been absconding and
around 900 people are in lodged in
the centres.
“You have given the figure as
to how many have been declared
foreigners and how many are
there in the [detention] centre.
Where are the rest?” the bench
said, adding that this question
was the reason it wanted the chief
secretary to appear. The bench
told Mehta that it had asked the
top officer to remain present and
asked: “Who exempted him from
personal appearance? We will
issue contempt notice”.
The apex court had expressed
concern over thousands of illegal
migrants being kept in detention
centres for years in Assam without being repatriated or deported
to their countries of origin. On

AP FILE

January 28, the apex court had
asked the Centre and the state to
provide details of the functional
centres in Assam and foreigners
detained in them during the last
10 years.
“The chief secretary needs to
tell us what has the state done to
improve the living conditions at
these detention centres, how
would they be sent back and what
is being done to trace those who
have merged?” the CJI said.
The court also referred to the
Centre’s “push back policy” on
migrants. “Without even knowing the country of origin, you
were pushing them back to Bangladesh. Suddenly Assam has
become so wise,” the CJI asked
Mehta, who admitted that till
2013, migrants were pushed back.
“Most of them are from Bangladesh,” Mehta said.
On March 13, the Supreme
Court had asked the state government to file a detailed affidavit in
the matter. It pulled up the Centre
and the Assam government over
the functioning of Foreigners Tribunals and the problem of “external aggression” faced by the state
due to influx of illegal migrants.

CHINA ACCUSED THE US
OF COMPLICATING THE
MATTER BY TAKING
AZHAR’S LISTING
DIRECTLY TO THE UN
SECURITY COUNCIL

“positive progress” has been
made in resolving the issue of listing Pakistan-based Jaish-e-Mohammed chief Masood Azhar as a
global terrorist at the UN, hinting
at a resolution of the problem
affecting ties with India.
The Chinese foreign ministry
sharply accused the US of complicating the matter by taking
Azhar’s listing directly to the UN
Security Council, saying such a
move was against peace in South
Asia.
“After the application for designation of Azhar was proposed
(in the 1267 Sanctions Committee), China is in close communication and coordination with various parties and made positive
progress.
The US knows that very well,”
foreign ministry spokesperson
Geng Shuang told a regular
media briefing.
The ministry didn’t specify the
“progress” made in the case,
keeping its views on the subject
cryptic.
Asked to clarify whether the
progress he had referred to
resolving the issue of listing
Azhar, Geng said: “Yes. The US
knows that very well.
“We believe under the current
circumstances, forcing a draft
resolution at the Security Council is not a constructive move and
sets a bad example,” Geng added.
“We hope various parties will
meet each other half way and con-

Nitish to launch
JD(U) campaign
with NDA rally

world don Dawood Ibrahim’s sister Haseena Parkar here was auctioned for ₹1.80 crore Monday, an
official said.
The auction of the flat, located
at Nagpada in upscale South
Mumbai, took place at the Yashwantrao Chavan Pratishthan
hall here under the SAFEMA Act
(Smuggling And Foreign
Exchange Manipulators Act), he
said.
However, the name of the winner was not disclosed.
“The winner had participated
in the auction through sealed tender process, where we got the
highest price for the flat (₹1.80
crore). Whereas in public auction, we got a price of ₹1.70 crore
for the flat,” R N D’souza, Additional Commissioner, Income
Tax Department, said.
The flat, which has an area of
600 square feet, had a base price of
₹1.69 crore, he said.
The flat was sold after Haseena
Parkar’s relatives failed to prove
that the property was bought
from money acquired through
legal sources, another official
said. The flat was attached after a
Supreme Court’s order to confiscate seven properties of Dawood,
a key accused in the 1993 Mumbai
bomb blasts case, in Nagpada, he
said. The SAFEMA Act provides
for forfeiture of “illegally
acquired properties” of smugglers and foreign exchange
manipulators and their relatives.
It is also said that Dawood stayed
in this flat before fleeing India
prior to the 1993 serial blasts.
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self-defence,” the statement said.
The statement described the
events of February 27 as “part of
history now” and said no Pakistani F-16 “was hit by the Indian
Air Force”. It added that the
“strikes across LOC” on that day
were done by JF-17s “from within
Pakistan airspace”.
Officials in New Delhi, who
didn’t want to be named, said the
Pakistani statement was an
apparent acknowledgment of the
use of F-16s and marked a significant shift from what Pakistani
officials such as chief military
spokesman Maj Gen Asif Ghafoor
had been saying for weeks.
The aerial engagement followed an attempt by PAF jets to
target Indian military installations along the LoC. It came a day
after IAF jets struck a Jaish-eMohammed facility at Balakot in
Pakistan in retaliation for the
February 14 suicide attack at Pulwama that killed 40 Indian
troops.
Indian officials have insisted
there is electronic evidence of the
shooting down of an F-16.
New Delhi has also taken up
the issue with Washington,
including sharing critical evidence, as the American end-use
agreement reportedly bars
Islamabad from using the F-16s in
an offensive capacity. The jets
can reportedly be used by Pakistan only for self-defence and
counter-terror operations.

Assam playing with us: SC
fumes on missing foreigners

MUMBAI: A flat of fugitive under-

Sutirtho Patranobis
BEIJING: China said on Monday

HT Correspondents

Dawood sister’s
south Mumbai flat
auctioned for
₹1.80 crore
n

at UN, Beijing says
positive progress made

vening night of March 29-30, the
Income Tax department raided
the premises of Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK) party
treasurer Duraimurugan again
on Monday, prompting the leader
to move the Madras High Court.
Raids were also conducted on
the premises of Duraimurugan’s
secretary Askar Ali and DMK
block secretary Perumal’s residence in Virudhampattu Vanchur village on Monday.
Duraimurugan’s son Kathir
Anand is the DMK’s candidate for
Vellore Lok Sabha seat.
The father-son duo was questioned by IT officials, due to
which they could not campaign,
Anand’s counsel Richard Wilson,
said.
“IT officials have held Kathir
Anand inside the house. They are

tinue to properly solve this issue
under the 1267 Committee framework. Last Friday, UN Security
Council members exchanged
views on the US-proposed draft
resolution. The majority believes
that efforts should be made to
solve the issues under the 1267
Committee framework.”
Officials in New Delhi and
Washington said it was unclear
what progress the Chinese
spokesperson had been referring
to as the issue of Azhar’s listing
had been blocked by Beijing’s use
of a hold at the Islamic State
and al-Qaeda Sanctions Committee. After the issue was blocked
by China at the Sanctions Committee, the US, backed by the UK
and France, had circulated a draft
resolution in the Security Council with the intention of forcing a
debate on the issue.
Geng contended that all parties weren’t in “favour of forcing
the draft resolution”. China has
been working with various parties and is making progress, he
said.
“This cannot be justified and is
not in accordance with the rules
and practices of the Security
Council. It is setting a bad example that will only complicate the

not allowing Anand to campaign.
This seems politically motivated
So, we plead with the court to pass
orders to set him free from the
inquiry,” Wilson said.
Hearing the matter, Justice
Anitha Sumanth asked the counsel to file a petition on Tuesday to
initiate hearings.
Meanwhile, IT officials seized
~9 crore in cash from a godown at
Katpadi near Vellore on Saturday, which they allege was
brought there from Duraimurugan’s private engineering college.
“With tip-offs from a politician,
we have raided premises of DMK
leader Durai Murugan, whose
son Kathir Anand is DMK’s candidate for Vellore Lok Sabha
seat,” said an IT official on the
condition of anonymity.
DMK leader M K Stalin said the
raids were politically motivated.
“It is just to threaten us. I want to
question EC and IT officials: are
they ready to raid CM’s house? ”

matter. It is also not conducive for
peace and stability in South Asia.
China is opposed to this,” he
added.
To another question on
whether the US is making efforts
to list Pakistan-based Jaish-eMohammed chief Masood
Azharr by bypassing procedures
to benefit the ruling BJP in
India’s general election, Geng
reiterated that the US’s stand is
not conducive to peace and stability in South Asia but refused to
draw any conclusion about the
polls.
“It is setting a bad example that
will only complicate the matter...The general election is the
domestic affair of India. We do not
comment on that,” he said.
Last week, China said the US
has complicated the issue of listing Azhar as a global terrorist by
moving a separate resolution at
the Security Ccouncil, bypassing
the anti-terror committee where
Beijing has repeatedly blocked
the listing process.
The JeM claimed responsibility for the February 14 suicide
bombing at Pulwama attack that
killed 40 troops. Since then,
Islamabad has been under
renewed pressure to act against
terrorism and New Delhi has
launched an international campaign to get Azhar listed.
China has so far blocked four
attempts to list Azhar. In March,
Beijing blocked a move by the US,
the UK and France at the Sanctions Committee, saying more
time is needed to discuss the matter.

Jaitley hits out at
Omar over remark
on Kashmir PM
NEWDELHI: Taking on former J&K

chief minister Omar Abdullah,
Union minister Arun Jaitley
Monday said his demand for
revival of the post of PM and president in J&K is intended to create
“separatist psyche” and asserted
that new India would never allow
any government to commit such
blunders. Earlier in the day,
Abdullah said his party, NC,
would not allow any attacks on
Jammu and Kashmir’s special
status and would seek restoration of terms of accession of state,
including provision for ‘Sadr-eRiyasat’ and Wazir-e-Azam .
The two mainstream parties
-- NC and PDP of Mehbooba Mufti
-- in Kashmir are increasingly
losing their identities, Jaitley
said in a blog and added: “The
separatists and the terrorists
want a part of the State to segregate from India. India will never
accept this.”
PTI

Haryana IPS
officer
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

“I’m not aware of the nature
of complaints against the IPS
officer. But he went back to his
parent cadre on Monday after
the orders of the election commission,’’ Chand said. Andhra
Pradesh chief electoral officer
Gopal Krishna Dwivedi failed to
respond to calls and text messages.
Kalson fired shots under
influence of alcohol
On Sunday, Hemant Kalson,
a 2001- promotee IPS officer in
the rank of inspector general of
police, was placed under suspension after the election commission ordered his removal
from poll duty.
“During the period of suspension, Kalson’s headquarters
will be the office of the Haryana
DGP,’’ said an order issued by
additional chief secretary,
Home, SS Prasad.
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A new front in
the poll game

Comecleanonthedeletionofvoters

By choosing Wayanad, Rahul
signals his respect for the South

C

GAUTAM
BHATIA

ongress president Rahul Gandhi’s decision to contest from Kerala’s Wayanad constituency —
besides his traditional seat of Amethi in Uttar Pradesh — has created a stir among his supporters,
prospective allies, as well as his critics. The first
thing to acknowledge is that contesting from two

seats is an established feature of Indian
electoral politics. This is not necessa-

ourtake

rily a healthy practice but top leaders
have often opted for it either as a way of conveying a larger message or an insurance policy in case they lose in one of the seats.
Mr Gandhi’s motivations are clear. The Congress knows that
the South is one region where it will do better than the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP). Despite the BJP’s efforts, Karnataka
remains the only state where it is a serious player. In contrast,
while the Congress is weak in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana,

for democracy. We are living in an age in
which, increasingly, decisions that were
once taken by human beings are being outsourced to machines, software, and algorithms. However, machines are built by
humans, and, therefore, come with human
fallibilities; and when an individual’s right
has been violated by a decision taken by a
machine, there is no scope for an appeal to a
higher body.
For this reason, technologists and human
rights lawyers from all over the world have
called for two fundamental principles: the
first is a “right to an explanation” — that is,
if I am deprived of a right by an automated
decision, taken by a machine, then I have the
right to be given an explanation for how that
decision has been taken; and the second,
complementary right is that of a right to the
source code — that is, access to the mechanics of how that decision is taken, so that it can
be examined for compliance with basic
human rights.
There is now a worldwide debate around
these issues, and in certain jurisdictions —
such as the European Union — the right to an
explanation has been codified into law. Kodali’s petition gives the Indian courts an
opportunity to join that debate, and to ensure
that in the age of machines, and algorithms,
basic human rights are not sacrificed at the
altar of an unaccountable and non-transparent software.
Gautam Bhatia is an advocate in the Supreme Court
The views expressed are personal

A blind application of technology by the EC to
determine citizens’ rights can erode democracy

I

n December last year, there were
strong protests in Telangana during
the assembly elections, when it came
to light that as many as 30 lakh voters
(10% of the electorate) had been struck
off the rolls during a 2015 “clean up”
exercise by the Election Commission. It was
a number large enough to vitiate the legitimacy of the electoral process. Events after
that indicate that Telangana was not a oneoff. A recent survey in Uttarakhand also
found voter deletions on a substantial scale.
Similar results have been reported from
Andhra Pradesh and Rajasthan. Reports also
indicate that the voter deletions have disproportionately impacted the most vulnerable
constituencies of citizens, and who, therefore, will have the most difficulty in having
the errors rectified.
With the 2019 general elections upon us,
the issue must be addressed urgently, in

order to preserve the sanctity of the democratic process. In this context, an ongoing
case before the High Court of Hyderabad
assumes great significance, as it enables the
Election Commission to do just that. The case
— Srinivas Kodali v Election Commission of
India — is important because it does not simply call for remedying the deletion of voters
from the rolls, but raises a far deeper issue
pertaining to accountability in the electoral
process: that of “algorithmic transparency”.
What is the meaning of “algorithmic transparency”? In the Telangana case, for example, the deletion of voters has been attributed
to the linking of Aadhaar with voter IDs back
in 2015. This is one example of a more widespread phenomenon: the increasing use of
opaque technology, in the context of elections, to “clean up” voter rolls by ensuring
that only genuine, registered voters can vote,
and that fake names are struck off the rolls.
While the intention is laudable, and indeed
necessary, Telangana’s example shows that
a blind application of technology to determine sensitive issues such as citizens’ rights
can have the effect of eroding democracy
rather than safeguarding it. For this reason,
Kodali’s petition asks that the process
through which this happens be made transparent, so that it can be publicly scrutinised

n

Voter deletions disproportionately impacts
the most vulnerable citizens
AP

and audited. This requires three things: first,
that the algorithm of the software used by the
Election Commission to clean up voter rolls
should be made public; second, that the data
audit log of deletions should be revealed; and
thirdly, that the source code (that is, the technical instructions on the basis of which a software runs) used to conduct a “de-duplication” of the voter rolls should be made public.
This may sound dry and technical; but its
consequences are important and profound

it is a strong contender in Kerala on its own, Karnataka with the
Janata Dal (Secular), and Tamil Nadu as a part of the DMK-led

Not pursuingtheUNSC
seat wasNehru’smistake

T H E W AY A H E A D

alliance. The Congress has also sought to construct an ideological platform in the South, which hinges on how the BJP is insensitive of the region’s languages, and cultural specificities. By
contesting from the South, Mr Gandhi is signalling that he
respects the region. He is also seeking to maximise the Con-

The wait for a more sincere offer than the ones in the
1950s hasn’t borne fruit in more than six decades now

gress’s seats in Kerala in particular, and the South in general. At
the same time, the party could also have calculated that given the
BJP’s Smriti Irani’s challenge in Amethi, it is best to have a

KUNAL
SINGH

back-up seat.
The Congress’s friends have argued that Mr Gandhi should
not have got into a battle with the Left and instead invested all his
efforts in fighting the BJP. This, they allege, is a part of the Congress’s approach where it has not been sensitive to political

M

ore than five decades after his
death, India’s first Prime Minister,JawaharlalNehru,continues
to regularly feature in the
national political discourse. One of the
recent instances was when finance minister, Arun Jaitley, found a reason to blame
NehruinthebackdropofChinablockingthe
move to get Pakistan-based terrorist, Masood Azhar, sanctioned by the United
Nations(UN).Jaitleyciteda1955letterwrittenbyNehrutochiefministers,inwhichhe
talksabout informal suggestionsthat were
madetoIndiatobecomeapermanentmember of the UN Security Council (UNSC).
Nehru made it clear that though India
deserved a permanent seat in the UNSC, it
won’tgrabitattheexpenseofChina,which
was also a candidate for the same seat. As a
greatcountry,Nehruargued,Chinashould
first find its rightful place in the UNSC and
India’scasecouldbeconsideredseparately.
HistoriansdefendNehrubyclaimingthat
the offer to India was not genuine. There is
nowaytofactcheckthisclaim.SinceNehru
never entertained these offers — there was
one by the US in 1950 and another by the
SovietUnionin1955—anyassertiononthis
count is purely speculative. For what it is
worth, Anton Harder, a scholar who has
studied thesubject, claimsthattheUSoffer
should“beregardedasquitesincere”.HistoriansthengoontodescribethecircumstancestojustifyandexplainNehru’scall.Letus
look into their arguments.
First,Nehrufirmlybelievedthatthetask
of developing India could only be achieved
in a peaceful environment. The UN was a
critical forum for fostering a cooperative
attitudeamongnationsandthuspreventing
the world from drifting into a war again.
ThisisexactlywheretheLeagueofNations
hadfailed.NehruwantedtheUNtosucceed.
India’s admission into the UNSC would
demand a revision of the UN charter and
thuscoulddestabilisethemultilateralinstitution, which was still in its infancy.
Second, Nehrusaw the absence of China
in the UN as a big problem — something
which could,again,leadtothefailureofthe

strength of regional partners in its quest to build its own
strength. The Congress, however, argues that as a party, it needs
to look out for its interests. And having a strong Congress is
essential to having a strong non-BJP coalition. The other criticism has come from the BJP, which has pointed to the fact that
Wayanad has a strong minority voter base. While the BJP is free
to make the point that Mr Gandhi has opted for a relatively safe
seat, to ascribe it to Muslim and Christian population and then
seek to widen the communal divide is unacceptable. They are as
much voters of India as Hindus. With his southern foray,

India’s draft electricity plan contained no expansion of coal power after 2022. However, the
AFP
final plan ended up including more than 90 GW of planned coal-fired capacity

How India can balance
emission and growth
To meet its climate targets, the nation must invest heavily
in eco-friendly transport, power generation and buildings

§

Mr Gandhi has opened a new front in the electoral game.

n

VIDYA
SOUNDARAJAN

Israelielectionbehindthe
US’sGolanHeightsmove
ThisputsIndiainatoughspotsince ithas
hadgoodtieswithbothIsraelanditsrivals

I

n a statement issued on Sunday, Arab League leaders
decided to push a resolution in the United Nations Security
Council against the United States’ move to recognise the
Golan Heights as Israeli territory. On March 25, US Presi-

dent Donald Trump had signed a proclamation reversing a longstanding international norm against recognition of territory
seized by force. Mr Trump’s move, however, did not surprise
many. After all, he has already recognised Jerusalem as Israel’s
capital and shifted the US embassy to the contested city.
Israel had annexed the Golan in 1981 after first seizing it from
Syria in 1967. The annexation was never endorsed by the international community. So what has changed now except for the fact
that Mr Trump is the incumbent US President? Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu is facing a tough election as he
has been accused of multiple corruption charges. Compared to
his predecessors, Mr Netanyahu is more hawkish on territorial
disputes. The White House proclamation mentions the threat of
Iran and its terrorist proxies from the Golan front as a rationale

T

heParisAgreementundertheUnited
Nations Framework Convention on
ClimateChange (UNFCCC)requires
countriestosettargetscalledNationally Determined Contributions (NDC) that
would help the world collectively move
toward curtailing the temperature rise to 1.5
degrees Celsius and that can set the world on
a low-carbon, climate-resilient future pathway.Indiamadeambitiouscommitmentsand
the two fundamental elements of India’s
NDCsare33-35%reductioninemissionintensity of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by
2030comparedto2005levelsandaconditional
increaseinthecumulativeshareofnon-fossil
fuel energy in installed capacity up to 40% by
2030.
TheEnergyandResourcesInstitute(TERI)
initsseriesofresearch-basedpolicyanalysis
ofNDCshastimeandagainsaidthatthesetwo
pillarstoachievingtheNDCgoalsincountries
suchasIndiarequireearlyuptakeofadvance
climate-friendlytechnologies,whileappreciating the level of ambition.
A study by International Energy Agency
(IEA) released last week questions the ambition of these targets and the level of effort put
in by governments towards achieving these
targets.Reducingthecarbonintensityofelectricity generation requires that non-fossil
fuel-basedpowergenerationshouldgrowata
higherratethanfossilfuel-basedpower.Even
thoughthegovernmentispushingrenewable
energygenerationthroughfocusedmissions
andschemes,reducingtheshareoffossilfuels

wouldrequirecomparativelylargercapacity
installation of non-fossil-fuel power systems
(otherthannuclearandhydropower)inorder
tomeettheincreasingdemand forelectricity
dueto higher projectedgrowth.Thatis going
to be an uphill task for India.
Estimates made by the government indicate that India could achieve part of its NDC
goals more than a decade earlier than targeted, based on the impetus on renewable
energy. But a question still remains over the
future of coal. India’s National Electricity
Plan(NEP),adoptedearlierin2018,isaimedto
guide India to remain on track to achieving
the renewable energy pillar of the Paris
Agreement targets ahead of its time. It could
potentially also become a global leader in
combating climate change if it were to abandon plans to build new coal-fired power
plants.ThedraftNEPcontainednoexpansion
of coal power after 2022, however the final
NEPtookastepbackwardandincludedmore
than 90 GW of planned coal-fired capacity,
withanaddedriskofthesebecomingstranded
assets.SocoalinIndiaisheretostay,defining
its development pathway, but that’s not the
onlydefiningelementasitusedtobeafewdecades ago.
A 2018 report by the national coal mining
company, Coal India, confirms declining
futurecostsofsolarandrenewableelectricity
storage, which is likely to foster low-carbon
investments.Investmentinrenewablepower
inIndia toppedfossilfuelsforthe firsttimein
2017,accordingtotheIEA,whichisaconsolationevenin the wake ofthis current study by
IEA.Therefore,withsustainedgrowth,larger
upfront investments in new transport infrastructure,buildings andpowersector willbe
critical to India achieving its NDC targets.
Vidya Soundarajan is India regional programme
manager, Action on Climate Today
The views expressed are personal

NEHRU WANTED THE UN TO
SUCCEED. INDIA’S ADMISSION
INTO THE UNSC WOULD DEMAND
REVISION OF THE UN CHARTER
AND THUS COULD DESTABILISE
THE MULTILATERAL INSTITUTION,
WHICH WAS STILL IN ITS INFANCY

UN and the onset of wars. In 1953, he said
that by not recognising China, the UN had
givenagobytotheprincipleofuniversality
andthusrepeatedthemistakethatledtothe
failureofLeagueofNations.WiththememoryoftheSecondWorldWarstillfresh,such
concernswereeminentlyunderstandable.
Nehru also thought, as Harder points out,
that greater socialisation of China would
reduce causes of conflict.
Third,theofferfromtheUScameatatime
whenWashingtonwaslookingtoshapethe
UN’s decision-making in its favour. The
Soviet Union had walked out of the UN in
January1950 in protestagainsttheUS (and
others)blockingPeople’sRepublicofChina
fromtakinguptheNationalist China’s seat
intheUNSC.TheUSusedtheSovietUnion’s
absence to push resolutions against North
Korea’saggressionintheKoreanWar.Cutting its losses, the Soviet Union returned to
its seat in August. The offer to India was
madeshortlyafter.Indiahadvotedwiththe
USontwoofthethreeresolutionspassedon
the Korean War in the Soviet Union’s
absence. The US thought further support
against the communists could be achieved
by dangling a carrot to India.
This account definitely helps us look at
thebiggerpicturecomprisingNehru’sview
oftheUN,theimportancehelaidonChinese
integration with the world and selfish
motivesbehindtheUNSCoffer.Butstillitis
not difficult to conclude that Nehru made a
mistake,evenifthisisobviousonlywiththe
benefit of hindsight. Most of his apprehensionsbehindrejectingtheofferprovedtobe
far removed from reality. One, we have not
had a third World War but that has little to
dowiththeUN’ssuccessandalottodowith
nucleardeterrence.Two,Nehru’seffortsat
helping China’s socialisation did not prevent the India-China war in 1962. Three,
China did not get its seat in UNSC till 1971
andthatdidnotleadtoUN’sdestabilisation
intheinterim.Four,whenChinafinallygot
its seat, it was possible because of the US
assent which emerged out of, again, selfish
motives—Washingtonwantedtoexploitthe
Sino-SovietsplittoitsadvantageintheCold
War.Whycouldn’tIndiahavesimilarlyutilised America’s “selfish” offer to its own
advantage in 1950?
One can definitely see why Nehru was
scepticaloftheUNSCseatoffersinthe1950s.
However, it is difficult to sympathise with
hisreasonstoday.Therehasbeennoreform
of the Security Council ever since, and
therefore, India’s case has never been considered separately and seriously. IndiaChinarelationsremainadversarialandBeijing has used its presence in the UNSC to
harm Indian interests. And the UN is by no
meansabodythatcanclaim,withastraight
face,toservethecauseofglobalpeace.Ithas
repeatedly been used and abused by great
powersfortheirownself-interests.Asfaras
India is concerned, the wait for a more sincere offer than the ones in the 1950s hasn’t
borne fruit in more than six decades now.
n

kunal.singh@htlive.com

for recognising Israeli sovereignty over the plateau. However,
Israel already occupies the Golan and the proclamation does in
Sumit Paul

no way alter the military balance in the region. The upcoming
election, hence, seems to be the main factor behind the move.
These developments have put India in a tough spot. New Delhi
has tried hard to maintain good relationships with both Israel
and its rivals in the region. In 2017, it voted against the US move
to recognise Jerusalem as the Israeli capital in the United
Nations. If forced to take a stand again, Israel may yet again be
disappointed with the outcome.

innervoice

WE ARE ALL LIVING
IN A FOOLS’ PARADISE,
ARE WE NOT?

Why do we set aside a specific day for fools?
Doesn’t every day belong to them?” Mark
Twain’s words have never ceased to amuse
me. I also believe that Fools’ Day (April 1)
shouldn’t be restricted to a specific day.
Fools are active on every day of the year.
But the question is: What’s foolishness?
Can an act, that causes people to laugh, be
called a foolish act? “The real foolishness is
the irrationality of an individual which
jeopardises the existence of fellow human

beings,” said playwright Bernard Shaw.
From this perspective, aren’t we all foolish?
Isn’t grown up people throwing stones at
buses and trains an act of mass stupidity?
Doesn’t spending crores on weddings
when so many people are hungry underscore our stupid indifference? We always
believe in politicians’ rhetoric without
questioning them. Any action that lacks
reason and is inexplicable by all means is an
act of foolishness.
The problem with the human beings is
that when a stupid act is followed by the

masses, it ceases to be stupidity and
becomes a given, an accepted act sanctioned
by the majority. We’re digging our own
graves because of our stupidity. The legend
has it that Kalidas was cutting the branch he
was sitting on. Are we anyway better than
him? Nature has endowed us with sense.
But are we using that? Aren’t we all living in
fools’ paradise?
Inner Voice comprises
contributions from our readers
The views expressed are personal
Innervoice@hindustantimes.com
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shortstories
AUCTION OF NIRAV
ARTWORK: HC NOT
TO INTERVENE
MUMBAI: The Bombay high court
on Monday refused to interfere in
the auction of paintings and
artworks belonging to Camelot
Enterprises Private Limited, a firm
owned by diamantaire Nirav
Modi. The division bench of
justice Akil Kureshi and justice
Sarang Kotwal rejected a petition
filed by Camelot, which had
challenged the validity of eight
assessment orders on the basis of
which the I-T department
initiated recovery proceedings
and put up 68 of the 173 artworks
belonging to Camelot for auction
on March 26.

Isro puts intel sat in
orbit with 28 others
SPECTACLE For the first time in the space agency’s history, about
1,200 authorised people witnessed the launch from Sriharikota

Cop’s son shoots woman
dead for refusing marriage
MEERUT: A head constable’s son
barged into the house of his
neighbour and shot two women,
in Ganga Nagar locality Monday.
While a 24-year-old woman died
during treatment, her injured
younger sister is undergoing
treatment in a hospital, police
said. According to ASP Kuldeep
Singh, the victim had refused the
accused’s marriage proposal.
Deepak Singh, 25, who is son of a
head constable posted the
security of a political leader in
Noida, has been arrested.

Murder, gang-rape case
solved with arrest of three
DEHRADUN: A 65-year-old man
was murdered and a woman
gang-raped allegedly by five men
in Uttarakhand’s Doiwala on
March 26, police said on Monday.
They made the revelation while
claiming to have solved the case
with the arrest of three accused.
Police got a clue after the woman
approached them. Sketches were
made and a hunt began. They
were to divide the ₹15,000 that
they had stolen from the house.
While three of the five have been
arrested, police said the remaining two will also he caught soon.

Jayashree Nandi
n

Robert Vadra

COURT GRANTS
ANTICIPATORY
BAIL TO ROBERT
VADRA, AIDE
n

namita.singh@htlive.com

NEW DELHI: A court in Delhi on

n

Indian Space Research Organisation’s PSLV-C45 carrying EMISAT and 28 other satellites lifts off from
PTI
the Satish Dhawan Space Centre in Sriharikota on Monday.

Anonna Dutt
n

anonna.dutt@htlive.com

NEW DELHI: The Indian Space
Research Organisation (Isro) on
Monday successfully launched
an intelligence-gathering satellite along with 28 smaller satellites from its Sriharikota facility,
a feat that was witnessed by more
than 1,000 visitors — a first in
Isro’s history.
Until now, only officials and
authorised people were allowed
to view the lift-off from the island
of Sriharikota.
“This is a mission of many
firsts. This is the first time a PSLV
[Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle]
will place objects in three different orbits. This is the first time
the PSLV has been used in the
four strap-on engine configurations. [The launch vehicle usually uses two, six or none of the
strap-on engines]. The industry
also played a big role in the mission with 95% of the hardware
and 60 to 70% of the satellite being
fabricated from outside Isro,”
said Dr K Sivan, chairperson,
ISRO. “Around 1,200 people
watched the mission and for the
next one, we will accommodate
5,000 people in the viewing gallery. It will later be expanded to
seat 10,000. Those who missed out
on the chance today will be able to

enjoy our next launch,” he added.
The 47th flight was also the
longest mission of the PSLV, lasting around three hours.
Weighing 436 kg, the main payload was the India satellite EMISAT, which has been designed for
electromagnetic-spectrum monitoring and will be used for intelligence gathering.
The Indian satellite was put in
a 749-km orbit in 17 minutes of the
mission. The last stage of the
launch vehicle was brought to a
485-km orbit at the three-hour
mark. In this mission, the last
stage of the rocket will be kept
alive for several weeks before it
becomes space debris, another
first.
The PS4 was used as an orbital
platform for the first time in January for the world’s smallest satellite, KalamSat that was developed by students. “This use of PS4
as an experiment platform will
allow study of the ionosphere in
the real-time and help scientists
in developing better ionospheric
models. This, in turn, will be helpful in improving the accuracy of
satellite navigation signals,” said
an ISRO official.
Monday’s mission comes six
days after India test-fired an antisatellite (ASAT) missile in the
Mission Shakti operation, which
had left around 300 pieces of

debris in the low earth orbit.
“An assessment of the space
debris is done before every mission and Isro has had to delay a
couple of mission by a few seconds to ensure there is no collision with the debris during the
launch or even in the orbit. For
this mission, no such risk was
detected,” the official added.
Of the 28 satellites launched on
Monday, 24 are from the US, two
from Lithuania, one each from
Spain and Switzerland.
CHANDRAYAAN
DELAYED AGAIN?
This year’s much-awaited launch
of India’s second mission to the
moon, between March 25 and
April-end, appears to be delayed.
Speaking about future missions after Monday’s launch,
Sivan said, “In May, we will
launch PSLV C46, followed by
PSLV C47 and Chandrayaan 2.”
“In its next mission, PSLV-C46
will launch RISAT-2B in May
2019,” said an official release from
Isro.
The delay is because of mission
optimisation. “...The delay is for
mission optimisation, selecting
the window that ensures the satellite reached the intended orbit
with the least fuel,” said another
Isro official on condition of anonymity.
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CBI to probe into

Hot summer ahead for 25-yr-old case of
central, north India Navy sailor’s death

Namita Singh

Odisha wins turmeric GI tag
after losing on rasogolla
BHUBANESWAR: After losing the
Geographical Indicator (GI) tag for
rasogolla to West Bengal, people
in Odisha have a reason to smile
as Kandhamal haldi, turmeric
grown since over a century by
tribals in the central Odisha
district of the same name,
received a GI tag. “We received
the final certificate for the GI tag ,
it’s a huge achievement for
Kandhamal’s tribals and will help
market the turmeric to a wider
audience,” said Sanjit Patnaik,
secretary of the Kandhamal Apex
Spices Association for Marketing.

IMD

nation

Monday granted anticipatory
bail to Congress leader Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra’s husband, Robert
Vadra, who is facing an Enforcement Directorate (ED) probe over
money laundering allegedly
linked to the purchase of a property in London.
Special Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI) judge Arvind
Kumar said the ED’s case is
mainly based on documentary
evidence and there was no allegation against Vadra that he has
tampered with evidence or tried
to influence any witnesses in the
case. The court also granted bail
to Manoj Arora, Vadra’s alleged
aide who is being probed in the
money laundering case. The two
were granted anticipatory bail on
a personal bond of ₹5 lakh each.
The court noted Vadra joined
the investigation nine times and
that he has been questioned for
about 58 hours. It directed the two
against tampering with the evidence or influencing the witnesses. The court ordered them to
join the investigation whenever
called and not leave India without
the court’s permission.
The ED opposed Vadra’s bail
plea. It said that if he is granted
anticipatory bail, it would defeat
the agency’s purpose of thorough
and effective interrogation as he
has not cooperated during the
investigation. The ED said the
agency must be “given a free
hand” to “interrogate” Vadra.
Vadra’s lawyers, AM Singhvi
and KTS Tulsi, earlier told the
court that “to cooperate” does not
mean to admit to all the facts even
if they are far from the truth.
Vadra had filed the anticipatory
bail plea alleging he was being
subjected to “unwarranted,
unjustified and malicious criminal prosecutio...”.

n
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NEWDELHI: In its seasonal outlook

for April to June, the India Meteorological Department (IMD)
said on Monday maximum temperatures are likely to be above
the normal range by 0.5 to 1
degree Celsius in most parts of
central and some parts of northwest India.
This is likely to impact agriculture because there may not be
adequate moisture in the soil for
the kharif season, scientists said.
Above normal heatwave conditions are also likely over the
core heatwave zone, which
includes Delhi, Haryana Punjab,
Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand,
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Bihar, Jharkhand, West
Bengal, Odisha, Telangana, and
Marathawada, Vidharbha, Madhya Maharashtra and coastal
Andhra Pradesh.
The seasonal average minimum and mean temperatures
over West Rajasthan are likely to
be above normal by over 1 degree
Celsius.
Above-normal heatwave conditions means there will be a
higher frequency of heatwaves
compared to the usual, according
to meteorologists.
“Many meteorological conditions influence heatwaves; one of
the conditions is El Nino. Our
forecast says that weak El Nino
conditions have set in. So temperatures are likely to be slightly
above normal over most parts of
the country according to our
models. We have already seen

›

There may be
numerous dust
storms...This will impact
agriculture
MAHESH PALAWAT, vice-president
meteorology and Climate Change,
Skymet Weather

heatwaves over Rajasthan and
parts of central India in the last
couple of weeks,” said M Mohapatra, the director general of meteorology at IMD.
Mahesh Palawat, vice-president of meteorology and Climate
Change at Skymet Weather, said,
“There may be numerous dust
storms but that will not lower the
temperature...This will impact
agriculture... Monsoon also may
not be good this year.”
DS Pai, senior scientist at IMD,
Pune, said, “When heating is
there, it can help thunderstorm
activity, it can cause cloud formation. Soil will get dry if heating is
not compensated by pre-monsoon showers. Central India,
including parts of Gujarat,
Chhattisgarh and MP, can
become dry. Some parts of northwest and western India like
Rajasthan can also have dry soil.”
El Nino is a weather phenomenon characterised by warm
ocean temperatures in the equatorial Pacific ocean.
A heatwave occurs when the
temperature is above 40 degrees
or about 4.5 to 6.4 degrees above
normal. A severe heatwave condition is witnessed when the maximum temperature is over 6.5
degrees above normal.

HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: The Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI) has taken
over probe into the death of a
sailor, Amar Ashok Paldhe, after
his mother’s appeal in the Hyderabad high court.
The Indian Navy sailor
drowned while attempting a
high-altitude jump into the sea in
Kakinada, Andhra Pradesh, on
September 23, 1993. His body was
found two days later.
Amar’s mother, Anuradha
Paldhe, had been fighting a protracted legal battle to know the
cause of her son’s death in the
fatal incident during the training
session.
Anuradha Paldhe and his
father
(now
deceased)
approached the Bombay high
court in 1995, seeking to know
exact cause of the sailor’s death.
The legal battle continued in
different courts; from Bombay
high court the matter went to
Kakinada civil judge as naval
authorities raised jurisdictional
issue.
The court held that the death
was resulted from the negligence
of the authorities.
The Andhra Pradesh police
probe into the death is incomplete
even after 25-years.
A single-judge bench of the
high court ordered the navy to
reconstitute a fresh board of
inquiry after one such inquiry
could not ascertain cause of
death.The navy, however, said
that police at Kakinada should
have investigated the incident to
find out cause of death.

IN KERALA

Child porn racket busted, 12 held
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

THIRUVANANTHAPURAM: The cyber

wing of Kerala Police on Monday arrested 12 people and registered cases against 16 others for
propagating child pornographic
material and visiting child porn
sites.
Raids were conducted across
the state after the Interpol
alerted the Central Bureau of
Investigation who handed over
details of the accused and the

various sites they were visiting
to the state police, the cyber
wing said.
In the operation, code-named
‘P Hunt’, 84 people have been
identified and many phones,
laptops and other devices
seized, officials said.
Images of children captured
discreetly on mobile phones
while they are at water theme
parks, schools, beaches, and
homes are increasingly finding
their way to porn websites, they
said.

“The operation is ongoing
and more arrests are likely to be
made soon,” said additional
director general of police Manoj
Abraham. The accused chose
instant messaging groups for
bartering videos featuring juveniles, officials said.
Police have soug ht help from
cyber experts from IT park in
Thiruvananthapuram.
The admin of 37 porn websites works for the instant messaging software Telegram and is
a resident of Kerala.

POSTGRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL
EDUCATION & RESEARCH CHANDIGARH
ADMISSION NOTICE NO. 134/2019
The PGIMER, Chandigarh invites online applications for MDS/House Job in
Oral Health Sciences entrance examinations for the July 2019 session. For
brochure/prospectus, number of seats and further detailed information please visit
the www.pgimer.edu.in. The dates for filling of online application and deposition
of fee are w.e.f. 02.04.2019 to 01.05.2019. The candidates are requested to visit
the PGI website regularly for any subsequent changes/updations for entrance
examination/ communications/ addendum/ corrigendum.
REGISTRAR
000420

htclassifieds
EMPLOYMENT

PUBLIC NOTICES

PUBLIC NOTICES

DEFINE YOUR Own Earning Limit.

I, HARWINDER Singh, Vill Narike

I, RAJESH Kumar S/o S.N. Gaur R/o

Looking for smart, Young
Engineers/ MBA's having fluent
communication skills to market
Korean Health Equipment on
commission basis for Punjab,
Himachal & Chandigarh. Contact:
sbgmerc@gmail.com / 9915155112.

EDUCATION
HOME TUITION Maths/ Science
7th to 10th Class by B.Sc, B.Ed, experienced Teacher Contact:
7696232454

EXCELLENT HOME Tuition of
Mathematics 8th, 9th, 10th, +1, +2
by RajSir, 15 Years Experience.
8286100004.

Teh Malerkotla, Sangrur, changed
minor son name Jasman Singh to
Jasman Singh Bhangu.

I, MOHAMMAD Feroz Khan S/o
Ahmad Khan, Moh Chauhatta,
Malerkotla Sangrur, changed my
name to Mohammad Feroze Khan.

I, JASWINDER Singh S/o Shingara
Singh, Vill Dulwan Kalan Teh
Ahmedgarh Sangrur, changed my
name to Jaswinder Singh Dhaliwal.

I, GURJIT Kaur W/o Kamaljeet
Singh Chagger R/o-Kothi-No.367,
Phase-1,SAS-Nagar(Mohali),have
changed my minor daughter's name
from Shaheen Chagger to Ravneet
Kaur.

I POOJA Narang W/o Amit Kumar

TOLET
CHANDIGARH
FULLY FURNISHED two rooms
one store one bathroom one kitchen
with all facilities in Dugri Urban
Estate Phase Second contact:
8195831831.

PUBLIC NOTICES
I, NELLAM Rani W/o Gian Chand
VPO Jhander Khurd Teh. Banga
Distt. SBS Nagar. I have changed my
name Nellam Rani to Anita Rani. All
concerned note please.

I, KAMINI Alias Kamani Alias Kamni
D/o Amrik Singh, Village Mehlwan,
Tehsil Nangal (Ropar) have changed
my name Gurleen Kaur.

I ARMY No. 14458 927 W Rank HAV
Netra Singh S/o Gokal Chand R/o
VPO Kummi Tehsil Balh district
Mandi HP declared that in my army
record I want to correct my son
name as Hemant Kumar instead of
Amit Kumar and DOB as 21.07.2001
instead of 26.07.2001. All concern
note it.

Verma R/o H.No. G-4, Block-A, Moti
Nagar, Ludhiana after marriage
changed my name to Pooja Narang
Verma. Concern noted.

I, NO 15393694X,Rank Hav. Ajay
Kumar S/o Harmesh Kumar HQ.12
Signal Group C/o-56 APO
Chandimandir,Panchkula(Haryana)
do hereby declare that My Wife had
changed her name from Summan to
Suman and same should be
amended in my service record.

I, SMEEHAN S/o Surinder Kumar,
174- Kuthalia Bulding, Railway Road
Nangal (Ropar) have changed my
name Smeehan Gautam.

I SANTOSH Kaur W/o Late S.
Gurcharan Singh, R/o # 44, Phase-1,
Mohali (Punjab) have changed my
name Tarlochan Kaur to Santosh
Kaur, Tarlochan Kaur and Santosh
Kaur is one and same person.

I, GHANSHYAM S/o Bhav Dev
Joshi, H.No.89, Skynet Enclave,
Lohgarh, Zirakpur (SAS Nagar),
changed name to Ghanshyam Joshi.

I, TINA Arora D/o Narinder Kumar
Arora W/o Robin Singh Klar, R/o
House No. 157, Sector 35-A,
Chandigarh have changed my name
from Tina Arora to Tina Klar after
marriage.

House-No.423,Sector-22A,
Chandigarh,have changed my name
to Rajesh Kumar Gaur

I, ASHA Rani W/o Jasbir Singh, VPO
Raipur Sahoran Tehsil and Distt.
Una, have changed name Kulwinder
Kaur to Asha Rani.

I, BALDEV Singh S/o Gurjant Singh,
Bhudan, Sangrur, have changed
name to Baldev Singh Chahal.

I, HARJIT Kaur W/o Jaswinder Singh
Dhaliwal. Vill Dulwan Kalan Teh
Ahmedgarh, Sangrur, changed my
name to Harjit Kaur Dhaliwal.

COURT NOTICES

PRADHAN MANTRI GRAM SADAK YOJNA
NOTICE INVITING TENDER (NIT)
The Chief Engineer (SZ) HPPWD Shimla on behalf of Governor of Himachal Pradesh invites the item rate bids, in
electronic tendering system, for construction of roads under Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana for each of the following
works including their maintenance for five years from the eligible and approved contractors registered with
HPPWD/CPWD/P&T/Railways /other State Govt /Central Govt agencies. Non registered bidders may submit bid,
however, the successful bidders must get registered in appropriate class with appropriate authorities before signing the
contract.
1.
S District/ Package Name of the work Estimated Cost (Rs. Total Cost Period of
Bid
Cost of
No. Division
(Rs. Lakh) Completion Security
no.
Lakh)
Form
(Nonof
(Rs.
ConMainRefundconstruction Lakh)
struction tenance
(days)
able)
Rs.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
Nalagarh HP-11- Up-gradation
224.98
17.81
242.67
510
4.85 5000
154
Kulhariwala to
Seran road Km.
0/0 to 3/080.
(SH:- P/L WMM,
Open BM,BC,CC
Block, Road side
parapets and Hill
side drain in
between Km. 0/0
to 3/080) Under
PMGSY REGULAR
2.
3.

Date of release of Invitation for Bids through e-procurement: 5th April, 2019.
Cost of Bid Form: Cost of Bid form in shape of Demand Draft in favour of concerned Executive Engineer in
respective Division
4. Availability of Bid Document and mode of submission: The bid document is available online and bid should be
submitted online on website www.pmgsytenders.gov.in. The bidder would be required to register in the web-site
which is free of cost. For submission of bids, the bidder is required to have valid Digital Signature Certificate (DSC)
from one of the authorized Certifying Authorities (CA). "Aspiring bidders who have not obtained the user ID and
password for participating in e-tendering in PMGSY may obtain the same from the website:
www.pmgsytenders.gov.in
Digital signature is mandatory to participate in the e-tendering. Bidders already possessing the valid digital
signature issued from authorized CAs can use the same in this tender.
* Non-registered bidders may submit bids; however, the successful bidders must get registered in appropriate
class with appropriate authorities before signing the contract.
5. Submission of Original Documents: The bidders are required to submit (a) original Demand Draft towards the
cost of bid document and (b) original bid security in approved form and (c) original affidavit regarding correctness
of information furnished with bid document as per provisions of Clause 4.4B(a) (ii) of ITB with Superintending
Engineer ,3rd Circle HPPWD, Solan , on a date not later than three working days after the opening of technical
qualification part of the Bid, either by registered post or by hand.
6. Last Date/ Time for receipt of bids through e-tendering:-Last date /time for receipt of bids through e-tendering of
above mentioned work is as follows:Sr. No.
Package No.
Last date /time for receipt of bids through e -tendering.
HP-11-154
29.04.2019 at 10:30 AM
1
7
The site for the work is available.
8. Only online submission of bids is permitted, therefore; bids must be submitted online on website
www.pmgsytenders.gov.in. The technical qualification part of the bids will be opened online at 11:00 A.M Hours
on above mentioned date in the office of Superintending Engineer, 3rd Circle HPPWD Solan by the authorized
officers. If the office happens to be closed on the date of opening of the bids as specified, the bids will be opened
online on the next working day at the same time.
9. The bidder is not required to quote his rate for routine maintenance. The rates to be paid for routine maintenance
are indicated in the Bill of Quantities. Further, the payment for routine maintenance to the contractor shall be
regulated based on his performance of maintenance activities.
10. All the required materials like Cement/Steel/Bitumen/Explosive etc shall be arranged by contractor at his own level.
11. The bids for the work shall remain valid for acceptance for a period not less than ninety days after the deadline date
for bid submission.
12. To qualify for a package of contract made up of this for which bids are invited in the same NIT, the bidder must
demonstrate having experience and resources sufficient to meet the aggregate of the qualifying criteria for the
individual contracts.
13. Other details can be seen in the bidding documents. The Employer shall not be held liable for any delays due to
system failure beyond its control. Even though the system will attempt to notify the bidders of any bid updates, the
Employer shall not be liable for any information not received by the bidder. It is the bidders' responsibility to verify
the website for the latest information related to the tender.
(Er.Surinder Pal Jagota)
Superintending Engineer, HPPWD, 3rd Circle Solan
Tel 01792-220675, Fax 01792-223802
E-mail hp-sol@pmgsy.nic.in
For Chief Engineer HPPWD Shimla
Nirman Bhawan. Nigam Vihar Shimla -171002
0001
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WITH OUR BRITISH FRIENDS WE HAVE HAD A LOT OF PATIENCE,
BUT EVEN PATIENCE IS RUNNING OUT

> JEAN-CLAUDE JUNCKER, European Commission president, on the Brexit imbroglio

Support grows in UK
House for soft Brexit

SuspectinmurderofNKorea
leader’sbrothertowalkfree

Bloomberg
n

NOBODY KILLED KIM Charges against another suspect were dropped in March
Agence France-Presse
letters@hindustantimes.com

n

SHAHALAM,MALAYSIA :A Vietnam-

n

esewomanaccusedofassassinating the North Korean leader’s
half-brother is to walk free after
Malaysia dropped murder charges against her Monday, weeks
after her Indonesian co-accused
was also released.
The 2017 killing of Kim Jong
Nam with a toxic nerve agent at
Kuala Lumpur’s international
airport shocked the world, but
Doan Thi Huong’s guilty plea to
the lesser charge of “causing
injury” makes her the only person convicted in the case.
Malaysia allowed the two
women’s suspected North
Korean handlers to leave in the
days after the murder, amid a
furious diplomatic row as Seoul
accused Pyongyang of plotting
the Cold War-style hit.
The pair, who claimed they
weretrickedintocarryingoutthe
killing, were put on trial facing a
murder charge.
But last month the charge

Members of feminist group Non Una di Meno (Not less than one)
and associations defending LGBT rights protest against the
World Congress of Families in Verona, Italy. Thousands marched
in support of the ultra-conservative meeting too.
AFP

shortstories
AT LEAST 30 KILLED IN CHINA FOREST FIRE
BEIJING: A fire in the mountains of western China’s Sichuan province has
killed 30, including fire fighters and locals, the government said on Monday.
The deaths occurred after a change of wind on Sunday as the fire fighters
were battling the blaze in a rugged area at an altitude of 3,800 metres,
according to the Ministry of Emergency Management and the military.
Among the dead were 27 fire fighters and 3 local residents recruited to help
fight the blaze. Nearly 700 people were battling the fire in Sichuan’s Muli
county that erupted on Saturday, but contact was lost with the 30 on
Sunday. Two helicopters carrying medical staff and military personnel were
AP
dispatched to help in the search. China has been battling forest fires.

US student mistakes
murderer’s car for Uber

Venezuela cuts workday to
fight continuing blackouts

WASHINGTON :US college
student Samantha Josephson was
murdered after getting into a
stranger’s car that she thought
was the Uber she had ordered.
Hunter’s found the 21-year-old’s
body in a “very rural” area outside
the city later that same day.
Officers in South Carolina said at a
weekend news conference that
they have arrested a suspect who
faces charges in the murder and
kidnapping of Josephson. AFP

CARACAS: Venezuela’s government announced on Sunday that
it is reducing the length of the
workday and keeping schools
closed due to the devastating
electricity blackouts plaguing the
country. Crippled infrastructure,
little investment in the power
grid and poor maintenance mean
that the widespread blackouts
that have hit Venezuela throughout the month of March are likely
AFP
here to stay.

At least 20 killed after bus
in Peru catches fire

China launches second
generation data satellite

LIMA: At least 20 people were
killed and eight injured when the
double-decker bus they were
travelling in caught on fire at a
bus stop that authorities had
banned just weeks ago in the
Peruvian capital Lima on Sunday.
Witnesses said the fire started in
the bus’s motor and quickly
spread to its interior. REUTERS

BEIJING :China has successfully
launched the first of its new-generation data relay satellites into
orbit that will provide data relay,
measurement and control
services for its manned spacecraft. The Tianlian II-01 satellite
was launched by a Long March-3B
carrier rocket from the Xichang
Satellite Launch Centre in Sichuan
PTI
Province on Sunday.

Ukraine police seize heroin
worth nearly $60mn
KIEV: Ukraine police seized heroin
worth about $60 mn, weighing
over half a tonne, in two raids in
the country’s centre and west.
About 500 kg were found on
Sunday afternoon, and more than
100 kg overnight, according to
AFP
officials.

Co-owner of airline
dies as her private
plane crashes

n

Monday recovered the bodies of
three people, including one of
Russia’s richest women, who
were killedina small planecrash
near Frankfurt a day earlier.
Russian airline S7 Group said
co-owner Natalia Fileva was
aboard the single-engine, sixseat Epic LT aircraft that
crashed and burned Sunday afternoon in a field as it approached
the small airport at the German
town of Egelsbach near Frankfurt.
The business publication Forbes.ru has estimated Fileva’s fortune at $600 million.
Russian news reports said Fileva, who co-owned S7 with her
husband, was travellingwith her
father. German police have said
there were two Russian citizens
on board but haven’t provided
any positive identification of the
victims yet. The plane took off
from the Mediterranean city of
Cannes, a popular holiday destination for rich Russians on the
glitzy French Riviera.
The cause of the crash is still
unclear.
AP

NIPSEY HUSSLE

Grammy-nominated rapper fatally shot in possible gang-related incident outside clothing store

Hussle, whose debut Victory Lap was nominated for Best Rap
Album at the 2019 Grammies, was rushed to hospital on Sunday,
where he was pronounced dead

AP

BERLIN : German authorities on

inthenews

2
3

Natalia Fileva

The killing is suspected to be gang-related as Hussle, 33, was seen as
a lynchpin of the south LA community, redistributing his earnings
into the violence-plagued neighbourhoods he came from.

Shepleadedguiltyto“causing
injury” and was handed a three
year and four month jail term,
with her lawyers saying she
wouldbefreednextmonthdueto
sentencereductions.Thewomen
would have been sentenced to

WH whistleblower
reveals breaches in
security clearances
n

ISLAMABAD : Pakistan’s Supreme
Court has asked former ruler
Pervez Musharraf to appear
before a special court on May 2 in
a treason case and warned he
would lose the right of defence if
AGENCIES
he failed to do so.

The American musician, real name Ermias
Asghedom, was shot multiple times outside
Marathon Clothing, his store in south Los
Angeles. The suspect fled in a getaway car

Vietnamese suspect Doan Thi Huong (centre) is escorted by police from a Malaysian court.

against Indonesian suspect Siti
AisyahwasdroppedandonMonday, prosecutors withdrew the
charge against the second
accused, Doan Thi Huong from
Vietnam, and replaced it with a
lesser one.

Bloomberg

SC asks Musharraf to face
court or lose right to defend

1

n
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WASHINGTON: House Democrats
said on Monday they will subpoena a former official in the
WhiteHousePersonnelSecurity
Office after a woman who works
there told them that top-secret
clearanceswerehandledimproperly,includingsomefortopaides
to the president.
Oversight and Reform ChairmanElijahCummingswroteina
lettertotheWhite Housethathis
panel is working with the whistle-blower Tricia Newbold, a
longtime employee in the security office, who says she and othersintheofficedeniedmorethan
two dozen applications for clearances only to see them overturned by supervisors.
The development is part of a
rapidescalationoftheaggressive
oversight of President Donald
Trump’s administration that
Democrats promised before voters gave them control of the
House in November. It came
shortlyaftertheHouseJudiciary
Committee announced it would
meetonWednesdaytoauthorise
subpoenas for Special Counsel
RobertMueller’sentirereportas
well as documents from five
former Trump associates.
TrumpsaidinatweetonMonday, “No matter what information is given to the crazed Democrats from the No Collusion
Mueller Report, it will never be
good enough. Behind closed

doors the Dems are laughing!”
The Oversight Committee is
scrutinising how a number of
senior aides, including Trump’s
son-in-law Jared Kushner and
national security adviser John
Bolton, got their clearances.
“The committee respects the
president’s authority to grant
securityclearances,”Cummings
wroteinthelettertoWhiteHouse
Counsel Pat Cipollone. “However, the White House must
respect Congress’ co-equal and
independentauthoritytoinvestigatewhohasbeengivenaccessto
our nation’s secrets, how they
obtainedthataccess,theextentto
whichnationalsecurityhasbeen
compromised”andwhethercurrent laws should be changed.
Thesubpoenawillbeissuedto
Newbold’sformersupervisorfor
two years in the White House
security office, Carl Kline, who
nowworksatthedefencedepartment, according to Cummings.
Cummings said interviewing
Kline would be a key step in his
probe into “grave” breaches in
security vetting.
The committee will meet on
Tuesday to vote on authorising
thesubpoena. Atthemeeting,the
committee will vote to authorise
subpoenas to commerce secretary Wilbur Ross and attorney
generalWilliamBarrforrecords
andtojusticedepartmentofficial
JohnGoretotestify inaseparate
probe about the decision to add a
citizenship question to the 2020
BLOOMBERG
census.

AP

death by hanging if convicted of
murder. While there was relief
for Huong, the outcome means
her conviction is the only one
over the sensational assassination of Kim Jong Un’s estranged
relative.

letters@hindustantimes.com

LONDON : Momentum is building
in the House of Commons in
favour of the softest of Brexit
models,aslawmakersseizedcontrol of parliamentary proceedings from the government for a
second time.
The chamber is debating four
rival plans to Prime Minister
Theresa May’s thrice-rejected
Brexitdeal.AproposalfortheUK
to stay in the European Union’s
single market-with customs
arrangementsboltedon-isbuilding up a head of steam after the
opposition Labour Party and
ScottishNationalPartybackedit.
The so-called Common Market
2.0 proposal by Conservative
former minister Nick Boles, was
defeated by 283 votes to 189 in the
first round of voting last week.
But the SNP and Labour
announcementschangethemath
dramatically and could see the
proposal reach a majority.
Successfortheplanwouldput
May in a serious bind by demonstratingthatanalternativetoher
Brexit deal can command the
support of parliament. The proposal breaches her red lines on
sovereignty,tradeandfreemove-

ment, and would probably split
her Conservative Party if she
backed it. Last week, 225 of the
Toryparty’s314membersofParliament opposed the measure.
Theotheroptionsfordebateon
Mondayincludestayinginacustoms union with the EU, holding
a referendum to endorse whatever Brexit deal parliament
comes up with, and a process to
rule out a no-deal departure.
Last Wednesday, when MPs
usurped control of proceedings
fromthegovernmentforthefirst
time, they voted on- and rejected
-eight options. The customs plan
cameclosesttoamajority,losing
by 6 votes. The Common Market
2.0, or Norway Plus, plan was
only the fifth most popular,
though neither Labour nor the
SNPofficiallywhippedtheirMPs
to back it.
AddingtheSNP’s35MPs,who
abstained last week, to the support column would reduce the
deficit to 59 from 94. And Labour
politicians couldthenswing it.A
total of 60 of them abstained the
first time around, while 42
opposed the plan, meaning the
resultcouldbereversedifenough
of them vote for it. The momentum behind it could make it the
most popular option.

E Y E O N PA K I S TA N

Facebook removes 103
accounts linked to military
Army launches
war game app
Imtiaz Ahmad
n
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ISLAMABAD : The Pakistan Army's

n

Countering misinformation

ISLAMABAD:Facebook on Monday

said it has removed 103 pages,
groups and accounts that were
part of a network it said was
linked to employees of the Pakistani military’s public relations
arm.
Facebook said it removed
pagesandaccountson Facebook
andInstagramthatspreadinformation about Pakistani politics
and political leaders, the Indian
government and the Pakistani
military. “Todayweremoved103
pages, groups and accounts for
engaging in coordinated inauthentic behaviour on Facebook
and Instagram as part of a network that originated in Pakistan,” Nathaniel Gleicher, Facebook’sheadofcybersecurity,said
in a statement.
“Although the people behind
thisactivityattemptedtoconceal
theiridentities,ourinvestigation
found that it was linked to
employeesoftheISPR(Inter-ServicePublicRelations)ofthePaki-

REUTERS FILE

stani military.” ISPR did not
respondtorequestsforcomment.
PAK SCRAPS TRIALS IN
MILITARY COURTS
Pakistan scrapped terrorism
trials before special military
courts after the tribunals’ mandate expired on Monday, ending
a measure that had been in place
foroverfouryearstohelpauthorities curbmilitantattacks,a government minister said.
Thecountryresumedmilitary
trials for terror suspects in 2015
and lifted a moratorium on the
death penalty after a Taliban
attack in December 2014 on a
school in Peshawar killed more
than 150 people, mostly young
students. Information minister
FawadChaudhrysaidthecourts
werere-introducedunderspecial
circumstances and “performed
well.” Terrorism cases will now
be handled by regular courts,
notorious for their bureaucracy
and slow justice.
AGENCIES

Inter-Services Public Relations
departmenthaslaunchedanApp
that features a war game called
The Glorious Resolve – Journey
To Peace.
The game shows a 3D army
adventureshooterwhomakesits
players a part of an elite military
force fighting on the frontline.
The players will not only get to
use military weapons but also
“counter the hostile takeover of
the region”.
The game brings together the
army, air force, navy, and other
lawenforcementagenciesasthey
fight terrorism using expertise
andweaponsinandaroundPakistan. “Get ready to take on the
challengeandjumpintoanaction
adventure that will take you
behindenemylinesintothefiercest battlefield of the century,”
says the description of the game
onPlayStore.Thegametakesthe
players through mountains,
underground tunnels and dry
deserts where using missiles,
combattingairstrikesandthrowing hand grenades to defeat the
enemywillbejustthebeginning.
The game also features UAV
drones,guns,shotguns,riflesand
intelligence-based operations.

Rainstorm, thunder kill 31 in southern Nepal President Erdogan’s AKP faces
ELECTION SHOCKERS

Anil Giri
n
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KATHMANDU: At least 31 people
werekilledand668 injuredwhen
unusual heavystormsandthunder lashed southern Nepal, the
home ministry said on Monday.
Hundreds of houses were toppled by the storm that swept
throughBaraandParsadistricts
adjoining India on Sunday.
Hospitals in both districts
wereoverwhelmedby hundreds
ofinjured.Theyarefacingshortagesofblood,medicalequipment,
medicine, water and treatment
facilities. Due to bad weather,
officials struggled to identify the
dead bodies and facilitate treatment.

Most of the affected homes
were made from mud and collapsedwhenelectricitypolesand
trees fell on them. Rescue work
washamperedbydozensoffallen
trees blocking the roads.
“We have been coordinating
with the local representatives to
make use of readily available
resources for rescue work,” said
Bara’s chief district officer
Rajesh Poudel.
PrimeMinisterKPSharmaOli
said rescue teams from Nepal
police, the army and the armed
police force were deployed overnight. Oli said the government
wasdispatchingnightvisionhelicopters to the affected areas as
soonasweatherconditionsonthe
ground improved.

upset in two main Turkish cities

n

People walk along the debris of a village after a storm at Bara district, Nepal on Monday.

REUTERS

HARMONIOUS ORDER

Reiwa: Japan enters a new imperial era, quite literally
TOKYO : “Reiwa”: Japan on

Monday revealed the name of
the era that will define the new
emperor’s reign when he
ascends the Chrysanthemum
Throne next month following
the first abdication in around
200 years.
The new imperial name
consists of two characters:
“Rei”, which can mean
“order” but also “auspicious”
and “Wa”, usually translated
as “peace” or “harmony.”
After weeks of fevered speculation and top-secret discussions, the two “kanji” characters were unveiled to reveal a

name that will last as long as
new emperor Naruhito’s rule.
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe
said the term “Reiwa” came
from the “Manyoshu”, an
anthology of Japanese poems
dating back 1,200 years that
“symbolises our nation’s profound public culture and long
tradition”.
“Just like amazing plum
flowers in full bloom that signal the arrival of spring
after bitter cold, each and
every Japanese person can
hope for the future and
make their own flowers
blossom,” added the prime

minister.
“It is the first time it comes
from a Japanese text” rather
than Chinese, noted Abe, often
considered a nationalist.

Crowds gathered around
Japan to watch live broadcasts of the announcement,
many cheering as the chief
cabinet secretary held up a
board with the name inked
in stylised black calligraphy. “It has a nice sound
and you get a good feeling
when you read it. It’s a very
good choice I think,” said
24-year-old Shun Fujimoto
as he joined a chaotic scrum
for a special edition of the
n

Chief cabinet secretary
Yoshihide Suga holds the
new era’s name.
AFP

papers at Tokyo’s busy Shimbashi station.
Eight-year-old Manato
Nagayama also managed to
get his hands on a copy of the
extra edition but admitted: “I
cannot yet write those two
kanji.” His father told AFP it
was a “historic” moment.
“That’s why I brought my son
here so he could get a special
edition. It’s an experience that
only comes along very rarely.
He is only eight and is already
seeing two eras.” The 85-yearold Emperor Akihito will step
down on April 30 in favour of
Crown Prince Naruhito. AFP

ANKARA: TurkishPresidentRecep
Tayyip Erdogan’s ruling party
suffered a major upset on Monday after local election results
showeditlostthecapitalAnkara
and Istanbul after a decade and
half in power.
Losing the country’s two
major cities would be a stunning
defeat for Erdogan, a former
Istanbul mayor himself, whose
abilitytowinattheballotboxhas
beenunparalleledinTurkishhistory.Erdogancampaignedhard,
portraying Sunday’s vote for
mayorsanddistrict councils asa
fightforthenation’ssurvival,but
the election became a test for his
Justice and Development Party
(AKP)afterTurkeyslippedintoa
recession for the first time in a
decade. TheoppositionCHPcandidateforIstanbulmayor,Ekrem
Imamoglu,wasleadingbynearly
28,000 votes with most ballot
boxescounted,SupremeElection
BoardchairmanSadiGuvensaid.
Imamogluwonalmost4.16million votes while the AKP candidate,formerpremierBinaliYildirim, won 4.13 million.
Both claimed victory in the
earlyhoursfollowingatightrace
forthecountry’slargestcityafter
results showing them in a dead
heat. “We want to start working
as soon as possible to serve people,”Imamoglutoldreporterson
Monday. “We want to cooperate
with all institutions of Turkey to
quickly meet the needs of Istanbul.”
REUTERS

n

Supporters of the opposition CHP party cheer in Ankara.

REUTERS

COMEDIAN NEARS UKRAINE PRESIDENCY
KIEV: Volodymyr Zelenskiy has no
political experience, but that’s no
problem for the people of Ukraine
who have already seen that
working for him.

In a striking example of fiction
morphing into reality, the 41-yearold comedian and actor seems set
to take the top office for real,
following in the footsteps of the
man he plays in a wildly popular
television series—an ordinary
teacher who becomes an unlikely
president and succeeds in bringing the country together. Zelenskiy took a commanding lead
against the incumbent in Sunday’s presidential election,
putting him in a strong position
for the runoff in three weeks’

time. “This is only the first step
toward a great victory,” Zelenskiy
said after the vote.
His easygoing manner and
snappy talk on the campaign trail
strongly resembled his character
in “Servant of the People” — a
schoolteacher catapulted into the
presidential seat after a student’s
video of him blasting official
corruption goes viral.
The TV series that premiered in
the fall of 2015 painted a grotesque satirical picture of
Ukraine’s officialdom, complete
with easily recognisable parodies
of serving politicians. It has been
immensely popular, attracting up
to 20 million viewers in the nation
of 42 million.
AP
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Vijay Mallya.

AFP/FILE

‘FUGITIVE TAG FOR
MALLYA WILL MAKE
IT TOUGH TO
SETTLE DEBT’
MUMBAI: Putting the fugitive tag
on business tycoon Vijay Mallya,
under the new Fugitive Economic
Offenders Act will make it difficult
for debts of banks and creditors
to be settled as his properties and
assets would be attached, counsel
for Mallya told the Bombay high
court (HC) on Monday. Mallya had
last month approached the high
court challenging a January 5
order of a special Prevention of
Money Laundering Act (PMLA)
court declaring him a fugitive
economic offender under the Act.
“The provision which allows
confiscation of properties is
draconian. Mallya does not want
the properties to be returned to
him, but confiscating them is not
going to solve the problem of
banks and creditors,” said senior
counsel Amit Desai.

Embassy REIT ends 4.7%
higher on market debut
MUMBAI: India’s first real estate
investment trust (REIT), the
Blackstone Group Lp-backed
Embassy Office Parks, rose on its
trading debut, in a vote of
confidence for a potential new
funding avenue for the nation’s
cash-strapped developers. The
REIT units, which were sold at
₹300 apiece, started trading at
₹308 on Monday in Mumbai, and
climbed as much as 8.3% to ₹324.8.
The benchmark Sensex Index rose
0.7%, set for a record close. The
IPO was more than two-and-ahalf times oversubscribed,
underscoring investor demand for
the asset class. Anchor investors
and strategic investors committed ₹2,660 crore.
COMPILED FROM HT
REPORTERS AND AGENCIES

facetoface

RivalAirbnbbecomes
latestinvestorinOyo

RAJEEVCHABA, president and MD, MG Motor India

MG Motor India will be the first to
offer an affordablemildhybrid car
Malyaban Ghosh

FRESH FUNDING Airbnb is said to have invested around $200 million in Oyo
Varsha Bansal
n

n

NEWDELHI: MG Motor India
Pvt. Ltd, the local unit of the
iconic British car maker that
is now owned by China’s
SAIC Motor Corp. Ltd, will
start selling cars in India in
the next two months. The
company is planning to
introduce hybrid and electric vehicles in its first year
in India.
In an interview, Rajeev
Chaba, president and managing director (MD) of MG
Motor India, said the company will release only retail
sales data as opposed to most
of the competitors and will
start with just a few dealers
to ensure profitability in a
very competitive market.
Edited excerpts:

Room for growth

varsha.b@livemint.com

Oyo has attracted investments of more than $1.3 billion since 2015.

NEW DELHI: Airbnb, the world’s

largest home-sharing platform,
on Monday said it has invested
anundisclosed amount in India’s
budget hotel startup, Oyo, as the
US firm seeks to bolster its hotelbooking business.
Two people familiar with the
matter said Airbnb had invested
between $150 million and $200
million in Oyo as part of the local
startup’s Series E funding
round.
This deal would immediately
allow Oyo’s 10,000 villas and
homes in India, Dubai and other
markets to be listed on the
Airbnb platform, expanding
Oyo’s international reach and
strengthening Airbnb’s presence in Asia, one of the two people cited above said on condition
of anonymity.
“Both will explore opportunities to collaborate on a range of
projects,” said the person cited
above.
“The key one is going to be
making Oyo accommodation
available on the Airbnb platform.”
The home-renting company is
adding hotels to its listings
inventory as part of a strategy to
attract travellers, who find renting a home from a stranger risky.
The investment also underscores a growing trend of companies in the travel and hospitality
segment exploring ways to leverage each other’s strengths.
Last month, Airbnb bought
HotelTonight, an app for finding
hotel rooms at a discount, ahead
of its proposed initial public
offering.
In 2018, online travel operator
Cleartrip acquired Saudi Ara-

Figures in $ million

Investors

25 (Mar 2015)

Lightspeed Ventures, Sequoia Capital, Greenoaks Capital and DSG Consumer Partners

100 (Aug 2015)

SoftBank

250 (Sep 2017)
SoftBank Vision Fund, Sunil Munjal-led Hero Enterprise, Sequoia,
Lightspeed, Greenoaks Capital

800 (Sep 2018)
SoftBank Vision Fund, Lightspeed and Sequoia

100 (Dec 2018)

Grab
Ritesh Agarwal
Founder & CEO of Oyo

Didi Chuxing

Airbnb and oyo, which
were competitors for the
longest time, will become
strategic partners.
bia’s leading travel aggregator,
Flyin.
“A lot of these markets have
evolved independent of each
other and one-two players have
built dominance either in a local
market or single country market
or a local product market,” said
Aditya Agarwal, M&A and strategy head at Cleartrip.
“And when you’re trying to
enter these markets, it would be
efficient to collaborate, rather
than compete with each other.”
Previously, Oyo and Airbnb
were considered competitors.
Analysts say Airbnb is
increasingly becoming a broadbased travel company rather
than just a home rental platform.
This deal further reinforces
that perception, which would be

malyaban.g@livemint.com

100 (Feb 2019)
Graphic: Sarvesh Kumar Sharma/Mint

While oyo accommodations
will be able to list on airbnb,
they can also continue to be
listed on other booking sites.

DEAL WOULD ALLOW
OYO’S 10,000 VILLAS
AND HOMES IN INDIA,
DUBAI, OTHER MARKETS
TO BE LISTED ON THE
AIRBNB PLATFORM
goodforthe companyaheadofits
public offering.
Since Airbnb entered India
almost three years ago, the country has become an important
market for the firm.
While the home-rental platform has about 47,000 properties
listed in India, globally, Airbnb
has almost 6 million listings
across 81,000 cities in 191 countries.

You have spent almost two
decades with General Motors.

Apart from india, oyo is
present in nine countries,
including china, the us
and philippines.
“Emerging markets (EM) like
India and China are some of
Airbnb’s fastest growing, with
our growth increasingly powered by tourism to and from
these markets,” said Greg Greeley, president of homes at
Airbnb.
Oyo has also been aggressively expanding its global footprint over the past year by entering markets such as China, the
US, the United Arab Emirates
(UAE) and the Philippines.
“Airbnb’s strong global footprints and access to local communities will open up new
opportunities for Oyo Hotels and
Homes,” said Maninder Gulati,
global chief strategy officer at
Oyo Hotels and Homes.
Reuters contributed to this story.

How different has been your
experience till now with MG
Motor?
I learnt a lot from General
Motors (GM) and the company gave me a lot of exposure in different roles across
countries. I was a part of
Opel as well when it was
launched in India. Here, the
brand MG Motor is British
but in terms of scale (compared to GM), it is much
smaller.
That means a lot of people
don’t know about the brand;
we have to start from
scratch. The good thing
about the ownership is that
SAIC is the biggest Chinese
(car) manufacturer and it
has got huge resources, is
highly profitable and is one
of the future-ready companies in the globe in terms of
developing technologies
required for electric, hybrid
and fuel cell vehicles. So, all
these resources are available to MG Motor as well.

taken more than just investments to get the strategy
right.
They have worked a lot
with the local people to
understand the local market.
For both SAIC and MG, this
is one of the few global markets and success here will
lead to entry in many other
markets.

How will you tackle competition from Maruti Suzuki and
Hyundai in the initial years?
In our first product, we don’t
foresee any competition
from Maruti and Hyundai,
and it has been very strategically done.When we looked
at this particular segment, it
was just one product and
now another couple of products have been launched. So,
if we get the fundamentals
right, then we can lead this
segment. We have told our
dealers that they should take
care of customer satisfaction
and we will take care of their
viability.

How will you ensure that MG
becomes one of the very few
foreign brands that will get the
India strategy right?

When it comes to future mobility solutions, what will MG offer
the Indian customer?

For most of the global players here in India, the first
solution for any problem is a
global one. That’s a default
setting. For a company like
MG though, the first solution
is to ask the local management what they want to
resolve an adverse situation, rather than offering
a global solution. So,
that’s a huge difference. Only two companies have managed to crack the
Indian market
and if you look
at their history, it has

Very few people know MG
the brand in our country, so
we need to spread awareness
to start with. Then, with
technology, expect us to be a
disruptive force and we will
try to introduce different
ways of selling cars and will
experiment with technology.
We are going to be the first
company to offer an affordable mild hybrid in a mass
market vehicle. It will be a
petrol hybrid and will bridge
the gap between petrol and
diesel as the price gap will be
significantly lower. We will
also launch the Hector with
an automatic transmission.

FORMER IL&FS
VICE-CHAIRMAN
HARI SANKARAN
ARRESTED

March GST collections hit Sensex crosses 39,000 level for 1st time
a record ₹1.06 lakh crore

Jayshree P Upadhyay

NEWDELHI:GoodsandServicesTax

n

jayshree.p@livemint.com

MUMBAI: The Serious Fraud and

Investigation Office (SFIO) on
Monday arrested Hari Sankaran, the former vice-chairman of
the Infrastructure Leasing and
Financial Services Ltd (IL&FS),
for allegedly abusing his power
to grant loans.
This is SFIO’s first arrest in
the IL&FS case. Sankaran was
arrested following the probe
agency’s investigations into the
financial affairs of the company
and its units.
He was arrested for abusing
his powers to grant loans to entities which were not credit worthy.
His alleged fraudulent conduct caused wrongful losses to
the company and its creditors, a
senior SFIO official said on condition of anonymity.
Sankaran will remain in custody till April 4.
SFIO, in its two interim
reports to the National Company
Law Tribunal (NCLT) in Mumbai, had found that the practices
followed by IL&FS flouted the
prescribed banking and lending
norms. It also found that the
auditors of IL&FS group companies were negligent in detecting
the financial discrepancies in the
books.
IL&FS group companies owe
nearly ₹17,000 crore to banks,
mutual funds and insurance
companies, among others.

Nasreen Sultana
and Ravindra Sonavane
n

Shreya Nandi
n

shreya.n@livemint.com

(GST) collection in March rose
15.6% from a year ago to hit ₹1.06
lakh crore, the highest since the
new indirect tax system took
effect on July 1, 2017.
“Total gross GST revenue collected in March, 2019 is ₹1,06,577
crore, of which CGST (Central
GST)is₹20,353crore,SGST(State
GST) is ₹27,520 crore, IGST (Integrated GST) is ₹50,418 crore
(including₹23,521crorecollected
on imports) and cess is ₹8,286
crore (including ₹891 crore collected on imports),” the finance
ministry said in a statement.
Average monthly GST revenue during August-March of
2017-18 was ₹89,885 crore, which
roseto₹98,114croreduringAprilMarch of 2018-19.
Thefinanceministrysaidrevenuegrowth haspickedupinthe
last few months, despite various
rate cuts by the GST Council.
GST mop-up for the whole of
2018-19 stands at ₹11.77 lakh
crore.
FinanceministerArunJaitley
tweeted that the March figures
indicate an expansion in manufacturing and consumption.
As many as 75.95 lakh
GSTR3Bs (summary returns)
werefiledtillMarch31forFebruary, against 73.48 lakh a month
ago.
“ThesteepincreaseinGSTcollections is quite a welcome outcome for the economy. Some
major reasons for the growth
could be reconciliations by busi-

n

The finance ministry said revenue growth has picked up in the last
MINT
few months, despite various rate cuts by the GST Council.

nesses of outward and inward
supplies, intelligent data analytics,relatedtaxleakagedetections
andconsequentGSTpaymentby
businesses,” Abhishek Jain, tax
partner, EY India, said.
AccordingtoDevendraKumar
Pant, chief economist at India
Ratings, higher GST collection
will reduce pressure on the centre emanating from compensationpaidtothestatesforanyrevenue loss.
“Anysurplusinthecompensation cess account would be a
bonus both for central and state
governments,” he said.
Monthly GST collection has
largelyremainedbelowtheaverage expected ₹1 lakh crore, barringApril,October,Januaryand
March,mainlyduetoseveralrate
cuts as well as procedural hurdles.

In the interim budget, the government slashed CGST revenue
target by ₹1 lakh crore to ₹6.43
lakh crore, excluding states’
share of revenue. The government is looking to collect ₹7.61
lakh crore in 2019-20, including
CGST, IGST and compensation
cess.
“It isworthnotingthatprojectedgrowthinGSTcollectionsfor
2019-20 is around 20% over
2018-19. Achieving this steep target would call for substantial
increase in tax base by plugging
theexistingleakages,asroomfor
increase in tax rate seems limited,” said Pratik Jain, partner
and leader indirect tax, PwC
India.
For fiscal 2019-20, the GST collection target has been budgeted
at ₹13.71 lakh crore.
PTI contributed to this story.

C A S H F LOW

Aramco was world’s most profitable firm in 2018
Bloomberg
n

feedback@livemint.com

LONDON/SINGAPORE: The first
official glimpse of Saudi
Aramco’s financial performance confirms the state-run
oil giant can generate profit
like no other company on
Earth: net income last year
was $111.1 billion, easily outstripping US behemoths
including Apple Inc. and
Exxon Mobil Corp.
But accounts published
before the firm’s debut in the
international bond market
also show Aramco—an organisation that produces about
10% of the world’s crude—
doesn’t generate as much
cash per barrel as other lead-

n

Saudi Aramco CEO Amin H
Nasser.
REUTERS/FILE

ing oil companies like Royal
Dutch Shell Plc because of a
heavy tax burden.
The bond sale, being
pitched to investors this
week in a global roadshow,
has forced Aramco to reveal

secrets held close since the
company’s nationalisation in
the late 1970s, casting a light
on the relationship between
the kingdom and its most
important asset. Both Fitch
Ratings and Moody’s Investors Service assigned
Aramco the fifth-highest
investment grade, the same
as Saudi sovereign debt, but
lower than oil majors Exxon,
Shell and Chevron Corp.
The company is preparing
to raise debt in part to pay for
the acquisition of a majority
stake in domestic petrochemical group Sabic, worth about
$69 billion. The deal is a Plan
B to generate money for
Saudi Arabia’s economic
agenda after an initial public

offering (IPO) of Aramco was
postponed. In effect, Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman is using the firm’s pristine balance sheet to finance
his ambitions.
Aramco will pay 50% of the
Sabic acquisition cost when
the deal closes and the rest
over the subsequent two
years, according to a person
who saw a presentation made
to potential investors on
Monday. Aramco declined to
comment.
The kingdom’s dependence on the company to
finance social and military
spending, as well as the lavish lifestyles of hundreds of
princes, places a heavy burden on Aramco’s cash flow.

nasrin.s@livemint.com

MUMBAI: Indianmarkets touched
a record high on the first day of
the new financial year with the
benchmark Sensex crossing the
39,000-mark for the first time.
Expectations that the central
bankwillthis weekannounce its
secondinterestratecutfor2019-itislikelytocutpolicyratesby25
basis points (bps) on April 4,
according to economists surveyed by Mint -- and positive
global cues helped boost sentiment. Concerns about a global
economicslowdowneasedaftera
surprise expansion in Chinese
manufacturing activity in
March.
“The pre-election rally
extended to the new financial
yearwithincreaseinprospectsof

political stability,ratecutexpectation from RBI and improvement in GST collection in
March,”saidVinodNair,headof
research,GeojitFinancialServicesLtd. “Abetter-than-expected
Chineseeconomicdataandsurge
in US 10-year-yield eased global
growth concern which further
addedimpetustothesentiment,”
he added.
On Monday, the Sensex surpassed the 39,000 mark with an
intradayriseof1.14%,althoughit
partly retraced the gains to close
0.51% higher at 38,871.87 points.
The broader Nifty index rose
0.27% to 11,655.60.
The Sensex gained 17.3% in
FY19 in its best performance in
four years. The Nifty rose 14.9%
in the same period.
However, as India looks to
form a new government in May,
localequitymarketsareexpected

THE SENSEX ROSE 1.14%
INTRADAY ON MONDAY
TO BREACH 39,000
POINTS AND PARTLY
RETRACED THE GAINS TO
CLOSE 0.51% HIGHER AT
38,871.87 POINTS

to see turbulence at least in the
early part of 2019.
Besides elections, liquidity,
currencyfluctuations,crudeprices and the ongoing trade war
between China and the US are
some of the risks for Indian equities in FY20. Recovery in corporate earnings growth is also crucial.
A delay in corporate earnings
growth as well as a fractured
mandate byvotersinthegeneral

Auto sales fall in Mar on tepid
demand, firms miss guidance
Malyaban Ghosh
n

malyaban.g@livemint.com

RBI to repeat
$5 billion forex
swap after
successful auction
Bloomberg

NEWDELHI: Vehicle sales in India

fellinMarchduetotepiddemand
in both urban and rural areas.
This has led to most of the automakers,includingMarutiSuzuki
India Ltd, missing their sales
growth projections for the justended fiscal year.
MarutiSuzukisaidonMonday
that its total sales in March fell
0.7%year-on-yearto147,613vehicles.
SalesfortheyearendedMarch
31 increased by a modest 6.1% to
about 1.75 million vehiclesas the
companymisseditsrevisedforecast of an 8% growth. This is the
first time since FY14 that India’s
largestpassengervehiclemaker
has missed its sales forecast.
Vehicle sales in India are
countedasfactorydispatches,or
wholesales, and not retail sales.
Barring its sole light commercial vehicle model, Carry, the
Suzuki Motor Corp. unit
recorded a 1.5% year-on-year
dropinpassengervehiclesalesto
145,013 vehicles in March.
SalesatMahindraandMahindraLtdgrew4%to27,646vehicles
in March helped by the compact
sport-utility vehicle, XUV300,
whichwaslaunchedinFebruary.
Forthelastfiscalyear,Mahindra’s passenger vehicle sales
grew by a marginal 2% underscoring a sharp contraction in
demand in rural regions. The
local unit of Japan’s Toyota
MotorCorp.recordeda2.2%y-o-y
drop in sales in March to 12,818

elections are major concerns,
said Harsha Upadhyaya, chief
investmentofficer-equity,Kotak
Mahindra Asset Management
Co. He expects equity returns to
be better in FY20 than in the previousyear,barringtheaboverisk
events.
Direction of the rupee, oil prices and proposals in the fullfledgedbudgetfromthenewgovernment, the status of the
US-China trade and tariff war,
steps initiated by US and Europe
as also China to overcome the
economic slowdown are all factors that will be keenly watched,
said Joseph Thomas, head of
research at Emkay Wealth Management.
Liquidity condition in the
interbank market is of prime
importanceasthedeficitismetby
the RBI through repos and open
market operations, he said.

n
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MUMBAI: India’scentralbankwill

n

Maruti Suzuki said on Monday that its total sales in March fell 0.7%
year-on-year to 147,613 vehicles.

units.
“We have closed FY19 with
robustdouble-digitgrowthof11%
atanoveralllevel,despitestrong
headwinds faced by the Indian
automotive industry this year.
This growth has been supported
by our three new product
launches, which have been well
received in the market,” said
RajanWadhera,president, automotivesector,M&M,referringto
the company’s entire product
range comprising passenger
vehicles, three-wheelers and
commercial vehicles.
One of the factors behind the
subduedperformanceisthedecision of most of the companies to
reduce production in the March
quarter to trim their inventory.
Higher oil prices and a weaker
rupee are among factors which

have affected vehicle sales in
IndiasinceSeptember.Salesduringthefestiveseasonfelltoafiveyear low in 2018.
Honda Cars India Ltd, however, bucked the trend as it
reported a 27% jump in sales to
17,202 vehicles in March thanks
to demand for its compact sedan
Amaze. The company also witnessed an 8% increase in sales in
the last fiscal year.
RajeshGoel,seniorvice-presidentanddirector,salesandmarketingatHondaCars,saidstrong
saleseffortsfromdealersandthe
companyinatoughmarketledto
the growth.
Overall sales of Tata’s commercial vehicles—combining
M&HCV and light commercial
vehicles—grew4%y-o-yto50,917
units in March.

conducta$5billionswapauction
on April 23 after its success with
theinstrumentlastmonth,itsaid
in a statement on Monday.
The Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) received 240 bids worth
$16.31 billion in the rare swap on
March 26. The move to buy dollars and offer banks rupees in
returnhelpedinjectliquidityinto
Asia’s third-largest economy in
time for the surge in demand as
the financial year closed on
March 31.
While the swap will bulk up
India’s
foreign-exchange
reserves, there’s concern that
using theforexswapmayreduce
the need for the central bank to
buy debt from the market. The
RBI last bought government
bondsfromthemarketonMarch
14. The RBI bought ₹3 lakh crore
of bonds last fiscal, supporting
the market at a time when concerns about the government’s
record $100 billion borrowing
planhascooled demandfordebt.
The auction will be held
between9.30amto11am, according to the statement on Monday.
The instrument has no liability
on the RBI unlike in 2013, when
the authority subsidized banks
ontheinterestratetheyofferedto
mop up more than $30 billion in
deposits from non-resident Indians to salvage the rupee.
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INDIAN PREMIER LEAGUE
M A R C H 23 - M A Y 12

standings
Team P

W

L Pts NRR*

CSK

3

0

6

+0.507

KXIP 4

3

1

6

+0.164

SRH

3

2

1

4

+2.111

KKR

3

2

1

4

+0.555

DC

4

2

2

4

+0.215

MI

3

1

2

2

-0.75

RR

3

0

3

0

-0.575

RCB

3

0

3

0

-2.413

3

*Updated till KXIP-DC match

shortstories

RCB look to
DelhiimplodeasCurrantrick RR,
get off the base
sealsthrillingwinforKXIP
Avishek Roy
n

SPECTACULAR COMEBACK Kings XI ride on Englishman’s hat-trick after visitors lose their last 7 wickets for 8 runs
Ashutosh Sharma
ashutosh.sharma@htlive.com

MOHALI : The common feature of

KL Rahul

GETTY IMAGES

BCCI OMBUDSMAN
SUMMONS RAHUL,
HARDIK IN TV ROW
EW DELHI: The Supreme Courtappointed BCCI Ombudsman,
Justice (Retd) DK Jain, has issued
notices to Hardik Pandya and KL
Rahul to appear to depose over
their sexist comments on a TV
chat show. “I have issued notices
last week to Hardik Pandya and
KL Rahul asking them to appear
for deposition,” Justice Jain said
on Monday. They might depose
ahead of the April 11 clash between Pandya’s Mumbai Indians
and Rahul’s KXIP in Mumbai. The
Ombudsman, made it clear that
for the matter to reach its logical
conclusion, the duo needs to
depose. “As per principles of
natural justice, I need to hear their
side. It’s up to them now to decide
when they want to appear.”

India top-ranked Test side
for third straight year
NEW DELHI: Virat Kohli’s India
have topped the international
Test rankings for the third year in
a row — boosted by their first
ever series triumph in Australia —
earning a million dollar prize for
the team. India finished eight
points clear of New Zealand in the
contest, taking in matches up to
Sunday. Kohli, who led India to
their maiden series win in Australia in 71 years of trying, said the
achievement would inspire the
team to try harder in the inaugural world Test championship
which starts this year.

todayontv
CRICKET
IPL

8:00pm: Rajasthan
Royals v Royal Challengers Bangalore, live on
Star Sports 1, SS 1HD, SS 2,
SS 2HD, SS 1Hindi, SS 1
Hindi HD, SS 1Bangla, SS
1Tamil, SS 1Telugu, SS 1
Kannada, SS Select 1 & SS
Select 1 HD

this season’s IPL matches have
been the twists and turns they
take in the final phase of the
matches. Young left-arm paceman Sam Curran put the seal on
another exciting game with the
first hat-trick of the edition as
Kings XI Punjab defeated Delhi
Capitals by 14 runs here on Monday.
After KXIP had scored what
looked at best a challenging total
of 166/9, Delhi Capitals, despite
early setbacks, were coasting at
144/3 in the 17th over with Rishabh Pant producing his typically powerful sixes. However, it
all turned upside down as wickets started tumbling.
An ambitious heave, the next
ball after carting Mohammed
Shami for six, saw Pant bowled,
and Kings XI skipper would be
mighty pleased with the direct
hit he pulled off next ball to run
out all-rounder Chris Morris,
who could have finished the job.
In the end, Capitals lower order
imploded as they were 152 all out
in 19.2 overs.
The young Curran stood out
with 4/11 as the home crowd
danced in joy. The left-arm paceman had taken two wickets in
the 18th over, dismissing Colin
Ingram and then Harshal Patel
off the last ball of that over. He
produced a perfect yorker to
bowl Kagiso Rabada first ball of
the final over and then Sandeep
Lamichhane had no clue to
another fire into the block hole.
TWO TO TANGO
Earlier, between an audacious
Dilscoop by Sarfaraz Khan and
David Miller finding his arc,
Kings XI Punjab almost made a
mess before recovering to post
166/9.
That Punjab missed an
injured Chris Gayle upfront will
be an understatement, and it
showed in the early overs. Both
Chris Morris and Capital’s hero
of the last match, Kagiso Rabada,
managed to keep things by and
large quiet. KL Rahul opened
with his new partner Sam Curran and both managed decent

n

David Miller added 62 runs with Sarfaraz Khan for the fourth
KESHAV SINGH / HT
wicket against Delhi Capitals on Monday.

cameos before getting out
adjudged leg before.
Rahul managed a few crisp
fours in his brief stay of 15, falling to an incoming ball from
Morris, while Curran played a
couple of lovely cover drives in
scoring 20 off 10 balls before falling to Capitals’ young Nepal legspinner Sandeep Lamichhane.
Mayank Agarwal was run out
by an alert Shikhar Dhawan at
cover. With Agarwal backing up
too far, Dhawan was quick to
score a direct hit, catching the
Kings XI batsman short of the
crease at the non-strikers’ end.
At that point, KXIP were struggling at 58/3 in the eighth over.
However, Sarfaraz Khan and
David Miller added 62 runs for

the fourth wicket in 40 balls,
helping Punjab wriggle their
way out of trouble. Capitals’
bowlers put up a superb effort
and managed to dictate terms
before the pair came together.
The trio of Rabada (2/32), Morris (3/30) and Lamichhane (2/27)
were snapping at the batsmen’s
heels, never letting their opponents really settle down.
Sarfaraz looked good in his
stay and targeted pacer Avesh
Khan, who had been picked in
place of leg-spinner Amit
Mishra. Sarfaraz started off with
a boundary against Rabada, a
flick to square leg, while Miller
took some time to settle before
opening up, hitting Harshal
Patel for six in the 10th over.

scorecard
n

Kings XI Punjab

KL Rahul lbw b Morris
15 (11)
S Curran lbw b Lamichhane 20 (10)
M Agarwal run out
6 (9)
S Khan c Pant b Lamichhane 39 (29)
D Miller c Pant b Morris
43 (30)
Mandeep Singh not out
29 (21)
H Viljoen c Morris b Rabada 1 (3)
R Ashwin b Morris
3 (4)
M Ashwin c Avesh b Rabada 1 (2)
M Shami run out
0 (1)
M Rahman not out
0 (0)
n Extras (b-1, w-8)
9
n Total (for 9 wkts, 20 overs) 166
n FoW: 1-15, 2-36, 3-58, 4-120, 5-137,
6-146, 7-152, 8-153, 9-156.
n Bowling: K Rabada 4-0-32-2, C
Morris 4-0-30-3, A Khan 3-0-30-0,
S Lamichhane 4-0-27-2, H Patel
4-0-37-0, H Vihari 1-0-9-0.

Bihan Sengupta
n

PREMIER LEAGUE

1:30am (Wed): Wolverhampton v Manchester
United, live on Star Sports
Select 1, Select 1HD

bihan.sengupta@htlive.com

CHENNAI: For Chennai Super

LA LIGA

12:00 am (Wed): Espanyol v Getafe, live on
Sony Ten 1, Ten 1 HD
SERIE A

10:30pm: AC Milan v
Udinese, live on Sony Ten
2 & Ten 2 HD; 12:30am
(Wed): Cagliari v Juventus, live on Sony Ten 2 &
Ten 2 HD
SUPER CUP

n

Dwayne Bravo underlined his
credentials as a T20 death
bowler with Dhoni’s inputs. PTI

Kings fans in this part of the
country, the match against
Rajasthan Royals was one they
had been waiting for far too long.
Last year’s homecoming post a
two-year ban was cut short to
just one match after the Cauvery
water issue forced CSK to shift
their matches out of Chennai.
The thirst to witness their
Thala emerge a hero at the Chepauk is something they have
yearned for nearly three years
now. Dhoni didn’t disappoint.
After scoring a 46-ball 75 — his
highest at home in IPL history —
to help post a modest total on the
board, Dhoni shuffled his bowlers astutely to choke the opposition.
To start with, Dhoni benched

Harbhajan Singh, who despite
his four-wicket haul in the previous game against Royal Challengers Bangalore didn’t have an
upper hand here as Royals had
just one left-handed batsman —
Ben Stokes.
But on a pitch that was bound
to assist spin and hold up, it was
a bit surprising to see Dhoni
make Deepak Chahar bowl his
entire quota on the trot. Shardul
Thakur, Chahar’s partner, did
manage to dismiss Jos Buttler in
the fourth over but with Steve
Smith out in the middle, Dhoni
immediately replaced him and
introduced Mitchell Santner’s
spin.
The two most potent weapons
in the bowling department —
Imran Tahir and Dwayne Bravo
—wereheld back and only ended
up becoming the fifth and sixth
bowling options for CSK. The

duo shared five overs in
between, giving away just 25
runs and picking two wickets.
Dhoni let Tahir bowl his entire
quota at one go too but reserved
two of Bravo’s for the death. By
the end of the 14th over, the Royals were staring at a near-impossible ask of 79 from 36 deliveries
with five wickets in hand.
“It was very difficult for the
finger spinners with the dew, but
we were able to rotate. As a wrist
spinner with the dew, Tahir did
really well,” Dhoni said at the
post-match presentation. And
even though the home crowd
loved the combination, Dhoni
didn’t seem too pleased and kept
changing the field to keep Jofra
Archer and Ben Stokes on tenterhooks.
Dhoni, known to back his
bowlers, trusted Bravo to defend
11 off the final over despite the

n

Virat Kohli

PTI

HEAD TO HEAD
No result
Royal
Challengers

8

1

Rajasthan
Royals

9

Total
matches

18

MATCHES IN 2018
n Rajasthan Royals defeated

Royal Challengers Bangalore
by 30 runs at Jaipur
n Royal Challengers Bangalore

lost to Rajasthan Royals by 19
runs at Bangalore.

FOR THE RECORD
Jaydev Unadkat who has taken
148 wickets in 119 matches,
needs just two more wickets
to become the 10th Indian and
72nd bowler overall to take 150
wickets in T20 cricket.

delivery being missed by the
umpire.
Against Sunrisers on Sunday,
RCB batsmen neither showed
intent nor application chasing
232. They had all but lost the
match by the seventh over, after
losing five wickets.
The opening combination is
still unsettled. Parthiv Patel had
three different partners. Kohli
opened in the first match but
moved to No 3 to boost the middle
order. Moeen Ali and Shimron
Hetmyer partnered Patel, but
failed. They have been bowled
out twice, for 70 and 113.
Bowling too has been woeful.
Umesh Yadav, Yuzvendra Chahal and Colin de Grandhomme
have experience but could not
stop David Warner and Jonny
Bairstow on Sunday. Kohli
stressed on the need to be “experimental and brave”.
One team will open its account
on Tuesday, and the other will be
pushed further back. In that
sense, a fight to the finish can be
expected.

In-form Aussie batsmen put
selection panel in a big fix
Agence France-Presse

Agence France-Presse

KOLKATA: For many, cricket’s a

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

sport for fuddy-duddies, an
aberration in time where you
can play for five days and still
not get a result. Well, the
International Cricket Council
(ICC) has taken note and proposed changes that it hopes
will get Gen Z packing the terraces, hijacking the remote.
To the suits who may think
these changes are ridiculous,
the ICC’s message is simple:
the times they are a- changin’.
So, the next time India play
a Test for the World Test
Championship, the public
would tell Virat Kohli
through Twitter whether he
should bat or field. “…the tradition of the coin toss will be
replaced by a @Twitter poll,
allowing fans at home to
decide who bats and bowls!,”
the ICC said on Twitter on
Monday. How Mohd Azharuddin would have wished the
micro-blogging site had been
up in 1996 — then he wouldn’t

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

n

SYDNEY: Australia coach Justin

NEW DELHI: Indian-born media

Langer admitted some players
will be “brutally unlucky” as he
faces a World Cup selection
dilemma with the return of Steve
Smith and David Warner.
The defending champions
must name their 15-man squad
this month for the tournament in
England and Wales and Langer
said the make-up was becoming
clear on thebackoftheresurgent
team’s stunning eight-game oneday win streak against India and
Pakistan.
“It’s actually becoming more
obvious by the day to me. The
same with the other selectors,”
he said on the Cricket Australia
website.
“We know categorically there
are going to be one or two guys
brutally unlucky not to get
selected because they’re all
going so well... the blokes in the
squad at the moment will be
praying it’s not them.” Australia

executive Manu Sawhney has
taken over as chief executive of
the International Cricket Council, the world body said on Monday as it started a new era aiming to boost the sport’s television revenues and profile.
Sawhney, who has been managing director of broadcaster
ESPN Star Sports and is a nonexecutive director of football
giants Manchester United, succeeds former South African Test
wicketkeeper Dave Richardson.
Sawhney has been preparing
for the transition alongside
Richardson at ICC’s Dubai
headquarters for the past six
weeks as cricket becomes the
latest in a series of sports to turn
to a business executive to lead
its operations.
Star Sports has in recent
years become one of the key
international cricket broadcasters.

n

Usman Khawaja or Aaron Finch may have to vacate the opening slot
once David Warner returns to the side.
GETTY IMAGES

made it eight in a row with a
20-run win in the fifth and final
one-dayer against Pakistan in
Dubai to sweep the series 5-0
after coming from behind to beat
India 3-2 last month.
Their red-hot form has been
built on the back of a rock-solid
opening partnership between
skipper Aaron Finch and Usman
Khawaja. Shaun Marsh, Peter

Handscomb and Glenn Maxwell
have also been in fine touch with
the bat, leaving difficult decisions as to where Warner and
Smith will fit back in after serving their one-year bans for their
part in a ball-tampering scandal.
“There’s a number of guys
who we could easily select...
we’ve got some more confidence
in the other guys,” he said.

all-rounder being smacked for 19
in his previous over. Stokes’s
first-delivery dismissal was
almost orchestrated. After a
lengthy chat with Bravo, Dhoni
placed Suresh Raina at cover
where he didn’t have to move an
inch to catch Stokes’s slice off
Bravo’s low full toss. That was
the turning point, one scripted to
perfection by forcing the
Englishman to play a shot on his
weaker side.
“I’m pretty sure he (Bravo)
has been in plenty of situations
like these in his life,” said Tahir
at the post-match press conference. “He knew what he wanted
to do. He was clear with his plans
and he did really well for the
team.” Bravo topped that effort
by bagging anotherwicket off the
last ball, giving away just three
runs in the process as CSK
romped to an eight-run victory.

A L L F O O L ’ S D AY

Sawhney takes
over as world
cricket CEO

n

Delhi Capitals
P Shaw c Rahul b R Ashwin 0 (1)
S Dhawan lbw b Ashwin 30 (25)
S Iyer b Viljoen
28 (22)
R Pant b M Shami
39 (26)
C Ingram c sub b Curran
38 (29)
C Morris run out
0 (1)
H Vihari b M Shami
2 (5)
H Patel c Rahul b Curran
0 (2)
K Rabada b Curran
0 (1)
Avsesh Khan not out
4 (3)
S Lamichhane b Curran
0 (1)
n Extras (lb-6, w-5)
11
n Total (all out, 19.2 overs)
152
n FoW: 1-0, 2-61, 3-82, 4-144, 5-144,
6-147, 7-148, 8-148, 9-152.
n Bowling: R Ashwin 4-0-31-2, S
Curran 2.2-0-11-4, Mohd Shami
4-0-27-2, H Viljoen 3-0-22-1, M
Rahman 4-0-36-0, M Ashwin
2-0-19-0.
n

Virat Kohli summed upthe debacle against Sunrisers Hyderabad
on Sunday. Three losses in a row
is a terrible start to the IPL season. More so when in two of them
Kohli’s Royal Challengers Bangalore never put up a fight.
Against Rajasthan Royals at
the Sawai Mansingh Stadium on
Tuesday, RCB will face a team
who are on the same boat, smarting from three losses on the trot.
The hosts are marginally ahead
of bottom-placed RCB on net run
rate, and have also looked like a
team that can stitch together a
win, unlike Royal Challengers.
Be it the opening match against
Kings XI or Sunday’s loss against
Chennai Super Kings where Ben
Stokes and Jofra Archer were on
songuntilDwayneBravobowled
a brilliant last over, Rajasthan
were in the game till the last
over. Even against Sunrisers
Hyderabad, Sanju Samson’s century gave them a good total to
defend. Rahane said after the
loss to CSK that failure to win
those crucial moments has
decided things in a close finish.
Rajasthan seem to have their
bases covered, on paper. But
finding a winning combination is
difficult in this format. They look
a bit too dependent on their overseas stars Jos Buttler, Jofra
Archer and Ben Stokes at the
moment. The trio would be hoping to string together a few wins
before leaving early for World
Cup preparation.
Steve Smith, however, is yet to
come to the party. The former
Australia captain and SRH’s
David Warner are making a
comeback to international
cricket since the Cape Town balltampering scandal in March
2018.
However, while Warner has
shown sensational form, Smith
is yet to get going. It would be
interesting to see whether Smith
retains his place in the eleven or
gives way to new Aussie sensation Ashton Turner, who joined
on Monday.
RCB though have to address
many things. The batting is
dependent on Kohli and AB de
Villiers, and only the South African has made an impact, with an
innings that could have got the
team across the line against
Mumbai Indians but for Lasith
Malinga’s no-ball off the final

After batting class, Dhoni the captain shows how it’s won

FOOTBALL

8:20pm: Jamshedpur FC
v Churchill Brothers, live
on Star Sports 2, SS2 HD &
Star Sports 3

avishek.roy@htlive.com

JAIPUR:“Difficult one to explain,”

n

n

ht20

ICC bowls a googly, catches fans off-guard
HT Correspondent
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

n

If ICC were to be believed, Kohli and Starc would flaunt their
Instagram accounts on their jerseys.

have taken the flak for opting
to field in the World Cup semifinal.
That wasn’t the only message the ICC posted. “As part
of our efforts to make the
game more appealing to
younger generations, the ICC

will be applying both numbers and Instagram handles to
kits from the beginning of the
World Test Championship,” it
said. If teams battling to be the
world’s best are tied in a Test,
the away runs will come into
play, the ICC has said.

To bring the fans closer to
the action, the ICC tweeted
that when those in flannels
crouch at slip, those with
microphones would stand
behind them. So, Kohli would
be at slip with Sourav Ganguly
and Rahul Dravid standing
just behind him in formals.
To make things more exciting, the fielding team can run
out the non-striker after getting the batter on strike
caught. Two birds with one
stone? No, but two wickets
with one ball for sure. And
though the short form has had
batters swatting the ball like
they are playing a tennis forehand, the ICC has suggested
that a ‘dot ball’ be called an ace
and a no-ball a ‘fault.’
We’ve saved the best for the
last: If the temperature rises
above 35 degrees, bowlers will
be allowed to trade their flannels for shorts.
All these proposals are preceded by #CricketNotAsYouKnowIt. Was it also a coincidence that they were put up on
All Fool’s Day?
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Benzema winner saves Real the blushes
LA LIGA Los Blancos beat bottom-placed Huesca 3-2 at Bernabeu, consolidate third spot in standings
Agence France-Presse
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

MADRID: Karim Benzema stopped

Real Madrid’s underwhelming
La Liga season going from bad to
worse on Sunday after firing a
last-minute winner to hand the
European champions a barelydeserved 3-2 winner over bottom
club Huesca.
Humbled by Ajax in the Champions League and dumped out of
the Copa Del Rey by deadly rivals
Barca, third-placed Real showed
little signs of improvement in Zinedine Zidane’s second game in
charge but Benzema, subject to
rumours he may leave Madrid in
the summer for Manchester
United, struck with a fine curling
finish the to snatch the three
points at a sparsely populated
Santiago Bernabeu.
“We are happy with him and I
am going to count on him, now
there are nine games left and then
we will see what happens. He is a
Real Madrid player and I don’t
think this will change,” Zidane
said.
“You have to accept it. If the
people want to come to the Bernabeu to see us so much the better,
but I understand that since we are
not going to win anything fewer
people come.”
Real move to within two points
of second-placed Atletico Madrid,
who hammered Champions
League hopefuls Alaves 4-0 on
Saturday in a match that saw
Diego Costa score for the first
time since November.
However, Real still lag 12
points behind leaders Barcelona,
who are 10 clear of Atletico and
heavy favourites to retain their
La Liga after Lionel Messi fired
them to their sixth league win on
the bounce, 2-0 at home to local
rivals Espanyol on Saturday,

zidanesays

›

We are happy with
him and I am going to
count on him, now there
are nine games left and
then we will see what
happens.
On Benzema’s future at Real Madrid

with a brace that took the Argentine to 31 league goals this season.
Zidane’s son Luca was given
his second ever start between the
sticks for Real but got off to the
worst possible start, picking the
ball out of his own net within
three minutes after Cucho Hernandez lashed home Ezequiel
Avila low cross.
Isco levelled the scores in the
25th minute when he tapped
home a Brahim Diaz cross after
Benzema’s low shot was well
saved, but it was the away side -playing their first ever La Liga
game at the Madrid’s Santiago
Bernabeu stadium -- who went
closer going into the break ahead.
Zidane junior had to be alert to
stop Damian Musto from glancing home a header nine minutes
before the break, while Avila
punched the ground in frustration in first half stoppage time
after flashing a power shot over
from the edge of the box.
HEARTBROKEN HUESCA
Real continued to disappoint in
the second half but took the lead
just after the hour mark thanks to
Dani Ceballos, who bundled
home the second after Gareth
Bale’s beautiful cross was headed
back across goal by Benzema.
Bale then missed a glorious
opportunity to put the game
beyond Huesca when he somehow put Alvaro Odriozola’s low
cross over the bar from just yards
out.
Huesca pounced on that awful
miss to draw level when Xabier
Etxeita powered home Moi
Gomez’s cross from a short corner. However, Benzema was on
hand to break Huesca hearts with
his 14th league goal of the season,
which gives Zidane two wins
from his first two matches back in
charge.

FROM FATHER TO SON
Real Madrid coach Zinedine Zidane’s son Luca made
his first appearance for the team in over 10 months
after he was recalled to the side for Sunday’s La Liga
clash at home to Huesca.

With Zidane’s return as coach, Luca, who usually plays
for Madrid’s reserve side, found himself in favour
again, making the starting line-up for Real for the
first time in his career.

Zidane had handed Luca, 20, his senior team debut in
a 2-2 draw against Villarreal on the final day of the
2017-18 season. Zidane left the club after that match,
and Luca was not given a chance again under the two
managers who were hired and fired in quick succession after Zidane’s departure.

Luca joined Real’s youth academy in 2004 -- when he
was just six years old, and his father was working his
magic for the Galacticos – and worked his way up.

n

This is not the first time a manager-father has given
his player-son a chance to shine; here are some
others.

Cesare Maldini (L) with 1963 European Cup. Paolo with ’02-03 Champions League trophy.

Johan and Jordi cruyff
It was in 1994 that Jordi made his
debut for Barca, with his father
Johan Cruyff as coach. Even with
stars Romario and Hristo Stoichkov upfront, Jordi scored 9 goals
in his first season.
Cruyff Jr also represented
Manchester United, RC Celta,
Alaves and Espanyol during his
time in Spain and actually ended
up making more La Liga appearances than his father.

Zlatko and Niko Kranjcar

›

Zlatko was named as the manager of the Croatian national
team in 2004. He went on to hand
a debut to his 20-year old son, an
attacking midfielder. While there
was criticism, Niko proved his
worth on the field and remained
in the squad even after his
father’s sacking in 2006.

If the people want to
come to the Bernabeu
to see us so much the
better, but I understand
that since we are not going
to win anything.

Alex and Darren Ferguson
In 1990, Darren was handed his

On low attendance at the Bernabeu
n

Real Madrid's Karim Benzema celebrates his winning goal at the Bernabeu Stadium on Sunday.

GETTY

international duty, and a legend
was born.

n

Luca Zidane.

AP

first team debut at Manchester
United by his father Alex Ferguson. Sir Alex’s hopes of Darren
becoming a United star were
extinguished quickly. Darren
could only manage 27 league
appearances in four seasons at
the United midfield, before
making his career in the lower
divisions.

Cesare and Paolo Maldini
In 1986, then Italy U-21 manager
Cesare, called his son Paolo up for

Paolo was quick to rise through
the ranks and made his senior
international debut in 1988.
Cesare again caught up with his
son when he took up the reins of
the Azzurri at the 1998 World Cup
and took a squad captained by his
son to France. In a brilliant 24-year
career, Paolo made 647 appearances for Milan and 126 for Italy, and
became one of the finest defenders in the history of the game.

Bob and Michael Bradley
In late 2006 Bob Bradley, was
hired as head coach of the US
national team, and son Michael
established himself as a key
player during his father’s tenure.
Michael was a key central midfielder for the US in the 2010
World Cup in South Africa and
retained his place even after Bob
was sacked and Juergen Klinsmann took over as coach in 2011.

REUTERS

Solskjaer ready to work with a technical director
Agencies
n

sporstdesk@hindustantimes.com

MANCHESTER :Manchester United
manager Ole Gunnar Solskjaer
is open to the prospect of working with a full-time technical

director at the Old Trafford club,
acknowledging the fact that a
modern day manager cannot
shoulder the burden alone.
The Norwegian, who was
named United’s permanent manager on a three-year contract last

week, said he was in discussions
with the club’s executive vicechairman Ed Woodward and
co-chairman Joel Glazer to identify a solution.
“Football has changed and the
structure at football clubs have

changed,” Solskjaer told reporters at a news conference ahead of
Tuesday’s trip to Wolverhampton Wanderers. “That’s just the
way football goes. A manager
can’t do as much as he used to do
when my gaffer (Alex Ferguson)

started, for example. Me and Ed
and Joel, we’re looking at how
can this club be run as smoothly
and as possible. We’ll see what
the club will end up with and I’m
happy discussing football with
knowledgeable people.”
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Federer marches on; Swiss
claims 101st career victory

Federer refutes Tsitsipas
special treatment claims

MIAMI MAGIC Legend draws praise from rival John Isner, who asks him to ‘keep playing’

claims by Greece’s Stefanos Tsitsipas that the most experienced
players on the ATP Tour receive
preferential treatment from officials.
Federer, speaking after landing the Miami Open title, strongly
disagreed. He acknowledged that
umpires might interact differently with players they are more
familiar with, but said it didn’t
amount to preferential treatment.
“It’s a tough one but what I do
feel sometimes is that on the outside courts, more than just preferential treatment to the top
guys, they are tougher on the
rules,” Federer said.
“You do something — bang,
warning. It’s like there is no
messing about.
“But with the umpires with the
top guys on the main courts, I
think the umpires know the top

ROGER RISES
TO FOURTH,
NOVAK TOPS

Reuters
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

MIAMI: After Roger Federer

Agence France-Presse

racked up career title 101 with a
clinical 6-1, 6-4 dissection of John
Isner at the Miami Open on Sunday, the American defending
champion seemed as keen as the
crowd for the Swiss to carry on
competing for titles.
“We all want you to keep playing and never retire,” gushed
Isner after being brushed aside
in 63 minutes by the fourthseeded Swiss. This seems an odd
statement from a player who has
now been beaten six times by
Federer in eight career meetings.
A more honest response might
have been, “Roger you have won
enough please go away”. Federer
has already amassed a record 20
Grand Slam trophies and Miami
was his 101st career title leaving
him just eight shy of matching
Jimmy Connors’ all-time mark.
The Swiss has said he is not
yet thinking about the record
and neither is he contemplating
retirement.
At 37, the retirement question
is one that comes up for Federer
before every event and after it —
win or lose — as it did in Miami.
His answer is always the same,
“Why should I?”
The evergreen Federer is
healthy, happy and winning.
With Sunday’s triumph — his
fourth in Miami — he is the only
player on the ATP or WTA Tour
to capture two titles this season.
MARVELLOUS MARCH
It has been a marvellous March
for Federer, starting with a win
in Dubai and ending with victory
in Miami. It could have been
even better with a runner-up
spot at Indian Wells having been
sandwiched between the two
titles. “This is why I am still playing to hopefully win big titles like
here in Miami,” said Federer in a
post-match interview. “It just
shows me the process I am going
through is the right one.
“I am still able to prioritise all
the things in my life the right
way.”

n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

PARIS: Roger Federer

jumped up one spot to
fourth in the ATP rankings released on Monday
after capturing his 101st
career title with his victory over John Isner in
Miami. The Swiss great
switched places with
Austria’s Dominic
Thiem, who had briefly
climbed to fourth after
defeating Federer in the
final at Indian Wells two
weeks ago.
Rising Greek star Stefanos Tsitsipas moved
up to a career best of
eighth, while Canadian
teenager Denis Shapovalov cracked the top 20 for
the first time following
his run to the Miami
semi-finals.
Felix Auger-Aliassime, 18, soared 24 places
to 33rd after matching
compatriot Shapovalov’s run to the last four
in Florida before losing
to defending champion
Isner. Novak Djokovic
remains comfortably
clear at the top despite
crashing out in the last
16 in Miami.

n

Roger Federer won his fourth Miami Open title defeating the injured John Isner in straight sets.

Federer has discovered the
secret to career longevity that
other members of the Big Four
have not quite figured out.
World No 1 Novak Djokovic,
who failed to make the quarterfinals at Miami or Indian Wells,
is struggling with off-court
issues, Rafael Nadal is again battling knee problems, while Andy
Murray is recovering from hip
surgery that may have sent him
into retirement.

And Federer? The Swiss maestro just keeps ticking along like
one of his country’s famous time
pieces.
“I am really excited about the
transition I was able to make,” he
said. “With an older body maybe
you move differently, you see it
with Rafa too, he doesn’t chase
down the balls the same way he
used to so you adjust to that.”
Federer listens closely to what
his body is saying and after

AP

reaching three consecutive
finals it is telling him that it is
time for a rest before he tackles
the European claycourt season
for the first time in three years.
“The clay is going to be a
really interesting challenge for
me,” said the Swiss, who will
take four or five weeks off before
returning in Madrid. “If things
don’t go well then that was
expected maybe, but if they do
than I am really excited.”

RANKINGS
1. N Djokovic (SRB) 11,070 pts
2. R Nadal (ESP) 8,725
3. A Zverev (GER) 6,040
4. R Federer (SUI) 5,590 (+1)
5. D Thiem (AUT) 4,765 (-1)
6. K Nishikori (JPN) 4,200
7. K Anderson (RSA) 4,115
8. S Tsitsipas (GRE) 3,240 (+2)
9. JM del Potro (ARG) 3,225 (-1)
10. J Isner (USA) 3,085 (-1)

Agence France-Presse
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

MIAMI: Roger Federer has refuted

n

Stefanos Tsitsipas.

AFP

guys, they know their problems,
they know how they behave and
how they will react, so they know
what acting stupid or silly means
and what normal is.
“So because we know each
other very well, I think it’s easier
for an umpire to handle a top
player who they know over an
up-and-coming guy like Tsitsipas
or a young guy and that sometimes gets lost in translation and
maybe bad mistakes can happen.
“But I don’t see preferential treatment, there shouldn’t be,” Federer said.
“If I get warnings — I got one

recently — it’s normal. So they
should just, based on what happens, take those decisions and I
really feel the umpires do that.”
Tsitsipas shocked Federer in
the fourth round of the Australian Open and was runner-up to
Federer in February in Dubai,
where the Swiss great claimed his
100th career ATP title. Tsitsipas
was ousted in the fourth round of
the Miami Open singles by Canadian teen Denis Shapovalov.
But playing in the doubles final
with Wesley Koolhof on Saturday
he accused umpire Gianluca
Moscarella of granting “privileges” to American opponents
Bob and Mike Bryan “like you do
with Roger and everybody else”.
Tsitsipas elaborated on Twitter in response to a question from
a Twitter follower, saying that
despite Federer being his
“favourite” the 20 time Grand
Slam champion, along with the
likes of Rafa Nadal and Novak
Djokovic, are protected by
umpires.

CHANGING WITH THE TIMES

New Davis Cup goes virtual to
increase sponsorship revenue
Associated Press
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

MADRID: The changes in the
Davis Cup go beyond its
revamped format.
In addition to a new playing formula that will bring
nations together for a weeklong tournament in a single
venue, the Davis Cup is also
implementing a new sponsorship strategy that will make
tennis’ top team competition
look different to television
viewers — all depending on
where they are watching it.
The group behind the new
Davis Cup — led by Barcelona defender Gerard Pique
— is planning to use virtual
replacement advertising during broadcasts at the inaugural “World Cup” of tennis in
Madrid from Nov 18-24,
meaning sponsors’ logos and
banners will be superimposed digitally on the courts.

›

With modern technologies ... we are targeting
3-4 different feeds and in each feed we’ll have a
different sponsor with virtual replacement technology
JAVIER ALONSO, Kosmos Tennis CEO

A viewer in the United States
will see something different
than one in Asia or one in
Europe, or those watching
matches in person at
Madrid’s “Magic Box” tennis
complex.
The strategy adds flexibility to sponsors and will allow
organisers to sell different
sponsorship packages worldwide, widening revenues.
Instead of having one presenting sponsor for the whole
tournament, organisers can
sign deals with multiple companies.
“One of the things that
happens in terms of sponsorship is that it is pretty difficult

to find one of those global
brands that has interest all
over the world,” Kosmos Tennis CEO Javier Alonso said.
“With the modern technologies that are available right
now on the market ... we are
targeting to have three or
four different feeds and in
each feed we will have a different sponsor with virtual
replacement technology.”
Even global companies
could take advantage of the
new model, as they can promote specific products in different markets. A car company could advertise one
vehicle in Europe and
another in Asia.
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Vidyut
Jammwal
enjoys doing
action films;
(inset) with
tusker Bhola
PHOTO: GOKUL
VS/HT

Rishabh Suri
e amazed people with his
action skills when he
starred opposite John
Abraham in Force (2011). And
then, he raised the bar further
with his Commando franchise.
Actor Vidyut Jammwal is
perhaps one of the better
action stars Bollywood has, a
facet his latest offering,
Junglee utilises to the fullest.
Ask why he focuses only on
action films, and he says, “I am
best at doing it, so I love doing
it. When you enjoy something,

H

in the multi-starrer
Baadshaho (2017) which also
starred Ajay Devgn and
Emraan Hashmi.
Does he feel that the
potential of action films has
been fully tapped by Indian
cinema? “Yes, the talent that is
performing is the best, you can
compare it to Hollywood. If
you see Mission: Impossible,
the budgets they work with are
much higher than in Hindi
cinema, but the daredevilry is
higher here. Chuck says that
he’s never seen someone
(there) who wants to do their
own stunts. He’s never
witnessed a part where the
hero does these big 10
sequences in a day without
a stunt double. The East is
brilliant with action. We
don’t have budgets or

Samarth Goyal

VIDYUT JAMMWAL ACTOR
spend money like that,” he
says.
We finally ask Vidyut if this
lack of spending bothers him
since he’s a big believer in
action films. Pat comes the
reply, “Nothing bothers me.
Not this, not anything in life.”

ulging biceps,
spectacular sixes
and a flashy blonde
Mohawk — that’s
Andre Russell for you in a
nutshell. In a recent tête-àtête, the cricketer said
playing in the Indian
Premier League
(IPL) makes him feel
like a superstar. “I
love playing in the
Caribbean and it will
always be the closest
thing to my heart, but
that’s nothing to
compare with the IPL.
To be in a stadium with
40,000-65,000 people. You
don’t get that many people
in the Caribbean,” he says.
The Jamaican player is
off to a great start this
season. “I love playing in

B

the Caribbean Premier League
since it’s in front of my home
crowd. [But] In terms of
atmosphere, this is the place to
be. You feel like a superstar,”
adds Russell whose powerful
batting has taken the IPL by
storm this season.
But it isn’t
about feeling
like a
superstar
that makes
the IPL
experience
unique,
rather
it’s the
connect that

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

STOP PRESS
PHOTOS: AP

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
MIMI

twitter.com/htshowbiz

instagram.com/htcity

www.youtube.com/user/ht

The cricketer loves the
adulation he receives
from fans during IPL

I am happy, I’ve been
meeting families,
interacting with kids.
The excitement is
great. I love the fact
we could get (director)
Chuck Russell.

n

www.facebook.com/HTcity

CHANDIGARH
ANDRE RUSSELL:
IFEELLIKEABIG
BOLLYWOOD
ACTOR

‘Hollywoodhasthe
budgets,Hindifilms
thedaredevilry’
you will be good at it. It’s good
to be choosy and be able to
decide in what will you be able
to give your 100%. Junglee is a
bit different for me. It’s an
action adventure which caters
to families, something which I
have not delved into earlier.”
He’s glad with the response
he’s got so far for it. “I am
happy, I have been meeting
families, interacting with kids.
The excitement is great. I love
the fact that we could get in
(director) Chuck Russell. He’s
one of Hollywood’s known
names, and gave Dwayne
Johnson, who’s their biggest
action star, his first break. He
sees potential in me, and
feels I could take Indian
martial arts global!”
says Vidyut. The
actor was last seen

www.hindustantimes.com

Cricketer Andre
Russell is
overwhelmed
by the crowds
in India
PHOTO: GOKUL VS/HT

Russell has with
the crowd that
makes it worth
his while.
“Indian crowds
embrace cricketers. I
am afraid to go the mall.
For two months I am
restricted from moving
anywhere, but I enjoy it. I
feel like a big Bollywood
actor. It’s a great feeling
to receive so much love,”
says Russell who was in
the Capital, promoting his
IPL franchise, Kolkata
Knight Riders’ fashion line.
The 30-year-old allrounder feels indebted to
fans in India, and that’s
what drives the cricketer to
give his best. “Back in the
Caribbean, I can be
sitting at a beach just
chilling, and someone
who would know that I
am a big deal, would go
like ‘Hey Dre Russ, what’s
up’ and I’ll be like ‘all cool’
. And that’s it. But that’s
not the case here. You just
walk into a lobby and they
go crazy and I absolutely
love it. That’s why I try to
give them my best every
time,” he adds.
n

samarth.goyal@htlive.com

PHOTOS:
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BHAYANI

PEECEE-NICK TO SUE
TABLOID FOR FAKE
DIVORCE REPORT?
ctor Priyanka Chopra
Jonas, who is married to
singer Nick Jonas, is
planning to sue OK tabloid,
if a report on In.com is to be
believed. OK claimed the
duo is heading for divorce. A
source told the website,
“Once she makes up her
mind...nothing can stop her.
Priyanka will let loose
her legal team on this
news-manufacturing
tabloid and ensure they get
to their knees.”

A

(L-R) Priyanka
Chopra Jonas,
Sonam K Ahuja, Alia
Bhatt and Athiya
Shetty raising their
style stakes in
colour-block
dresses and
separates

LUPITA SORRY AFTER
‘US’ CONTROVERSY
scar winner Lupita
Nyong’o has apologised
for saying she used
spasmodic dysphonia as
inspiration for the voice of
Red, her evil character in
the film Us. Nyong’o said
her intent was not to “vilify
or demonise” the disorder.
“I met people and learned
how difficult it is to have
the disorder. So I am aware
of frustrations and
misconceptions... I thought
speaking about it and
mentioning it might shed
light on the condition,” she
said.
PTI

O

Celebs brighten their
day with colour-blocks
Akshay Kaushal
f the many trends spotted
this spring, colourblocking is the most
popular of them all. Many
brands and designers, such as
Escada, Prabal Gurung and
Bibhu Mohapatra, showcased
it on the ramp for this spring/
summer season. Bringing it
from ramp-to-reality are our
Bollywood style mavens like
Priyanka Chopra Jonas, Alia
Bhatt, Sonam K Ahuja and
Athiya Shetty, who are acing

O

the look. We ask fashion
experts about this trend.
Designer Rahul Mishra,
who has done colour-blocking
in his Paris Fashion Week
collection for spring says,
“Bright, primary colours
make a strong style statement
when clubbed together.
Handloom saris with colourblocking are a big trend too. I
believe this trend is the best
for summer.” Designer
Siddhartha Bansal, who plays
with a lot of bright,
psychedelic colours for his

collections says, “Colourblocks look best with lush
fabrics, such as satin or silk.
But for summers, handlooms
are the best.”
This trend also happens to
be the trickiest. “The major
hassle is to style separates. So
as you style your bright top in
any primary colour with
pants from another secondary
colour, make sure your shoes
are also in a bright and poppy
shade,” says designer
Nachiket Barve.
n

akshay.kaushal@htlive.com

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
ATHIYASHETTY

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.
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htcity TIME OUT
Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 91-22-26398641 (Last week of every month)

TUESDAY,
APRIL 02,
2019

DAILY HOROSCOPE

Health concerns will not bother you today as
you enjoy a blissful health. Things will
definitely improve on the professional
front; keep up the good work. Romance
blossoms, as you free yourself from selfimposed shackles. Don’t make plans for a
holiday without prior discussion with
ARIES
your
travel companion.
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
Lucky Number: 2 Colour: Deep Sky Blue
You may find it difficult to deal with a financial
condition will see good tidings in the
coming time. Love and concern in large
doses will make someone oppose you in
the romantic front. Enjoying your heart
out in the gathering of your near and
dear ones is indicated. Things move
favourably while selling a property.

Your seriousness about achieving fitness will
offer you best of health. A profitable day is
foreseen in terms of your finances. Those
waiting to enjoy a long drive with lover
might have to wait for some more time.
You will be able to infuse harmony on
the domestic front. An ancestral
TAURUS
property
is likely to get you good gains.
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Lucky Number: 9 Colour: Golden Brown
Taking some time off to recuperate from a
health problem will be a better idea today.
You have a tendency to take initiatives at
wrong moments in the romantic front
which might make things worse.
Keeping doubts and suspicions at bay
will enable you to remain much more at
peace with yourself and with your family.

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Cream

SAGITTARIUS

SUDOKU

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEpT 23)

Health is likely to keep you satisfied today.
Financially, dark clouds that hover over your
earnings are likely to be removed soon.
Romance may not particularly be on your
mind today. In the family front you may
be forced into something that you don’t
want to do. This is not particularly a very
good day for travel.

(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Magenta

Lucky Number: 4 Colour: Light Red

Good routine will restore your lost energy and
health soon. Financial front is showing
promising signs of becoming stronger.
With confusion over a domestic issue
sorted out, you will heave a sigh of relief.
A business trip is likely to open many
lucrative opportunities for you. A good
CAPRICORN
property deal is coming your way today.
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
Lucky Number: 5 Colour: Forest Green

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Indigo

GEMINI

Ajay Devgn: The actor, known for films such as
Company, The Legend of Bhagat Singh (both
2002), Gangaajal (2003), Omkara (2006) and the
Singham and Golmaal franchises, turns 50 today.

Excessive worries about health prove
meaningless, as you remain hale and hearty.
Impressing those who matter to smooth
your finances is possible today. Things
will start looking brighter on
professional front soon. A travel plan
that you are very excited about might
not get started today.

Lucky Number: 17 Colour: Electric Blue

Excellent health is indicated for you today and
will keep you at bay. Financial front is
showing signs of improvement but will
need time. Negative thoughts can
boggle up your mind as you try to fix
something in the family. A business trip
you were much excited about is likely to
get cancelled.

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
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AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

Health remains satisfactory today. Financial
worries become a thing of the past as a
monetary issue is decided in your favour.
At work, you will get an opportunity to
put your point across to those who
matter. Someone you have known for
long in the family will sympathise with
you.
Lucky Number: 22 Colour: Light Blue

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

LIBRA
(SEpT 24 - OCT 23)

Bill Watterson

Health may suffer, as you remain inactive.
Financially, dark clouds hover over your
earnings, so keep your fingers crossed.
This is the day of wish fulfilment for
those who want to travel across borders.
Your efforts to enhance your property
business
might need some more time to
CANCER
get you the desired results.
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: White
Good health is indicated. Money put in a bet is
money lost; so be careful. You are likely to
influence an important decision at work.
A prank done by a youngster might get
the family into a mess. Leave applied for
a vacation is likely to be sanctioned.
Losing a substantial amount in a
property deal is likely on your card.

Health poses no problems, as you become
increasingly health conscious. Keep your
positive outlook and it will definitely turn
a hopeless situation into a promising one.
You will have to take some more effort
to increase the pace of work to be
productive. It seems to be a good day as
PISCES
far as property business is concerned.
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Purple

MOVIES IN TRICITY
PICCADILY SQUARE:
CHANDIGARH
Junglee 09:00AM 10:15AM
12:30PM 06:35PM 11:30PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
10:05AM 10:45AM 12:35PM
03:05PM 04:05PM 05:35PM
08:05PM 09:05PM 11:35PM
Kesari 01:05PM 03:00PM
05:55PM 08:40PM 10:35PM

MATHDOKU

CINEPOLIS TDI MALL
JAGAT: CHANDIGARH
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:00AM 11:35AM 02:25PM
05:15PM 08:05PM 10:55PM
Junglee 09:40AM 12:15PM
05:10PM
Kesari 10:00AM 01:05PM
04:10PM 07:15PM 10:20PM
Dumbo Hindi (3D) 02:45PM
Dumbo English (3D) 07:45PM
Us English (A) 10:15PM

DID YOU KNOW?
ComPoser Madan Mohan — a very good
cook — bribed Manna Dey with bhindi
meat to make him sing Kaun Aaya Mere
Mann Dware (Dekh Kabira Roya, 1957).

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3043
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

NPAAE
AASRR
AC EHCT
EERYCH
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

______ is simPly habit long continued.
SOLUTION SUDOKU

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Paean, arras, cachet, cheery
ANSWER: Character is simply habit long continued. - Plutarch

MOVIES ON TV
& PICTURES
1050 Main Prem Ki
Diwani Hoon
1354 Aitraaz
1700 Kasam Hindustan Ki
2000 Jumanji: Welcome
to the Jungle
2234 Snake In The
Eagle’s Shadow
UTV MOVIES
0835 Aashiqui
1145 Player Ek Khiladi
1435 Kis Kisko Pyaar Karoon
1735 Umar Pachpan Ki Dil
Bachpan Ka
2050 Chup Chup Ke
ZEE CINEMA
1118 Secret Superstar
1431 Ladla
1754 Super Singh
2100 Shoorveer
2349 Police Aur Tiger
STAR MOVIES
1036 Rio
1222 The Incredibles
1430 Avengers: Infinity War
1712 Fantastic Four
1910 Zombieland
2050 Tom Yum Goong 2
2253 National Treasure:
Book Of Secrets
& FLIX
1040 Terminator 3: Rise of
the Machines
1300 The Rundown
1415 Spider-Man 3
1625 Insidious
1825 Zootopia
2030 Guardians of the
Galaxy

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

‘SUREHARDIKWILL
NOTDISAPPOINT’
Actor Kunal Kemmu is reprising
his role of a slacking stoner in the
sequel to Go Goa Gone

Shreya Mukherjee
he announcement of a
sequel to the 2013 zombie
comedy Go Goa Gone has
got fans and viewers
psyched. Kunal Kemmu, who
played one of the leads in the
film, shares that the audience
has always wanted a sequel to
it. As part 2 of this comedy goes
on floors this year, Kunal says,
“I think for years we have been
asked this question. Some even
suggested that we must make
the sequel. The way the first
part ended, lot of people come to
us and saying that they wanted
to know what happened to
Boris (Saif Ali Khan), Hardik
(Kunal), Luv (Vir Das) and
Bunny (Anand Tiwari).”
Kunal’s portrayal of the
deadbeat and slacking dopehead Hardik made viewers roll
in the aisles. As he reprises the
role in the sequel, what new
would the audiences get to see
this time? “Well, it’s too early to
talk, but Hardik, like last time,
won’t disappoint anyone,” says
the actor, who has finished
shooting for Kalank, and is now
working on Mohit Suri’s
Malang.
Kunal recently played a cop
in a web series — a first for the
actor, who has mostly been
seen in comedic roles after
having started off with intense
performances in Kalyug (2005)

T

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

- Plutarch (9)

and Traffic Signal (2007). Asked
if it is an attempt to break out of
a certain stereotype , Kunal
replies in the negative.
“I’d say my choices have
been on the basis of the stories
that were offered to me.
Whenever I’m offered
something interesting and I feel
I’d also enjoy as an audience, I
have taken it up. I neither made
a conscious decision to make
comedies back-to-back, nor did
I take up the web show because
I wanted to change my image.
Things just happened,” he
explains.
The 35-year-old says he had
been looking to explore work in
the digital space for a long time,
“Because I also consume a lot of
web content. And when this
show came my way, I loved the
format. Plus it’s an interesting
investigative series. Apart from
the nervousness that comes
along with anything that’s new,
I was super excited,”
he says.
n
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DAUGHTER THE
LUCKY CHARM
FOR MANASI
Juhi Chakraborty
otherhood has proven to
be quite a blessing for
actor Manasi Parekh. The
television actor, who welcomed
her daughter Nirvi in 2016,
made her Bollywood debut
with Uri: The Surgical Strike
earlier this year, which became
a big success at the box office.
“I started my career with
television. I have been a part of
six to seven shows, which have
enjoyed a good run. I also did a
Tamil film, Leelai (2012). But
nor did I get a call for Hindi
films and neither did I ever try,
until recently. I consider my
daughter to be my good luck
charm,” the actor shares.
Manasi plays a mother in
Uri. Was she comfortable about
it with her first film? “I wanted
a good, impactful role. These
days, it’s not about being the
lead or central character. It is
about how much value you
bring in. The audiences are also
waking up to that,” she says.
The actor will next be seen
in a short film to be released
internationally. She has a web
series and some social media
collaborations, as well.
“Dheere dheere ho raha hai. It
is still too soon but things are
moving ahead. The impact of a
film stays for a very long time.
That’s the reason it’s called the
big screen,” Manasi concludes.

M

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

The way the first part ended, lot of people come to us
and saying that they wanted to know what happened
to Boris, Hardik, Luv and Bunny.
KUNAL KEMMU ACTOR

Actor Mansi Parekh with
daughter Nirvi Gohil

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Lucky Number: 18 Colour: Chocolate

PVR: ELANTE CHANDIGARH
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:50AM 11:30AM 12:40PM
02:20PM 05:10PM 06:15PM
08:00PM 09:05PM 10:50PM
11:55PM
Luka Chuppi 10:00AM
Notebook 10:00AM 03:15PM
Junglee 10:30AM 01:05PM
03:40PM 09:05PM 11:40PM
Badla 12:35PM 09:00PM
Airaa 12:45PM
Lucifer Malayalam 02:45PM
Band Vaaje Punjabi 03:30 PM
Us English 03:50PM 11:40PM
The Least Of These English
05:50PM
Dragon Ball Super: Broly
English 06:15PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi
06:15PM
Gone Kesh 06:30PM
PVR: ELANTE 4DX
CHANDIGARH
Dumbo English (3D) (4DX)
10:00AM 03:00PM 08:00PM
How To Train Your Dragon:
The Hidden World English
(3D) (4DX) 12:35PM 05:35PM
Captain Marvel English (3D)
(4DX) 10:35PM
PVR: CENTRA, CHANDIGARH
Band Vaaje Punjabi 09:05AM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:40AM 12:30PM 03:20PM
06:10PM 07:50PM 09:00PM
10:40PM 11:50PM
Dumbo Hindi (3D) 11:50AM
05:15PM
Junglee 12:50PM 06:00PM
11:10PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi
02:25PM
Notebook Hindi 03:25 PM
08:35PM
WAVE: CITY EMPORIUM MALL
Kesari 09:20AM 12:05PM
02:45PM 05:30PM
07:35PM 08:10PM
10:30PM 11:00PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:30AM 10:00AM 12:05PM
12:45PM 03:20PM
05:05PM 06:00PM
08:30PM 11:15PM
Junglee 09:35AM 03:05PM
08:35PM 11:10PM
Notebook 12:20PM 05:45PM
Gone Kesh 02:35PM
PVR: CITY CENTRE
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Junglee 10:00AM 03:50PM
VR: PUNJAB, MOHALI
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:00AM 10:50AM 11:50AM
01:40PM 02:40PM 04:30PM
05:30PM 07:20PM 08:20PM
10:10PM 11:10PM
Band Vaaje Punjabi 09:05AM
05:20PM
Notebook Hindi 09:30AM
02:45PM 07:50PM
10:55PM
Junglee Hindi 10:00AM
03:10PM 08:20PM 10:55PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi
11:50AM 08:05PM
Us English 12:05PM 10:25PM

Dumbo Hindi (3D) 12:35PM
Dumbo English (3D) 05:45PM
Badla 02:40 PM
Gone Kesh 05:20PM
VR PUNJAB (GOLD), MOHALI
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:30AM 09:55AM 12:45PM
03:35PM 06:25PM 09:15PM
Junglee Hindi 12:20PM
06:10PM
CINEPOLIS: BESTECH
SQUARE, MOHALI
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:00AM 11:35AM 12:15PM
02:25PM 03:00PM
05:15PM 05:45PM 08:05PM
10:55PM
Kesari 09:10AM 10:00AM
11:50AM 01:10PM 04:20PM
07:30PM 10:40PM
Junglee Hindi 09:20AM
02:55PM 08:30PM 11:00PM
Notebook 09:30AM 05:10PM
Dumbo Hindi 3D 12:00PM
07:40PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi
02:25PM
Us English 05:25 PM 10:15 PM
Dragon Ball Super: Broly
English 07:55PM
Badla 10:05PM
CARNIVAL: PARAS
MALL, ZIRAKPUR
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
10:00AM 11:00AM 12:30PM
01:30PM 03:05PM 04:10PM
05:40PM 06:50PM 08:15PM
10:50PM
Junglee 10:20AM 03:00PM
07:40PM 10:00PM
Kesari 10:30AM 01:30PM
04:30PM 07:30PM 09:30PM
10:30PM
Notebook 12:40PM 05:20PM
FUN CINEMAS: REPUBLIC
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:00AM 09:30AM 11:35AM
02:25PM 05:15PM 08:05PM
10:55PM
Notebook 09:45AM 07:30PM
Kesari 10:00AM 01:10PM
02:30PM 04:20PM
07:30PM 10:00PM
10:40PM
Dumbo Hindi (3D) 12:05PM
05:35PM
Junglee 12:05PM
05:00PM 10:35PM
Gone Kesh 02:35PM
Badla 08:00PM
INOX: DHILLON
PLAZA, ZIRAKPUR
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:10AM 11:55AM 02:40PM
03:50PM 05:25PM 08:10PM
09:30PM 10:55PM
Kesari 09:15AM 12:25PM
03:35PM 06:45PM
09:55PM 10:45PM
Notebook 09:40AM 05:45PM
Junglee 10:25AM 12:10PM
08:15PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi
06:40PM
INOX: NH22 MALL, AMRAVATI
ENCLAVE, PANCHKULA
Kesari 10:00AM 01:00PM
04:00PM 07:00PM 10:00PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
10:00AM 11:15AM 02:00PM
04:45PM 07:30PM
10:15PM
Junglee 12:40 PM 05:30PM
10:20PM
Notebook 03:05PM 07:55PM
RAJHANS CINEMAS:
PANCHKULA
Junglee 10:00AM 03:00PM
05:50PM 10:20PM
Kesari 10:00AM 12:10PM
05:15PM 10:10PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
10:10AM 03:00PM 05:30PM
10:30PM
Notebook 12:40PM
08:00PM
Dumbo Hindi (3D) 12:50PM
Dumbo English (3D) 08:05PM
Badla 08:10PM

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/MANASI_PAREKH
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Entertainment & Promotional Features

‘WANTTOMAKE
MOVIESWITH
ADAMFOREVER’
Drew Barrymore
revealed that Adam
Sandler (inset) and
she text each other
all the time
PHOTOS:CHRISTOPHE
R POLK/GETTY IMAGES/
AFP; SHUTTERSTOCK

Actor Drew Barrymore says her
good friend Adam Sandler and she
‘have more to go’

ctor Drew Barrymore
wants to work more with
her 50 First Dates co-star
Adam Sandler.
The Santa Clarita Diet actor,
44, said that of all the people
that she has co-starred with in
films and television shows,
there’s one that stands out —
and whom she never wants her
time with to end. “Adam
Sandler, obviously, just
because I want to make movies
with him forever,” she told
people.com.
The pair have co-starred as
love interests in three movies
— The Wedding Singer (1998),
50 First Dates (2004) and
Blended (2014) — making them
one of Hollywood’s favourite
on-screen pair.
According to Barrymore,
they have “more to go.” “We

A

just talked on the phone the
other day. We talk on the phone
often, and we were like, it feels
like something, I don’t know.
We always get like a time and
an instinct thing. We’ve done it
three times now, so we know
IANS
we have more to go.”

THE PAIR HAVE
CO-STARRED AS LOVE
INTERESTS IN THREE
MOVIES — THE
WEDDING SINGER
(1998), 50 FIRST
DATES (2004) AND
BLENDED (2014)

JamieDornan,Amelia
WarnerwelcomebabyNo.3
ollywood actor Jamie
Dornan is now a father of
three daughters. His wife
Amelia Warner confirmed the
news on Sunday. The third
baby girl joins their daughters
Dulcie Dornan, 5, and Elva
Dornan, 3. Taking to
Instagram, Warner shared a
picture of three pairs of child’s
shoes and wrote, “So proud of
these three glorious girls, it’s an
honour being their
mummy..feeling incredibly
lucky today
#happymothersday.”
Last year, after the news of
Warner’s pregnancy became
public, Jamie jokingly told
Jimmy Kimmel that three
might be where they cut it off
when it comes to having more
kids, but at the same time also
feels like they make really great
kids. However, he also added,
“It’s all up to her. I just do the
fun bit.”
Joking that his kids have “a
lot of passports,” Dornan said
that he plans to take more time
off to help Warner with baby
No. 3. “I think for this one, I’m
going to have a lot more control
over my schedule. The first two,
I was sort of at the mercy of
Fifty Shades’ schedule,” he
explained. “The first one we
had in Canada, and I started
filming three days after she was
born. The second one we had in
London, and I flew to Canada 10
days later and started filming
the second.”
ANI

H
Isaac Hempstead Wright plays Bran Stark in Game of Thrones
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

‘Difficult to make
friends at college’
eeks before the eighth
and final season of
Game of Thrones
premieres, Isaac Hempstead
Wright opened up about how
playing Bran Stark in the
show impacted his off-camera
life.
Speaking about his first day
in his university, the 19-yearold actor said, “I walked in and
this girl just looked at me. And
I was like: ‘Hello’, and they
were like ‘Hi(!)’. I went down to
get some more stuff and when I
came back, they’d had like a
flat conference to say: Oh my
god, what is going on! We went
for dinner and they didn’t
actually say anything until,
eventually, one of their mates
was like: ‘So apparently you’re
in Game of Thrones?!’ I went
out to some awful club night,
and it was just ... a massacre,”

W

People quoted Esquire UK’s
interview with the actor.
Wright also mentioned that
he also received many emails
from the student body.
“Because your email is public
domain, I got like, billions of
emails from people going: ‘Hi
Three-Eyed Raven!’ I was just
trying to find out where my
next lecture was,” he said.
While a lot of it is
overwhelming, he mentioned
that the popularity of the show
has made it difficult for him to
make friends. “But it made it
quite difficult to make friends.
I don’t think I’ll ever be able to
have a normal university
experience, which is kind of
sad,” Hempstead said.
The makers of GoT finally
launched the official trailer of
the immensely anticipated
ANI
finale on March 6.

Jamie Dornan and wife Amelia Warner; the third baby girl joins their
daughters Dulcie Dornan, 5, and Elva Dornan, 3 PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

Early detection, intervention
can help children with autism
utism is a
developmental
disorder characterised
by impaired social
interaction, verbal and nonverbal communication, in
addition to restricted and
repetitive behaviour. It is
called a developmental
disability because it starts
before the age of three and
causes different problems,
thus hampering the growth
of child.
However, symptoms and
their severity vary across
three folds. Autism is four
times more prevalent
among boys than girls and
does not know any racial,
ethnic or social boundary.
The exact cause of
autism is not well known
yet, but various genetic and
environmental factors have There are several comorbidities, including gastrointestinal
been implicated.
problems, epilepsy and sleep-related issues, associated with
Despite significant
HTCS
autism, says Dr Monika Chhajed Jain (above).
progress in neuroimaging
smiles or other facial
and genetic techniques to
identify, the origin of
expressions by nine
AUTISM IS FOUR
autism remains unknown
months. No response to
name. No babbling by 12
in more than 80% of the
TIMES MORE
affected individuals.
months. No pointing,
PREVALENT AMONG
There are several
showing, reaching or
comorbidities, including
waving by 12 months. No
BOYS THAN GIRLS
gastrointestinal problems,
spoken words by 16 months.
epilepsy and sleep-related
No meaningful, twoissues, associated with
word phrases by 24 months.
autism.
Repetitive movements or
dealing with the symptoms
Early diagnosis of
posturing of body, arms,
to a certain extent.
children with autism can
hands and fingers. Loss of
RED FLAGS
help in starting early
speech, babbling or social
treatment before it impacts
Here are some of the red
skills at any age.
the functioning of the child
For more information,
flags which, if present in
contact
the child, would require
and the family.
Dr Monika Chhajed Jain,
immediate evaluation.
Intensive therapies
consultant, paediatric
No big smiles or other
improve communication
neurologist,
joyful, warm expressions
and social skills in young
Chaitanya Hospital
by six months of age or
children with autismSite No 1 & 2, Sector-44C,
thereafter. No back-andspectrum disorders. It is
Chandigarh
forth sharing of sounds,
not a cure, but it helps in

A

It took 800 auditions to finalise the
lead cast of No Fathers in Kashmir

PHOTO: HTCS

A still from the film
shvin Kumar’s
upcoming film, No
Fathers in Kashmir, has
two 16-year-old first-timers
portraying complex
emotions like love, despair
and hope — a daunting
challenge for the most
seasoned of actors. “I was
looking for emotional
intelligence,” says Ashvin,
who combed London,
Birmingham, Sheffield,
Mumbai, New Delhi,
Jammu and Srinagar for his
actors. A year-long search
and 800 auditions later,
Sheffield-based Zara Webb
(Noor) and Jammu resident
Shivam Raina (Majid)

A

bagged the lead roles.
Ashvin also acts in the
film as one of the lead
characters. “I am so glad
that he (Ashvin) decided to
play the role of Arshid
Lone,” says Soni Razdan,
who plays Halima, Noor’s
grandmother. “It’s a
complex character and he’s
brought an enigmatic,
almost sinister touch. I
don’t know how he managed
to direct and act at the same
time,” she adds.
The film explores the
charming relationship
between a Kashmiri
grandmother, who speaks
only Urdu, and her British

granddaughter, who speaks
only English. But when it
falls on Halima to tell Noor
that her father had
‘disappeared’, Ashvin says
that “Soni pulls it off with
great restraint as she
allowed the silence do the
talking”. Kulbhushan
Kharbanda, Maya Sarao,
Natasha Mago, Anshuman
Jha and Sushil Dahiya also
star in this coming-of-age
film about love and
heartbreak.
No Fathers in Kashmir,
produced by Alipur Films,
distributed by VKAAO,
releases on April 5 at PVR
cinemas, pan-India.
— HTC

‘Web is not eating up Women should breastfeed and work out post
TV and film space’ delivery, says Saumya
Sangeeta Yadav
Kavita Awaasthi
s web series continue to
weave their magic through
interesting content and
participation from new and
veteran actors, writer-turnedactor Sumeet Vyas feels “glad
that the web has found a strong
footing and is standing tall on
its own merit”. While some say
web is affecting the theatre
releases and has taken away
TV audience, Sumeet opines
“web isn’t eating up TV and
film space or any other medium
of entertainment”.
He says, “The way TV
evolved, it has garnered a
dedicated audience to its
content. Films work on a
different model, altogether.
The web is like a baby, and
when there is a new child in the
house, everybody pays
attention to that new member
of the family. The same way,
people are attending to the
web. With time, everything will
settle down and will find its
own way.”
Being one of those actors,
who have been working on the

A

ctor Saumya Tandon
delivered a baby boy on
January 14, and if one
looks at her today, it would
seem hard to believe. The
actor says she too has been
hearing similar comments.
“People tell me, ‘no one will
believe that you had a baby
recently’. I had put on 12kg
during my pregnancy and
have lost over 9kg in last three
months. People think I must be
dieting, as it is not possible to
lose weight so soon. But in fact,
breastfeeding has helped me
lose weight. It is the best way
to get the extra fat out,” she
says.
Ten days after her delivery,
Saumya started walking 45
minutes daily post dinner, as
she couldn’t do any other form
of exercise. After 45 days, she
started working out and
realised that she had lost her
core strength. “My mid-back
was hurting a lot as breast
feeding 10 to 12 times a day was
quite exhausting. Sitting with

A
Actor Sumeet Vyas will be seen
next in Tripling Season 2
web space since its inception,
and having written and acted
in many web series such as
TVF Permanent Roommates,
Official CEOgiri and Tripling
Season 2, Sumeet recalls, “It
wasn’t easy to carve a niche in
the web space.”
He adds, “Initially, people
were a little iffy about working
on the web because they didn’t
know who exactly web is going
to cater to and [thought it]
might not reach in tier 2 and
tier 3 cities due to bad internet
connectivity.”

the baby for half an hour every
time to feed him, gave me
backaches and neck aches
too,” she says.
“I am taking baby steps with
my exercise regimen. I feel I
am not back in the shape I
would like to be in. Yet, I feel, I
have come a long way post
delivery. I am getting there. I
have been consistent with my
workouts rather than doing
too much right now. I would
recommend exercise to every
woman post delivery and not
just celebrities,” she adds.
She says, “I am not
advocating the aesthetics as
much as I am advocating the
real benefits of exercising. You
should develop and strengthen
your back and core muscles
because you need that while
holding your baby. I started
with pilates, as it is the best
form to develop core strength.
I am also doing aerial yoga for
stretches, my aches and pains.
It is also helping me with
balancing and posture. I am
working on my shoulder and
arm strength.”

Saumya Tandon gave birth to her son in January
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APOSTCARD ALPINE VILLAGE
A panoramic picture of Hallstatt

PHOTO: ISTOCK

Preserved in time by the rich salt that the town is renowned for, Hallstatt is an idyllic
and ancient treasure that hugs the south-western shore of the Hallstätter Sea
Natalia Sabinesh
o you believe in
fairytales and
dreamlands? I stumbled
upon a beautiful photo of
this village named Hallstatt,
Austria, on the internet. I was
sold by just seeing a photo and
set out to make my fairytale
dream come true.
When it comes to bucolic
destinations, Hallstatt has it
all. This quaint Austrian
village sits on the shores of a
tranquil lake and at the foot of
soaring peaks. White
hit swans

D

float effortlessly across the
reflection of the muchInstagrammed church, flower
pots hang from traditional
houses, and men and women in
classic Austrian attire cycle the
cobblestone streets.

LAKE AND THE TOWN
I was welcomed by the
reflection of the church steeple
in the lake, framed by
mountains, with tiny whips of
clouds hovering just overhead.
A little fun fact I learned is that
the swans were imported
ort here

in the 1860s by the Austrian
Empress Sisi when she
vacationed here. She, like her
cousin, the King Ludwig of
Bavaria, was obsessed with
swans. In a town this small, I
couldn’t miss the main square.
All the roads in the town were
somehow connected to the
main square. I just walked
along the boardwalk, looking
up at all the pastel houses,
peeked into the adorable
souvenir shops, and lastly,
watched a lot of people get
married here. I am not
surprised why Hallstatt is
listed as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site.

THE BONE HOUSE
T

The Bone House

PHOTOS: NATALIA SABINESH

While I didn’t find any prince
charming or singing
candlesticks in this charming
village, I found over 1,200
ainted 18th Century human
kulls in St Michael’s Chapel.
Since the graveyard was
uite small, skeletons were
nearthed ten years after every
urial. The church gathered
e bones and carefully
eached them in sun. Once
at was done, they were
moved to the ossuary also

known as the Charnel or Bone
House. The skulls were then
decorated with symbols and
the person’s date of death. The
locals and the church found
this unique way to preserve the
identity of all the deceased
family members of the town.

THE SALT MINE
Turns out, the oldest
production of salt in Hallstatt
began 7,000 years ago. I had
never been to a salt mine
before. So, the next day, was
dedicated to take a tour of the
Salt Mine.
Starting from the Neolithic
period, the original mine was
dug over 200 metres below
ground over centuries.
Because salt’s significance
before refrigeration was
invented, this white gold
helped Hallstatt become
influential in early European
culture. As a matter of fact, an
entire period of the Iron Age
from 800 to 400BC has become
known as the Hallstatt Era.
Once I purchased my ticket,
we were handed our miner
costumes to change into. We
then made our way through a
tunnel and I could immediately

how the places were kept so
clean and most importantly,
measures were taken to
ensure that cleanliness is
maintained. It gave a very
relaxed vibe and it is a great
place to spend a holiday with
family and friends.”
While in Mai Khao, one
should explore the Turtle
village, water parks, plane
spotting, Sirinath National
Park and Wat Mai Khao.
n

ht.cafe@htlive.com

CYRUS BROACHA
I love my best friend. She was in
a relationship till last month. She
knew about my feelings, and four
days ago, she proposed to me
and I said yes. But now, she says
that she feels that as friends, she
could share everything but now
she isn’t able to do the same.
She wants us to remain friends. I
am shattered. Please help.
VR
VR, the educated reaction to
your point is exactly the stuff
that comes out of a bull when
he needs to evacuate his
stomach. She obviously
mistakes you for a four-yearold. Actually, I stand
corrected, a three-year-old.
She proposed to you,
remember. You were simply
getting along minding your
own business, trying to make
the world a better place by
feeding the poor, and helping
the underprivileged, and
returning tennis balls to gully
boys playing cricket. Now she
backtracks and wants to go
back to “just friends”?
Ridiculous. Bull-Poo, loads
and loads of bull-poo. Tell her
about your disappointment,
and remind her all ‘this’ was
her idea in the first place. No
point feeling resentful; take
the, er, bull by the horns. Do
not mince your words, please.

PHOTO: ISTOCK

ctor Rubina Dilaik and
husband Abhinav Shukla
visited Phuket recently.
The couple spent time at Mai
Khao, which is located in the
northwest coast of Phuket and
is known for its beach that is a
part of the Sirinat National
Park.
Rubina shares that it was a
perfect setting to just sit and
chill. She says, “It was pretty
retty
laid back and the authen
nticity
of Thailand culture is ve
ery
much intact there. The lo
ocal
food is delicious.”
Rubina mentions thatt the
enjoyed local delicacies su
s h
as Tom Yum Kha, Banan
na
Fritters, Pad Thai and Fll
noodles. “We had
Morning Glory (a dish)
and my favourite Mango
Sticky Rice, religiously,
for all the days we were
there,” she adds.
The actor further adds
that the beach and the
surrounding places are
extremely clean and they
y
witnessed community se
ervices
that ensured cleanlinesss
around. “It was great to see
s

n

SERIOUSLY CYRUS

Mai Khao is known for its
clean and calm beaches

A

modernise to
modernised
o adding
ng
elevators. The first slide station
is 85 meters below ground and
whizzed me down from the 7th
to 6th floor of the mine. The
second slide, was the longest at
64 meters. It tracked my sliding
g
down speed to compare it with
the highest, and also took a
commemorative photo for me
to purchase afterwards. After
taking this final slide, I exited
in style with a ride on the
single-file miners’ train. A few
minutes long ride on the openair scooter train was a
delightful way to end the tour.
Hallstatt is such a touristy
paradise that a replica
village has been made in
China. Hallstatt’s 800 residents
have upheld the beauty
of this middle age town.
Now, it’s up to its millions
of visitors to maintain its
tranquillity and humble
existence.

(Top left) Salt deposits in the mine; (top) the Town Square; (above)
the Salt Mine

No point feeling resentful; take the
bull by the horns instead

Rubina
Dilaik’s
Thailand
tales

Anjali Shetty

see the salt and brine
he
seeping through th
rocks. The tunnel kept
k
getting narrower and
a the
air felt humid and heavy.
h
Throughout the
e tour, we
were told of severa
al discoveries
that established how
ow early
mining came to Hallstatt. The
first discovery was in 1734
when they found the body of a
former miner. The body was
perfectly preserved in salt with
skin and hair. The flattened
body had features worn away
by stone but had his unusual
clothing and tools completely
intact. They named him as the
Man in Salt.
I also got to see large blocks
of raw salt rock that were lit up
with decorative lights to show
off their variations in colour.
The more iron present in the
unprocessed salt rocks, the
more they glow orange — this
is because of the rust.
The undoubted highlight of
the Salt Mine tour was the
thrilling ride down the two sets
of double-lane miners’ slides.
In the medieval times, the salt
miners used the slides to
quickly get between levels
although the mine eventually

I am a 22-year-old boy. I was in a

relationship with a girl for the
last year. She had confessed that
she was interested in someone
else and we broke up. Now, she
is with that someone and I can’t
see them together. What should I
do to move on?
AA
AA, all this is explained by
furniture expert Deepak D
Dhar in his book Door to
Door. Dhar explained that to
prevent robbery, a front
entrance should have two
doors, one after another. With
very little space to stand
between the doors. The
robber opens one door and is
then caught in between the
first and second doors. He
then becomes a
poor sandwich. AA, your girl
has left you (Door 1) and
moved to Door 2, the next guy.
She’s stuck between two
doors but is facing the new
door. This means you need to
open your door so that there is
more space for everyone. And
so a new girl walks into your
door sooner or later. You just
have to cop it on a chin. Face
the fact, and heal from your
wounds. She’s closed her
door, so please keep your door
open, but wear a sweater in
the case of a strong breeze.
I am a 26-year-old woman. I
have been in a relationship for

the last five years and we are
doing pretty well even now.
However, my parents do not
approve of our relationship
whereas his parents are totally
with us. How do you think should
I convince my parents? They are
generally not this narrowminded. Please help.
AV
AV, the math is good. My
mother always says, if you get
10 good oranges out of a total
12, then that is a pretty good
haul. Of course, our problem
was our fruit wallah, was a
total cheat. We’d get seven
good oranges, four mosambis,
and one chikoo in our hands
of a dozen oranges, on an
average basis, every week!
You’ve got each other — that’s
50%, his parents —25%; total
of 75%. For your parents,
think of a pride of lions
hunting. They separate the
weak wildebeest, wait for it to
die of boredom, and then
feast. See which of your
parents is less extreme, and
work on that one. Get his
parents to help. Once you get
one to cross over, most likely
the second will follow.
Parents are like malai, the
more you chew, the softer it
gets. Sometimes statements
don’t have to make sense,
they only need to sound good.
I am a 24-year-old woman. I
have been single for the longest
time and have been thinking of
joining the online dating scene.
However, I don’t really fancy it as
I prefer meeting people in an
organic way. I am still confused

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/MALAIKAARORAOFFICIAL

anjali shetty@htlive com
anjali.shetty@htlive.co

JUST WRITE
TO UNCLE CY
AT CYRUS
@HINDUSTANTIMES.COM
AND I’LL GIVE YOU SOME
RELIEF…. ERR… THAT IS,
PROVIDED, I’M NOT
DOING A HEADSTAND
AT THE TIME.

as to how should I go with this
situation. Should I join the online
dating scene or should I just wait
and meet people organically till I
find someone suitable?
KA
First, a word of caution.
Before you join the online
dating scenes, remember
people like me are waiting for
you there. KA, why can’t you
do both?Explore the internet
and use your ‘organic’ powers
to interact in the flesh and
blood. More flesh, of course,
and less blood though. As far
as I know, at least up till
today, the government has
not threatened to revoke your
Aadhaar card if you do both.
Do not knock the Internet;
some of the best
relationships were built
there. Steve Jobs and Warren
Buffet. Kim Jong Un and
Donald Trump. Donald
Trump and Donald Trump.
You are young and single, so
why not use all the arsenal at
your disposal? Trust me,
things are much easier on
dating sites at 24, rather than
64. Sometimes in life, we
should use both the elevator
and the stairs. A very, very
old Chinese proverb.
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/LISAHAYDON

Caught on
Insta
(Inset) Rubina enjoyed the whole vibe of Mai Khao; (above) Rubina
Dilaik with husband, Abhinav Shukla

With the rise in mercury levels,
it’s no surprise that Bollywood
celebs are chilling in the cool
climes of foreign locations.
While actor Malaika Arora
indulged the water baby in her in
n
Maldives, actor Lisa Haydon took
k
a break in St Moritz, Switzerland..
Doesn’t this make you want to
pack your bags and take off?
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WEATHER
Tue 2

Wed 3

Thu 4

Clear

Clear

Clear

Max

Max

33°c

Max

32°c
Min

Min

Min

17°c

17°c

KINGS XI
PUNJAB
ON A ROLL

Sunset
Tuesday at
6:41pm
Sunrise
Wednesday at
6:11am

FANS REJOICE AS
HOSTS CARVE OUT AN
IMPRESSIVE 14-RUN
WIN OVER DELHI IN
FOURTH IPL OUTING >>p6

33°c
Humidity
Max: 57%
Min: 19%

18°c

STRAY CATTLE IN P’KULA

‘WILL TRY TO
GET AIRPORT
RENAMED’

WITH PIL UNANSWERED FOR SIXTH TIME, HARYANA URBAN
>>p2
LOCAL BODIES DEPARTMENT FACES THE MUSIC

A BUMPY RIDE

FACE TO FACE: MP CHANDUMAJRA SAYS HE
WILL GET CHANDIGARH AIRPORT NAMED
AFTER SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH
>>p3

WITH POTHOLES DOTTING THE 6-KM ROAD, COMMUTING
BETWEEN KHARAR AND LANDRAN IS A NIGHTMARE
>>p5

Yesterday’s temp: Max 31.5°C Min 17.4°C

shortstories
BALTANA MAN
HELD GUILTY OF
MOLESTING MINOR
CHANDIGARH : The district court
on Monday convicted a 20-yearold from Baltana in a case of
stalking and outraging the
modesty of a minor. The quantum
of punishment will be pronounced on Tuesday by the court
of district and sessions judge
Poonam R Joshi. In September
2018, the 16-year-old victim was
going to the market when the
accused started following her,
snatched her phone and threatened her to follow him; when she
››P2
resisted, he slapped her.

CHB revises flats’ cost,
employees still peeved
CHANDIGARH : Nearly a month
after a board meeting decided to
build flats for UT employees on
“no-profit, no-loss basis”, the
Chandigarh Housing Board
(CHB) has slashed the estimated
cost of flats. Against an earlier
estimated cost of ₹2.08 crore for
the three bedroom-hall-kitchen
(BHK) flats, the revised cost has
been worked out to around ₹1.78
crore. Similarly, the cost of the
two BHK flats have been revised
from the earlier ₹1.64 crore to
››P3
₹1.4 crore.

5 AC buses join CTU
fleet on three routes
CHANDIGARH : UT adviser Manoj
Parida on Tuesday flagged off
five air conditioned buses at the
Sector 17 ISBT that will operate on
Delhi, Ludhiana and Patiala
routes.
››P2

debate of
the week
WAR ON WASTE

HOW CAN WE
HELP KEEP THE
TRICITY FREE OF
LITTERING?
Hefty fines for littering have
been imposed by the MC in
Chandigarh, but in a city with
a high literacy rate it’s time
every Chandigarhian took
charge of his or her surroundings and sectors. What have
you done so far? Write to
chandigarh@hindustantimes.com by April 5.

₹4 lakh fine imposed on
litterbugs in city markets
45 CHALLANS ON DAY 1 Owners of eateries, shops to pay ₹10,000 penalty;
street vendors to cough up ₹500; residential areas, villages to be covered later
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Cracking the whip

against litterbugs, the municipal
corporation issued around 45
challans on Monday, as part of
the drive following notification of
solid waste management bylaws
in the city. An equal number of
challans were issued for use of
plastic bags, which too is prohibited under municipal laws.
To begin with, MC sanitation
inspectors targeted commercial
areas, wherein eateries and restaurants were challaned for disposing of waste in violation of the
rules. Some street vendors were
also challaned. While littering by
waste generators, such as shops,
invited ₹10,000 fine, vendors were
challaned ₹500, the total amounting to around ₹4 lakh.
Meanwhile, those using plastic
bags had to cough up ₹5,500.

HT Correspondent

TAKING PETS
TO PARKS WILL
ATTRACT FINE TOO

not cleaned promptly. Disposing
of garbage on the road while
moving in vehicles will also
attract the same fine.

MC will also start fining those
who take their pets to public
parks, which is prohibited.
According to the bylaws, littering
covers not only throwing of waste
in public places or water bodies
but even letting pet animals
defecate in the open. It can cost
the owner ₹10,000 if the faeces is

Punjab dept gets notice
The MC issued a show-cause
notice to the Punjab public health
department for starting construction at its office in Sector 42
without taking any permission on
storage of malba. The civic body’s
permission is needed before
starting any construction.

BADNORE CALLS UP MAYOR KALIA, ASKS HIM TO
LAUNCH WASTE SEGREGATION AT THE EARLIEST
Vivek Gupta
n

vivek.gupta@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH :UT administra-

tor VP Singh Badnore on
Monday made a phone call to
Chandigarh mayor Rajesh
Kalia, asking him to begin
waste segregation in the city
at the earliest.
Confirming the development, Kalia said the administrator emphasised on
streamlining waste management system during their
two-minute conversation.
Badnore’s call assumes
significance in the light of UT
administration’s commitment made to the National
Green Tribunal last week to
launch waste segregation
from June 1 and cover the
entire city by September 31.
Even as the MC has begun
the process to buy special
vehicles to streamline waste
collection and segregation in
markets and villages, it is
finding it difficult to launch
the system in residential
areas, where the private

TO BE ADDED TO WATER
BILL AFTER A WEEK
“Challans for littering were
mostly imposed on eateries in
Sectors 22, 23, 26, 35, 43, where the
waste had been thrown outside
the premises instead of its disposal in a segregated way within
the establishment,” said medical
health officer Dr Amrit Warring,
who is heading the sanitation
department. “They have one
week to pay the fine or the penalty
will be added to their water bills.”
Meanwhile, 30 show-cause
notices were issued to eateries
and shopkeepers in 13 villages
that were recently shifted to the
MC. Warring said they were not
challaned for littering owing to
their lack of awareness. “We will
start challaning in villages next
week,” he said.
Warring said for a few days the
sanitation inspectors will focus
on littering and other violations
in markets before moving
towards residential areas.

Mohali couple
killed as truck
hits bike in Sec 91
n

UPLOAD PICTURES
TO HELP MC
Seeking residents’ help to make
the drive a success, Warring said
MC inspectors can’t go each and
every place to check violations.
“We want people to become
our ears and eyes. The MC will
conceal the identity of all those
uploading pictures of littering in
markets, residential areas or
elsewhere on our Swachh Survekshan App,” he said.
This, he said, will help the MC
enforce the rules strictly and
make the City Beautiful cleaner.

OUT ON BAIL,
MINOR HELD FOR
6-MONTH-OLD
SNATCHING
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

UT ADMN TOLD NGT
LAST WEEK THAT IT
WILL LAUNCH WASTE
SEGREGATION FROM
JUNE 1, COVER ENTIRE
CITY BY SEPTEMBER 31
waste collectors have a
monopoly.
The administration in its
report to the NGT on March
26 stated that the MC House
in December approved a
hybrid model for handling
waste, wherein it was
decided that private collectors would continue to collect
garbage from the areas under
them but would be buying
e-rickshaws before March 31
to ensure segregation of dry
and wet waste. The deadline
lapsed on Sunday.
NO MEETING WITH
WASTE COLLECTORS
Kalia, who in the past has
spoken in the waste collectors’ favour, said he would

soon hold a meeting with
their association and ensure
they start buying new vehicles at the earliest.
However, ever since he
took over as the mayor, the
civic body has not been able
to hold a single meeting with
them.
MC commissioner KK
Yadav, it is learnt, called the
association members for
talks thrice in the past three
months to execute the House
decision, but no one turned
up. Association chairman OP
Saini said they were ready to
upgrade their collection system but not all collectors
were capable of buying new
vehicles.
Even if the MC facilitates a
loan, advance payment is not
less than 25% of the original
cost, which is approximately
₹2 lakh, he said. “Waste collectors should be provided
subsidies. We are also awaiting the draft of the memorandum of understanding before
committing to anything,”
said Saini.

mustread
AS 45% CLASS-9 KIDS FLUNK EXAMS,
PARENTS GO OVERBOARD WITH THREATS
CHANDIGARH : Three days after the results of Classes 9 and 11 were
announced by the UT education department, two cases of parents
manhandling and threatening teachers in government schools have
come to light. In Government Model High School, Sector 35, the mother
of a Class 9 student threatened to commit suicide after her son failed in
the examination twice. In Government Model Senior Secondary School,
Sector 46, a mother attempted to thrash an English teacher after both
her girls failed in Class 9.
››P5

n

Neha Shoree’s six-year-old niece, who was accompanying her on the fatal day, at her ‘uthala’ ceremony
SANT ARORA/HT
at a Panchkula temple on Monday.

Punjab govt forms new
special investigation team
murder
in mohali
justice for neha shoree
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI:The Punjab government

on Monday constituted a special
investigation team (SIT) to probe
into the murder of woman drug
officer Neha Shoree.
The development comes a day
after the Mohali police formed a
four-member SIT as Neha’s family alleged a larger drug nexus
behind the Friday incident.
The new five-member SIT is
headed by Ropar inspector general V Neeraja and comprises
Mohali senior superintendent of
police (SSP) HS Bhullar, Ropar
SSP Swapan Sharma, Ropar additional deputy commissioner Jagwinder Singh and assistant drug
controller (under Punjab health
department) Sanjeev Garg.
The SIT will carry investigations into the murder and bring
on record all the facts and circumstances leading to the incident. Besides probing the role of
different agencies and officers in
the issue of the arms licence to the
accused Balwinder Singh, 49, on
March 11, a day after the model
code of conduct came in force, the
SIT will also investigate the sale
of weapon by the arms dealer.
The SIT has been given the liberty to co-opt any civil/police officer to facilitate their investigations. Meanwhile, the Mohali
SSP, who is heading the previous
SIT, has written to his Rupnagar
counterpart seeking details of
Balwinder's dope test that is mandatory before issuing an arms
license.

Drug officer’s family
wants CBI probe
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA : Not putting their
faith in the special investigation
team (SIT) set up to look into the
murder of drug officer Neha
Shoree last week, her family
members have demanded that
the probe be handed over to the
Central Bureau of Investigation
(CBI).
The family members were
talking to media after the Neha’s
‘uthala’ ceremony in Panchkula
on Monday.
Balwinder Singh, 49, had
opened fire at Neha, 35, who was
the zonal licensing authority,
Food and Drugs Administration,
Punjab, in her office at Kharar
before turning his .32 bore pistol
on himself on March 29. Initial
probe pointed to an old grudge.
However, after Neha’s family
alleged a drug nexus, the Mohali
police formed a four-member
SIT on Sunday.
Reiterating his suspicion of a
bigger conspiracy, Neha’s husband, Varun Monga, said on
Monday: “I am sure about the
involvement of drug mafia. The
killer’s background has to be
thoroughly checked. If he had so
much money (to buy an expensive pistol and send his daughter
to study abroad), then what was
its source. The sequence of
events leading to the murder
indicates there were more people
involved.”
Monga also trashed revenge
as the motive. “Within minutes
of the murder, the revenge the-

NEHA’S HUSBAND AND
FATHER HAVE BEEN
ALLEGING LARGER DRUG
NEXUS BEHIND HER
MURDER, WRITE TO
PRIME MINISTER TOO
ory was propounded, which is
highly suspect. Revenge is not
the motive. His drug licence was
cancelled in 2009, and to say he
waited for all these years to kill is
not believable. The ease with
which he got the arms licence
also hints at a bigger conspiracy
at work.”
Monga said the family want
all aspects of the murder to be
independently investigated
“without any bias or succumbing to any pressure.”
Neha’s father Capt Kailesh
Kumar Shoree, a 1971 war veteran who retired in 1980, questioned the suicide theory: “How
can a man shoot at himself twice,
once in chest and once in head?”
The family has also written to
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
seeking an independent probe in
the matter. “It is not simply a
case of murder, but has larger
implications for the country’s
struggle against drugs,” said
Capt Shoree.
Earlier, a large number of people attended the ‘uthala’ at
Lakshmi Narayan Temple, Sector 6. Neha’s six-year-old niece,
who witnessed the murder, was
seen repeatedly caressing her
picture and crying.

CHANDIGARH:A juvenile, who was
MOHALI : A couple riding on a

motorcycle was killed after
being hit by a truck at the T point
in Sector 91, here on Monday.
The victims were identified as
Harmeet Singh (55) and Kamaljit
Kaur (45) of Mataur village. They
were rushed to the hospital
where they were declared
brought dead.
The police on the complaint of
Hardeep Singh, son of the
deceased, booked the driver of
Swaraj Mazada truck, Suresh,
who works for a Ludhiana-based
transportation company. The
truck was coming toward Mohali
for delivery and was loaded at
the time of the accident, police
said.
Hardeep told the police that
his parents had gone to Kharar to
meet his grandmother and were
on their way back home.
The family received a call
from Civil Hospital, Phase 6,
informing them about the accident.
“We have arrested the driver
and impounded the truck,” said
Baljinder Singh Mand,
in-charge, police post, Phase 8,
Industrial Area, Mohali.
A case under Section 304 A
(causing death by negligence),
279 (rash driving) and 427 (mischief causing damage) of the
Indian Penal Code was registered.

n

Kamaljit Kaur, 45, and
Harmeet Singh, 55, of Mataur
village are survived by two
HT
sons and two daughters.

›

We have arrested the
driver, Suresh, who
works for a Ludhiana
transporter, and
impounded the truck.
BALJINDER SINGH MAND, in-charge,
police post, Phase 8, Industrial Area

The couple is survived by two
daughters and two sons. The
postmortem will be done on
Tuesday.

out on bail after being arrested in
a robbery case recently, was
arrested on Monday along with a
21-year-old accomplice for
snatching a mobile phone from a
man in Nayagaon last September.
The accused, who is around
17-year-old, had been using the
mobile phone, which led to the
arrest, said police.
The juvenile and his accomplice Deepak Kumar, who
belongs to Panipat, had targeted
Surinder Kumar of Shivalik
Vihar, Nayagaon, on September
9 in 2018. Surinder was on his way
to market along with his brother
when the duo snatched his phone
and fled.
Investigating officials said the
accused were traced after the
unique identity number of the
phone was put on surveillance
and call detail records were
obtained. The records showed
that the juvenile was using the
phone, police said.
Sector 11 station house officer
(SHO) Rajiv Kumar made the
arrests at Sector 49/50 light point.
Police said the juvenile had
committed a robbery after the
snatching incident, for which he
was arrested by the Sector 19
police. He was presently out on
bail and was allegedly planning to
commit another snatching. A
bike and the mobile phone have
been recovered.
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PILunansweredfor6thtime,
localbodiesdeptfacesmusic
FINED ₹500 Given final opportunity by district court to file a reply by April 24
HT Correspondent
n

PLEA WAS FILED ON
AUGUST 17 LAST YEAR
AFTER THE AUTHORITIES
FAILED TO RID P’KULA
OF STRAY CATTLE
BY AUGUST 15

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA :A local court on Mon-

day imposed ₹500 fine on the Haryana urban local bodies (ULB)
department for failing to file a
reply to a public interest litigation (PIL) on stray cattle menace
in Panchkula even after six dates
of hearing.
Besides directing the ULB to
pay the fine to the Director Legal
Services Authority, the court of
additional civil judge (senior
division) Kanwal Kumar gave a
final opportunity to the department to file a reply by April 24,
the next date of hearing.
The PIL, filed by an advocate,
Pankaj Chandgothia, under Section 91 of the Civil Procedure
Code (CPC), seeks action against
the menace which poses a risk to
commuters on Panchkula roads
due to negligence of the authorities.
Chandgothia said the plea was
filed on August 17 last year after
the authorities failed to make
Panchkula free from stray cattle

Panchkula MC
starts drive
against poly bags,
49 challaned
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA : The municipal cor-

poration (MC) launched a drive
here on Monday to check the
use of polythene bags in the city.
Different teams of officials conducted checking in several markets. The teams were led by
executive officer Jarnail Singh.
MC commissioner Rajesh
Jogpal said raids were conducted in markets of Sectors 7,
14, 15 and 20. “As many as 49
traders were challaned and a
fine of ₹1 lakh was collected on
the spot by the teams,” he said,
adding that the drive will continue.
Jogpal appealed to residents
to use bags made of jute, paper
or clothes instead of poly bags,
which are dangerous for environment.
EO Jarnail Singh said the use
of polythene bags in the city will
be stopped completely. The fine
amount is based on the thickness of the polythene bags, he
said.

n

by August 15. He said that the
authorities had set a new deadline of January 26 for the task,
but to no avail.
On August 17, the court had
issued notices to Haryana chief
secretary, Panchkula deputy
commissioner, municipal corporation (MC) commissioner,
mayor and Haryana director

general of police (DGP) over the
PIL.
CHIEF SECY TO
QUOTE MC’S TAKE
The chief secretary’s office attorney AD Singh, who has also not
filed a reply in the matter, said
they will file the same reply as
given by the Panchkula MC.

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

DERABASSI: A 32-year-old woman

allegedly committed suicide by
hanging herself in her house at
Kudawala in Dera Bassi on late
Sunday night.
According to the police, the
victim, Malti, a labourer, locked
the door of the room in which
her husband, Harpal, and three
children were sleeping, and
hanged herself in the adjacent
room after locking it from
inside.
Later at around 11.30pm, Harpal found her hanging from the
ceiling fan in the room, and
informed the police.
Police said no suicide note
was found from the spot, and the
reason for the alleged suicide
was under investigation. Police
have initiated inquest proceedings under Section 174 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure.

HER HUSBAND, THREE
KIDS WERE SLEEPING IN
ADJACENT ROOM; NO
SUICIDE NOTE FOUND

Baltana man guilty of molesting minor
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : The district court
on Monday convicted a 20-yearold from Baltana in a case of
stalking and outraging the modesty of a minor. The quantum of
punishment will be pronounced
on Tuesday by the court of district and sessions judge Poonam
R Joshi.
As per the FIR, in September
2018, the 16-year-old victim was
going to the market when the
accused started following her,
snatched her phone and threatened her to follow him; when
she resisted, he even slapped
her. Locals came to her rescue,
the police said.
The accused identified as

20-YEAR-OLD HAD
FOLLOWED 16-YR-OLD,
SNATCHED HER PHONE
AND EVEN SLAPPED HER
WHEN SHE REFUTED
HIS ADVANCES IN
SEPTEMBER 2018

MINOR’S FATHER ACQUITTED
OF SEXUALLY ASSAULTING HER
CHANDIGARH :The district

court on Monday acquitted
the father of a minor girl of
charges of sexual assault
after the victim turned hostile.
In December 2018, the
statement of a 13-year-old
Class 7 student was
recorded where she said her
father, 40, touched her inappropriately while she slept.
When she confided in her
mother, the latter refused to
believe her and she has been
living with her maternal

Mukesh was booked under Sections 323 (punishment for voluntarily causing hurt), 341 (punishment for wrongful restraint),
354 (assault or criminal force on
woman with intent to outrage
her modesty), 354 D (stalking) of
the Indian Penal Code and Section 12 of the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences
(POCSO) Act.

aunt since, the police said.
The aunt called the child
helpline who approached
the police and a case was
registered under Section 354
A (sexual harassment) of
the Indian Penal Code and
Section 9 of the Protection of
Children from Sexual Offences (POSCO) Act.
Defence counsel Manjit
Singh said the person was
acquitted due to lack of evidence and because the complainants, including the vicHTC
tim, turned hostile.

n

Residents say mechanics park and repair cars in spaces near housing societies in Sector 48.

Motor market traders
invade parking spaces,
Sec 48 residents cry foul
Rajanbir Singh
n

rajanbir.singh@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: TheresidentsofSector48saidthemotormarkettraders have been using the residentialparkingspacesnearthemarket. Many cars, with their
bonnets lying open, can be seen
parked in the spaces meant for
residents and those visiting the
market.
President of the Sector 48 resident welfare association (RWA)
JJSinghsaid,“ResidentsofGuru
Nanak Vihar are the most
affectedastheparking infrontof
their apartment is full of such
vehicles. The police had carried
outadrivearound5-6monthsago
and towed away around 50 cars
from here, but the situation has
worsened again.”
ShailenderBhandari,aretired
chemical engineer, said he
recently shifted out of Guru
Nanak Vihar to Mohali because
of the issues he was facing.
“Therewereconstanttrafficjams
becausecarswouldbeparkedon
both sides of the road. Denting
would be going on right outside
ourhousesalldayandnight,and
onecouldsmellspraypaintright
from the balcony.”

REPTILIAN RENDEZVOUS

n

HT Correspondent
chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

RUPNAGAR:Proclaimedoffenderin

threemurderbidcases,gangster
Mandeep alias Manna was
arrested on Dholran bridge near
Chamkaur Sahib when he was
riding his motorcycle in early
hours on Monday.
Talking to media, Rupnagar
senior superintendent of police
(SSP) Swapan Sharma said that
Manna was the only member of
Sikander Sansi gang who was at
large.Eightmembersofthegang
are already in jails across the
state, he said. He also said that
two pistols of 32 bore and some
live cartridges were recovered
from the possession of Manna.
Swapan Sharma said that
Manna had previously been
arrested in four cases of murder
andArmsActregisteredinFaridkot and Tarn Taran. He was
wanted in fivecases ofattemptto
murder and Arms Act in Amritsar and Tarn Taran, and was a
proclaimed offender in three of

A member of the snake
rescue team constituted
by the civic body holding
the Indian Rat Snake in
Sector 25, Panchkula,
on Monday.
HT PHOTO

the cases.
He said that Manna had been
active in inter-gang rivalry for
last eight years. He said that
Sansiganghasbeenarchrivalsof
Jaggu Bhagwanpuria gang in
Amritsar area, adding that the
formerhadbeenactiveinAmritsar, Tarn Taran and Ajnala
areas.
The SSP also said that Manna
had been shot thrice by one
Lamba Patti four years ago.
LambaPattiwaslaterkilledinan
inter-gangshoot-outbyDavinder
Bambiha. Jaggu Bhagwanpuria
wasrecentlylodgedinRupnagar
jailandMannawasactivelyvisiting the area, planning to eliminate him during court hearings,
the policeman said.
Manna is the sixth gangster
caught in last nine months by
Rupnagar police. Akash of Dilpreet Baba gang was arrested in
Augustlastyear,threegangsters
of Pehalwan gang were arrested
inFebruarythisyear, while Kala
of Pindri gang was arrested last
month, SSP Sharma said.

MOHALI : A 20-year-old man was

20-YEAR-OLD WAS
GOING TOWARDS
CHANDIGARH ON A
2-WHEELER; SENT TO
JUDICIAL CUSTODY

›

With over 300 booths
and inadequate
parking space in the
market, we have no option
but to park the vehicles
near residential areas.
KAWAL SURI, president, Chandigarh
Wholesale Parts Association, Sec 48

Rakesh Mehndiratta, who
retiredfromafertilisercompany
in Qatar, is another resident of
thesocietywhoshiftedtoMohali
recently. He that it was unnerving to see mechanics urinate in
the open beside the parking.
ISSUE OF SPACE?
Kawal Suri, president of the
Chandigarh Wholesale Parts
Associationbasedinthemarket,
said that the shop owners themselveswerethevictimsofadministration’s apathy.
“With over 300 booths in the
market, the authorities did not
plan enough space for parking
here. Also, the traffic police keep
clamping the cars so we have no
option but to park the vehicles
near residential areas. The

authorities should designate
moreparkingspaceforuscloseto
the market,” he said.
WHERE DOES
THE BUCK STOP?
Local area councillor Davesh
Moudgilsaidhehadfollowedthe
issue throughout his term as
mayor and had got a railing
installed outside Guru Nanak
Vihar as the mechanics would
park the cars right outside people’s houses. “We had organised
fourdrivestoremovethevehicles
from here, but to no avail. Better
coordination is needed between
the police and the administration,” Moudgil said.
A senior police official, on the
condition of anonymity, said,
“The police had circulated an
exhaustivelistofofficialsthatthe
residents can approach if a particular vehicle is blocking their
path. However, lifting vehicles
abandonedbymotormarketcustomersisthemunicipalcorporation’s job. The traffic police can
onlyfrequentthepatchtoensure
thatvehiclesaren’tparkedonthe
road.”
Meanwhile,MCcommissioner
KK Yadav could not be reached
for comments.

Rupnagar police nab Mauli Jagran SHO,
proclaimed offender constable get bail

PANCHKULA: A 4-foot long
Indian Rat Snake was rescued
by a team on Monday from a
house in Sector 25 here. As per
information, the family
spotted the snake in a vacant
room and informed the
Panchkula municipal corporation (MC) office after which a
snake rescue team visited the
spot. After being rescued, the
snake was released in the
Morni forest area. Last year in
September, a snake rescue
team set up by the MC to trap
reptiles crawling into homes
or public spaces proved to be
helpful to the residents. They
successfully rescued 72 snakes,
some of them deadly cobras
and Russell’s vipers, in three
months and released them in
HTC
the wild.

UP man held with
24 liquor bottles
in Jhanjeri
arrested and 24 bottles of
illicit liquor were seized from
him near Jhanjeri, police said on
Monday.
The accused was identified as
Mohd Saqi of Uttar Pradesh.
Police said following a tip-off
they intercepted a two-wheeler
near Jhanjeri that was on its way
toChunnifromChandigarh.“On
checking, we found 24 bottles of
liquor,” the police said. The destination of the liquor is yet to be
ascertained.
The accused was arrested
under the Excise Act and sent to
judicial custody by a local court
on Monday.

RAVI KUMAR/HT

GRAFT CASE

RAIDS CONDUCTED IN
MARKETS OF SECTORS 7,
14, 15 AND 20, AND
FINE OF ₹1 LAKH
COLLECTED, SAYS
MC COMMISSIONER

n

The PIL wants the authorities to control stray cattle menace on
HT PHOTO
Panchkula roads.

It was on October 23 last year
when a reply was filed on behalf
of MC commissioner Rajesh Jogpal, supplemented by a report on
action taken on stray cattle,
recarpeting of roads, stray dogs
and illegal hoardings on the
roadsides.
The MC had submitted that all
the existing six gaushalas had
refused to accommodate any
more stray cattle as they were
full to capacity. The MC had also
attached copies of letters
received from six gaushalas corroborating it. On the other hand,
the work for a new cow shelter,
with a capacity to house 1,000
bovines, to be constructed at
Sukhdarshanpur village in Barwala here, is still under process.

32-YEAR-OLD
WOMAN HANGS
HERSELF IN
DERA BASSI

CHANDIGARH : As the Central

Bureau of Investigation (CBI)
failed to submit the chargesheet
inagraftcase,thespecialcourtof
CBIgrantedbailtoMauliJagran
stationhouseofficer(SHO)Baljit
Singh and constable Surinder
Rathi on Monday.
DefencecounselManjitSingh
argued that the CBI had failed to
present the challan against the
accused SHO within the stipulated period of 60 days, so bail be
allowed on that ground.
Sourcessaidthethirdaccused,
constablePramod,hadjoinedthe
investigationaround10daysago
and the investigation related to
his involvement was pending,
which is why the challan could
not be produced.
The CBI had arrested the two
cops on January 28 after they

were allegedly caught taking a
bribeof₹45,000tonotframeaman
inadrugscase.Theywerebooked
under Section 7 of Prevention of
CorruptionActandSection120B
(punishment for criminal conspiracy)oftheIndianPenalCode
(IPC).
The complainant, Ramesh
Sharma, who runs a tavern in
Mauli Jagran, had said that his
nephew and other persons were
detained by the Mauli Jagran
police on the pretext of drug
smuggling, and the SHO had
sought₹1.20lakhfornotregistering a case against them. Later a
deal was struck for ₹55,000, after
which the complainant gave
₹10,000 to the cops the same day.
Ramesh approached the CBI,
which nabbed Rathi accepting
₹45,000on behalfofthe SHO.HTC
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CONCLAVE ON MENTAL HEALTH

5 AC buses added to
CTU fleet on 3 routes Waterproofing at P’kula house
fails, Mohali firm gets the stick
CONSUMER FORUM TO THE RESCUE

New bus schedule
Chandigarh to Delhi
Chandigarh to Patiala
Chandigarh to Ludhiana

FARE
DELHI

PATIALA

LUDHIANA

AC buses : ₹325
Non AC: ₹245

AC buses: ₹105
Non AC: ₹90

AC buses: ₹135
Non AC: ₹110

HT Correspondent
n

HT Correspondent

10.50am, 1.15pm and 4.50pm
12.20pm
3.16pm

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : UT adviser Manoj

Parida on Tuesday flagged off
five air conditioned (AC) buses
at the Sector 17 ISBT that will
operate on Delhi, Ludhiana and
Patiala routes. The Chandigarh
Transport Undertaking (CTU) is
already operating 20 AC buses
on different routes including
Delhi.
Parida said the latest induction will strengthen UT’s long
route connectivity in the region
along with providing a comfortable journey to the commuters.
CTU general manager Amit
Gupta said 35 more AC buses
will be join the existing fleet in
next five months that will be

deployed for Rohtak, Amritsar,
Manali, Baijnath, Shimla, Dehradun, Dharamshala etc, covering most of the religious as well
as tourist attractions in the
northern region.
80 MORE TO BE BOUGHT
As per the officials, the UT is
also working to buy 80 more AC
buses in order to phase out
equal number of existing old
fleet of ordinary buses and bring
better equipped buses.
As per CTU, these buses have
electronically controlled diesel
engines, CCTV cameras, LED
route boards, and GPS devices
for real-time tracking through
the CTU bus tracker app which
can be downloaded from ‘Google
App Store’.

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA:Thedistrictconsumer

disputes redressal forum has
penaliseda Mohali-basedwaterproofingworkscompanyforfailing to plug heavy leakage at a
Panchkulahouse.Theforumhas
directed Sidhivinayak Water
Proofing Solutions to refund ₹2
lakh to the complainant, Bharat
Bhushan Sharma, 45, a resident
of Chandigarh, besides ₹8,000 as
compensation for mental agony,
harassment and litigation charges borne by him.
It was in May 2016 when
Sharma, owner of the house in
Sector 27, Panchkula, had contacted one Raj Sharma from the
company for getting the waterproofingworkdoneforthehouse.
Raj, along with Krypton Buildmat Co Private Limited, Gurgaon, assured him that the work
willbedoneatacostof₹3lakhand
a 10-year warranty certificate
will be issued to him, following
whichSharmapaidthesumtothe
company in three instalments,
andthe workwascommencedin
August.
After completion of work in
November, Sharma requested

n

Company told to refund
₹2 lakh to Chandigarh man,
besides ₹8,000 as relief for
mental agony, harassment
and litigation charges. ISTOCK

the firms to issue the warranty
certificate, but the respondents
kept giving him assurances.
Sharma said after it rained
during December and January,
thehousestartedleakingheavily,
following which he informed
boththecompanies,whoserepresentatives visited the property
and assured him of complete
repair. However, after a month,
when he tried contacting them
over the phone, they started
ignoring his calls.
It was averred that he also
requested the companies for a
refund, but to no avail, following
whichhegotwaterproofingwork
done from another Panchkulabased agency at a cost of ₹2 lakh.

WHAT THE
COMPANY SAID
The waterproofing company in
its reply denied that there was
anyheavyleakageor anyintimation about it by the complainant.
Even denying having visited the
house, the company said there
wasnoevidencethatSharmahad
got waterproofing done again
from another agency.
REPORT BRING
LAPSES TO FORE
The forum said that as per the
inspectionreportofAshishRana,
a licensed architect, there was
dampness and leakage on the
wallsandceilings,despitewaterproofing work done on the roof.
“In view of the... report, we
have no hesitation to conclude
that the water leakage in the
house...occurredduetodefective
waterproofing done by Sidhivinayak Water Proofing Solutions,” the forum observed.
“We find clear lapse and deficiency on the part of the opposite
party while delivering the services to the complainant, who is,
thus,entitledtorelief,”theforum
ruled, while also dismissing the
complaint against Krypton
Buildmat Co Pvt Ltd.

The ASHA Centre for Autism and Indian Academy of Paediatrics, Chandigarh, in collaboration with National Health Mission on the occasion of
World Autism Awareness Week will hold a scientific conclave on the
theme ‘Autism, ADHD & Anxiety - Mental Health Challenges - Evidence
Based Approach’. Dr Sujeet Singh, director, National Centre for Disease
Control, MoHFW, New Delhi, will be the chief guest.
Where: IMA House Complex, Sector 35A, Chandigarh, When: 2pm

EVENT LAUNCH
Save the Himalayas Foundation (SHF) will launch the summer events
from Dharamshala to Leh and an international conference on Himalayas
protection and world peace. As many as 200 monks from Thailand will
participate in the event.
Where: Doon Public School, Sector 21, Panchkula, When: 2.30pm

Dhanas

APNI MANDI

Chandigarh

Chandigarh: Sectors 39W, 29C
and Dhanas
Mohali: Sectors 68 and 71
Panchkula: Sector 15

Sector 71

Sector 39W
Sector 29C

Mohali

Sector 68

Panchkula

Sector 15

To list events write to us at tricityevents@gmail.com
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‘WilltrytorenameChandigarh
airportafterBhagatSingh’
facetoface
PREM SINGH CHANDUMAJRA , MP, ANANDPUR SAHIB
Hillary Victor
n

hillary.victor@htlive.com

again take up the matter with the
Union government and get it
done.

MOHALI: With the Shiromani

Akali Dal (SAD) reposing faith in
sitting member of Parliament
(MP) Prem Singh Chandumajra
by again giving him the ticket
fromAnandpurSahibLokSabha
constituency, HT spoke to the
69-year-old Parliamentarian
about his delivery on the promiseshemadebeforehisfirstterm.
While Chandumajra defeated
Congress’ Ambika Soni by 24,000
votes in the 2014 Lok Sabha elections, no party has returned victorious twice in a row in the constituency in the past five elections. However, Chandumajra is
confident that his performance,
infighting in other parties, and
Congress constantly betraying
people of Punjab will turn the
tables in his favour, as around 16
lakh electors in the constituency
vote for the next MP on May 19.

You promised to rename the
Chandigarh airport as Shaheed
Bhagat Singh Airport, but failed.
Why?
I strongly recommended renaming of the airport, and the proposal is in the pipeline. I will

One thing you wished to do as an
MP for Mohali, but couldn’t?
Though I have fulfilled most of
the promises I made for Mohali,
I want to introduce cargo handling facility at the Chandigarh
International Airport, as it will
bring more business and job
opportunities. The proposal is in
the works, and I will see it
through.

If re-elected, what are
your plans for Mohali?
I want to establish Mohali as an
information technology hub that
will generate more IT and service sector jobs. Also, we are considering to introduce a train that
will connect Mohali to Delhi and
Gurugram.

›

I want to establish
Mohali as an
information technology
hub that will generate more
IT and service sector jobs.

Why should the people
re-elect you?
Whatever I have promised, I
have delivered. If you compare
my performance to the past 15
MPs, you will find that I outperformed them. Moreover, I am
confident that the people of the
constituency want to re-elect
Narendra Modi as the Prime
Minister because of his policies
and development works.

You will face a multi-cornered
contest against Congress, AAP,
Punjab Democratic Alliance and
Akali Dal (Taksali). Do you
consider them a challenge?
There is no challenge for me.
Rather, I am happy that both
AAP and SAD (Taksali) are busy
with infighting. As far as the
Congress is concerned, voters
know that they have only
betrayed them. Therefore, they
won’t get any vote. Besides, I am
local leader, while most of the
other candidates are outsiders.

Your party suffered a hard defeat
in the 2017 Punjab Assembly
elections. Will this have an effect
on the Lok Sabha elections?
In 2017, SAD was facing strong
anti-incumbency in Punjab. But

n

Prem Singh Chandumajra defeated Ambika Soni of the Congress by
HT PHOTO
24,000 votes in the 2014 Lok Sabha elections.

now, people have seen Congress
government’s performance over
the past two years, and realised
their promises for development
were hollow. On the contrary,
SAD always worked towards
development, which is evident to
people.

Can the 2015 Bargari sacrilege
affect SAD’s fate in the elections?
Both the Congress and the
AAP have politicised the issue.
People of Punjab know the reality of both these parties. Therefore, SAD has nothing to worry
about.

CHB revises flats’ cost, employees still peeved
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

Revised cost on no-profit basis

CHANDIGARH : Nearly a month

after a board meeting decided to
build flats for UT employees on
“no-profit, no-loss basis”, the
Chandigarh Housing Board
(CHB) has slashed the estimated
cost of flats.
Against an earlier estimated
cost of ₹2.08 crore for the three
bedroom-hall-kitchen
(BHK) flats, the revised cost has
been worked out to around ₹1.78
crore.
Similarly, the cost of the two
BHK flats have been revised
from the earlier ₹1.64 crore to
₹1.4 crore.
However, the board is yet to
work out the cost of the one BHK
flats, which is expected to be
around ₹70 lakh, while the
EWS flats will cost around ₹50
lakh.

Staffers say
they cannot
afford to pay
even revised ₹36 cr
rates
per acre
UT to allot
land to CHB

₹1.78 cr

₹1.4 cr

Cost of three
bedroom
flat

Cost of two
bedroom
flat

Total flats

₹70 lakh

₹50 lakh

3,930

Cost of one
bedroom flat

EWS
flat

900 flats

will be constructed in Sec 53

“The revision in cost was
made after the board in the
March 6 meeting decided to build
flats for UT employees on
no-profit, no-loss basis. Also,

3,066 flats

will be constructed in Sec 52 and 56

developing fees, which we generally levy in other commercial
schemes, will not be charged,”
said a senior board official, not
wishing to be named.

In 2008, CHB had floated the
special housing scheme exclusively for UT employees. Under
it, 7,911 employees applied and
3,930 were selected through draw
of lots. But it was not materialised till the Union ministry of
home affairs (MHA) cleared it on
January 2 this year.
But as MHA permitted the UT
administration to allot land to
CHB only at collector’s rate, the
cost of flats was inflated, causing
unrest among employees.
The board official said 61 acres
required to build flats under the
scheme will be given to the board
for ₹2,200 crore, which will be
around ₹36 crore per acre.
‘FLATS STILL NOT
AFFORDABLE’
Naresh Kohli, vice-president,UT
Government Housing Welfare
Society, said there was no way
that employees can afford to pay

even the revised rates for flats.
“The rates are not acceptable.
We want CHB to find a way to get
land on subsidised rates from
UT,” he said.
He said, “The land cost of
outer development, like roads
and parks, should not be
included in the flat rate, as is the
case currently. If it is borne by
UT, the flats’ cost will come down
by half, and will be within the
reach of employees,” he added.
CHB NOT TO FLOAT
SCHEME WITHOUT
EMPLOYEES CONSENT
As decided in the board meeting,
CHB’s chief accounts officer has
been deputed to take consent of
UT employees before floating the
scheme. On this, Kohli said they
will not give consent, and rather
update the Punjab and Haryana
high court in the ongoing petition about the high flat rates.

Mercury to rise, set to touch 34 degrees this week
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :Brace for the summer heat as the mercury is all set
to soar with the wind speed in the
city likely to slow down.
As per the India Meteorological Department (IMD), the temperature in the city is likely to
reach 34 degrees after Tuesday.
The maximum temperature,
however, is not likely to cross 35
degrees. Meanwhile, the IMD
officials said that there were
chances of light rain in the city
over the weekend. “The sky will
definitely be cloudy. However,
these conditions are likely to dis-

sipate within a couple of days
because of the rising heat.”
The maximum temperature
fell from 32 degrees to 31.5
degrees on Monday, while the
minimum temperature shifted
slightly from 17.9 degrees to 17.4
degrees. The maximum temperature is likely to rise to 34
degrees, while the minimum
temperature will hover around
18 degrees in the next three days.
n

Women use dupattas to shield
themselves from the scorching
sun at the Government
Museum in Sector 10,
Chandigarh, on Monday.
KARUN SHARMA/HT
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THIEVES STRIKE
AT RAIPUR RANI
HOUSE WHILE
FAMILY SLEEPS
PANCHKULA : Thieves struck at a

house in Raipur Rani and
decamped with jewellery and
cash while the family slept, the
police said on Monday.
Complainant Savitri Devi, 50,
a resident of Natwal village in
Raipur Rani, said her family and
shewenttosleeparound12amon
Sunday night. When her sisterin-law woke up on Monday
around 5am, she found the door
of the store room, which is usually closed, open.
When she checked the store
room, she found a trunk ransacked. “Thereafter, we went to
the roof, and found empty
jewellery and steel boxes,” Devi
said.
The family was reportedly
housing jewellery and cash for
the engagement of Devi’s daughter on April 14. Assistant sub-inspector Davinder Kumar said
upon inspection, the family
found ₹50,000 in cash and jewellery, including a gold set, rings,
earrings, nose ring and bangles,
missing.
“Investigation is underway
and a complete list of stolen items is yet to be received
from the complainant,” Kumar
said. A case under Sections 380
(theft in dwelling house) and 457
(lurking house-trespass) of the
Indian Penal Code has been
HTC
registered.

FAMILY REPORTS
₹50,000 IN CASH AND
JEWELLERY, INCLUDING
A GOLD SET, RINGS,
EARRINGS, NOSE RING
AND BANGLES, MISSING

POLLBUZZ
Cong aspirants No poaching
waiting with
from AAP, says
bated breath
local convener
Congress’ central election
committee, the highest decision-making body on ticket
distribution, will meet on
Tuesday to take a call on the
Lok Sabha candidates for
Chandigarh and Punjab. This has made the three
local contenders a bundle of
nerves.
Party’s old face Pawan
Kumar Bansal is facing
strong competition for the
local Lok Sabha seat since
Navjot Kaur Sidhu and Manish Tewari also threw their
hats in the ring. The three
aspirants have so far been
confident of being nominated. Now, it’s only a matter of time as to who will be
Congress’ face this year.

INPUTS BY VIVEK GUPTA

SON HELD WITH HEROIN

Oppn demands
Ambala BJP
chief’s resignation
AMBALA : The opposition parties
on Monday demanded resignation of Ambala BJP president
Jagmohan Kumar after his son
was held with 30gm heroinby the
Mohali crime investigation
agency (CIA-2) in Dera Bassi on
March 27.
The matter came to light on
Sunday evening after a copy of
the FIR started doing rounds of
the social media.
Jannayak Janata Party leader
Digvijay Singh Chautala made a
scathing attack on the BJP state
unit for not having its Ambala
chief resign from the post immediately.
“This is shocking and strange
that the BJP has not even
responded to their district president kin’s involvement in a drug
smuggling incident. On the contrary, they are making every
effort to save the president’s son
Amit Kumar. The BJP leaders
had also shielded its state unit
president Subhash Barala’s son
Vikas Barala in the Varnika
Kundu stalking case. This shows
that drug peddling and other
crimes are common among BJP

With political parties claiming every other day that large
number of AAP workers had
left the party to join another,
AAP’s local convener Prem
Garg on Monday said if hundreds of them were leaving
their party daily, AAP’s
Chandigarh unit would have
thousands of workers. Garg
said there was a news item on
Sunday that hundreds of
AAP workers, under the
leadership of one Deepinder
Thakur, joined the Congress.
“We have never seen any
so-called leader or volunteers in AAP. They may have
been our voters in 2014. We
value our voters and wish
they remain dedicated to the
party,” he said.

JAGMOHAN KUMAR’S
SON WAS BOOKED
UNDER THE NDPS ACT
AFTER RECOVERY OF
30GM HEROIN FROM HIM
leaders,” Chautala said.
Mahila Congress leader
Chitra Sarwara also demanded
Kumar’s immediate resignation.
“I request BJP state president
Subhash Barala and chief minister Manohar Lal Khattar to seek
Kumar’s resignation as the BJP
Ambala chief,” she said.
When contacted over his son’s
involvement in the drug case,
Kumar assured to reply in 20
minutes. After that, he could not
be reached for a comment.
On March 27, the CIA-2 wing
of Mohali police had arrested
Amit with 30gm heroin at Mubarakpur village in Dera Bassi.
Suspecting him of peddling the
drug in the area, the police had
booked him under the Narcotic
Drugs and Psychotropic SubHTC
stances Act.

Mystery shrouds
death of 20-yr-old
man in Gharuan
MOHALI: A 20-year-old man identi-

fied as Dilpreet Singh of Mamupur, Gharuan, died under mysterious circumstances at a Mohali
hospital on Monday.
Police said, “Dilpreet vomited
and complained of chest pain on
Sunday night. He was taken to
the Kharar civil hospital for
treatment and later referred to
Ivy Hospital, Mohali.”
“He was under treatment at
Ivy Hospital for around six
hours. But he breathed his last at
10am on Monday,” they said.
Dilpreet was a Class 12 pass
out and was living with his family at Mamupur village.
“Preliminary investigation
suggests that he may have
ingested some poisonous substance accidentally,” said Gharuan SHO Amanpreet Brar.
“We have yet to receive the
post-mortem report that will
reveal the complete picture. The
body has been handed over to the
HTC
family,” Brar said.

HAD VOMITED AND
COMPLAINED OF CHEST
PAINS; POLICE SUSPECT
DEATH BY ACCIDENTAL
INGESTION OF POISON

CITIZENS’ AGENDA: WHAT DO THE PANCHKULA AND AMBALA VOTERS WANT

CONSTITUENCY SINKI
SINKING UNDER GARBAGE, NEEDS BETTER HEALTH, EDUCATION INFRASTRUCTURE
IT’S HIGH TIME Absence of an efficient waste collection and disposal system is a resounding complaint by residents; they also want a permanent solution to the stray dog and cattle menace

RESIDENTS
FORCED TO
LIVE IN STINK
Gaganpreet Kaur, 25,
advocate, Mansa Devi
Complex, Panchkula
People are tired with the
absence of a proper garbage collection and disposal
system in the city. The
dumping ground in Sector
23 has become a bugbear
for residents living in its
periphery, as they have to
live with the stink and flies
on a daily basis. The solid
waste management plant
has failed to see the light of
day. The next MP should
work on providing roundthe-clock water supply, a
basic need of every household. Focus is also required
on improving the health
and education sectors.

REIN IN
STRAY DOG
POPULATION

COMPLETE
RoB WITHIN
DEADLINE

EASE MOVEMENT
ACROSS SHIMLA
HIGHWAY

UPGRADE
AMBALA
BUS STAND

Aakarsh Verma, 27,
businessman, Sector 6
resident, Panchkula
The administration has
failed to check the multiplying stray dog population. It
has become difficult to
even step out of the house
due to packs of stray dogs
outside, as they get aggressive and attack even
without provocation. MC’s
dog sterilisation drive has
failed to reap results, as the
number of stray dogs is only
increasing by the day. The
next MP must work on rein
in the menace to ensure
safety of residents. Absence
of a proper garbage disposal system is also among
the major drawbacks of the
city.

Gulshan Kumar Arora, 45,
social activist, resident
of Sector 19, Panchkula
The railway overbridge on
the crossing between
Panchkula’s Sector 19 and
Baltana has been hanging
fire for years. The next
MP should ensure that the
public works department
completes the work within
deadline, as commuters are
at the receiving end of
traffic jams. Residents are
anxious that once the
overbridge is constructed,
passage to Sector 19 and
Baltana will be only through
Zirakpur. This will be a
disaster for locals. There
must be an alternative
route towards Sector 19.

Charanjeet Chaudhary, 35,
homemaker, Sector 21
resident, Panchkula
Panchkula is well connected
to highways, but suffers in
terms of intra-city connectivity. For a person living in
Sectors 21 and 20, it is a
Herculean task to cross the
Shimla-Panchkula highway.
The passages under the
flyover are narrow, and do
not allow smooth movement of traffic coming from
and going to these sectors.
The public transport services within the city should
also be improved. More
local buses are required,
with punctual operations.
Bus time tables are missing
at bus stops.

Bhupinder Singh, 43,
principal, Girls ITI
College, Ambala City
I expect the next MP to
develop a state-of-the-art
inter-state bus terminus in
Ambala city. Currently,
passengers cannot even
enter the bus stand premises without walking
through muddy water
collected outside. There
needs to be a policy for
street vendors to ensure a
zone where they can
conduct their business from
allotted spaces. A plan is
also required to tackle the
stray cattle menace.
Besides, the city is in dire
need of better education
and healthcare facilities.

PANCHKULA
TRAILING
BEHIND MOHALI
Anil Mahajan, 62,
doctor, resident of
Sector 26, Panchkula
When we decided to settle
down in Panchkula in the
90s, it was far better than
Mohali, but now it is trailing
behind Mohali. We expect
the new MP to make
Panchkula a smart city with
better roads, and worldclass health and education
facilities. The previous MP
failed to announce a medical
college for Panchkula, a
bridge connecting the
trans-Ghaggar sectors and a
university on par with
Panjab University. Above all,
residents have been waiting
for a garbage collection and
disposal system for years.

FOCUS ON
GENERATING
EMPLOYMENT
Manav Sharma, 36,
IT firm employee,
Sector 21, Panchkula
The employment opportunities in the city need a
boost. The potential of the
city as an IT City needs to
be recognised and realised.
For this to happen, the MP
should focus on the quality
of higher education
available here. Currently,
Panchkula trails in terms of
good colleges and universities. Facilities for research if
boosted will attract the
best brains to the city.
Startup culture should also
be encouraged. Investment
in infrastructure will give a
fillip to not only quality of
life but also industry.

ROBUST
ECOSYSTEM
FOR INDUSTRIES
RK Makkar, 46, liaison
officer, Ambala City
I expect the next MP to
create an atmosphere
conducive for the growth of
large and small-scale
industries, which will in turn
create scores of new jobs for
the Ambala youth. The
constituency will also
benefit from improved road
connectivity, as currently
commuters travel long
distances to reach various
towns within Ambala.
Garbage collection mechanism needs improvement,
which is evident from heaps
of garbage lying on the
roadsides. Several areas in
the city are devoid of clean
drinking water.
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ON TUESDAY
TO BOOK YOUR AD CALL SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

EMPLOYMENT
REQUIRED MALE/ female business development Managers to give
presentations. Salary 20000 plus incentives. Own conveyance must.
Freshers can apply. 9646769696

A REPUTED Pharma Company at
Panchkula required Office Co-ordinator (M/F), Minimum 2-3 years
Computer Application experience.
Good salary assured. Contact:
6284839239

0172-5050683
EMPLOYMENT

FOR ENQUIRY CONTACT>> PARVEEN - 8872502111, AMARPREET 9888935409

EMPLOYMENT
REQUIRED EXPERIENCED Fe-

EXPLORE LEARN LEAD

A fast growing reputed school in
Dera Bassi, looking for Physical
Education Teacher. Candidate
should have requisite qualifications
and passion for teaching with good
communication skills.
Apply in confidence at
8558825309, 9815897247,
9988240247

REQUIRED FEMALE Communi-

REQUIRED FACULTY for +1/ +2
of Physics, Chemistry, Maths,
Biology with 3-4 years experience,
Contact- 9878611337, 8427021743.
Mail us at: swot67824@gmail.com

good English required full time at Zirakpur office. Contact 9888995388

REQUIRED FEMALE office
Executive and Counsellor well
personality good Communication
below 30 yrs for Biology Class in
Chandigarh Sector 15-D and 32-D,
Contact 9815878056.

REQUIRED FEMALE Office
Assistant in Industrial Area
Chandigarh Contact 98767-61600

REQUIRED OFFICE coordinators/
manager/ tellecallers/ computer operators/ accountant. 9988898190,
email:- info@2muchjobs.com

Job & Accountant (Tally Expert) at
Swami Suzuki, 2-Wheeler Dealer,
Chandigarh. Call & WatsApp your
resume on 7837760021.

Mohali Needs Female Trainers
Contact:- 9914915132.

study visa senior counselors and
Telecallers for immigration office,
Good salary + incentive, Punjab2abroad contact 0172-4340000

WANTED FEMALE/MALE

IMMIGRATION AND Visitor Visa

Office-Coordinator with good
Communication-Skills, Fresher can
Apply. Tally-operator also Required
Contact-Komfort Sales SCO32
Madhya-Marg Sector-7C Chandigarh
9815300159

ACCOUNTANT REQUIRED for
CA office. Minimum Experience 6
months, company Accommodation
Available. Call: 98141-00657, 9815700928.

WANTED FEMALE married/

male Manager, Counsellors, Telecaller for Immigration Office Salary
15,000/- 20,000/- + Incentive,
Fresher can also apply. 9592770877.

URGENTLY REQUIRED Female

Service Engineer for MV/ LV Switchgear, Wanted young Female office
coordinator Conveyance and experience must. Visit SCO 112, Sector 47C,
Chandigarh. 9815047576

Office Assistant for Reputed
Financial Company. Kisna Finance
Service. SCO-11, Sector-110, TDI City.
Landran Banur Road, Mohali.
Contact: 98141-542257.

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED
WANTED EXPERIENCED Computer Operator full knowledge of
online forms Natraj SCO 25 Phase 1
Mohali 9815194723 Salary in five
figure.

REQUIRED CA Inter having
Knowledge of Tally in Sector 21
Chandigarh. 98781-72251,
aman_parti@yahoo.co.in

A REPUTED Sr. Secondary CBSE
school in district Ludhiana having
900 student require teachers for
subjects, Physics-1, Geography-1,
English-1 (PGT), Dance, Music and
PRT-5 apply with full detail atctachandigarh@gmail.com

Walk-In

for jobs in Operations with
leading Private Sector Banks

Leading Private Sector Banks are
hiring Fresh Graduates or Graduates
with 0-2 years experience for Entry
Level Positions in Retail Branch
Banking & Backend Operations
Eligibility Criteria• Age Less than 27 years
• Graduation with min. 50% marks
Selected candidates to undergo
250 hours paid training program
conducted by professional bankers

A PHARMACEUTICAL Company
requires PCD/ Franchise Marketing
staff for its office at Panchkula.,
Freshers/ Experienced Graduates
apply. WhatsApp- 9781766644.

HIRING M/F Crew/Air-hostess/Ticketing/CSA/Ground Staff at
Chandigarh/ Delhi Airport. Any
Graduate/HM, 18-27 yrs. Salary15,000/- to 60,000/- . Freshers join
90 days Training .100% ASSURED
PLACEMENT. Also Require
Counselor/HR/ English Faculty/
Marketing Executive in Zirakpur.
Interview- 1st-5th April. AVIATORS
HUB (Govt. Regd.) SCO-7,
Underbridge, Chandigarh Road,
ZIRAKPUR, 9780817275.
www.aviatorshub.in

backends good English 1500025000/-), Male Computer Operators,
Telesales Executives, HR Manager,
IT Engineers 2 years' experience
sunrise40chd@gmail.com
9888195107

REQUIRED FRESHERS/ REQUIRED MALE/ female office
assistant for Mohali office. Good salary. Freshers can apply. Call
9646769696 for interview.

experienced Female/ Male
Telecallers/ Counselors knowledge
of Admin./ H.R, Mohali.
0172-4635255, 73076-85005.

COMPANY REQUIRES Lady office Assistant, Lady office Clerk Contact 27/7, Industrial Area, Phase 2,
Chandigarh.

98155 98055
94185 07414
98881 09150
97796 64150

G.S.Oberoi 98154 39006

URGENT REQUIREMENT Counsellor, Salary 25000-3000 + Incentives Freshers can also apply. Ekam
Tour & Travels, SCO 85-86, 2nd
floor, Sector 17-D, Chandigarh.
9592914551, 9872614551.

BECOME A Banker HDFC bank
urgently Required 12th Graduates
male Female Age below 28/ Salary
13200/-. Contact 9056992009,
9056947009.

VISA COUNSELORS/ team
leaders, experienced & fresher
required immediately. Sai Global
Consultancy Chandigarh call:
9041068379

REQUIRED COMMERCE
graduate with knowledge in basic
accounts. Mail CV: swapna@
jpsingla.com

REQUIRE CUSTOMER Executives
9-20 k (Freshers) and sale Retail
candidates (Handsome salary for
fresher) Graduates. Contact
8360339644

GEM OVERSEAS Consultants Pvt.

REQUIRED FEMALE Center Coor-

REQUIRED MBA (Marketing) with
1-2 years experience for Steel Furniture Industry at Panchkula. Fresh
MBA's with flair in sales/ Marketing
can also apply. Local candidates of
Panchkula/ Chandigarh, having own
conveyance shall be preffered. Send
resume at sharmaswatantar@
gmail.com (9501711942)

REQUIRED TELECALLER and
Counsellor for Govt. Registered Immigration Company Phase-XI, Mohali based, Good salary package.
Kindly Contact: 9780926346,
9780924736.

ACCOUNTS MANAGER,
Adminstrator, HR Manager, Data
Entry, Councellor, Receptionist,
Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Math,
English, Btech mechanical,
Electronics, Electrical, 9780105789.

ESM INDIA Overseas Education (for
its Chandigarh office) is looking for
Assistant Branch Manager, Visa
Counselors, Visa Filing Officers,
Front Office Executives, Interview
Preparation Trainers. Only females
can apply. Good Salary + Incentives.
Walk in for an Interview at SCO 375376, 2nd Floor, Sector 35 B,
Chandigarh. Mob: 9855109010.

CALL CENTER/ Telecallers/ Administration/ Tech Support/ Data
entry staff needed. Freshers Welcome. Salary no bar. Night shift.
Management jobs for MBA/MCA/
BE/B.Tech. 7508008909, Whatsapp
+1-3022901296.

Start Diet based Weight Loss Centre
in All Major Cities of North India.
10-15 Lacs Investment. Handsome
Earnings. Contact Zonal Franchisor
9814013579.

Local shifting services & all over
India services Chandigarh: 9465588772, 98724-20061

SUNRISE PACKERS MoversHousehold goods, office industrial,
Packing, Loading, Unloading, Transportation, Local Shifting. All India.
98154-02243, 98156-02242.

EX SERVICEMAN Packers &
Movers Household Tricity All India
shifting uploading Transport. Call
9914224303, 9779844825.

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
Cloud based Software/ Mobile app,
web app. Pharma, Manufacturing,
Schools, Hospitals, Hotel, Restaurants and all types of shops, Real Estates,(Tally, Busy, Marg & Logics
software integration), Expertise in
Multi location. 20+ years experience. 99880-80555, 97805-53149

REQUIRED ARCHITECT/
Draughtman Min. 4-5 year
experience for Architect Office
Chandigarh. 98729-13139,
charanjitandassociates@yahoo.com

DETECTIVE
REQUIRED COMPUTER Oper-

AUTHENTIC PRIVATE -

ator (Female) for Office & STP Plant
Operator & Helper. Contact:
9216388851, 9988213752.

REQUIRED SMART/ Active Sales
Boys/ Sales Girls for Readymade
Garments Store. Sahni Emporium
SCO 180/37C, Chandigarh.

CARE UTILITY Products Pvt. Ltd.

URGENT REQUIRED Graduate

Panchkula, Haryana 1. Required a
Experienced CAD Designer Having
Minimum Experience of 3-5 Years
Placed at Panchkula. Send us the
Resume on Below Mentioned E-Mail
ID: admin@careutility.com

B.Tech, Commerce Etc. Serious and
Responsible Girl having Bit Knowledge of IT in Mohali Salary Starting
From 10 upto 20 thousand Pls Call
and Whatsapp ur CV- Bajinder Singh
Baaj. 8194962051.

dinator, parttime Female Math,
Science & English Teacher in Daria,
Chandigarh. Send CV at:
smarthinkerseducation@gmail.com
Contact: 96463-17814.

URGENTLY REQUIRED Marketing Executives or Female
operator for Marg Software Sale and
Support with own Conveyance.
Shivaya IT Solutions Kharar Mohali.
9417629895, 7018555054

MNC

Requires the following
Candidates for their USA Client
(Ofﬁce in Chandigarh)
Logistics Executive
Account Assistant
Junior Data Entry Operator
Candidate must be:
Graduate
Fluent in verbal & written English
Proﬁciency in computers
Be able to work with MS-Excel
Candidates should be prepared to
work night shifts (with Premium salary)
Competitive salary based on qualiﬁcations
and experience. Bright and Motivated
individuals should email resume to:

emmanuel@libertyuniverse.com

UK CALLING!! Need Energetic,
hardworking Staff for International
Process. Required exceptional communication skills, salary negotiable
for suitable candidates + incentives
and UK shift. 7973739606,
hr@pumasource.in

PAYTM MOHALI Center Urgently

A LEADING Road Construction
Company, required staff for its Uttar
Pradesh project - Sr. Bridge
Engineer, Billing Engineer, Sr.
Accountant, Storekeeper, Electrician
& JCB operator immediately.
Suitable candidates only having
minimum 3-5 years experience may
please mail CV on Email:
jobs@paratechconstructions.com or
Contact: 09915752893, 09815517991

Required 12th Graduates Male
Female Sitting Job, Salary 12000/Contact 9915315751, 9041201346.

REQUIRED FEMALE maths and
science teachers for class VI to Xth
for 46 branch. Aims Tutorial, SCO
171-172, Sector 8-C, Chandigarh.
9988506200

ACCOUNTANT REQUIRED Male
for Accounts Farm. B.Com Own Conveyance Must. Good Salary
9876107574, 9417207574.
ptk0531@yahoo.co.in

REQUIRED IELTS Trainer Visa
Counselors, IELTS Counsellor, Telecallers, Receptionist at Sunny Enclave, Only Experienced Candidate
can apply. Bean Goose Immigration
9770000900

Cycles, Coffee Machine, Glass Table,
Aluminium Checker Sheets, Office &
Households. Contact: 7009266814.

ACCOUNTING
SERVICES
ACCOUNTING SERVICE-FOR
IncomeTax, TDS, GST Return &
Compliance, VAT Assessment, Part/
Pending Accounting work.
9877467025.

GST REGISTRATION, GST returns, all types of Business Accounting, ITR's, Tally/ Accounts Training
with 9888389367

LOAN/FINANCE

Mosquitoes control with Bayer
India-smelless chemicals at reasonable rate. 35 years experience. All
clean pest control. 93161-34897,
98725-01485. NA8-41679

WANTED HOME Tutors (Female/
Male) All classes/ Subjects/ Tricity,
Impact Creators. 87290-15647,
(Freshers also apply)

J.S PEST Control Pvt. Ltd. (member
IPCA Since 1986) Bayer Products.
393/37-D, Chandigarh 01724637099, 4636088, 98760-51133,
9915551155.

REQUIRED TELECALLER-2 (Female) experienced, good salary,
Contact SCO 85 basement Swastik
vihar MDC Sector 5 Panchkula.
9356022555. gkrishan@select.net.in

REQUIRED FEMALE Tallycaller &
Accountant Good Communication
Basic Accounts knowledge SCO 866
NAC Manimajra 9417208932.

REQUIRED WELL qualified lady
teachers for Science 6th to 10th and
for all subjects upto 6th Kudrat Academy Sector-8,Chandigarh.
9814915667.

REQUIRES MARKETING executives, Salary + Incentives. Malik
Advertising, SCO-46, Office-110,
Sector-11, Panchkula. 78884-73395.

WANTED AC Machine in Chandigarh good salary Call DSL Group.
9888521275, 9779728315.

Mosquitos, Rats, Lizards control
with Bayer India, Smelless
Chemicals at reasonable rate.
99880-93138.

TRAVEL & TOURS

Scooter Loan for Govt. / Private
Employees SCF 38/6, Sector- 18-D,
Chandigarh - 9876580001.

Tour Packages, Group Tours, Hotel
Booking, Cruise Trips , Lowest Price
with Star facilities- Travel Tingle
Chandigarh- 9779255001.

TICKETING/
RESERVATION
THAKURAL TRAVELS: Best Discounted Airtickets, Package Tours
Contact: 38-39, Sector 17A, Chandigarh. 0172-5007863/ 5007864.

CAR ON HIRE
REHMAT TRAVELS ChandigarhDelhi 2199/ Delhi-Chandigarh 1999/
Innova 3499/ Tour Package available. 8699951267, 9463651267.

Group Coaching Class IX Onwards.
Complete SYLLABUS During
Summer Vacation. Contact
9872655377/9888615377

nominal fee. SCF 38/6, Sector-18D,
Chandigarh- 9876580001.

INTERIOR
DECORATION
vation work specialist: Modular
kitchen, Cupboard, Wooden, Paint,
POP, Plumbing, Electrical, Civil
works, Labour job with material.
98725-72926, 81463-68430

Competitions (NEET, IIT), basics
(NCERT) and institute doubts
clearance. Highly experienced
Teacher. 9876444333.

CBSE, NCERT (Short duration) +1,
+2 fifteen years experience (Mathematics). 9815725385) (Chemistry
9855024657), (Physics 9501457805)

ancy, Economics, Operation research. Tax from +1 to B.Com/ BBA/
MBA Sudheer Kumaar 9780462691

HOME TUITIONS 9th, 10th, +1, +2,
NIOS, BBA, Bcom, BA, MBA,
Accounts, Reasonable Fees,
9592011001.

your Residential/ Commercial interiors Projects with professional Consultancy. Jazzim Designers.
9876471555.

EXCELLENT COACHING for
Mathematics, +1, +2, Science, Maths,
9th, 10th, in Phase-3A, Mohali.
99151-01921.

HOME TUITION 9, 10 (Maths,
Science) 11, 12 Maths (NCERT) 22
Years Experience Professor
9872662386.

to 12th CBSE / ICSE BBA, BCA, MCA,
Engineering maths Sector-53,
(9876818283)

SETHI ALUMINIUM fabricator,
Partition, wall paper, ceiling blinds,
sheds, cupboards, curtains, multiple
flooring, renovation 9815716824

for JEE (Main/ Advanced), NEET,
AIIMS preparing Students. Ranvijay
Sir. 7814997347

EXPERT COACHING in Economics
for 11th and 12th at Grammar Smart
School, Dhakoli, 9530902938,
9877702163.

Chemistry (9041256907) Mathematics (7009701574) (CBSE/ ICSE/)
Home/ Group Tuitions (10th- 12th,
JEE, NEET) SEC-34.

tors are available for all classes/
subjects. Devikas tutorials since
1995 call:-9872438079, Tutors Welcome.

available (Female/ Male) all classes/
subjects Chandigarh/ Mohali/
Panchkula. Impact Creators: 8729015647 (Tutors Welcome)

+1, +2, B.Com Coaching Sector-41D,
Accounts, Economics, Business by
(CA, CS Vidushi, Shri Ram College of
Commerce, London School of
Economics UK Passout) Produced
AIR-5 in 12th CBSE 2017, Contact:
Vidushi Commerce Classes.
9988457457.

Classes / Subjects, Chandigarh,
Mohali, Panchkula. Tamanna:
9872164499 (Tutors Welcome)

SINCE 1983 Manufacturers of
Fibreglass, Polycarbonate Domes,
Sheets, Conopy, Awning, Doors,
Dustbins, Play Equipments, Tank
Lining, Poly Process Engineers, 131,
industrial Area-1, Chandigarh,
5075291/ 9814087932.

CAR FOR SALE
FIAT PUNTO Active Dec 2011 for
sale, white, excellent condition, Advocate Driven, Mohali. 9878881560

ICSE, CBSE upto 10th Mathematics,
Science, 20 years experienced. M.Sc.
Home Tutor. Students getting 98%,
Printed Notes. 9815929292.

Twin Cabin AC Diesel Model, (Powersteering window, breaks) 52000
Kms, #664, Sector-33B, Chandigarh.
98915130439.

HONDA AMAZE 2013 Diesel
Model, first owner, Chandigarh
Registered, 82000 kms, excellent
condition, #664, Sector-33B,
Chandigarh.

HEALTH & PHYSICAL
FITNESS
Management, Weight loose,
Backache, Kneepaine, diseases
management. Vishal 9780025020
(B.Ed, MA Yoga).

WEIGHT LOSS By Fat Loss. 15 Year
Old Successful Program. Over 15000
Satisfied Clients. Trusted by
Bollywood Celebrities. No Gym/
Surgery/Supplements. Unbelievable
Results. Panchkula 9814013579

WORLD CLASS Yoga Stretching
Just 1000 Rs per Session from Gold
Medalist Yog Guru. 9855555619

TO GET Healthy/ Stressfree life
Learn Yoga/ fitness Training. Experienced/ Certified instructor (Mr.
Mehta 9592087442)

CHEMISTRY HOME Tuition by
Anil Sir 7 yr experience, +1, +2,
CBSE/JEE/PMT. 9780192054.

tions. All Classes/ Subjects, Spoken
English, French, Hobbies, Tricity
7986747767. Tutors Welcome

GANPATI TUTORIALS Excellent
home tutors for all Classes/
Subjects/ Areas. 9815504171 Mrs.
Kakkar (Tutors Welcome).

RESULT ORIENTED Female/Male
Home Tutor Available any Subject/Class/Board, Graduate, Post
Gradaute. Chandigarh, Mohali,
Kharar. 81949-15252.

Mathematics, Science experienced
Sanjeev Sir. 8558972896, +1, +2, IIT,
B.Tech, Result 95% Professor Tyagi.
950123740.

MATHEMATICS HOME-TUITION 10th, +1, +2, JEE MAIN
Advance B.Sc, Well-Experience M.Sc
(Maths) 7973351740, 9888931974

classes/ subjects, Chandigarh, mohali, Panchkula. Udit Education
88473-59112 (tutors welcome).

HOME TUITIONS For Engg. Degree & Diploma (All Subjects all
Streams) Maths, Physics For AIEEE
NEET, +1, +2, 9th, 10th. Contact:
8360754669.

ADMISSIONS
PHD, LLB, LLM, Pharmacy, B.Tech.,
M.Tech., Engineering Diploma, BA,
MA, B.Com., M.Com., BBA, MBA,
BCA, MCA, B.Lib, M.Lib, BP.Ed.,
MP.Ed., 10th, +2, Late Evening/Holiday classes for Government/private
employees. Other University
Dropouts can continue. Call: Kumar
Associates: 9915755221, 9779855221.

10TH, 12TH, BA, MA, Electrical,
Plumber, Welder, Mechnical, Cooking, Nannycare, fee 700 gap students contact Softech Mohali
9988237136

COOKERY CLASS
LEARN COOKING and Baking,
party snacks, salads, chinese, tandoori, South Indian, Italian, Continental, Cakes 9417684502

CHEMISTRY (NCERT/ JEE/
NEET) Sector 35 Chandigarh & Phase
11 Mohali, Excellent results 2018
boards( 5 students scored above
90%) 9417185881

ENGLISH SPEAKING

DO BA, B.Com, Law, Pharmacy, Ph.D, IELTS, PTE, English Speaking,
M.Phil Engineering, BCA, MCA, MBA,

Home Tutor Available, Self Cleared 8
Bands, Flexible Timings. Contact
88729-00055.

MA. UGC/PCI/BCI Approved
8557071135

HOME TUITION 9th, 10th, +1, +2,
MAHINDRA GENIO pickup 2014,

TUITION/TUTORIAL

HOME TUITION available for all

PHYSICS (9896701044),

HOME / Tuition Available For all

GLASS FITTINGS

Mohali near Kendriya Vidyalaya.
Provides coaching for:- UGC NET in
paper 1 for all subjects and for
paper 2 only EDU, CTET, PTET, HTET.
Coaching from sixth to tenth all
subjects, PCM for 11th 12th CBSE
Syllabus. Provides counseling, and
personality development by expert
counselor. 9888335952,
9872834918.

HOME TUITIONS 9th, 10th,
PHYSICS HOME/ Group Classes

HOME TUITIONS/ tutors

ALUMINIUM
FABRICATION

IIT, AIPMT Experienced Doctorate
faculty of IIT Delhi, Pay after
satisfaction. 98551-11219.

EXCELLENT HOME/ Group Tui-

HOME/ GROUP Tuitions and TuRENOVATION AND Designing of

PHYSICS/ CHEMISTRY, NCERT,

CHEMISTRY HOME Tuitions +1,+2 SODHI COACHING center Sec 80

CASH ON swipe of credit card at

YOGA SPECIALIST, Stress
INTERNATIONAL HOLIDAY

ENGLISH BY Gupta Sir. Home/-

GOLD LOAN, Personal Loan,

arriage, Vasikaran, Grehklesh,
Sotan-Dushman, Children, Solution
for All Problem. Kothi 206 Phase 3BI
Mohali. 7340794938
on T.V. Offers accurate remedies.
www.seemaaastrologer.com.
Appointments: 7696134636;
7696267152

EDUCATION

MATHEMATICS AND Physics 6th

KUBERJI SHASTRI Lovem-

SEEMAA SINGH, a prominent face

EDUCATION

HOME/ GROUP Tuition AccountWHITE VERNA 2009, Diesel, Boys

ASTROLOGY

DEEMAK, COCKROACHES,

REQUIRED FEMALE Accountant
for Security Company in Mohali
B.Com knowledge of ERP, Payroll,
Billing, Excel essential. Experience
desirable. Contact: 84483-91500.

perience Drivers are available contact Devikas:- 9872438079

Window, Partitions, False ceiling,
Vertical Blind etc. Sharma Decor,
9872867613

Work, Reasonable Rates, Shop No.
189 Sector -70, Mohali. 01724011364, 9914617766.

50 BOYS/GIRLS Field Job for Address and job verification in Chandigarh & Haryana Salary 15,000/- to
30,000/- 7466880845 /
8938039185.

CAR ON HIRE
ALL KINDS of rental cabs and ex-

ALUMINIUM GLAZING, Doors,

DEEMAK, COCKROACHES,
executives for real estate company
fresher/ experience in Zirakpur.
Good salary. 9815226798.

Male or Female Civil Engineer/ Civil
Foreman Having Computer Knowledge CHD. 94173-14098.

SUNSHINE PEST Control Excellent

PLEASE MENTION POST APPLIED FOR
Preferences to local Candidates

REQUIRED MALE, female sales

REQUIRED STAFF Experienced

investigations and detective
services. Chanakya SCO-409,
Sector-35C, Chandigarh.
+91-98147-10789, 0172-5014789.

of mind, prosperity besides solving
your problems, for your Astrological
Problems Consult- Rajiv at "The
Destiny" 9815599555 by
appointment only please.

EDUCATION

Marketing Executive and Telecaller
for Real Estate Company. Chandigarh, Mohali. 7696433777.

UNIQUE INTERIORS and renoCUSTOMIZED OFFLINE/ online/

For Franchise Enquiry, Contact:

office and Team Leader (Age Limit
upto 28 year) Real Estate Company
in DLF Valley Amravati Enclave
Panchkula. Call 9876946622.

center at Mohali, salary
9,000+PF+ESI Outbound process, 9
hours job, 1 week off. Walk in for direct interview on 30-03-19. SCO 16566, first floor, sector 8C, Chandigarh.

Ltd. SCO 120-122, Sector 17C, Chandigarh Required Female Visa Counsellor, filling officer and office Assistant with Decent experience for
Immigration Company (fresher can
apply) salary 10,000-20,000/- Call:
9876288844, Email CV
gem_jobs@yahoo.com

Jalandhar
Hamirpur
Mohali
Panchkula

WANTED MALE/ Female Staff for

CCE REQUIRED for a leading call

Executive cum Accountant for
Engineering System House at Plot
No. 161, Phase-9 Industrial area, Mohali. Call: Walk in 99888-06089.

REQUIRED PERSONAL Assistant

FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY.

ASTROLOGY PROVIDES peace

Walk-in with your resume at IPB!

Executives Preferably IT Knowledge
to liaise with Doctors Promoting
Wishhealth Portal website
(wishhealth.in) and app. Experience
2 Yrs. Plus Salary 15-20K Basic +DA+
Incentives. Submit CV: jobs@
wishhealth.in by 4th April Interview
6th April 2019. Call: 9417339482.

2 Wheeler & Licence Contact: Ph.
9815219990, 1171/21-B, Chandigarh

Prime Location, Phase-2, Panchkula
with all Automatic Equipment, AC,
Machine, Paint Booth, Detailing
Studio for Lease. Contact7009266814.

HEMKUNT PACKERS & Movers,

Marketing and Calling, Handsome
Salary, Contact: #622/Sector-18B,
Chandigarh.

Male/ female both Mohali location
salary 10000-18000/- sitting profile
Contact: 8427938133, 9056959002

REQUIRED MED Reps/ Marketing

WANTED DELIVERY Boy having

BUSINESS
RUNNING CAR Service Station on

PACKERS & MOVERS

REQUIRED EXPERIENCE office

EMPLOYMENT

BUSINESS

newspapers call Atul Arora 9815043655 Doorstep service. No extra
charges.

WANTED SALES Girls/Boys for

JOB OPENING in Airtel Company
URGENTLY REQUIRED (Females

experienced Visa Counsellors and
Telecallers at Mohali. Handsome
salary + Incentives 98888-42411.

FOR ADVERTISEMENT in all

REQUIRED OFFICE Manager

with good experience in Coreldraw,
Photoshop at Mohali 9872018118,
ipsarora68@gmail.com

URGENTLY REQUIRED

paper/ Radio/ TV. Parizwing: Showroom- 65, Sector 20-C, Chandigarh.
98885-16234

puter operator (part-time) salary
According to performance Quality.
Chandigarh. 9779446274.

REQUIRED SR. Graphic Designer

merce, B-Com/ Graduate Candidate
for Accounting Work PRS Accounting Services, SCO 821, 2nd Floor NAC
Manimajra CHD. 9815529620

AUTHORISED ADVERTISEMENT booking Agency: all News-

REQUIRED MALE/ Female Com-

knowledge Computer, Telly, Billing &
Marketing Executive, salary no bar.
8837515693, 9814405390

EMPLOYMENT
URGENTLY REQUIRE +2 Com-

ADVERTISING &
MARKKETING

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED Fe-

for Leading Immigration Company in
Mohali. Education Abroad Consultants, SCO-531, 2nd Floor, Sector-70
Mohali. (Part time Option Also Available). Contact: -7696210210.

WANTED ELECTRICAL Sales and

1100 diligent honest, unemployed,
government, Private working
people, women working from home
or in vicinity to make monthly
earnings of Rs. 5000/- or more, by
solving problems of disease or
unemployment with herbal
products. To get the form for
registration, write your address on a
5 Rupees envelope with complete
description of your illness and send
it by 10-04-2019 to : Shri Radhe
Krishna Herbal Store, B-IX-1337,
Vishnu Nagar Jagadhari Workshop,
Yamunanagar-135002

Counsellors, Telecallers, Digital
Marketing Expert. Worldmax SCO
69, 2nd Floor, Sector 17-D, Chandigarh. 7986498160.

REQUIRES VISA Filling Officers

unmarried Telecaller, Computer
Operator, Office Coordinator for
reputed Builder Office, Sector-20,
Panchkula. 9216282466.

Operator Expert in MS Office & SAP/
ccount Software Salary 12,000/- to
15,000/- Send resume on
ssplchd@gmail.com

REQUIRE SALESMAN for Field

URGENTLY REQUIRED female

Credit Card Process location:
Phase-2, Industrial Area Chandigarh.
Contact: 9988380620.

REQUIRED COMPUTER

TEACHERS REQUIRED for IELTS, GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY for
OET and German Language
AngelCare Givers Pvt. Ltd SCF-87,
Phase 3B2, Mohali. 9815619966.

TEC A Leading IELTS Institution in

REQUIRED FEMALE telecaller for

Female Telecallers for Immigration
Office in Mohali for further details
Contact Jasleen 8264115733.

Agency Requires Web Designer, Online Marketing Manager, Marketing
Executive, Office Assistant, content
Writers with Proficiency in Hindi,
Punjabi & English, Computer Typist
(Hindi & Punjabi) Command Over
Grammar is a Must. Fresher May
apply. Contact- 9216002255 or Send
Resume. mediaheightspr@
gmail.com

MARKETING BOYS and girls with

cial License & Accounts executive
with tally experience Mob. No.
98886-24670, 70820-15910.

TATA SAFARI white 2011 Done
109000 km Chandigarh VIP
Number, A-one Condition Rs. 2.75
Phone 9815008924.

Boys for food outlets in Mohali/
Chandigarh. Good salary with
Fooding. 7888853234.

MEDIA HEIGHTS Public Relation

WANTED DRIVER with commer-

Tellecaller, Counselor, Receptionist.
Good communication skills. Fresher
may also apply. Contact
8968963919 Mohali.

EMPLOYMENT
REQUIRED CASHIER/ Counter

male Office Coordinator Expert in
Computer and Online Tender Submission and Delivery Boy with Conveyance SCO- 185 Sector 7C, Chandigarh.

cator Officer Qualification Graduate
and female Accountant for a Company located at Plot No. 951, Sector82, Mohali. Contact: 92170-10400,
9216110400 jashansingla786@
yahoo.com

URGENTLY REQUIRED

EMPLOYMENT

NIOS, BBA, B.Com, BA, MBA,
Accounts. Reasonable fees,
9592011001.

SPEAK ENGLISH fluently like foreigner. Accent training, pronunciation improvement, public speaking.
Home tuition only. 8427812846.

RESULT ORIENTED Personalised
Coaching +1 +2 by Experienced
Teacher. Dharam Vir (M.Com, MBA
(Finance) 9888492119.

COMMERCE HOME/ Group Tuition +1, +2, (CBSE/ICSE/NIOS) Accounts, Economics, Maths, Business.
9855042535, 9876390450

IELTS MBA coaching English speaking grammar, personality development academics +1, +2, special
batches on Saturday. Sunday
3036/44-D, Chandigarh. 9876440363, 0172-2663036 www.ritaenglishacademy.com

WEAK IN English Speaking and
MIGLANI COMMERCE home
tuition Accounts, Economics,
Business Study, Maths for +1, +2.
Mob: 98729-73319.

CHEMISTRY GROUP & Home Tuitions for +1, +2, JEE/ NEET Panchkula, Chandigarh, Mohali. Contact:
9855420328.

HOME TUITIONS upto 10 (Maths,
Science, Olympiads) +1, +2
(Chemistry, Biology) Qualified
Female Tutor 9815891571.

Grammar. Don't Worry, Join
Hpsa,SCO 653, Sector 70, Mohali.
Call:7087867050

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
REGULAR AND customized classes
for Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, French, Norwegian, Japanese and other language. Epitome
language services 9876002020,
01724043122

LEARN FRENCH from experienced
HOME TUTORS Available for All
Classes/ Subjects in Panchkula/
Chandigarh/ Mohali 73476-53830
(Tutors Welcome) Vigour Education.

lady Tutor, MA French (PU Gold
Medalist) level AI-BI, TCF School/College Students. Contact: Mrs. Brar.
525 (Ground Floor) 18-B,
Chandigarh. 97797-91975.

WANTED SALES Boy for Readymade Garment Shop in Sector-8,
Chandigarh Fresher/ Experienced
Contact:- 9872895444.

REQUIRED IELTS Teacher, Counselor, Visa Filing 2-3 Years Experience Preferred (Fresher Can Also
Apply), Ability to Deal in Study Visa,
PR, Tourist Visa, Salary - Negotiable.
Interview Timing- 10 AM to 5 PM
(Working Days). Bains Sons Study &
Immigration Pvt. Ld. SCF-81, Top
Floor above TDS Phase-6, Mohali.
0172-2270481, 7347028732,
9876401599.
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shortstories
3 CAUGHT
CHEATING DURING
CLASS 10 EXAM
MOHALI : Three students were
caught cheating in Class 10 social
sciences examination of Punjab
School Education Board (PSEB) on
Monday. Two cases of cheating
were reported from Government
High School at Mataur village of
Rupnagar. One student was
caught cheating in Government
High School, Sirhind, of Fatehgarh Sahib district. PSEB chairman Manohar Kant Kalohia had
also conducted a raid at a school
HTC
in Rupnagar.

SIA launches property tax
helpline for senior citizens
CHANDIGARH : Second Innings
Association (SIA) has launched a
helpline for senior citizens to pay
their property taxes. The property tax on residential houses for
2019-20 has fallen due from April
1. Last year, a number of notices
for payment of property tax were
issued to residents which resulted
into anguish among the owners,
most of whom were senior
citizens. SIA chairman RK Garg
said, “We will enroll volunteers
and also help on queries received
at rtichd27@gmail.com or mobile
number 9872692400 on which we
already run a RTI helpline.” HTC

PGIMER professor takes
over as radiology
association president
CHANDIGARH: Radiodiagnosis
and imaging department head of
Postgraduate Institute of Medical
Education and Research
(PGIMER), MS Sandhu, has taken
over as president of the Chandigarh chapter of Indian Radiological and Imaging Association of
India from April 1. Professor
Naveen Kalra has taken over as
general secretary of the associaHTC
tion.

PGIMER observes
‘Swachhata Pakhwada’
CHANDIGARH: Postgraduate
Institute of Medical Education
and Research (PGIMER) director
Jagat Ram initiated a cleanliness
drive by administering ‘swacchata’ pledge to employees of
the institute. Jagat Ram exhorted
the employees to devote hundred
hours of community service
towards cleanliness every year
and encourage others to do the
same. PGIMER, Chandigarh, is
observing ‘Swachhata Pakhwada’
from April 1-15 as part of Swachh
HTC
Bharat Mission.

Women car rally
concludes in Chandigarh
CHANDIGARH : Women Car Rally
with the theme ‘Wheeling
women to power -- Promoting
menstrual hygiene’, concluded
here in Chandigarh on Monday.
During the prize distribution
ceremony at PHD chamber, MP
Kirron Kher was in attendance.
Over 200 women took the rally
through 13 districts of four states
and two union territories, coverHTC
ing nearly 700 km.

Street play, slogan writing
mark celebration of World
Autism Awareness Day
CHANDIGARH : To mark the World
Autism Awareness Day that is
observed on April 2 every year,
Government Rehabilitation
Institute for Intellectual Disabilities (GRIID) organised a workshop
for anganwadi workers, a slogan
writing competition for students,
and a play at Sukhna Lake, here on
Monday. The slogan writing
competition was conducted for
the students in Hindi, English and
HTC
Punjabi.

Hawan ceremony held
LUDHIANA : A hawan ceremony was
held at the Sharda Sarvhitkari Model
Senior Secondary School to mark the
beginning of new academic session
on Monday. Director BS Kanwar and
principal Archana gave their heartfelt
wishes to the students and inspired
them to work with commitment and
perseverance.

RYAN INTERNATIONAL

Special assembly held
MOHALI : A special assembly was
organised for the students to mark
the beginning of the new session at
Ryan International School on Monday. The headmistress addressed the
students and motivated them for a
successful session ahead. The
teachers gave a welcome speech and
performed for the students.

SOLITAIRE INTERNATIONAL

New academic session
PANCHKULA : The new academic
session of the Solitaire International
(day boarding) School commenced
on Monday. Newly admitted children
were made comfortable with
environment by the teachers. A
series of activities were planned for
the day. The principal lauded the
efforts of the teachers.

ST VIVEKANAND MILLENNIUM

19th anniversary
PANCHKULA : St Vivekanand Millennium School held a foundation day
celebration on the completion of 19
years of service on Monday. The
foundation day began with Saraswati Vandana. The staff members
shared their experiences.Vice
Principal, Pallavi Bhardwaj highlighted the achievements of the
school. Principal, Piyush Punj shared
the highlights of the last 19 years.
The school director Kamal Rai
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With 45% schoolkids Kharar-Landran stretch remains
in shambles, poses threat to locals
flunking, parents go
overboard with threats
Idrees Bukhtiyar
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI :The six-kilometre Khar-

CLASS 9 EXAMS IN GOVT SCHOOLS A mother threatens to end
life after son fails twice, another tries to thrash an English teacher

Srishti Jaswal
n

srishti.jaswal@htlive.com

SUICIDE THREAT
IN PRIMARY
CLASS

CHANDIGARH:Three days after the

results of Classes 9 and 11 were
announced by the UT education
department, two cases of parents
manhandling and threatening
teachers in government schools
have come to light.
In Government Model High
School, Sector 35, the mother of a
Class 9 student threatened to
commit suicide after her son
failed in the examination twice.
In Government Model Senior
Secondary School, Sector 46, a
mother attempted to thrash a
trained graduate teacher (TGT)
of English after both her girls
failed in Class 9.
Police were informed and are
verifying facts. District education
officer Anujit Kaur initiated an
inquiry and even visited
GMSSS-46 and met the quarrelling parents and teachers.
Out of a total of 14,683 students
who appeared in the examinations, 4,708 failed Class 9 and 1,892
students have to reappear in compartment examination. In Class
11, at least 11,361 students
appeared in the examination out
of which 1,276 failed and 2,084
have to reappear.
The pass percentage of students in Class 9 dipped to 55.05%
in 2018-2019 session in compari-

In a case reported from Sri
Guru Gobind Singh Collegiate
School, Sector 26, parents of a
primary school student
threatened that their child
will commit suicide if the
grades were not improved.
The child scored an E grade
after which parents demanded a transfer certificate,
forcing the principal to
change the grade to a B. The
principal of the school,
Amanpreet Kaur, told the DEO
that parents threatened her
with suicide bid if she refused
to change the grades of their
child.

son to 72.23% in the last session.
Similarly, there is a dip in Class 11
pass percentage as well.
OF GRACE MARKS
AND DETENTION
Students have not been awarded
any grace marks in Classes 9 and
11 in this academic session, officials said. Grace marking is a
common practice adopted to
“bring evenness in the evaluation
process in which marks scored by
students are modified to align

with the marking standards of
different examiners,” said a
school principal on the condition
of anonymity.
Under
the grace marking policy, students were awarded up to 15%
additional marks in certain
papers if the questions were considered to be difficult. After poor
results of Classes 10 and 12 in 2018,
the education department
decided to put an end to the policy, the impact of which is evident
in this academic year’s results,
officials said. BL Sharma, education secretary, had also
instructed schools not to award
grace marks to students.
Anujit Kaur said, “A large
number of students failing in
Class 9 is a result of previously
followed no detention policy
along with grace marking. Till
Class 8, every student was promoted no matter how poor their
result, and now, in Class 9, parents are shocked if the child has
failed.”
UT administrator, VP Badnore, on February 25, had
approved the draft of detention
policy according to which schools
will now be able to fail students
studying in Classes 5 and 7 based
on poor academic performance.
The policy of detention is pending
with the ministry of home affairs
which will affect more than 221
private and government schools.

ar-Landran road is in a dilapidated and potholed condition,
leaving residents at the receiving
end for past many years.
Locals of Kharar and Landran
are up in arms against the authorities and said that the road is not
motorable and poses a threat to
the lives of commuters.
A resident of Kharar, Jain Lal,
said, “The authorities have failed
to repair this road which has been
lying in a pitiable condition for
the past several years. The road
has now turned into a death trap
for us. One is afraid to ply on it.”
“Despite being an important road
link, we fail to understand why
officials have never bothered to
repair it. In absence of maintenance, the road has developed
dangerous potholes causing
immense inconvenience to the
commuters,” he said.
Mangat Ram, a Kharar-based
shopkeeper, said, “This stretch
has not been black-topped and
repaired for the last five years.
The authorities only kept promising about maintaining the road
but nothing much has happened
so far.”
“With the bad condition of this
road, students, office-goers and
patients are the worst sufferers,”
Ram said.
“We come to our college from
this route but the journey has
always been a pathetic one. We
are seriously suffering on each
day and there is no authority to
listen to our pleas,” said a student
of Government College, Mohali,
Ravinder Kumar.

n

Around 5,000 vehicles from Mohali, Banur and Fatehgarh Sahib ply on the road daily. Its condition has
HT PHOTO
not improved for many years.

›

Due to the model code of conduct in place, the work
has come to a halt. We have written to the election
commission for the permission. Hopefully, we will get it
by the end of this week.
KRISHNAN SACHDEVA, NHAI project director

‘AUTHORITY IGNORANT’
The locals said that the authorities are not paying heed to their
request of repairing the road.
“We informed them a number of
times but they seem disinterested
in looking for any solution,” said
a local, Vikramjit Singh.
“Not only local residents, but
transporters are also up in arms
against the administration for
failing to repair the stretch. We

pay taxes but the government
fails to provide quality roads.
This is sheer injustice,” said an
auto driver plying on the road,
Manish.
Chief minister Captain Amarinder Singh has given consent to
start the process of land acquisition to initiate the project
for upgradation and widening of
Landran T-junction road. But
picture on the ground is the same

and work is yet to begin.
CM HAD RELEASED
₹23 CRORE FUND
The CM had also released ₹23
crore for the project to ease out
vehicular congestion on the
stretch. Around 5,000 vehicles ply
on the road per day from places
like Mohali, Banur and Fatehgarh Sahib. National Highways
Authority of India (NHAI) project
director Krishnan Sachdeva said
they have handed over the repair
work to a private firm. “Due to the
model code of conduct in place,
the work has come to a halt. We
have written to election commission for the permission and hopefully, will get it by this week,”
said Sachdeva.

Chinese oppression in Tibet finds DEO raids Sec 19 book store
voice at PU annual programme
M O N O P O LY A L L E G A T I O N S

Srishti Jaswal
n

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:Oppression of Tibetans at the hand of China took the
centre stage during the annual
programme of international students studying in Panjab University (PU) and its affiliated colleges, at Law Auditorium here on
Monday.
During the event organised by
dean international students
(DIS), a Tibetan student gave presentation on the neighbouring
country. He thanked India for
helping his native country and
providing education opportunities to the Tibetan students.
In his presentation, the students showcased how all the rivers in India, Pakistan and Bangladesh start from Tibet and the
importance of protecting the
Tibetan environment. In the end,
he gave a slogan to ‘Free Tibet.’

STUDENTS FROM OTHER
COUNTRIES ALSO GAVE
PRESENTATIONS,
SHOWCASING THEIR
CULTURE, HISTORY,
LANDSCAPE AND ART

n

Students performing during the annual programme of international students studying in Panjab
University and its affiliated colleges, at the Law Auditorium on Monday.
KESHAV SINGH/HT

Students from other countries
also gave presentations, showcasing their culture, history,
landscape and art and craft. Students from Afghanistan gave presentations about their landscape,
culture and art and craft; students from Vietnam showcased
their landscape and tourist spa-

ces, and students from Myanmar,
Thailand and Bangladesh
depicted their festivals. The students were awarded certificates
of appreciation. They also performed their folk dances on the
occasion.
PU vice-chancellor (V-C) Raj
Kumar was the chief guest on the

occasion. DIS Nandita Singh said
that 161 international students
from 17 countries are studying at
the varsity, out of which 36 are
pursuing PhD, 28 are enrolled in
postgraduate courses and 97 in
undergraduate courses. 226 international students are studying in
various city colleges.

srishti.jaswal@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : District education
officer (DEO) Anujit Kaur raided
the Manchanda Book Store, Sector 19, on Monday, amid complaints by parents that private
schools in the city were forcing
them to buy books from this particular store only. It was also
alleged that the store did not
accept online transactions from
parents.
“Private schools in the city ask
parents to buy only private publishers’ books and these books
are available only with a handful
of booksellers in Chandigarh,”
said Mohit Rawat, a parent.
A huge rush of buyers of books
has been witnessed outside the
store for the past one week. Parents alleged that they were being
forced to buy the complete set of
books of any class even if they
wanted to buy just a single book.
The entire set costs more than
₹2,000, said a parent outside the
shop.
Stuti Gugnani, whose son and
daughter study in a city school
said, “I went to buy books from
the shop on Friday and I had to
wait for two hours in the queue.
There is no other bookstore from
where these books can be
bought.”
Santosh Kumar, a teacher,

n

Customers waiting for their turn outside Manchanda’s store in
Sector 19, Chandigarh, on Monday.
KARUN SHARMA/HT

said, “Schools not only in Chandigarh, but Mohali, Zirakpur and
Panchkula also force parents to
buy books from Manchanda
bookshops only. It’s been years
that these books are available
only with one bookseller.”
Another parent, on the condition of anonymity, said, “Not only
Manchandas, but also Modern
Book Sellers in Sector 22 are in
the same trade.”
The bookseller also refused the
claim that they don’t accept digital transactions and said, “We
also don’t force the parents to buy
the entire set of books. Parents
can return the books they don’t
want. Many parents have already
done so.”

He also showed some handwritten slips to the DEO confirming his claims.
Owner of the shop Ramji Manchanda could not be contacted for
comment.
Anujit Kaur said, “I had been
receiving complaints from parents as well as teachers from
across Chandigarh about the
bookstore. I assume the new session started from Monday, so
many parents have already
bought the books.”
Previously, a raid was also
conducted by the UT Excise and
Taxation Department at the
bookshop. The stock registers, as
well as sale purchase accounts,
were checked by the officials.

campusconnect
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tricity & beyond

enthused the staff to continue
selfless service.
ST JOSEPH’S

3 Cs programme held
Chandigarh St Joseph’s Senior
Secondary School organised a
week-long 3 Cs (creatively crafted
curriculum) programme on Monday.
The programme was designed to
brush up the basic concepts of the
students and warm them up for the
new session. The activity based
curriculum created a spirit for
experimentation in the classrooms.
Principal Monica Chawla stated that
through this programme students
got an opportunity to gain exposure,
experience and practical knowledge.
HOLY WONDERS

Graduation day held
MOHALI : Holy Wonders School
organised a graduation ceremony for
its Pre-wing students on Monday.
The programme began with the
lamp lighting ceremony conducted
by the principal Premjeet Grover and
director Ashween Arora. The kindergarten students performed group
dance and sang a thanks giving song.
The director congratulated the
students and their parents on the
occasion.

Schools organise
orientation programmes
AKSIPS-41
CHANDIGARH: Ajit Karam Singh
International Public School (AKSIPS),
Sector-41, organised an orientation
programme for the parents of the
students of playschool on Monday.
Principal Ritu Bali welcomed the
parents. The resident doctor Jyoti
gave health and hygiene tips to the
children and the school counsellor
discussed the intellectual, physical,
emotional and social aspects of the
children. The executive director,
AKSIPS group of smart schools,

Jasdeep Kalra, congratulated the
parents on becoming a part of the
AKSIPS family.
BRILLIANCE WORLD SCHOOL
PANCHKULA : An orientation session
for parents was organised at the
Brilliance World School on Monday.
The principal addressed the parents
and informed them about the
changes in the education system.
Chairman Shyam Sunder said the
performance based pressure on part
of the parents causes deterioration
in the children’s emotional development.

LEARNING PATHS SCHOOL
MOHALI : An orientation programme
for parents was held at Learning
Paths School on Monday. Principal
Nutan Budhiraja welcomed the
parents and acquainted them with
the structure, facilities and practices
of the school. The school faculty was
introduced to the parents. The
students performed Saraswati
Vandana and Sufi dance which was
followed by a welcome song by the
school choir. The school director,
Robin Aggarwal congratulated the
parents on becoming the school
partners ensuring all-round development of students.

SRI AUROBINDO SCHOOL
CHANDIGARH : Sri Aurobindo School
of Integral Education organised an
orientation programme for the
students’ parents on Monday. The
programme provided a platform for
parents to get acquainted with the
school. Teachers shared information
about classroom schedules, volunteering opportunities, extracurricular
activities, innovative teaching-learning practices.

WOODLANDS HOUSE SCHOOL
PANCHKULA : An orientation week
was organised for the students at
Woodlands House School, Sector 8,
to mark the initiation of a new
academic year on Monday. A coffee

morning and an interactive session
was organised for the parents that
included a conversation with Fortis
Medical Centre nutritionist Harleen
Bakshi.
AKSIPS-65
CHANDIGARH : Ajit Karam Singh
International Public School (AKSIPS),
Sector 65, organised an orientation
programme on Monday. The parents
were made familiar with the rules
and regulations , teaching methodologies, curriculum planned for the
session. Executive director Jasdeep
Kalra, associate director Parnika
Singh and principal Rajminder Kaur
Jaitla addressed the parents.

AKSIPS-125
MOHALI : The orientation programme was organised at Ajit Karam
Singh International Public School
(AKSIPS) , Sector 125, on Monday. A
power point presentation was
shown to make the parents familiar
with the curriculum rules and
regulations of the school and
co-scholastic activities.

SKYWORLD SCHOOL
PANCHKULA : A two-day orientation
programme at the Skyworld School
for the old and new students’
parents to make them aware of the
school’s learning system commenced
on Monday. The staff helped the
parents understand and acknowledge the importance learning
through activity based system.

AKSIPS-45
CHANDIGARH : An orientation
programme for the upcoming
session was held at Ajit Karam Singh
International Public School, Sector
45, on Monday. The aim was to
enhance teaching-leaning process
and make parents aware of the
curriculum of the school. The director-principal Jasmine Kalra encouraged them to participate and
co-operate for the all round development of the students.

PLANTATION DRIVE
HELD AT DEV
SAMAJ COLLEGE
CHANDIGARH: Dev Samaj College for
Women, Sector 45-B, on Monday
observed April 1 as ‘Cool Day’ instead
of Fool’s Day. Deputy conservator of
forest, Chandigarh, Abdul Qayum,
planted three saplings in the college
premises. Principal Jaspal Kaur
expressed gratitude towards him for
sparing his time for the cause of
environment conservation.

Forest creation workshop
organised at SGGS College
CHANDIGARH : Sri Guru Gobind Singh
(SGGS) College, Sector 26, conducted a
three-day forest creation workshop
to mark the 550th birth anniversary
celebrations of Guru Nanak Dev.
EcoSikh, an organisation committed
to the cause of promoting environmental awareness in consonance with
Guru Nanak Dev’s ideology to live in
harmony with the environment,
organised an interactive workshop on
the occasion. The aim of the workshop was to create a mini forest on
the campus with an objective to
promote sustainable environment.
Chief forests conservator Debendra
Dalai was the chief guest.

Govt College of Education
holds extension lecture
CHANDIGARH : Government College
of Education, Sector 20, organised an
extension lecture for teachers and
counsellors on the theme ‘Including
learning disabled in the school
programme’. Principal Harsh Batra
was in attendance. Expert Bharti
spoke on signs to pick up and screen
children as indicators in performance
and learning processes. She said that
contribution of a sensitive and
trained teacher can help uplift such
students. She also mentioned the role
of school and others in the family and
community.

n

National Students’ Union of India members staging a protest against the Centre on April Fool’s Day at
the Sector 17 Plaza in Chandigarh on Monday. The protesters accused the government of fooling the
public in the name of development.
KARUN SHARMA/HT

PU teacher nominated in
journal’s editorial board
CHANDIGARH : Anthropology department chairperson of Panjab University (PU), Kewal Krishan, has become
the first Indian scientist to be nominated in the editorial board of
Forensic Science International. Krishan
got the opportunity because of his
contributions to the development of
forensic anthropology in India.

UBS holds session on
business communication skills
CHANDIGARH : University Business
School (UBS), Panjab University (PU),
on Monday organised a workshop on
‘Building business communication
skills’. Chairperson Deepak Kapur
initiated the proceedings of the
workshop. Vice-president and chief
human resources officer of American
Express, India, Kabir Julka, guided the

students on the importance of
communication skills and how they
drive an individual in corporate world.

IIT Ropar conducts
research workshop
RUPNAGAR : The Career Development and Corporate Relations
Centre (CDCRC) of Indian Institute
of Technology (IIT), Ropar, in
association with British Council,
organised the first ‘Researcher
Connect Workshop’ in India.
The workshop was facilitated by
Sandy Sparks from University of
Warwick and R Poornima
from British Council. The
modules covered during the
workshop included knowing the
audience, writing effective abstracts and emails, academic
writing and persuasive
proposals over a period of four
days.

PU declares results
CHANDIGARH : Panjab University (PU)
has declared the results of BA (HS)
economics first semester (improvement), BA (honours) economics third
semester (re-appear), M Pharmacy
third semester, Choice (credit-based)
shastri third semester, M Sc (bioinformatics) first semester, B Sc (HS) math
and computing (re-appear) third
semester, B Sc (HS) math and computing fifth semester (re-appear), B Sc
(HS) in mathematics fifth semester
(re-appear), B Sc (hons) mathematics
first and third semester (re-appear), B
Sc (HS) mathematics third semester
(re-appear), and BE (electrical and
electronics) fifth semester (re-appear)
for the examinations held in December 2018. The results were also
announced for B Sc (honours) math
first semester golden/special
chance for the examinations held in
July 2018.
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Kings XI Punjab continue winning streak
IPL-11 The hosts
carve out an
impressive 14-run
win over Delhi to
win their second
back-to-back
home game
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: The party continued for
local cricket fans as Kings XI
Punjab defeated Delhi Capitals
to win their second home match
at the IS Bindra PCA Stadium in
Mohali on Monday.
Playing in front of the jampacked stadium, batting first,
Ravichandran Ashwin-led
Kings XI Punjab failed to put up
a huge total. Before setting up a
target of 167 runs, Kings XI Punjab batsmen David Miller
played a stunning 30-ball knock
of 43 runs and entertained the
crowd with some lusty powerhitting. Miller’s knock which
included four hits to the fence
and two sixes stood out for
Kings XI Punjab’s innings.
Sarfaraz Khan also kept the
fans on the edge of their seats
during his 29-ball knock of 39
runs. Kings XI Punjab certainly
missed services of their star
batsman Chris Gayle, who did
not play the match due to an
injury.
“I had come to watch Gayle
hit those big sixes. I follow him
like a crazy fan. His presence
would have made a difference to
the result. When he gets going, it
is tough to stop him. I liked the
way Sam Curran was striking
the ball. He should be getting
more chances in the coming
matches,” said a fan named
Aditya.
In the last match against
Mumbai Indians, Kings XI Punjab’s chase was set up by Gayle’s
feisty 24-ball 40 runs. The
Jamaican had become the first
batsmen to score 300 sixes in the
history of the IPL.
It was due to a late blitz from
Mandeep Singh, which took
Kings XI Punjab to 166.
Mandeep remained unbeaten
during his 21-ball knock of 29
runs.
“It is relatively starting of the
tournament and a lot of cricket
is on the cards. David Miller was
too good today while batting,”
said an optimistic fan Shivani
Sharma.
Earlier, Delhi Capitals
adviser and former Indian
cricket team captain Sourav
Ganguly also received a big
cheer from the crowd when he
took to the ground ahead of the
match.
“You can’t ignore dada. He is
a legend. He is best at playing,
doing commentary and also at
cricket administration,” said a
young fan Pankaj Kapoor.
In the end, Kings XI Punjab
bowlers did well to contain
Delhi Capitals within the target.
Captain Ashwin grabbed two
wickets and ran out Chris Morris to stand out.
Left-arm seamer Sam Curran’s hat-trick in the slog overs
concluded hosts’ win. Kings XI
Punjab will cross swords with
Sunrisers Hyderabad in their
next home match to be played on
April 8.

n

The jubilant crowd after home team Kings XI Punjab made a comeback against Delhi Capitals to register their second successive home win at PCA Stadium in Mohali on Monday.
PHOTOS BY KESHAV SINGH/HT
The home team won the match by 14 runs.

With India spot out of sight, Nair
hopes to savour past high

SGGS-26 LIFT
CAGERS CUP

Ashutosh Sharma

CHANDIGARH: Sri Guru Gobind
Singh College, Sector 26, Chandigarh, defeated team A of
Chandigarh University Gharuan to lift the Cagers Cup organized by the Chandigarh University on Monday.
In the final, SGGS-26 defeated
Chandigarh University team by
69-33. The SGGS boys were dominating from the beginning.
They took the first quarter lead
by 23-11. They completely dominated the second quarter by
scoring 22-5. In the last two
quarters, Chandigarh University team show some resistance
to reduce the margin in the third
(13-8) and fourth quarters (11-9).
Jatin of SGGS-26 was the top
scorer for the side. He scored 26
points, while for Chandigarh
University Abhishek was the
lead scorer with 14 points.
Earlier in the first seminal,
the team A of Chandigarh University defeated their team B by
61-54. The team A won the firstthree quarters (9-7), (17-15),
(20-15), but lost the fourth quarter narrowly (15-17), which
didn’t have much effect on the
overall score-line and eventually team A won by seven points.
In the second semifinal,
SGGS-26 defeated Panjab University by 77-63.
For the bronze medal, Panjab
University defeated team B
of Chandigarh University by
65-37.

n

NAIR HAD A RATHER
FORGETFUL DOMESTIC
SEASON, SCORING 224
IN 10 MATCHES AND THE
KARNATAKA BATSMAN
HAS TURNED QUITE
OFTEN TO HIS MENTOR
RAHUL DRAVID FOR
ADVICE

ashutosh.sharma@htlive.com

MOHALI: There aren’t many Indi-

ans who have scored a triplecentury in Tests. So when
Karun Nair achieved that feat in
December, 2016, it must have
felt like the world was at his feet.
He became only the second triple-centurion for India after
Virender Sehwag and the third
player in history to convert his
maiden century into a triple-303 against England.
Three years down the line
however, Nair is not even close
to making the India playing XI.
With Nair on the bench, India
opted for Hanuma Vihari in the
fifth Test in England and then
his Kings XI Punjab teammate
Mayank Agarwal stole the
march featuring in two Test
matches in Australia.
Nair though is itching for a
fresh start and even though the
failures have taken a toll both
mentally and physically, the
27-year-old said he is just biding
his time.
“You want to be in that situation again. For me, I want to be
in that situation again where
you feel on top of the world and
feel good about yourself. I am
doing everything process-wise,
training-wise.
I am trying to be that player
who gets to live that dream
again.

n

Karun Nair went on the tour of England but did not get to play with
REUTERS
the team picking replacement batsman Hanuma Vihari.

When I get the opportunity, I
want to be ready,” said Nair,
who is yet to feature in
an IPL match for KXIP this season.
Nair had a rather forgetful
domestic season, scoring 224 in
10 matches and the Karnataka
batsman has turned quite often
to his mentor Rahul Dravid for
advice.
“He is someone who has
always helped me. Even in IPL,

the breakthrough year was
when I played under him. I have
been in touch with him for the
last six years since I made
Rajasthan Royals debut.
He has always been there,
someone I can go up to and chat
about anything, not only cricket
but anything.
It’s not that I have been talking to him daily but I feel comfortable if I need to talk to him,”
Nair said.

LOOKING UP TO DRAVID
Nair has worked closely with
Dravid in RR, Delhi Daredevils
and also with India A, cementing bond with one of India’s
greatest batsmen.
“You can’t ask for anyone better than him. A legend of the
game. He has achieved so much
and has knowledge and experience. There is no one better you
can go up to,” Nair said.
Coming back to IPL, Nair
feels Mike Hesson has given
impetus to the group and this
year the team is eager to
improve.
“We have made a lot of
changes and are a very different
team this year. He (Hesson) has
been great communication-wise
and is talking to everyone. He
has been straight-forward and
exciting to work with. He made
an effort to meet me and
Mayank during the India A tour
of New Zealand,” Nair said.

HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

Boxer Akhil Kumar awaits
pension for two years, ministry
says will get it this month
Press Trust of India
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Some of India’s most

accomplished boxers, including
the sport’s national observer
Akhil Kumar and the former
Asian champion M Suranjoy
Singh, are still to get their
pensions due since 2017 but the
sports ministry says their
wait will end this month as the
requisite funds have been procured.
Akhil, a 2006 Commonwealth
Games gold-medallist, and Suranjoy, winner of an astonishing
eight consecutive international
gold medals before a knee injury
snapped his career short, are
among the boxers waiting for
their pensions to be released.
“I applied in 2017, have sent
reminders as well but everytime
the response has been ‘it’s in
process’. I don’t know what’s the
problem,” Suranjoy, who is
entitled to Rs 14,000 per month
for his gold medals in the 2010
CWG and the 2009 Asian Championships, told PTI.
A ministry official, on condition of anonymity, acknowledged the inexplicable delay but
said the process of getting the
funds is now complete and the
money will be released this
month.
“The Ministry had to give a

AMONG OTHER BOXERS
TO HAVE APPLIED FOR
THE PENSION ARE CWG
GOLD MEDALIST
SURANJOY, JITENDER
KUMAR, A 2006 CWG
BRONZE-MEDALLIST,
AND 2002 WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS
MEDALLIST JYOTSANA
corpus of Rs 5 crore to LIC,
which was to release the pension to these boxers.
The funds were awaited from
the finance ministry and the
whole process was completed
only last month.
But March being the end of
the financial year, we were
advised by the finance ministry
to release the money only this
month,” the official said.
“The money is now in place
and the LIC will start the disbursement this month. There
are other boxers too apart from
these two, who are entitled to
pension. All of them will get
their dues this month,” he
added.
When contacted, Akhil, also a
World Cup bronze-medallist,
refused to comment on the mat-

ter. Among other boxers to have
applied for the pension are Jitender Kumar, a 2006 CWG
bronze-medallist, and 2002
world championships bronzemedallist woman pugilist Jyotsana.
“There are others as well.
Hopefully, they will get their
dues. Whenever we have
approached the ministry with a
query on this, we have been told
that those entitled will be duly
paid their arrears too, so there is
nothing to worry,” a Boxing
Federation of India official said.
As per the government pension scheme for meritorious
sportspersons, the medallists at
the Olympics and Paralympics
are entitled to Rs 20,000 per
month.
Gold-winners at the World
Cup or World Championships,
held every four years, are to be
paid Rs 16,000 while gold medals
won in the Commonwealth and
Asian Games make an athlete
eligible for Rs 14,000 per month.
To apply for the pension, athletes have to be above 30 years of
age and retired from active participation. The pension payments are made through Life
Insurance Corporation of India.
The Ministry purchases annuities for individual pensioners by
making one-time lump-sum
payment to LIC.
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MISSING GIRL
RESCUED FROM
TRAIN >>p3

MAI BHAGO SCHEME: 659 GIRL STUDENTS OF
CLASSES 11, 12 AWAITING FREE BICYCLES
>>p3

shortstories
UNIDENTIFIED
PERSON’S BODY
FISHED OUT FROM
SIDHWAN CANAL
LUDHIANA: The Raghunath
Enclave police have fished out the
body of an unidentified man from
Sidhwan Canal near Barewal on
Monday morning. The body was
spotted by an onlooker, who then
informed the police. According to
police, the body seems to be four
to five days old. No injury mark
has been found on the body.
Assistant sub-inspector Gurmukh
Singh, who is the investigating
officer in the matter, said the
deceased appears to be in his late
40s. Police have sent the body to
the civil hospital for post-morHTC
tem.

Head constable, 2 aides
arrested for snatchings
LUDHIANA: A head constable of
the Punjab Police and his two
accomplices were arrested here
on Monday afternoon for snatchings. According to division
number 8 police, the gang has
executed 14 snatchings in the city
in one month. The police have
also recovered six mobiles form
their possession. According to the
police, all the accused are drug
addicts and committed crime to
meet their drug needs. The
accused have been identified as
head constable Sandeep Singh,
35, posted at 7th IRB in Ludhiana;
Mahinder Khatri, 25, of Barewal
Awana and Maninder singh, 27, of
Barewal Fatehpur Awana. ››P3

Experts deliver lecture on
poplar breeding, trees
outside forests
LUDHIANA: Students and faculty
of the department of botany,
fruit science and school of
agricultural biotechnology
attended two lectures on ‘poplar
breeding’ and ‘trees outside
forests’ (TOF) at Punjab Agricultural University (PAU) on Monday. The lectures were organised
by the department of forestry
and natural resources, PAU.
Former managing director of
WIMCO Seedling Limited, Rudrapur, RC Dhiman delivered a lecture
on ‘poplar breeding’. Dhiman
presented the history of poplar
tree and shed light on role of
public and private organisations
in making it popular.
››P2

SCHOOLS ISSUE OLD BOOKS TO STUDENTS FROM BOOK BANK >>p2

Health dept employees
strike continues, work hit

DAY 4 The employees, protesting against alleged casteist remarks by a doctor,
staged a dharna outside the civil surgeon’s office on Monday; demand strict action
Mohit Khanna
n

mohit.khanna@htdigital.in

LUDHIANA: Over 100 district health
department employees, who
have been on strike for the past
three days against district health
officer (DHO) Dr Andesh Kang,
who allegedly hurled casteist
remarks against an employee on
March 28, staged a protest outside the civil surgeon’s office
here on Monday.
Lakhbir Singh, a clerk at the
civil surgeon’s office, said, “On
March 28, I was attending to a
guest in a room of the department. Suddenly, Dr Kang
appeared and started hurling
casteist remarks at me and
threw away my tea cup. Bharat
Bhushan, statistical analyst,
was also present in the room
when the incident took place,”
said Lakhbir Singh.
Mahinder Singh, senior vicepresident of the Punjab Health
Department Superintendent
Offices Clerical Association, said
they had written a letter to the
department demanding strict
action against the erring doctor.
“Health officials in Chandigarh have hinted that either the
deputy commissioner of Ludhiana or the police commissioner
could be asked to investigate the
matter. Subjecting a subordinate
to mental torture and hurling
casteist remarks are not justified
actions. We will meet the police
commissioner, the DC and also
write a letter to the State Scheduled Castes and Schedule Tribes
(SCST) Commission on the
issue,” said Mahinder Singh.
In the afternoon, sources in
the department hinted that Dr
Kang could address the employees and tender an unconditional
apology. However, when she
appeared before the protesting
employees, she refuted the alle-

n

Health department employees holding a protest at civil surgeon’s office in Ludhiana on Monday.
GURMINDER SINGH/HT

›

I have been visiting
the office of the civil
surgeon for the past three
days to get medical and no
objection certificates from
the health department. But
due to the strike, I have not
been able to get it.
GAMBIR SINGH, resident

gations levelled by Lakhbir
Singh as baseless. She denied
having passed any casteist
remarks.
This angered the protesters
and they started raising slogans
against Dr Kang.
‘VIOLATION OF
GUIDELINES’
Dr Kang said that strict guidelines were issued by the Food

and Drug Administration (FDA)
authorities in Chandigarh banning the entry of any tainted person in the office of the drug
administration after the murder
of drug inspector Neha Shoree
on March 29. “The person, who
was being entertained by Lakhbir, has a tainted past and his
food licence has been cancelled,”
said Dr Kang.
On the other hand, union
leader Mahinder Singh refuted
the allegation and stated that Dr
Kang was trying to give a different colour to the episode. He said
that Shoree was killed on March
29, but Dr Kang insulted Lakhbir
on March 28 (a day before the
shooting incident).
PEOPLE A HARRIED LOT
The strike by the employees has
completely paralysed the work
in health offices and left scores of
residents a harried lot
Three persons Gambir Singh,
Jagdeep Singh and Sapandeep

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The Khanna police on

The accused in police custody in Khanna on Monday.

HT PHOTO

Cheap liquor costs dear,
31 arrested for smuggling
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Cheap liquor cost dear

to city residents as police
arrested 31 people for carrying
liquor beyond permissible limits.
As many as 27 cases of liquor
smuggling were registered on
the final day of the fiscal year on
Sunday.
Haibowal police have
arrested five people – including
Jaswant Singh of Chamba of
Himachal Pradesh, Harbans
Singh and Pardeep Singh of Ladiyan Kalan, Kundan Sharma of
Hakikat Nagar of Haibowal and
Arun Kumar of Jagat Nagar of
Haibowal, in three separate
cases.
Salem Tabri police have
arrested three people, including
Madan Rivani of Khudd Mohalla, Charanjit Singh of Hazuri
Bagh Colony and Mithlesh of
Royal Estate, in two separate
cases.
Basti Jodhewal police

AS MANY AS 27 CASES
OF LIQUOR SMUGGLING
WERE REGISTERED
ON THE FINAL DAY OF
THE FISCAL YEAR ON
SUNDAY
arrested Daljit Singh of Jaspal
Colony of Kailash Nagar road.
Jamalpur Police have arrested
Manjit Singh and Raja of
Preet Nagar and Sunil of Jamalpur in three separate
cases.
Division Number 1 police
have arrested Roop Singh of
Daresi road, Gurmukh Singh of
Giaspura, Manoj Yadav of Iqbal
Ganj, Varinder Kapoor of Hargobind Nagar, Navin Kapoor of
Mal Wali Gali and Pal Singh of
Karabara in six separate
cases.
Division Number 3 have
arrested Khumb Bahadur of
Ram Nagar and Raj Kumar of
Dharampura in two separate

cases. Ladhowal Police have
arrested Lal Parsad of Bonkar
Dogra village.
Dehlon police have arrested
Jagvir Singh of Chupki village
and Neetu Kumar of Ghawaddi
village in two cases.
Similarly, Raj Kumar of
Bhamiya Khurd was arrested
by Focal Point police, while
Kamlesh Kumar of Mata Rani
Chowk was arrested by Daresi
Police.
Division Number 5 police
arrested Gopi of Gobind Nagar.
Division Number 6 police
arrested Dalwinder Singh of
Noorwal village of Jalandhar,
Ankush Kumar of New Kartar
Nagar, Simran Deep Singh of
Kot Mangal Singh in two
cases.
Division Number 8 police
arrested Ashok Kumar of Kidwayi Nagar and Model Town
police have arrested Raju of
Chhawni Mohalla.
The police have booked all
the accused under Sections
61/1/14 of the Excise Act.

6:46pm
6:14am

NEW SESSION BEGINS BUT NO BOOKS

Singh have been selected for government posts at the district
court complex in Ludhiana and
Jagraon. They have been visiting the office of the civil surgeon
for the past three days to get
medical and no objection certificates from the health department, but in vain.
“Employees are on strike. I do
not know when I will be able to
take the NOC, said Gambir
Singh.
A department employee,
requesting anonymity, said due
to the strike, the closing of
accounts work has been hanging
fire. “Work has been on a standstill for the past three days. If the
strike continues, it may delay the
budget for the new financial
year,” said the employee.
As drivers of the department
have also joined the strike, the
authorities
arranged
drivers from other health centres for ambulances and other
vehicles.

Foreign national held with 400-gm heroin in Khanna

n

Sunset on Tuesday
Sunrise on Wednesday

Monday arrested a Liberia
national with 400 grams of heroin.
The accused has been identified as George N Bole of Monovia
Seko, Liberia. He has been residing at Navada, Uttam Nagar, in
Delhi for some time.
Khanna senior superintendent of police (SSP) Dhruv Dahiya
said the Khanna city-2 police
arrested the accused during
patrolling near Prem Bhandari
Park on Amloh Road.
The SSP added that the police
got suspicious as the accused took
a u-turn after seeing the police
party. Based on the suspicion,
police nabbed him and recovered
400gm of heroin from his

IT IS THE THIRD CASE OF
DRUG PEDDLING
INVOLVING A FOREIGN
NATIONAL IN THE PAST 10
DAYS IN KHANNA.
possession.
A case under Sections 21/61/85
of Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act,
1985, was registered against the
accused at Khanna City-2 police
station. More information is
expected from the accused during
questioning.
It is the third case of drug peddling involving a foreign national
in the past 10 days in Khanna. The
Khanna police have arrested 24
foreign nationals for drug peddling in the past eight months.

W O M A N S H O T AT

Cops book accused’s friend
for providing him revolver
HT Correspondent
n

WEAPON NOT DEPOSITED
DESPITE POLL CODE

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: A day after a nurse was

shot at by her jilted lover, police
have booked the accused’s friend
for providing him the weapon.
According to the police, the
accused, Paramvir Singh alias
Pamma, had borrowed the
licensed revolver from his
friend, Pritpal Singh of Raikot, to
threaten his girlfriend.
A case had been registered
under Sections 307 (attempt to
murder), 34 (acts done by several
persons in furtherance of common intention) of the Indian
Penal Code and Section 25/54/59
of the Arms Act against both
accused. Pamma, who had been
arrested on Sunday itself, was
produced before the court on
Monday. The court sent him to
two days’ police remand.
According to doctors, who
operated upon the victim, Gurpinder Kaur, the bullet grazed
through her neck. Her condition
is stable now.
Deputy superintendent of
police (DSP, Dakha) Gurbans

MAN ATTEMPTS
SUICIDE IN
COURT COMPLEX
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Alleging harassment
by in-laws, a 30-year-old man
attempted suicide by consuming
a poisonous substance at the
court complex here on Monday.
The man, identified as Rahul,
30, of Alam Enclave of Daba, was
rushed to the civil hospital,
where he is undergoing treatment.
Rahul got married to Nancy in
2017 against the wishes of their
parents. Rahul’s father disowned him and the couple
started living at a rented accommodation in Daba.
Later, Rahul’s in-laws filed a
complaint with local court that
their daughter Nancy is being
tortured by Rahul. Nancy, however, gave a statement in the
court in Rahul’s favour 15 days
ago.
Following this, Rahul’s
father-in-law and brother-in-law
kidnapped him and took him to
their academy in Bhamiya
Khurd, where they allegedly
thrashed him. He managed to
escape and reached the court on
Monday to file a complaint
against his father-in-law and
brother-in-law.
However before reaching the
court, he consumed some poisonous substance. When he
reached the court room, he fell
unconscious and was rushed to
the civil hospital.
Assistant sub-inspector Kuldeep Singh said that police will
take appropriate action after
recording Rahul’s statement.

Even as the model code of
conduct is in place in view
of the Lok Sabha elections
and weapon license holders have been asked to
deposit their weapons,
Pritpal Singh had not done
so.
When asked, deputy
superintendent of police
(DSP, Dakha) Gurbans

Singh Bains said the whole matter will be cleared after recording statement of the woman, but
she is not medically fit for
recording her statement. Police
are investigating to know if the
accused had opened fire at the
woman following a conspiracy
or if he was instigated by someone.
The DSP added that a hunt is
on for the arrest of Pritpal Singh,
who is on the run since the
incident.

Singh Bains said the deadline for depositing weapons is not over yet.
He added that handing
over licensed weapon to
someone else is a crime and
the police suspect that Pritpal had handed over his
weapon to Parampal
Singh following a
conspiracy.
HTC

The incident took place on
Sunday when Pamma had
opened fire at Gurpinder in
broad daylight and fled after
leaving her injured.
The incident occurred at a
stone throw away from the police
station where Ludhiana (rural)
SSP Varinder Singh Brar was
also present. As a result, the
accused was nabbed in no time.
The accused had also opened fire
at the police team before being
arrested.

30-year-old man
found dead on tracks
near Ladhowal
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: A 30-year-old man,

identified as Aditya Dewan of
Haibowal, was found dead on
the railway tracks near Ladhowal here on Monday.
The police are not yet sure
whether he committed suicide
or he was crushed under a train
while crossing the railway
line.
Assistant sub-inspector (ASI)
Ramesh Kumar, investigation
officer, said that the incident
occurred on Monday morning
when Dewan went for a morning
walk, but didn’t return
home.
“According to the deceased’s
father Manmohan Kumar,
Dewan was stressed due to job
pressure. He was working in the
marketing department of a textile firm. Today, he went for a
morning walk, but didn’t
return. The family was searching for him when we alerted
them about a body lying on the
tracks,” he said.
Kumar added that an eyewitness claimed that the victim was
crossing the tracks, when he
was crushed under the train.
However, some others termed it
a a suicide.
Inquest proceedings under
Section 174 of the Criminal Procedure Code (CrPC) have been
initiated and the body was
handed over to the family after
postmortem.

debate of
the week
WRONG TRACK

HOW CAN
PREVENT DEATHS
ON RAILWAY
LINES?
Every month at least 17 people, on
an average, die on the railway
tracks in the jurisdiction of
Ludhiana.
Out of these, at least 95% are
deaths while crossing tracks. In
some cases,
youngsters have been run over by
trains while they were listening to
music or taking selfies.
What steps can be taken by
authorities to ensure innocent
lives are not snuffed out on
tracks.
Do you think awareness drives
will help?
Send your views to ludhiana@hindustantimes.com
by April 7

POLICE NOT SURE
WHETHER HE
COMMITTED SUICIDE OR
HE WAS CRUSHED
UNDER A TRAIN WHILE
CROSSING THE TRACKS

PA U C A M PA I G N

No big fat weddings: Farmers show the way
Amarpal Singh
n

OVER 193 FARMERS
HAVE BEEN ABLE TO
SAVE OVER ₹8.5 CR
BY AVOIDING
EXTRAVAGANT
CEREMONIES

amarpal.singh@htlive.com

LUDHIANA: Lavish weddings
are the main cause of debts
among farmers and debts one
of the main reasons why
many farmers are driven to
commit suicide.
Keeping this in mind, Punjab Agricultural University
(PAU) started a campaign
Saade Viah, Saade Bhog –
Na Karja Na Chinta Rog
(Simple Weddings, Simple
Ceremonies; No Debt, No
worries’) in 2017 under the
National Agriculture Science Fund (NASF).
As part of the campaign, a
team from PAU carried out
sensitisation drives in villages across the state and got
the panchayats to pass resolutions to promote simple
weddings and cremation ceremonies.Two years on, the
campaign is a success.
A survey conducted, during the recently concluded
Kisan Mela, found that of the
436
people surveyed, 193 farmers

farmers slowly started accepting it,” he said.
During the survey, it was
found that farmers saved 70%
of their expenses by using simHT PHOTO ple invitation cards and sweet
boxes.
As much as 58% of their
have been able to save over
₹8.5 crore by avoiding extrava- expenses were brought down
by limiting the number of
gant ceremonies.
functions, 55% by limiting the
At least, 75% of the farmers,
number of guests and avoidwho went for lavish ceremoing marriage palaces.
nies, regretted their decision.
PAU vice-chancellor
Sarabjeet Singh, professor
Padam Shree Baldev Singh
of journalism at PAU, who is
Dhillon, said that living life
also the principal investigator
with simplicity is always best.
of the NASF project, said it
“We are not asking farmers
was observed that farmers are
to stop enjoying life. They
ready to adopt simplicity, but
must celebrate their life
were apprehensive due to
achievements but the
societal pressure.
expenses must be restricted,”
“However, once we started
he said.
the sensitisation campaign ,
n

A sticker to promote the Sade
Viah, Sade Bhog campaign
launched by PAU, Ludhiana.

WOMEN AND NRIS PROMOTE FAT WEDDINGS
Professor Sarabjeet Singh
said that it was observed that
women folk resist simple weddings. Besides, non-resident
Indians (NRIs) are also
responsible for promoting lavish weddings in the villages.
“We are going to plan a
campaign, especially targeting the women folk, so that we
can change their thought
process,” he said.
Hari Singh, 70, of Amargarh
village in Sangrur and inspector Shamsher Singh from
Bathinda, have also joined the
campaign. “The slogan of simple marriage and ceremonies
has brought a revolution in
the state.
After this slogan, villagers
have started reducing their
expenses on different ceremonies. The expenses on cremation ceremonies have reduced
by 50 to 70%. Where earlier,
villagers used to spend ₹10,000
to ₹1 lakh on just cremation
ceremonies. These expenses
have been cut down to ₹5,000 to
₹20,000,” he said.

Rail official allows
passenger to
travel without
ticket, suspended
LUDHIANA: A vigilance team of the

northern railways caught a deputy chief ticket inspector (deputy
CIT) red-handed while allowing a
passenger to travel without ticket
in the New Delhi-Amritsar
Swarna Jayanti Shatabdi
Express (12029) on Sunday.
He was identified as Ramneek
Sharma. As per information, a
retired railway employee was
travelling along with his wife and
mother from New Delhi to Amritsar. They had only two confirmed
tickets. “Even when the passenger was caught without a ticket,
Ramneek refused to charge the
passenger,” informed an official.
When the vigilance started lodging a case against Ramneek, he
escaped. “But we seized his EFT
book. He was asked to produce
himself at the vigilance headquarters on Monday but he didn’t
turn up. So, a suspension notice
was served,” a vigilance officer
confirmed.
HTC
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New session begins, many students
yet to receive textbooks, uniforms

NEW START

STATE OF GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS Around 17 lakh textbooks were to be sent before April 1 but
only 2 lakh supplied to 19 blocks so far; just 40% students of Classes 1 to 5 have received uniforms
Deepa Sharma Sood
n

academic session without new
textbooks for Classes 6 to 10. We
have given old textbooks to students to study and once we get
the new books, it will be distributed among students.”

deepa.sharma@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The new academic
session started in government
schools on Monday but the students are yet to receive textbooks and uniforms.
The state authorities had
assured the school heads that
the schools will receive the textbooks and uniforms before
April 1.
As per the schools’ demands,
around 17 lakh textbooks were
to be sent to government
schools, of which only 2 lakh
have been supplied to the 19
blocks till now.
Though the school authorities were not much affected with
this and issued old textbooks to
students from the book bank but
the students were seen not very
excited on the first day of the
school.
For Classes 1 to 5, schools
have received textbooks of only
11 subjects out of the total 20.
The board depot in the city,
which caters to the entire district, has been sending textbooks to all 19 blocks. The depot
has received 80% textbooks till
Monday, while the remaining
will be received this week.
For Class 1, only Parvesh —
prescribed textbook of Punjabi
— has reached students. For
Class 2, schools have received
two textbooks— Reader English
and Punjabi but textbooks of
mathematics have not arrived
so far.
For Class 3, the schools have

n

A class underway at Government Primary School, Gobind Nagar, in Ludhiana on Monday.
GURMINDER SINGH/HT

received textbooks of environment science and Punjabi only.
Government schools offer four
subjects in Class 3 — Punjabi,
English, mathematics and environmental science (EVS).
For Class 4, the schools
received textbooks of mathematics and Punjabi.
The depot officials said they
had also sent mathematics textbooks of Classes 2 and 3 and
Hindi textbook of Class 4 to all 19
blocks on Monday and the block
officers have been instructed to
dispense the books to schools.

For Class 5, Punjabi, Hindi,
English reader and mathematics textbooks have been
received by the schools.
The board depot officials said
they were on their toes to dispense the textbooks to all 19
blocks.
During a visit to Sanatan
Vidya Mandir School, it was
found that at one place, where
the depot has stored the books;
the workers were seen loading
the trucks with textbooks.
For the last one month, all the
depot staff is working day and

night so that textbooks can
reach schools by April 1. Board
storekeeper Kapil Kumar said,
“We have sent the textbooks of
the primary classes to the
blocks and schools have
received textbooks till today.
For Classes 6 to 8, we will start
sending the textbooks from
Tuesday.”
Principal of a government
school said, “The state authorities have assured the school
heads that new textbook will
reach the schools before April 1,
but again we started the new

UNIFORMS DIDN’T
REACH STUDENTS
LAST YEAR TOO
Besides textbooks, students
have been waiting for the new
uniforms. As many as 1, 15,880
students of Classes 1 to 8 will be
given school uniforms, of which
only 40% students of Classes 1 to
5 have received the uniform till
Monday.
The uniform is provided free
of cost to girl students and male
students, belonging to the
scheduled caste and the belowpoverty line categories, of
Classes 1 to 8. The state government had failed to provide the
school uniforms to the students
last year.
The education authorities
had decided in 2018 that instead
of giving the collective grant to
government schools under the
Samagra Shiksha Abhiyan (earlier Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan) to
provide uniforms to the students, a sum of ₹600 will be
transferred to the joint back
accounts of each eligible student and his parents for buying
uniforms.
In January, the state education department decided to float
centralised tenders to purchase
the clothes and in March the
firm started sending uniforms
to the schools.

Farmers attend
Buzz in the air missing, UT
training on animal witnesses a silent spring
disease surveillance
HT Correspondent
n

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustanties.com

LUDHIANA:As many as 24 progressive and potential farmers from
different districts of Punjab participated in the one day training
cum awareness program on
‘Importance of aquatic animal
disease surveillance in aquaculture environment’ held at College
of Fisheries (CoF), Guru Angad
Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University (GADVASU).
It was organised under the
Indian Council of Agricultural
Research (ICAR) and National
Fisheries Development Board
(ICAR-NFDB) funded ‘National
surveillance on aquatic animal
disease’ project.
HK Verma, Director of Extension Education and KS Sandhu,
Dean, College of Fisheries inaugurated the training program.
One of the fundamental mandates of the training was to create
awareness about the shrimp
farming practices, current prevailing diseases and prevention
protocols.
Verma addressed the farmers
and highlighted the utilization of
inland saline and water logged
areas of Punjab and motivated
them to take the benefit of the
land which is not under use for
agriculture purposes.
Sandhu addressed the participants and the faculty about the
importance of surveillance, data

THE TRAINING WAS HELD
TO CREATE AWARENESS
ABOUT THE SHRIMP
FARMING PRACTICES
AND CURRENT
PREVAILING DISEASES
management and interpretation
data for sustainable production.
He also conveyed farmers to utilize GADVASU facilities for field
related problems particularly
disease diagnosis.
Meera D Ansal, Head of Aquaculture Department, highlighted
the scope of shrimp farming in
Punjab.
Naveen Kumar, Course
director of the training program
explained the source of Specific
Pathogen Free (SPF) seed, role of
Coastal Aquaculture Authority
(CAA) and Rajiv Gandhi Centre
for Aquaculture (RGCA), He also
highlighted the importance of
disease surveillance in shrimp
farming in India.
Experts Prabjeet Singh and
Anuj Tyagi interacted with the
farmers about site selection, farm
design, biosecurity measures and
best management practices for
sustainable shrimp farming
while experts Shanthanagouda
and Amit Mandal discussed
about feed management and biofloc technology to increase and
double the farmers’ income.

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Spring season is on

its way, but there seems no buzz
in the air around UT.
The city beautiful is losing
charm of the season with a
decline in the number of birds
and insects such as butterflies,
fireflies, honeybees, house sparrows and many more.
Chandigarh University (CU)
professor Virinder Kumar Walia,
who is a constant observer and
researcher of butterflies, said,
“There is a gradual decrease in
the butterflies’ population over
the last 10 years.” There is hardly
any houseplant left in the city
leading to the habitat loss of butterflies, and increasing traffic
and air pollution are the major
causes, Walia said.
BUTTERFLIES HELP
IN POLLINATION
Talking about the importance of
butterflies, he said, “Butterflies
not only help in pollination but
are also environment indicators.
They make us aware of the pollution. The butterflies cannot survive in the presence of toxic gases
like sulphur dioxide, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide.”
Professor Virinder Kumar
Walia further said, “I am living in
Chandigarh since 1958 and have
seen industrialisation of the
city.”
“In the name of development,
we are becoming selfish and stop
thinking about other beings on

n

Chandigarh is losing charm of the season with a decline in the
number of birds and insects such as butterflies, fireflies,
honeybees, house sparrows and many more.
HT FILE

this planet who are equally
important. They also have full
right to share this planet with
us,” Walia further said.
ELECTROSMOG A MAJOR
CAUSE
Panjab University (PU) zoology
professor Neelam says, “We cannot deny the fact that we are moving towards a silent spring where
there is no chirping of birds, humming of bees or flies over the
years. Neelam, who studies pollinators, says, “Honeybees are one
of the insects who are present
throughout t the year for pollination. Now, they are reducing
their colonies.” She cited environment change as the cause
besides electrosmog, invisible
electromagnetic radiation. “The
most common sources of wireless
electrosmog are mobiles.
Because of electrosmog, breeding
of honeybees is getting affected
and disturbed resulting into less

pollination,” she said.
Wildlife journalist and
expert Vikramjeet Singh said,
“There was a time when we saw a
lot of fireflies in the city. One of
the principal reasons behind the
decline in their population is that
there is too much artificial light
in the city. Because of artificial
light, they become blind and it
results into breeding failure.”
“The second main reason is
that we spray so many pesticides
on flour and flora that the little
insects die. Birds like house sparrows need these insects to feed
their younger chicks,” Singh
said.
‘REASONS ARE VISIBLE’
He further said, “Many living
beings are getting extinct
because of man-made reasons
which are generally visible. But it
is not easy to notice the alarming
decline in the number of
insects.”

n

Students in a jubilant mood on the first day of the new session at Government Smart School,
Punjab Agricultural University, in Ludhiana on Monday.
GURMINDER SINGH/HT

With India spot out
of sight, Nair hopes
to savour past high

Experts deliver
lecture on poplar
breeding, trees
outside forests
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Students and faculty of

n

Karun Nair went on the tour of England but did not get to play with
REUTERS
the team picking replacement batsman Hanuma Vihari.

Ashutosh Sharma
n

ashutosh.sharma@htlive.com

MOHALI: There aren’t many Indians who have scored a triplecentury in Tests. So when
Karun Nair achieved that feat in
December, 2016, it must have
felt like the world was at his
feet.
He became only the second
triple-centurion for India after
Virender Sehwag and the third
player in history to convert his
maiden century into a
triple-- 303 against England.
Three years down the line
however, Nair is not even close
to making the India playing
XI.
With Nair on the bench, India
opted for Hanuma Vihari in the
fifth Test in England and then
his Kings XI Punjab teammate
Mayank Agarwal stole the
march featuring in two Test
matches in Australia.
Nair though is itching for a
fresh start and even though the
failures have taken a toll both
mentally and physically, the
27-year-old said he is just biding
his time.
“You want to be in that situation again. For me, I want to be
in that situation again where
you feel on top of the world and
feel good about yourself. I am
doing everything process-wise,
training-wise. I am trying to be
that player who gets to live that
dream again. When I get the
opportunity, I want to be
ready,” said Nair, who is yet to
feature in an IPL match for
KXIP this season.
Nair had a rather forgetful

domestic season, scoring 224 in
10 matches and the Karnataka
batsman has turned quite often
to his mentor Rahul Dravid for
advice.
“He is someone who has
always helped me. Even in IPL,
the breakthrough year was
when I played under him. I have
been in touch with him for the
last six years since I made
Rajasthan Royals debut. He has
always been there, someone I
can go up to and chat about anything, not only cricket but anything. It’s not that I have been
talking to him daily but I feel
comfortable if I need to talk to
him,” Nair said.
LOOKING UP TO DRAVID
Nair has worked closely with
Dravid in RR, Delhi Daredevils
and also with India A, cementing bond with one of India’s
greatest batsmen.
“You can’t ask for anyone better than him. A legend of the
game. He has achieved so much
and has knowledge and experience. There is no one better you
can go up to,” Nair said.
Coming back to IPL, Nair
feels Mike Hesson has given
impetus to the group and this
year the team is eager to
improve.
“We have made a lot of
changes and are a very different
team this year. He (Hesson) has
been great communication-wise
and is talking to everyone. He
has been straight-forward and
exciting to work with. He made
an effort to meet me and
Mayank during the India A tour
of New Zealand,” Nair said.

the department of botany, fruit
science and school of agricultural biotechnology attended
two lectures on ‘poplar breeding’
and ‘trees outside forests’ (TOF)
at Punjab Agricultural University (PAU) on Monday.
The lectures were organised
by the department of forestry
and natural resources, PAU.
Former managing director of
WIMCO Seedling Limited, Rudrapur, RC Dhiman delivered a
lecture on ‘poplar breeding’.
Dhiman presented the history
of poplar tree and also shed light
on the role of organisation, public and private, in making it more
popular. He said poplar breeding
had a great scope in developing
new clones for better productivity, and adaptation to new
challenges of biotic and abiotic
stresses.
AS Dogra, former principal,
chief conservator of forest, Punjab, while delivering a talk on
TOF highlighted the scope of
adopting on-farm tree in terms of
productivity, environmental
amelioration, employment generation and resource conservation. He emphasised that TOF
are minimising the pressure on
traditional forest areas by meeting all the industrial and domestic demands.
Dogra also stressed on the
importance of marketing intelligence, strong relations with tree
adopters and adoption of few
long-term timber species.
650 FARMERS ATTEND
TRAINING ON JAGGERY
PRODUCTION
As many as 650 progressive
farmers, jaggery manufacturers
and scientists from krishi vigyan
kendras of Punjab took part in
the training programmes on jaggery production held at Punjab
Agricultural University (PAU).
The department of processing
and food engineering and the
directorate of extension education, PAU, organised nine trainings of one-day each. The ninth
training was held on Monday.
Hands-on-training was given
where different gadgets like Brix
meter, pH meter, temperature
sensor and moisture meter were
introduced to the trainees and
their importance for the maintenance of quality and safety of jaggery was explained.

educationnotes
WORKSHOP ON
EXPERIMENTAL
PHYSICS AT KCW
LUDHIANA : The department of
physics of Khalsa College for Women
(KCW), Sidhwan Khurd, organised a
workshop on experimental physics on
Monday. Prof Baldev Singh Sidhu was
the resource person. He talked about
the applications of physics in everyday life. Principal Gurinder Kaur
Sandhu thanked the resource person.

Youth convention held
at Arya College
LUDHIANA: A youth convention was
organised at Arya College on Monday
by the Nehru Yuva Kendra under the
ministry of youth affairs and sports
department of government of
India. The objective of the convention
was to foster initiatives for unfolding
the potential of youth. As many as
150 students took part in various
activities on youth empowerment,
youth engagement in entrepreneurship, and today’s youth tomorrow’s
future.

SCD College students bag first
position in quiz contest
LUDHIANA : Students of SCD Government College bagged the first
position at the inter-state geographical quiz contest held at the Institute
of Spatial Planning and Environment
Research, Panchkula on Sunday. The
team comprising Chandan, Shivdutt,
of BA second year, and Shobhit
Mighani of BA third year, brought

n
n

A student being honoured during a youth convention at Arya College in Ludhiana on Monday.

laurels to the institution. Principal
Dharam Singh Sandhu congratulated
the students and their teachers.

Graduation ceremony at Ryan
International School
LUDHIANA: A graduation ceremony
for the students of the montessori
wing was held at Ryan International
School, Dugri, on Monday. The theme
for the ceremony was ‘Be the change’.

The students gave dance performances and sang songs. The highlight of
the show was the musical play
‘Pirates vs Mermaids’. The guests–
mayor Balkar Singh Sandhu , Mrs India
classic 2018 Nazuk Shyam Puri , PAU
agriculture and engineering department dean Ashok Kumar and councillor of ward number 44 Harkarandeep
Singh Vaid gave awards to students
for excellence in various fields.

New academic session begins
at Sacred Soul Convent
LUDHIANA: Sacred Soul Convent
Senior Secondary School, Dugri-Dhandra road, welcomed the students at
the commencement of the new
academic session on Monday. A
special assembly was organised for
the students by the teachers. Shri
Sukhmani Sahib Path was held to
mark the beginning of the new

HT PHOTO

session. A welcome bash was also
organised for the kindergarten
students.

MUN organised at Sat
Paul Mittal School
LUDHIANA: Sat Paul Mittal School
organised an Intra Model United
Nations on Monday. The aim was to
make the students cognisant and
responsible citizens. The agendas of

Students during a special assembly at Sacred Soul Convent Senior Secondary School, Dugri, in
Ludhiana on Monday.

the event were ‘The issue of Kashmir’
and ‘The Israel- Palestine conflict’.
In the general assembly, Islamic
Republic of Pakistan was adjudged
the best delegate while the High
Commendation went to People’s
Republic of China and The Republic of
India In the Security Council, the
delegate of The Russian Federation
was adjudged the best delegate and
the delegate of Belgium got the

High Commendation.

Workshop on ‘home-grown
tool houses for urban poor’
LUDHIANA: The school of design and
innovation of CT University organised
a workshop on ‘home-grown tool
houses for urban poor.’ Mostafizur
Rahman, an expert in industrial area
planning and management said, “This
will have a productive influence on

HT PHOTO

students as they bring out functional
and emotional aspects of designing
shelters for homeless people. With
this, students are given hands on
experience that how they can use the
technical skills to develop tool houses
for urban poor as outcome of the live
case studies.” School of design and
innovation head Geetanjali Kapoor,
said, “The workshop threw light on
the latest concepts of slum housing.”
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659 girl students of Classes
11, 12 awaiting free bicycles
MAI BHAGO SCHEME Their wait may continue as the bicycles can now be
distributed only after the declaration of results of Lok Sabha elections on May 23
Deepa Sharma Sood
n

deepa.sharma@htlive.com

LUDHIANA: As many as 659 girl stu-

dents of Classes 11 and 12 in the
district are still waiting for free
bicycles under the Mai Bhago
scheme of the state government.
Much to their disappointment,
the wait is likely to become
longer due to the imposition of
the model code of conduct.
The bicycles will now be distributed after the declaration of
results of the Lok Sabha elections on May 23.
The state government had
planned to distribute 13,036 bicycles among girl students under
the Mai Bhago scheme.
Out of these, 12, 377 bicycles
were distributed between February 18 and March 11, just before
the model code of conduct came
into force.
Sources said new bicycles

n

The bicycles, meant to be distributed among schoolgirls, lying at
Government Senior Secondary School. Kasabaad, Ludhiana.
GURMINDER SINGH/HT

were transported to schools during the second week of February
this year and distributed among
students by the state leaders. But
after the imposition of model

code of conduct, the distribution
of bicycles came to a halt. The
remaining bicycles were stocked
in classrooms of various government schools, to be collected by

Ambala man booked for
stalking 19-year-old girl
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA : A 23-year-old man
has been booked for allegedly
stalking and threatening a
19-year-old woman in Pinjore,
on Sunday.
According to the officials, the
woman, in her complaint, submitted that Jai Kumar of Naraingarh in Ambala, had been
texting on her father’s mobile
number from June last year.
The woman had left school
after passing Class 8 in 2014 and
is living with her parents at a
village in Pinjore.
Police said that as per the
complainant, her father saw the
text messages on his mobile

phone and started inquiring
about Kumar who later disclosed his identity.
The woman told the police
that the accused was asking her
to marry him.
“The man started following
me and came here in Pinjore.
Once I went to a local hospital
where he followed and started
pressurising me for marriage. I
asked him not to bother me
again and again but he continued to follow,” the woman told
the police.
Police said that the woman
narrated the incident to her parents who called up Kumar’s
parents.
During a panchayat, the matter was settled after Jai Kumar

students after May 23.
A government school principal said they had received as
many as thirty bicycles in March
first week. However, after the
model code of conduct came into
force, the cycles distribution was
stopped and cycles were kept in a
classroom, said the principal.
Anoop Kumar Passi, a retired
government school principal,
said there was no use of distributing cycles to students at the
end of the academic session.
“The scheme was initiated to
benefit the girl students to reach
schools conveniently and bicycles should have been provided
to them at the beginning of the
session,” he said.
The scheme was launched in
2012 to motivate girls to continue
their studies and even pursue
higher education. The scheme
promised free bicycles to students of Classes 11 and 12.

Tree saplings
planted in district
court complex

apologised and assured not to
bother the girl.
The woman alleged that a
few days after the incident, he
again started following her and
threatened to kill her and her
parents, if she did not marry
him.
The family then lodged a
police complaint.
Investigating official assistant sub-inspector (ASI) Anand
Kumar said they have recorded
statements of the woman and
her family members.
He said that an investigation
has been initiated and based on
the complaint, a case was registered under Sections 354-D
(stalking) and 506 (criminal
intimidation) of the IPC.

LUDHIANA: : Tree saplings were
planted near the under-construction building in the district
court complex here on Monday
under a drive organised under
the leadership of district & sessions judge Gurbir Singh.
The drive was also attended
by all additional district & sessions judges, chief judicial magistrate-cum-secretary, District
Legal Services Authority Dr
Gurpreet Kaur, civil judge (senior division) Vikrant Kumar,
chief judicial magistrate Suresh
Kumar Goyal, besides several
others.
The aim of the drive was to
encourage residents for planting
maximum number of trees so
that the environment is kept
clean and green.

11-YR-OLD DELHI
GIRL RESCUED
FROM TRAIN
HT Correspondent
n

Khanna SSP says ready for
any probe into allegation
HT Correspondent

line Ludhiana Railway Station
rescued an 11-year-old missing
girl from the Tata Muri-Jammu
Tawi Express at the railway
station here on Monday. The
girl belonged to Pusta village in
old Delhi.
Kulwinder Singh, in-charge
of the childline, said that a passenger, Jatinder Singh of
Khanna, who was travelling in
the same train, alerted the childline team, following which the
girl was rescued.
He said that after lodging a
report with the Government
Railway Police, she was produced before the child welfare
committee (CWC).
“During counselling, the girl
disclosed names of her father
and mother. She said her father
is a mason.
She boarded the train from
Delhi after her parents went to
Rajasthan. The committee has
sent the girl to Bala ji Prema
and Nikhil Vidyalya in Lalton
Kalan.
Her parents will be traced
and further action will be taken,
according to the order of the
CWC,” he said.

n
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LUDHIANA: A day after Jalandhar-

based church priest Anthony
accused the Khanna police of
embezzling ₹6.65 crore, Khanna
senior superintendent of police
Dhruv Dahiya said that he is
ready for any probe.
He added that the priest is levelling allegations for pressurising the police and other agencies,
investigating the case against
him.
The SSP said the recovered
cash was counted and seized in
the presence of income tax officials. He added why the priest and
his aides did not tell about this to
income tax officials when their
statements were being recorded
and the cash was counted.
They could have easily complained against the police to the
tax officials saying that ₹6.6 crore
is missing, but they are coming up
with this allegation a day later.
A 2012 batch IPS officer,
Dahiya, said that ₹6.6 crore is a
huge amount and that he is an
honest man and there has been no
any allegation against him in his
entire career.
On Friday, the Khanna police

›

Priest Antony is
levelling charges for
pressurising police and
other agencies, probing
the case against him. Why
did he not tell I-T officials
about the missing money
when their statements
were being recorded.
DHRUV DAHIYA, Khanna senior
superintendent of police

had claimed the recovery of ₹9.6
from Anthony and his five accomplices, including a woman, and
the case was handed over to the
I-T department and the Enforcement Directorate (ED). The police
claimed it was black money and
six persons were running a hawala racket.
On Saturday, Father Anthony,
at a press conference at Jalandhar, claimed that the police
showed the recovery of ₹9.6 crore
only, whereas the total amount
recovered from him was ₹16.6
crore. In a written statement to

n

Earlier the fee was charged under various heads, such
as transport, books, school uniform and charges for
extra-curricular activities, but not anymore

CHANDIGARH:Vidushi Sharma, 4, is

excited to join her new school on
Monday. The new academic session in most city schools begins
on Monday. A nursery class student, Vidushi has got a brand new
bag to carry her new sets of books
and notebooks. She has new
shoes and a new uniform to wear
and new stationery to flaunt in
front of her new classmates.
But all these new things have
cost her father, Madhukar
Sharma, a fortune.
Madhukar, a clerk with the
Chandigarh administration,
says: “Sending my daughter to
school has been one of the most
stressful time of the year. It has
already cost me around ₹70,000 as
one-time spending.”
Similar is the story of countless parents who struggle every
day to be able to send their children to a new academic session in
April.
Although the Chandigarh
administration has put a cap of
8% on fee hike in private unaided
recognised schools, the annual

comparison to government
schools in Chandigarh, where the
annual fees is not more than
₹4,000. “Education is now a commodity, if you can pay more, you
will get a better product,” says
Kesar Diwan, a parent.
Charging ₹1,21,500 as the
annual tuition fee, and ₹86,400 as
one-time admission fee up to
Class 5, Strawberry Fields High
School, Sector 26, is the most
expensive among the city’s 77 private unaided schools.
School director Atul Khanna
says: “I don’t believe the fees is
high. It commensurate with the
facilities we offer.”
Many schools also charge
refundable caution fees. Delhi
Public School, Sector 40, charges
₹10,000 while St Kabir Public
School, Sector 26, charges ₹11,000.

What parents pay up to Class 5

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

Admission fee
(one time)

School

Tuition fee
(annual)

Strawberry Fields
High School, Sector 26

₹86,400

₹1,21,500

Vivek High School, Sector 38

₹30,000

₹1,08,000

Chitkara International
School, Sector 25

₹77,270

₹72,720

Delhi Public School, Sector 40

₹35,750

₹84,720

Gurukul Global School,
Manimajra

₹65,000

₹87,960

St Kabir Public School,
Sector 26

₹27,000

₹67,712

St Joseph’s Senior
Secondary School, Sector 44

₹27,500

₹52,620

*The list is not exhaustive

fee in many schools is already
beyond the reach of many parents.
In most sought-after schools,
including Vivek High School,

Delhi Public School, Bhavan Vidyalaya, Chitkara International
School and Manav Mangal International School, the total fee is
more than ₹30,000 per annum in

EXPENSES APLENTY
Although the Chandigarh administration had made it mandatory
for schools to prescribe to the
National Council of Educational
Research and Training (NCERT)
curriculum, many schools still
prescribe books of private publishers till Class 8.

informationyoucanuse
POLICE CONTROL
ROOM
100, 98158-00251, 0161-241-4932, 933
Community Police Resource Centre
0161-241-4943, 0161-502-7043
TRAFFIC HELPLINE
1073, 0161-277-0012
SENIOR CITIZENS’ HELPLINE
1090
WOMEN HELPLINE
1091, 78370-18555
CHILDREN HELPLINE
1098
RED CROSS SOCIETY BLOOD BANK
0161-244-1257

FREE AMBULANCE
SERVICE
108

FIRE SERVICE
101
n Fire station (Ludhiana headquarters)
– 0161- 275-0764
n Fire station Khanna – 01628-221-343
n Fire station Samrala – 01628-262-100
n Fire station Jagraon – 01624-223-230

HOSPITALS
n
n
n
n
n
n

n Ludhiana civil hospital – 01612223999, 0161261577
n Jagraon civil hospital - 01624-257749
CMCH - 98148-29303, 01612115100, 5289, 5276
DMCH - 98155-55101
Hero DMC Heart Institute – 0161-230-4282
ESIC Model Hospital – 0161-277-2435
GTB Charitable Hospital – 0161-437-7100
Fortis hospital – 0161-522-2333

LUDHIANA

n SPS hospital – 887-202-7036
n Mohan Dai Oswal Cancer Hospital – 0161-509-4540
n GADVASU Veterinary Clinic – 0161-241-4010, 4011

13005
12014
12242

CIVIC HELPLINES

12716

n PSPCL (for power-related complaints) - 1912
n PPCB (for pollution-related complaints)
– 0161-267-2055
n MC’s fogging facility – 0161-277-1499
n MC helpline number (water supply, sewerage,
roads, streetlights and other complaints)
– 0161-274-8412
n MC’s toll-free helpline - 1800-1800-024
n MC’s flood control room - 0161-2749120
n District-level flood control room – 0161-243-3100
n Ludhiana Improvement Trust’s enquiry
number - 0161-525-5404

RAILWAY HELPLINES
n 182 – For security issue
n 138 – For medical emergency, food and catering and
cleanliness
n 139 – To enquire about PNR status, arrival,
departure and fare

RAILWAY
SCHEDULE

DEPARTURE TIMINGS
Train no
12426
12425
12445
12446
12903
14682

Destination
Rajdhani (Jammu to New Delhi)
Rajdhani (New Delhi to Jammu)
Sampark Kranti
(New Delhi to Jammu)
Sampark Kranti
(Jammu to New Delhi)
Golden Temple Mail
(Mumbai to Amritsar)
Intercity
(Jalandhar City to New Delhi)

"

Timing
00:15am
01:07am
01:42am
01:35am
02:47am
05:25am

12460
12411
12054
12926
12029
12919
12497
12920
12925
12498
12715
12030
12241
12459
12053
12412
12013
13006
14681
12904

Howrah Mail (Howrah to Amritsar) 05:50am
Shatabdi (Amritsar to New Delhi) 07:02am
Chandigarh Superfast
(Amritsar to Chandigarh)
07:20am
Sachkhand Express
(Amritsar to Hazur Sahib)
07:55am
Intercity (Amritsar to New Delhi) 08:40am
Intercity (Chandigarh to Amritsar) 09:10am
Jan Shatabdi (Amritsar to Haridwar) 09:03am
Paschim Exp (Amritsar to Bandra) 10:35am
Swarna Shatabdi
(New Delhi to Amritsar)
11:33am
Malwa (Indore to Jammu)
11:15am
Shan-e-Punjab
(New Delhi to Amritsar)
12:07pm
Malwa (Jammu to Indore)
01:50pm
Paschim Ex. (Bandra to Amritsar) 04:52pm
Shan-e-Punjab
(Amritsar to New Delhi)
05:23pm
Sachkhand Express
(Hazur Sahib to Amritsar)
05:55pm
Swarna Shatabdi
(Amritsar to New Delhi)
06:55pm
Chandigarh Superfast
(Chandigarh to Amritsar)
06:57pm
Intercity (New Delhi to Amritsar) 07:20pm
Jan Shatabdi (Haridwar to Amritsar) 07:35pm
Intercity (Amritsar to Chandigarh) 07:55pm
Shatabdi (New Delhi to Amritsar) 08:20pm
Howrah Mail (Amritsar to Howrah) 09:15pm
Intercity
(New Delhi to Jalandhar City)
10:35pm
Golden Temple Mail
(Amritsar to Mumbai)
11:59pm

FLIGHTS
SCHEDULE
Alliance Air Flight from
Sahnewal airport to Delhi
(Only Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday)
Ludhiana 4:20pm, New Delhi 5:35pm

the media, he claimed that police
have grabbed ₹6.6 crore.
The priest has claimed it was
not black money, but income of
his company, that supplies
books, stationery, uniforms etc in
schools.
Certain loopholes emerged in
the police version too as, while it
claimed recovering cash from
three vehicles during checking
on the GT Road, Doraha, on
Friday, sources said that
Anthony was detained from his
residence in Partappura of Jalandhar during a raid by the Khanna
police.
Ludhiana range deputy
inspector general (DIG) Ranbir
Singh Khatra said that since versions from the Khanna police and
Church priest are contradictory,
he has written to the Punjab
police headquarters in Chandigarh to get the matter probed by
the Financial Intelligence Unit
(FIU).
Meanwhile, Lok Insaaf Party
(LIP) MLA Simarjit Singh Bains
filed a written complaint with the
Election Commission of India
(ECI) on Monday demanding a
probe against the SSP and his
transfer out of Punjab ahead of
Lok Sabha polls.

7 Home Guards
companies on poll
duty in Uttarakhand

n

Police officials briefing mediapersons on the arrest of snatchers (faces covered) and showing the
recovered mobile phones at a press conference in Ludhiana on Monday.

T PHOTO

Parents spending a fortune to send Head constable, 2 aides
their children to private schools
arrested for snatchings
Srishti Jaswal
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LUDHIANA : A team of the Child-

ludhiana

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hidnustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: A head constable of

the Punjab Police and his two
accomplices were arrested here
on Monday afternoon for
snatchings.
According to division number 8 police, the gang has executed 14 snatchings in the city in
one month.
The police have also recovered six mobiles form their possession.

According to the police, all
the accused are drug addicts
and committed crime to meet
their drug needs.
The accused have been identified as head constable Sandeep
Singh, 35, posted at 7th IRB in
Ludhiana; Mahinder Khatri, 25,
of Barewal Awana and Maninder singh, 27, of Barewal Fatehpur Awana. Sandeep Singh hails
from Hoshiarpur, who was
transferred to Ludhiana from
Kapurthala eight months ago.
Assistant commissioner of

police (ACP, Civil Lines) Mandeep Singh said that when Sandeep was transferred to Ludhiana, he got in touch with the
other two accused through common friends.
They joined hands a month
ago and started snatching
mobiles and other valuables.
The assistant commissioner
of police added that the head
constable also used to join
accomplices after duty hours.
They used the bike of Maninder
for snatchings.

LUDHIANA: Punjab Home Guards
commandant Rai Singh Dhaliwal
(contingent in-charge, Lok Sabha
Elections 2019, Uttarakhand) on
Monday chaired a meeting of
home guards and officials from
Ludhiana, Jalandhar and Hoshiarpur districts, who have been
deployed on election duty in
Uttarakhand. He said that seven
companies of Punjab Home
Guards have been chosen for
election duty in Uttarakhand and
they would be leaving on April 5.
Commandant
Dhaliwal
directed all the officials and volunteers to perform their duty
with utmost devotion and honesty. He said that all the volunteers leaving for election duty are
physically fit and would perform
their duties with discipline. He
said that the volunteers of the
Punjab Home Guards have also
performed election duties in the
past as well and 13 companies
have already been dispatched to
Uttar Pradesh.
Prominent among those
present included assistant commandant Daljit Singh, company
in-charges Harnek Singh, Sukhwinder Singh, Hemant Kumar,
Gurpreet Singh from Ludhiana,
assistant commandant Sohan
Singh Misra, company in-charges Ishwinder Singh, Atinder
Sangha and Manjit Singh from
Jalandhar, assistant commandant Parkash Singh and company in-charge Maninder Singh
from Hoshiarpur district. HTC

Panchkula bicycle sharing: MC misses
deadline, likely to start by month-end
Yuvraj Kaushal
n

yuvraj.kaushal@htlive.com

PANCHKULA : After missing the
deadlines in October 2018
and March 2019 for starting public bicycle sharing (PBS) system
under the smart city project,
Panchkula municipal corporation (MC) is expecting to make
the system functional by the end
of April.
In December last year, the
civic body had invited tenders
and finalised a firm to operate
the PBS system which was to be
made functional by March.
In July last year, the corporation had decided that the system
will have 200 cycles and 20
dock stations, and had claimed
that the project will be launched
in three months but was
delayed.

‘INSTALLATION GIVEN
TO PVT FIRM’
MC commissioner and administrator Rajesh Jogpal said the
work of installation and operation of the sharing system in the
city has been allotted to M/S
Dharani Enterprises for a contract period of three years.
The company is already running the system in Bhopal and
Gwalior.
The system will be built at a
cost of ₹1 crore.
“The agency has already
started the manufacturing of
dock stations in their factory.
The material is likely to be
received within 10 days for
installation. The dock stations
are likely to be installed within
a month after receipt of material,” said Jogpal.
The municipal corporation
chief also said that with launch
of the system, the civic body is

n

Fare will be charged through a smart card and mobile applications, and the bicycles will be available
from 6am to 8pm.
GETTY IMAGES

implementing street design
interventions (model street
design) in the city as part of its
sustainable urban development
vision.
BICYCLES TO BE
EQUIPPED WITH GPS
“The bicycles will be equipped
with global positioning system
(GPS) tracking, feature for cashless transactions through
mobile apps and smart locks. It
will be controlled by android
and iOS applications,” Jogpal
said.
Fare will be charged via a
smart card and mobile apps and
bicycles will operate for 14
hours from 6am to 8pm. A central control system will also be
set up in the MC office to monitor them in real time.

THREE MONTHS ON, SALE OF
ORGANIC COMPOST BEGINS
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA : More than three

months after Panchkula
municipal corporation
(MC) started its pilot
project in collaboration
with a start-up of a group of
young entrepreneurs, it has
now begun sale of bio
manure called ‘organic
compost’ manufactured
from municipal solid waste.
On Saturday, 2.5 ton compost was sold at ₹10 per

kilogram.
To deal with the mixed
waste coming from residential areas, parks and sabzi
mandis, the civic body has
set up a material recovery
centre in Sector 12 in collaboration with Shudh Sustainable Solutions Private
Limited.
The MC first segregates
waste at the centre and then
the biodegradable waste is
then stored in pits for three
months to manufacture
compost.
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Khararflyoverprojectdeadline 2 days on, Mohali
settobeextendedbytwomonths police form SIT

35-YEAR-OLD
HANGS HERSELF
TO DEATH IN
MOHALI

NOW, MARCH 2020 Demolition drive hit as cops busy with election, IPL duties, says project director

HT Correspondent

DRUG OFFICER’S MURDER

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

n

Idrees Bukhtiyar
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

A YEAR’S DELAY AND MORE

MOHALI :The fresh January 2020

deadline set for completing the
long-pending Kharar-Chandigarh flyover project is set to be
extended by two months.
After overcoming the land
acquisitionissuesanddemolishingstructuresalongthehighway
fortwodaysrecently,theauthorities had to call off the drive as
they could not get police protection.
Meanwhile, commuters are
facingatoughtimeaslongtraffic
jamsarewitnessedonthestretch.
The national highway connects
Chandigarh to parts of Punjab
besides Jammu and Kashmir
and
Himachal
Pradesh. Kharar remains a major
bottleneckasaround50,000vehicles cross the stretch daily.
“On seeking police force for
carrying out the demolition
drive,weweretoldbytheadministration that cops are busy with
election and Indian Premier
League (IPL) duties,” said
NHAI project director Krishnan
Sachdeva.

The project entails widening of the road between Balongi and
Kharar T-point and constructing two flyovers and three bridges

November 2015 10.2 km ~369 cr 17 hectares 300
Construction began Length

December 2018
First deadline

January 2020

Ladhaheri village, has allegedly
committed suicide due to alleged
harassment by her husband and
his relatives. The deceased
has been identified as Salma
Begum, who was said to be twomonth pregnant.
Salma, of Sudhewal village,
was married to Ravi Khan, of
Ladhaheri
village
in
Nabha, around six months back.
She was found hanging at her
house in Sudhewal on Saturday
evening. Her father, Saudagar
Khan, has accused his son-inlaw Ravi and his relatives of harassing his daughter for dowry.
“My sister was once beaten up
by her sister-in-law after which,
she had remained admitted in

n

Only 60 of the 350-odd structures, mostly shops,
HT FILE
were razed on March 27 and 28.

‘CAN’T WORK WITHOUT
POLICE PROTECTION’
In the drive carried out of March
27 and 28, the NHAI was able to
demolishonly60structureswhile
around 300 structures are yet to
be razed.
“We cannot go ahead without
police protection and have
requestedtheMohaliadministration for it. The widening of the
road
between
Balongi

hospital for a week. But a consensus was reached between the
families,” said the deceased’s
brother, Mela Khan. “A few days
back,Ravihaddroppedmysister
off at a neighbouring village and
left,” he added.
Investigating officer Harjinder Singh said that a case has
been registered under Section
306 (abetment to suicide) of the
Indian Penal Code has been registered at the Bhadson
police station against the
deceased’s her husband Ravi
Khan, his brother Jawaida
Jahan, and his sister Surayiya
Begum on complaint of the victim’s father.
Further
investigation
is underway, said police. HTC

Land acquired

WORK
REMAINING

WORK
COMPLETED

50% 50%

Fresh deadline

and Kharar T-point cannot be
carried out without demolishing
the structures,” said Sachdeva.
He said though efforts are being
made to complete the project by
January 2020, with the delay in
demolitions,thedeadlineislikely
to be pushed to March 2020.
Meanwhile, Mohali deputy
commissioner Gurpreet Kaur
Sapra said: “We got the NHAI’s
request for police protection to

carry out the drive on March 27
and 28 only. We received no further request. Cops were busy
with some marathon in the past
couple of days. We will sort out
the issue in a day.”
The flyover construction
beganinNovember2015afterthe
NHAI had handed over the ₹369croreprojecttoLarsen&Toubro
.ItwastobecompletedbyDecember 2018. However, in the past

Activists distribute
books in Sangrur

After 7 years: HC
orders reinstatement
of excise inspector

HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

SANGRUR: Even as tipplers were

busy stocking up their bars by
purchasing liquor at lower price
on Sunday, some crusaders
including professors, doctors
and social workers launched an
anti-liquor campaign by distributing fee books to residents at
Barnala Chowk.
The activists had set up stalls
on the roadside and distributed
thousands of books for over two
hours.
The books were about drug
menace,environment,literature
and the ideology and works of
Bhagat Puran Singh — an environmentalist and a philanthropist.

Arshdeep Arshi

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :Seven years after a

central excise department
inspector was dismissed from
service, Punjab and Haryana
high court (HC) has ordered his
reinstatement.
PETITIONER HAD
FAILED TO GET RELIEF
FROM ADMN TRIBUNAL
Petitioner Sukhjinder Singh
had approached the HC after he
failed to get relief from Central
Administrative Tribunal (CAT).
He had applied for grant of
earned leave from May 19, 2009,
to July 17, 2009, to visit USA
and Canada and the leave was
sanctioned by the competent
authority.
He had to resume his duty on
July 20, 2009, but
submitted an application for
extension of earned leave by
another two months till
September 20, 2009.

KNOW THE COURSE
Both the courses will have 40
seatseach,apartfromwhich,five
seatswillbereservedforNRIstudents and five will be industry
sponsored. The fee for NRI and
industry sponsored students for
both the courses will be ₹1lakh.
The annual tuition fee for
MTTM has been proposed at

n

The proposal will be tabled before the Panjab University syndicate
HT FILE
for approval on April 10.

₹60,000.
Besides₹10,000asstudentwelfare activity fee and other applicable university charges will be
payable as per rules. For
MHMCT, the annual tuition fee
was proposed at ₹70,000.
Besides, the student welfare
activity fee of ₹10,000 and other
applicable university charges
will also be payable.
Presently, UIHTM offers two
graduate courses (four years),
bachelor of Hotel Management
and Catering Technology and
bachelor of Tourism and Travel
Management, with the former
courseoffering60seatsandbachelor of travel management offering 30 seats. Admission to these
coursesisconductedthroughthe
varsity’s PUTHAT.

FEE STRUCTURE
PROPOSED
The annual tuition fee for
masters in Tourism and Travel
Management has been
proposed at ₹60,000. Besides
₹10,000 as student welfare
activity fee and other applicable university charges will be
payable as per rules.
For masters in Hotel Management and Catering Technology, the annual tuition fee
was proposed at ₹70,000.
Besides, the student welfare
activity fee of ₹10,000 and
other applicable university
charges will also be payable.

three-and-a-half years, only50%
work has been completed.
The company was unable to
meetthedeadlineduetothedelay
in acquisition of land, mostly
occupied by shops.
Sachdeva said around 17 hectares were to be acquired for the
project. “Structures are still
standing along both sides of the
road on 4.5km of the 10.2km
project,” he said.

THE PETITIONER HAD
ASKED FOR EXTENSION
OF HIS EARNED LEAVE,
WAS DIRECTED TO
SUBMIT APPLICATION
SUPPORTED BY A
MEDICAL CERTIFICATE
on the same day.

WARNING OF
DISCIPLINARY
PROCEEDINGS GIVEN
During September in the same
year, he was asked to submit an
application in proper pro forma
supported by a medical certificate or resume duty immediately, with a warning of disciplinary proceedings.

CHARGESHEET
ISSUED IN 2011
He had been issued a chargesheet in 2011 since he remained
on unauthorised leave from
July 18, 2009, to May 25, 2011 but
he did not respond to the allegations. In the court, Sukhjinder
had claimed that he was in regular correspondence with the
department and was dismissed
without being given an opportunity of hearing.
Though the court has
directed the department that the
petitioner be reinstated in his
service, it has allowed them to
initiate departmental proceedings against him, if they desire,
within two months. The court
observed that disciplinary
authority, without conducting
any inquiry, had held that the
petitioner had failed to maintain
devotion to duty which is unbecoming on part of a government
servant.

DISMISSED FROM
SERVICE IN 2012
Sukhjinder came back and submitted his joining report on January 24, 2012, before additional
commissioner of central excise.
He was dismissed from service

DECISION BE BASED ON
FACTS : HC
The decision should be based on
objective facts and not merely
on ‘ipse dixit’ of the
disciplinary authority, the
court said.

arshdeep.arshi@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: PanjabUniversityis

likelytostarttwonewpostgraduation courses in the University
Institute of Hotel and Tourism
Management (UIHTM) department. The syllabus for the two
courses was approved in the faculty meeting on Saturday.
Thetwonewcoursesproposed
bythedepartmentaremastersin
Tourism and Travel Management (MTTM) and masters in
HotelManagementandCatering
Technology (MHMCT).
If approved in the Syndicate
meeting, the admissions will
start from the academic session
2019-20. The proposal will be
tabled before the Syndicate for
approval on April 10.
Chairperson of UIHTM, Prashant K Gautam, said, “We had
senttheproposalfortwomasters
courses. We have the infrastructure to start these courses. Vicechancellor Raj Kumar has also
promisedtorecruitmorefaculty
members for the same.”

Structures remain

March 2020

PU’s tourism dept wants to
start two postgrad courses
n

Cost

Second deadline

Pregnant woman
ends life in Nabha
NABHA: A 27-year-old woman, of

cases, Chandigarh Police have
arrested three persons and
recovered 160 cartons of Indian
made foreign liquor (IMFL) and
country made liquors in Chandigarh on Saturday night.
Cops nabbed Kangra (Himachal Pradesh) resident Pardeep
Kumar and a local resident
Mohinder Pal for allegedly
smuggling illicit liquor.
During routine patrolling at
Sector 44/51 light point, traffic
police stopped a mini-truck.
During the checking, police
recovered 90 boxes with 1, 080
bottles of whiskey and 70 boxes
with 840 beer bottles.
The truck was stopped by traf-

MOHALI : A 35-year-old woman

n

Neha Shoree, victim

met the family members of both
NehaandBalwindertoknowthe
exact reason behind the crime.
“Wearetryingtofigureoutthe
trigger that led Balwinder to kill
Neha. Sofar wehaven't zeroed in
onanyparticulartheory.Laptops
and other materials are being
checked to throw more light on
the circumstances,” said an official privy to the matter.
According to documents
accessed by HT, Balwinder, who
was from Morinda, had bought
thepistolonMarch12,adayafter
getting the weapon licence from
the Rupnagar deputy commissioner’s office. Sources in the
police claimed the sequence of
events indicate the weapon was
purchasedwiththesolemotiveof
killing Neha, against whom he
held an old grudge.

committed suicide on Sunday
morningbyhangingherselfwith
agirderatherhomeinGharuan.
Police ruled out any foul play
andsaidthatNeelamRani,aresident of Garangan village, was
depressedandis survivedby her
husband and two children.
“This morning, her husband
calledhertobringteaforhimbut
Neelam who was in another
room, didn’t respond. Her husbandwenttoherroomandfound
her hanging,” police said.
Post-mortem was carried out
at Civil Hospital, Kharar.
A case under Section 174 of
The Code of Criminal Procedure
(CrPC) was registered at the
Gharuan police station on Sunday.

POLICE RULED OUT ANY
FOUL PLAY AND SAID
DECEASED NEELAM RANI
OF WAS DEPRESSED
GARANGAN VILLAGE
WAS DEPRESSED

LOK SABHA ELECTIONS

50% polling booths in
Mohali district to have
webcasting facility
Hillary Victor
n

hillary.victor@htlive.com

50 MODEL POLLING STATIONS

MOHALI: Out of the total 749 poll-

n To ensure maximum participa-

ing booths in the district, 375
(50%) will have a live webcast
facility, enabling real-time,
remote monitoring of the proceedings during the elections.
Webcasting involves uploading
thevideofeedthroughawebcam
to a central cloud server.
Election officials will use this
feed to monitor the polling booth
in real time.
Deputy commissioner-cumdistrictelectionofficer,Gurpreet
KaurSaprasaid,“Thesemeasure
are being taken as a part of the
vulnerability mapping ofpolling
stations in the district.”

tion, the district is setting up
50 stations as model polling
stations.
n The station will have facilities
for differently-abled voters.
n The model polling booths will
have a lounge with a red carpet
where people can sit till their
turn. It will have drinking water
and sanitation facilities.
n Booths will have air coolers (as
per requirement), illumination
facility in voting rooms, first-aid
kits and creche for small kids
accompanying voters.

VULNERABILITY
MAPPING DRIVE
According to the ECI handbook
issued to returning officers, the
vulnerability mapping drive is
“an exercise to identify the centres vulnerable to any threat,
intimidation or interference”.
The exercise tells the officers
to “identify persons who are
likely to spearhead such offence
of undue influence. The booths
under webcasting have been
identifiedonseveralparameters
including low voterturnout, low
elector photo identity card ratio
or booths where there was 90%
turnout, with 75% of the votes
going to one candidate.
Mohali administration will be
deploying only women staff at 25

ADMINISTRATION WILL
BE DEPLOYING
ONLY WOMEN STAFF
AT 25 POLLING STATION
IN THE DISTRICT; WILL
BE CALLED SAKHI
MATDAN KENDRAS
polling station in the district.
Theofficials including police,
election officers and other
employeeswillbewomen. These
booths will be called Sakhi Matdan Kendras.
EVM’S HANDED
OVER TO SDM’S
Around 900 Electronic Voting

n Each booth has been assigned a

certain number of wheelchairs
based on the number of
differently-abled voters.
n Booth-level awareness group
(BAG) members have been
requested to assist voters.
n Magnifying glasses have been
arranged at the polling stations
to help senior and partially or
visually-impaired citizens.
n Vehicles for pick and drop of
differently-abled and senior
citizens from home to the
polling booth and vice versa has
also been arranged in Mohali.

Machines (EVMs) have been
handedovertothesub-divisional
magistrates of Kharar, Mohali
and Dera Bassi.
EVMs were handed over after
randomisation process in the
presenceofleadersofallpolitical
parties. The idea is to ensure
nobody knows in advancewhich
EVMs will be allotted to which
constituency/polling station.
For this, serial numbers of all
EVMs under the jurisdiction of a
districtelectionofficerarelisted.
EVMsforagivenconstituency
are then randomly selected
through a computerised process
known as first-level randomisation. A second-level randomisationbythereturningofficerlater
selects the EVMs at a given polling station.

Panjab varsity board of studies elections held
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Elections for different boards of studies were held
at Panjab University on Saturday.
The list for the same was
released on Sunday.
In the undergraduate board
of studies in music (vocal and
instrumental) and dance for the
term April 1 to March 31, Ambuj
Mala from Devki Devi Jain
Memorial College for Women,
Ludhiana; Amita Sharma from

PGGCG, Sector 11; Binu Dogra
from PGGCG, Sector 42; Deepa
from MCM DAV College for
Women, Sector 36; Kanwar
Iqbal Singh from PGGCG, Sector 11; Harvinder Singh from
PGGCG, Sector 11 were elected.
In the postgraduate board of
studies in commerce, Ashwani
Kumar Bhalla from SCD Government College, Ludhiana;
Mamta Ratti from MCM DAV
College for Women, Sector 36;
Pardeep Singh Walia from
PGGCG, Sector 11; Pooja Gaur
from Arya College, Ludhiana

and Sunil Kumar from SPN College, Mukerian, Hoshiarpur
were elected.
In the undergraduate board
of studies in chemistry, Deepika
Kansal from PGGCG, Sector 42;
Kamaljit Kaur from DAV College, Hoshiarpur; Kuldeep
Kumar from GN College, Narangwal; Sadhana Verma from
PGGCG, Sector 11; Sajeev Soni
from GGDSD College, Sector 32,
Suresh Sharma from DAV College, Abohar were elected.
In the undergraduate board
of studies in physics, Lalit

Mohan Garg from D M College,
Moga; Navneet Kumar Pruthi
from DAV College, Sector 10;
Rajesh Khatri from DAV College, Abohar; Rajiv Kumar from
GGDSD College, Hariana
(Hoshiarpur); Shikha Gupta
from GGDSD College, Sector 32
and Surinder Singh Gill from
Dev Samaj College for Women,
Ferozepur City were elected.
In the postgraduate board of
studies in chemistry, Girish
Kumar from JC DAV College,
Dasuya, Hoshiarpur; Gurjeet
Gujral from PGGCG, Sector 11;

Sajeev Soni from GGDSD College, Sector 32; Shivani Gulati
from DAV College, Sector 10 and
Suresh Sharma, DAV College,
Abohar were elected.
In the postgraduate board of
studies in physics, Anil Kumar
from JC DAV College, Dasuya,
Hoshiarpur; Manoj Kumar from
DAV College, Abohar; Nelu
Mahajan from GGDSD College,
Sector 32; Rajesh Kumar from
JC DAV College, Dasuya, Hoshiarpur and Sanjeev Kumar from
GGDSD College, Sector 32 were
elected.

Spreading smiles and winning hearts, these brothers have no regrets
Rachna Verma
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :“I am a joker and

fic police since it jumped the red
light at Mataur Chowk, said a
cop. He said both accused
claimed to be employee of a
liquor vend in Sector 44 but failed
to produce transit slips required
for transportation of liquor in
Chandigarh.
In another case, cops arrested
Paras, a resident of Industrial
Area, Chandigarh, near the light
point of EWS Colony, Mauli
Jagran for carrying 25 bottles of
country made liquor on Saturday. Paras was on foot and was
carrying the bottles in a bag, said
police.
Separate cases under the
Excise Act were registered
against the accused.
HTC

day formed a special investigating team (SIT) to probe the murder of woman drug officer Neha
Shoree.
Balwinder Singh, 49, had
openedfire atNeha, whowas the
zonal licensing authority, Food
andDrugs Administration, Punjab,inherofficeatKhararbefore
turninghis.32borepistolonhimself on March 29.
As per the initial police probe,
he was perturbed over having
lost the licence to run a chemist
shop in Morinda after Neha,
posted as a drug inspector in
Rupnagar, had conducted a raid
about a decade back.
“Wehaveformedafour-member SIT to minutely probe circumstances that led to the
woman officer’s murder,” said
Mohali seniorsuperintendent of
police (SSP) HS Bhullar.
The team comprises SP (City)
Harwinder Singh Virk, DSP
(investigation) Gurdev Singh
Dhaliwal, DSP (Kharar) Deep
Kamal and Kharar City station
house officer (SHO) Bhagwant
Singh.
SourcessaidtheSITmembers

A LW AY S O N T H E M O V E

Three held with
illicit liquor in UT
CHANDIGARH: In two different

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI:TheMohalipoliceonSun-

n

Mohan Shukla and his younger brother Sohan Lal Shukla have
been performing with Rayman Circus for years.
SANT ARORA/HT

this is my identity,” says dwarf
clown, Mohan Lal Shukla,
40,who is here to perform with
Rayman Circus at Manimajra,
Chandigarh.
Mohan Shukla and his
younger brother Sohan Lal
Shukla who are originally
from Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh, are dwarfs: “After being
in the circus for 20 years, we
have no regrets on our choice
to be joker as a profession. We
are happy about the fact that
circus gave us the opportunity
to travel the world.”
Mohan Shukla says, “I was
five-year-old when I saw the
circus for the first time in my

theysay

›

I was so fascinated
by my first visit to
circus that I never felt
like going back.
MOHAN SHUKLA, dwarf clown

life. I was so fascinated that I
never felt like going back. I still
remember my first performance in Two Pole Circus as a
joker.” Sohan, who also
accompanies his brother in the
circus says, “ Being a dwarf
man, people often laugh and
mock at us. Here, we charge
them to laugh at us.”
Uncertainty and changes in

›

Being dwarfs, we
are often mocked
at. But here we charge
people to laugh at us.
SOHAN LAL SHULKA, dwarf clown

the profession sometimes
upset us but we are not much
worried about it, say the duo.
Like them, there are many
artistes who are sticked to the
profession after being so
uncertain.
CIRCUS MAKES ME
FORGET MY PROBLEMS
Acrobat Geeta, 18-year-old

originally from Manipur, says,
“ This is my sixth year in the
circus. Initially, I felt bad for
being away from my family,
but slowly when I learned the
skill and started performing, I
forgot about the problems in
my life. I don’t know where will
I go after the circus. This is my
home. And I will always be a
circus artiste.”
Another boy, Kancha (20),
from Manipur who lives in the
circus, says, “ It is very tough
to survive in the digital age and
match up with the level of digital entertainment.”
He said uncertainty can be
scary but we keep making
changes so that people come
and circus artistes can sustain
themselves and keep entertaining people.
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Vidyut
Jammwal
enjoys doing
action films;
(inset) with
tusker Bhola
PHOTO: GOKUL
VS/HT

Rishabh Suri
e amazed people with his
action skills when he
starred opposite John
Abraham in Force (2011). And
then, he raised the bar further
with his Commando franchise.
Actor Vidyut Jammwal is
perhaps one of the better
action stars Bollywood has, a
facet his latest offering,
Junglee utilises to the fullest.
Ask why he focuses only on
action films, and he says, “I am
best at doing it, so I love doing
it. When you enjoy something,

H

in the multi-starrer
Baadshaho (2017) which also
starred Ajay Devgn and
Emraan Hashmi.
Does he feel that the
potential of action films has
been fully tapped by Indian
cinema? “Yes, the talent that is
performing is the best, you can
compare it to Hollywood. If
you see Mission: Impossible,
the budgets they work with are
much higher than in Hindi
cinema, but the daredevilry is
higher here. Chuck says that
he’s never seen someone
(there) who wants to do their
own stunts. He’s never
witnessed a part where the
hero does these big 10
sequences in a day without
a stunt double. The East is
brilliant with action. We
don’t have budgets or

Samarth Goyal

VIDYUT JAMMWAL ACTOR
spend money like that,” he
says.
We finally ask Vidyut if this
lack of spending bothers him
since he’s a big believer in
action films. Pat comes the
reply, “Nothing bothers me.
Not this, not anything in life.”

ulging biceps,
spectacular sixes
and a flashy blonde
Mohawk — that’s
Andre Russell for you in a
nutshell. In a recent tête-àtête, the cricketer said
playing in the Indian
Premier League
(IPL) makes him feel
like a superstar. “I
love playing in the
Caribbean and it will
always be the closest
thing to my heart, but
that’s nothing to
compare with the IPL.
To be in a stadium with
40,000-65,000 people. You
don’t get that many people
in the Caribbean,” he says.
The Jamaican player is
off to a great start this
season. “I love playing in

B

the Caribbean Premier League
since it’s in front of my home
crowd. [But] In terms of
atmosphere, this is the place to
be. You feel like a superstar,”
adds Russell whose powerful
batting has taken the IPL by
storm this season.
But it isn’t
about feeling
like a
superstar
that makes
the IPL
experience
unique,
rather
it’s the
connect that

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

STOP PRESS

Cricketer Andre
Russell is
overwhelmed
by the crowds
in India

PHOTOS: AP

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
MIMI

PHOTO: GOKUL VS/HT

ctor Priyanka Chopra
Jonas, who is married to
singer Nick Jonas, is
planning to sue OK tabloid,
if a report on In.com is to be
believed. OK claimed the
duo is heading for divorce. A
source told the website,
“Once she makes up her
mind...nothing can stop her.
Priyanka will let loose
her legal team on this
news-manufacturing
tabloid and ensure they get
to their knees.”

A

(L-R) Priyanka
Chopra Jonas,
Sonam K Ahuja, Alia
Bhatt and Athiya
Shetty raising their
style stakes in
colour-block
dresses and
separates

LUPITA SORRY AFTER
‘US’ CONTROVERSY
scar winner Lupita
Nyong’o has apologised
for saying she used
spasmodic dysphonia as
inspiration for the voice of
Red, her evil character in
the film Us. Nyong’o said
her intent was not to “vilify
or demonise” the disorder.
“I met people and learned
how difficult it is to have
the disorder. So I am aware
of frustrations and
misconceptions... I thought
speaking about it and
mentioning it might shed
light on the condition,” she
said.
PTI

O

Celebs brighten their
day with colour-blocks
f the many trends spotted
this spring, colourblocking is the most
popular of them all. Many
brands and designers, such as
Escada, Prabal Gurung and
Bibhu Mohapatra, showcased
it on the ramp for this spring/
summer season. Bringing it
from ramp-to-reality are our
Bollywood style mavens like
Priyanka Chopra Jonas, Alia
Bhatt, Sonam K Ahuja and
Athiya Shetty, who are acing

O

instagram.com/htcity

www.youtube.com/user/ht

Russell has with
the crowd that
makes it worth
his while.
“Indian crowds
embrace cricketers. I
am afraid to go the mall.
For two months I am
restricted from moving
anywhere, but I enjoy it. I
feel like a big Bollywood
actor. It’s a great feeling
to receive so much love,”
says Russell who was in
the Capital, promoting his
IPL franchise, Kolkata
Knight Riders’ fashion line.
The 30-year-old allrounder feels indebted to
fans in India, and that’s
what drives the cricketer to
give his best. “Back in the
Caribbean, I can be
sitting at a beach just
chilling, and someone
who would know that I
am a big deal, would go
like ‘Hey Dre Russ, what’s
up’ and I’ll be like ‘all cool’
. And that’s it. But that’s
not the case here. You just
walk into a lobby and they
go crazy and I absolutely
love it. That’s why I try to
give them my best every
time,” he adds.
n

samarth.goyal@htlive.com

PHOTOS:
VIRAL
BHAYANI

PEECEE-NICK TO SUE
TABLOID FOR FAKE
DIVORCE REPORT?

Akshay Kaushal

twitter.com/htshowbiz

The cricketer loves the
adulation he receives
from fans during IPL

I am happy, I’ve been
meeting families,
interacting with kids.
The excitement is
great. I love the fact
we could get (director)
Chuck Russell.

n

www.facebook.com/HTcity

LUDHIANA
ANDRE RUSSELL:
IFEELLIKEABIG
BOLLYWOOD
ACTOR

‘Hollywoodhasthe
budgets,Hindifilms
thedaredevilry’
you will be good at it. It’s good
to be choosy and be able to
decide in what will you be able
to give your 100%. Junglee is a
bit different for me. It’s an
action adventure which caters
to families, something which I
have not delved into earlier.”
He’s glad with the response
he’s got so far for it. “I am
happy, I have been meeting
families, interacting with kids.
The excitement is great. I love
the fact that we could get in
(director) Chuck Russell. He’s
one of Hollywood’s known
names, and gave Dwayne
Johnson, who’s their biggest
action star, his first break. He
sees potential in me, and
feels I could take Indian
martial arts global!”
says Vidyut. The
actor was last seen

www.hindustantimes.com

the look. We ask fashion
experts about this trend.
Designer Rahul Mishra,
who has done colour-blocking
in his Paris Fashion Week
collection for spring says,
“Bright, primary colours
make a strong style statement
when clubbed together.
Handloom saris with colourblocking are a big trend too. I
believe this trend is the best
for summer.” Designer
Siddhartha Bansal, who plays
with a lot of bright,
psychedelic colours for his

collections says, “Colourblocks look best with lush
fabrics, such as satin or silk.
But for summers, handlooms
are the best.”
This trend also happens to
be the trickiest. “The major
hassle is to style separates. So
as you style your bright top in
any primary colour with
pants from another secondary
colour, make sure your shoes
are also in a bright and poppy
shade,” says designer
Nachiket Barve.
n

akshay.kaushal@htlive.com

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
ATHIYASHETTY

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.

Dia to join the digital bandwagon;
says by far the most challenging role
Pooja Sharma
he web space is currently
on an upward trajectory,
and actor Dia Mirza is the
latest artist to enter this
digital boom. Dia, who wooed
the audience last year with
her role in Sanju, is set
make her digital debut with
an extremely challenging
role.
A source says that Dia
has not only begun preparing
for the role but to perfect
her act, she has also joined
hands with workshop
director, Atul Mongia, who is
known for crafting meaty
roles that have broken
monotony.
“The story of the web
show,” shares Dia, “is based
on true events, making my
part even more challenging.”
About doing the workshop,
Dia, who is playing the
protagonist, explains,“It is
the most challenging role
that I have played till date.
Workshops help in
discovering the person or the
character one is playing. It is
the inner space of the
character that helps us actors
become the person we are
playing.”
When asked if she is a
‘method actor’ or prefers
being spontaneous, the
Rehnaa Hai Terre Dil Mein
(2001) star explains, “To
arrive at spontaneity, one
needs to prepare. I work hard
on getting to know the
character and learning my
lines and then just be. To be,
takes work, and I love the
process of workshops,
especially the one with Atul,
because he really brings out
spontaneity.”

Dia Mirza was
last seen on
the big screen
in Sanju
(2018) as
Maanayata
Dutt

T

n

It is the most challenging role that I have played till date.
Workshops help in discovering the person or the
character one is playing.
DIA MIRZA, ACTOR

pooja.sharma@htlive.com
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htcity TIME OUT
Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 91-22-26398641 (Last week of every month)
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

Health concerns will not bother you today as
you enjoy a blissful health. Things will
definitely improve on the professional
front; keep up the good work. Romance
blossoms, as you free yourself from selfimposed shackles. Don’t make plans for a
holiday without prior discussion with
ARIES
your
travel companion.
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
Lucky Number: 2 Colour: Deep Sky Blue
You may find it difficult to deal with a financial
condition will see good tidings in the
coming time. Love and concern in large
doses will make someone oppose you in
the romantic front. Enjoying your heart
out in the gathering of your near and
dear ones is indicated. Things move
favourably while selling a property.

Your seriousness about achieving fitness will
offer you best of health. A profitable day is
foreseen in terms of your finances. Those
waiting to enjoy a long drive with lover
might have to wait for some more time.
You will be able to infuse harmony on
the domestic front. An ancestral
TAURUS
property
is likely to get you good gains.
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Lucky Number: 9 Colour: Golden Brown
Taking some time off to recuperate from a
health problem will be a better idea today.
You have a tendency to take initiatives at
wrong moments in the romantic front
which might make things worse.
Keeping doubts and suspicions at bay
will enable you to remain much more at
peace with yourself and with your family.

LEO
(JUlY 23 - AUG 23)

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Cream

SAGITTARIUS

SUDOKU

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

Health is likely to keep you satisfied today.
Financially, dark clouds that hover over your
earnings are likely to be removed soon.
Romance may not particularly be on your
mind today. In the family front you may
be forced into something that you don’t
want to do. This is not particularly a very
good day for travel.

(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Good health is indicated. Money put in a bet is
money lost; so be careful. You are likely to
influence an important decision at work.
A prank done by a youngster might get
the family into a mess. Leave applied for
a vacation is likely to be sanctioned.
Losing a substantial amount in a
property deal is likely on your card.

Health poses no problems, as you become
increasingly health conscious. Keep your
positive outlook and it will definitely turn
a hopeless situation into a promising one.
You will have to take some more effort
to increase the pace of work to be
productive. It seems to be a good day as
PISCES
far as property business is concerned.
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Purple

Lucky Number: 22 Colour: Light Blue

Bill Watterson

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Lucky Number: 18 Colour: Chocolate

Health remains satisfactory today. Financial
worries become a thing of the past as a
monetary issue is decided in your favour.
At work, you will get an opportunity to
put your point across to those who
matter. Someone you have known for
long in the family will sympathise with
you.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Health may suffer, as you remain inactive.
Financially, dark clouds hover over your
earnings, so keep your fingers crossed.
This is the day of wish fulfilment for
those who want to travel across borders.
Your efforts to enhance your property
business
might need some more time to
CANCER
get you the desired results.
(JUNE 22 - JUlY 22)
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Magenta

Lucky Number: 4 Colour: Light Red

Good routine will restore your lost energy and
health soon. Financial front is showing
promising signs of becoming stronger.
With confusion over a domestic issue
sorted out, you will heave a sigh of relief.
A business trip is likely to open many
lucrative opportunities for you. A good
CAPRICORN
property deal is coming your way today.
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
Lucky Number: 5 Colour: Forest Green

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Indigo

GEMINI

Ajay Devgn: The actor, known for films such as
Company, The Legend of Bhagat Singh (both
2002), Gangaajal (2003), Omkara (2006) and the
Singham and Golmaal franchises, turns 50 today.

Excessive worries about health prove
meaningless, as you remain hale and hearty.
Impressing those who matter to smooth
your finances is possible today. Things
will start looking brighter on
professional front soon. A travel plan
that you are very excited about might
not get started today.

Lucky Number: 17 Colour: Electric Blue

Excellent health is indicated for you today and
will keep you at bay. Financial front is
showing signs of improvement but will
need time. Negative thoughts can
boggle up your mind as you try to fix
something in the family. A business trip
you were much excited about is likely to
get cancelled.

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
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SHOW BUZZ
LOOKBACK

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Composer Madan Mohan — a very good
cook — bribed Manna Dey with bhindi
meat to make him sing Kaun Aaya Mere
Mann Dware (Dekh Kabira Roya, 1957).

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3043
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

Su in School

NPAAE
AASRR
AC EHCT
EERYCH

Are you wondering who this school girl is? Well, it is none
other than singer and stand-up comedian Sugandha Mishra.
Doesn’t she look cute?
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SUGANDHAMISHRA23

QUOTE HANGER

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

______ is simpLy habit Long continued.
SOLUTION SUDOKU

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Paean, arras, cachet, cheery
ANSWER: Character is simply habit long continued. - Plutarch

MOVIES ON TV
& PICTURES
1050 Main Prem Ki
Diwani Hoon
1354 Aitraaz
1700 Kasam Hindustan Ki
2000 Jumanji: Welcome
to the Jungle
2234 Snake In The
Eagle’s Shadow
UTV MOVIES
0835 Aashiqui
1145 Player Ek Khiladi
1435 Kis Kisko Pyaar Karoon
1735 Umar Pachpan Ki Dil
Bachpan Ka
2050 Chup Chup Ke
ZEE CINEMA
1118 Secret Superstar
1431 Ladla
1754 Super Singh
2100 Shoorveer
2349 Police Aur Tiger
STAR MOVIES
1036 Rio
1222 The Incredibles
1430 Avengers: Infinity War
1712 Fantastic Four
1910 Zombieland
2050 Tom Yum Goong 2
2253 National Treasure:
Book Of Secrets
& FLIX
1040 Terminator 3: Rise of
the Machines
1300 The Rundown
1415 Spider-Man 3
1625 Insidious
1825 Zootopia
2030 Guardians of the
Galaxy

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

‘SUREHARDIKWILL
NOTDISAPPOINT’
Actor Kunal Kemmu is reprising
his role of a slacking stoner in the
sequel to Go Goa Gone

Shreya Mukherjee
he announcement of a
sequel to the 2013 zombie
comedy Go Goa Gone has
got fans and viewers
psyched. Kunal Kemmu, who
played one of the leads in the
film, shares that the audience
has always wanted a sequel to
it. As part 2 of this comedy goes
on floors this year, Kunal says,
“I think for years we have been
asked this question. Some even
suggested that we must make
the sequel. The way the first
part ended, lot of people come to
us and saying that they wanted
to know what happened to
Boris (Saif Ali Khan), Hardik
(Kunal), Luv (Vir Das) and
Bunny (Anand Tiwari).”
Kunal’s portrayal of the
deadbeat and slacking dopehead Hardik made viewers roll
in the aisles. As he reprises the
role in the sequel, what new
would the audiences get to see
this time? “Well, it’s too early to
talk, but Hardik, like last time,
won’t disappoint anyone,” says
the actor, who has finished
shooting for Kalank, and is now
working on Mohit Suri’s
Malang.
Kunal recently played a cop
in a web series — a first for the
actor, who has mostly been
seen in comedic roles after
having started off with intense
performances in Kalyug (2005)

T

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

- PLutarch (9)

and Traffic Signal (2007). Asked
if it is an attempt to break out of
a certain stereotype , Kunal
replies in the negative.
“I’d say my choices have
been on the basis of the stories
that were offered to me.
Whenever I’m offered
something interesting and I feel
I’d also enjoy as an audience, I
have taken it up. I neither made
a conscious decision to make
comedies back-to-back, nor did
I take up the web show because
I wanted to change my image.
Things just happened,” he
explains.
The 35-year-old says he had
been looking to explore work in
the digital space for a long time,
“Because I also consume a lot of
web content. And when this
show came my way, I loved the
format. Plus it’s an interesting
investigative series. Apart from
the nervousness that comes
along with anything that’s new,
I was super excited,”
he says.
n

PHOTO: JASJEET PLAHA/HT

DAUGHTER THE
LUCKY CHARM
FOR MANASI
Juhi Chakraborty
otherhood has proven to
be quite a blessing for
actor Manasi Parekh. The
television actor, who welcomed
her daughter Nirvi in 2016,
made her Bollywood debut
with Uri: The Surgical Strike
earlier this year, which became
a big success at the box office.
“I started my career with
television. I have been a part of
six to seven shows, which have
enjoyed a good run. I also did a
Tamil film, Leelai (2012). But
nor did I get a call for Hindi
films and neither did I ever try,
until recently. I consider my
daughter to be my good luck
charm,” the actor shares.
Manasi plays a mother in
Uri. Was she comfortable about
it with her first film? “I wanted
a good, impactful role. These
days, it’s not about being the
lead or central character. It is
about how much value you
bring in. The audiences are also
waking up to that,” she says.
The actor will next be seen
in a short film to be released
internationally. She has a web
series and some social media
collaborations, as well.
“Dheere dheere ho raha hai. It
is still too soon but things are
moving ahead. The impact of a
film stays for a very long time.
That’s the reason it’s called the
big screen,” Manasi concludes.

M

I ALSO FEEL
GRATIFIED IN A
WAY TO KNOW
THAT MY FILMS
NOT ONLY
ENTERTAIN
AUDIENCES IN
INDIA BUT
GLOBALLY.

I HAVE MOVED
FROM BEING
JUST AN ACTOR
TO BEING A
PRODUCER,
AND IT’S NOT
YOUR USUAL
‘ACTRESSPRODUCER’ TAG.

RAJKUMMAR RAO,
ACTOR

LARA DUTTA,
ACTOR

HAVE YOU HEARD?
Salman Khan and Prabhudheva
PHOTO: TWITTER/BEINGSALMANKHAN

Salman starts Dabangg 3
nspector Chulbul Pandey
is back — actor Salman
Khan has commenced
shooting for the third
instalment of the Dabangg
franchise. The film is being
helmed by choreographerfilmmaker Prabhudheva.

I

Salman and the film’s team,
which also includes his
brother Arbaaz Khan, are in
Indore. Sharing the news,
Salman posted on Twitter,
Day1.... #dabangg3
@arbaazSkhan@PDdancing
@Nikhil_Dwivedi .”
HTC

FREEZE FRAME

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

Keeping up with the Jonases!
The way the first part ended, lot of people come to us
and saying that they wanted to know what happened
to Boris, Hardik, Luv and Bunny.
KUNAL KEMMU ACTOR

Actor Mansi Parekh with
daughter Nirvi Gohil

Our desi girl Priyanka Chopra Jonas posted this picture of
herself with her husband, Nick Jonas and brothers-in-law,
Joe and Kevin. She captioned the picture, “My first ever
#jonasbrothers show. And it was incredible!!! I’m so
proud of these guys!! #Family .”
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/PRIYANKACHOPRA

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/MANASI_PAREKH
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‘WANTTOMAKE
MOVIESWITH ‘Womenshould
breastfeedand
ADAMFOREVER’ workoutpost
Drew Barrymore
revealed that Adam
Sandler (inset) and
she text each other
all the time
PHOTOS:CHRISTOPHE
R POLK/GETTY IMAGES/
AFP; SHUTTERSTOCK

Actor Drew Barrymore says her
good friend Adam Sandler and she
‘have more to go’

delivery’

Kavita Awaasthi
ctor Drew Barrymore
wants to work more with
her 50 First Dates co-star
Adam Sandler.
The Santa Clarita Diet actor,
44, said that of all the people
that she has co-starred with in
films and television shows,
there’s one that stands out —
and whom she never wants her
time with to end. “Adam
Sandler, obviously, just
because I want to make movies
with him forever,” she told
people.com.
The pair have co-starred as
love interests in three movies
— The Wedding Singer (1998),
50 First Dates (2004) and
Blended (2014) — making them
one of Hollywood’s favourite
on-screen pair.
According to Barrymore,
they have “more to go.” “We

A

just talked on the phone the
other day. We talk on the phone
often, and we were like, it feels
like something, I don’t know.
We always get like a time and
an instinct thing. We’ve done it
three times now, so we know
IANS
we have more to go.”

THE PAIR HAVE
CO-STARRED AS LOVE
INTERESTS IN THREE
MOVIES — THE
WEDDING SINGER
(1998), 50 FIRST
DATES (2004) AND
BLENDED (2014)

Saumya
Tandon gave
birth to her
son in
January

ctor Saumya Tandon
delivered a baby boy on
January 14, and if one
looks at her today, it would
seem hard to believe. The
actor says she too has been
hearing similar comments.
“People tell me, ‘no one will
believe that you had a baby
recently’. I had put on 12kg
during my pregnancy and
have lost over 9kg in last three
months. People think I must
be dieting, as it is not possible
to lose weight so soon. But in
fact, breastfeeding has helped
me lose weight. It is the best
way to get the extra fat out,”
she says.
Ten days after her delivery,

A

Saumya started walking 45
minutes daily post dinner, as
she couldn’t do any other
form of exercise. After 45
days, she started working out
and realised that she had lost
her core strength. “My midback was hurting a lot as
breast feeding 10 to 12 times a
day was quite exhausting.
Sitting with the baby for half
an hour every time to feed
him, gave me backaches and
neck aches too,” she says.
“I am taking baby steps
with my exercise regimen. I
feel I am not back in the shape
I would like to be in. Yet, I feel,
I have come a long way post
delivery. I am getting there. I
have been consistent with my
workouts rather than doing

too much right now. I would
recommend exercise to every
woman post delivery and not
just celebrities,” she adds.
She says, “I am not
advocating the aesthetics as
much as I am advocating the
real benefits of exercising.
You should develop and
strengthen your back and
core muscles because you
need that while holding your
baby. I started with pilates, as
it is the best form to develop
core strength. I am also doing
aerial yoga for stretches, my
aches and pains. It is also
helping me with balancing
and posture. I am working on
my shoulder and arm
strength.”
n

kavita.awaasthi@htlive.com

Jay-Z thanks all the strong
JamieDornan,Amelia
WarnerwelcomebabyNo.3 women in life at NAACP awards
ollywood actor Jamie
Dornan is now a father of
three daughters. His wife
Amelia Warner confirmed the
news on Sunday. The third
baby girl joins their daughters
Dulcie Dornan, 5, and Elva
Dornan, 3. Taking to
Instagram, Warner shared a
picture of three pairs of child’s
shoes and wrote, “So proud of
these three glorious girls, it’s an
honour being their
mummy..feeling incredibly
lucky today
#happymothersday.”
Last year, after the news of
Warner’s pregnancy became
public, Jamie jokingly told
Jimmy Kimmel that three
might be where they cut it off
when it comes to having more
kids, but at the same time also
feels like they make really great
kids. However, he also added,
“It’s all up to her. I just do the
fun bit.”
Joking that his kids have “a
lot of passports,” Dornan said
that he plans to take more time
off to help Warner with baby
No. 3. “I think for this one, I’m
going to have a lot more control
over my schedule. The first two,
I was sort of at the mercy of
Fifty Shades’ schedule,” he
explained. “The first one we
had in Canada, and I started
filming three days after she was
born. The second one we had in
London, and I flew to Canada 10
days later and started filming
the second.”
ANI

H
Isaac Hempstead Wright plays Bran Stark in Game of Thrones
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

‘Difficult to make
friends at college’

eeks before the eighth
and final season of
Game of Thrones
premieres, Isaac Hempstead
Wright opened up about how
playing Bran Stark in the
show impacted his off-camera
life.
Speaking about his first day
in his university, the 19-yearold actor said, “I walked in and
this girl just looked at me. And
I was like: ‘Hello’, and they
were like ‘Hi(!)’. I went down to
get some more stuff and when I
came back, they’d had like a
flat conference to say: Oh my
god, what is going on! We went
for dinner and they didn’t
actually say anything until,
eventually, one of their mates
was like: ‘So apparently you’re
in Game of Thrones?!’ I went
out to some awful club night,
and it was just ... a massacre,”

W

People quoted Esquire UK’s
interview with the actor.
Wright also mentioned that
he also received many emails
from the student body.
“Because your email is public
domain, I got like, billions of
emails from people going: ‘Hi
Three-Eyed Raven!’ I was just
trying to find out where my
next lecture was,” he said.
While a lot of it is
overwhelming, he mentioned
that the popularity of the show
has made it difficult for him to
make friends. “But it made it
quite difficult to make friends.
I don’t think I’ll ever be able to
have a normal university
experience, which is kind of
sad,” Hempstead said.
The makers of GoT finally
launched the official trailer of
the immensely anticipated
finale on March 6.
ANI

Jamie Dornan and wife Amelia
Warner; the third baby girl joins
their daughters Dulcie Dornan,
5, and Elva Dornan, 3

apper Jay-Z praised some
special people —
grandmother Hattie
White, mother Gloria Carter,
wife Beyoncé — in his life
while accepting the NAACP
(National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People) President’s Award.
The rapper was honoured at
the 2019 NAACP Image Awards
at the Dolby Theatre in
Hollywood on Saturday, March
30, with a special award,
reports eonline.com.
Jay-Z started his acceptance
speech on a humorous note and
said that he wanted to quote a
“kind-hearted president” and
paused, raising a round of
laughter from the audience. “I
was talking about Donald
Glover,” he declared. But it
turns out that he wasn’t
actually quoting Glover, but
the 16th US President.
“Abraham Lincoln had a quote
that said, ‘It’s not the amount of
years in your life, it’s the
amount of life in your years
that count in the end’.”
The 49-year-old said the
quote “embodied my beautiful
grandmother who I would like

R

Jay-Z was
honoured at the
2019 NAACP
Image Awards at
the Dolby
Theatre in
Hollywood on
Saturday
PHOTO: SCOTT ROTH/
INVISION/AP

to dedicate this award to, Hattie
White. She is so full of life.
Among her other
accomplishments, being super
great and very tough, she
raised seven kids, one little
walk up in Brooklyn...,” he said
of his grandmother. “On top of
that, her kids had kids and we
all were raised in the same
house. One household.”
Mentioning his mother
Gloria Carter, he said, “I grew
up knowing that I could
accomplish anything because
of those strong women in my
house. I would like to dedicate
this award to those beautiful
women.”Then he called out his

wife and singer Beyonce
Knowles. “I’d like to dedicate
this award to a beautiful
woman in my life, Ms.
Beyonce.”
“Shawn Carter (Jay-Z) has
been committed to shedding
light on the issues that plague
the black community,
including systematic racism
and unjust treatment under the
law, utilising his global
platform to create everlasting
change,” said NAACP
president Derrick Johnson
describing the purpose of the
award, in a statement on
Thursday.

IANS

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

Web is not eating up TV and
film space: Sumeet
Sangeeta Yadav
s web series continue to
weave their magic through
interesting content and
participation from new and
veteran actors, writer-turnedactor Sumeet Vyas feels “glad
that the web has found a strong
footing and is standing tall on
its own merit”. While some say
web is affecting the theatre
releases and has taken away
TV audience, Sumeet opines
“web isn’t eating up TV and
film space or any other medium
of entertainment”.
He says, “The way TV
evolved, it has garnered a
dedicated audience to its
content. Films work on a
different model, altogether.
The web is like a baby, and
when there is a new child in the
house, everybody pays
attention to that new member
of the family. The same way,
people are attending to the
web. With time, everything will

A

settle down and will find its
own way.”Being one of those
actors, who have been working
on the web space since its
inception, and having written
and acted in many web series
such as TVF Permanent
Roommates, Official CEOgiri
and Tripling Season 2, Sumeet
recalls, “It wasn’t easy to carve
a niche in the web space.”
He adds, “Initially, people
were a little iffy about working
on the web because they didn’t
know who exactly web is going
to cater to and [thought it]
might not reach in tier 2 and
tier 3 cities due to bad internet
connectivity.” “With time,
however, it became clearer that
the audience in the 15- to 40year age bracket is willing to
experiment with their
entertainment. And with
popular actors and directors
turning to web for their next
big projects, the web scene is
only going to expand further by
leaps and bounds.”

Actor Sumeet Vyas will be seen
next in Tripling Season 2
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APOSTCARD ALPINE VILLAGE
A panoramic picture of Hallstatt

PHOTO: ISTOCK

Preserved in time by the rich salt that the town is renowned for, Hallstatt is an idyllic
and ancient treasure that hugs the south-western shore of the Hallstätter Sea
Natalia Sabinesh
o you believe in
fairytales and
dreamlands? I stumbled
upon a beautiful photo of
this village named Hallstatt,
Austria, on the internet. I was
sold by just seeing a photo and
set out to make my fairytale
dream come true.
When it comes to bucolic
destinations, Hallstatt has it
all. This quaint Austrian
village sits on the shores of a
tranquil lake and at the foot of
soaring peaks. White
hit swans

D

float effortlessly across the
reflection of the muchInstagrammed church, flower
pots hang from traditional
houses, and men and women in
classic Austrian attire cycle the
cobblestone streets.

LAKE AND THE TOWN
I was welcomed by the
reflection of the church steeple
in the lake, framed by
mountains, with tiny whips of
clouds hovering just overhead.
A little fun fact I learned is that
the swans were imported
ort here

in the 1860s by the Austrian
Empress Sisi when she
vacationed here. She, like her
cousin, the King Ludwig of
Bavaria, was obsessed with
swans. In a town this small, I
couldn’t miss the main square.
All the roads in the town were
somehow connected to the
main square. I just walked
along the boardwalk, looking
up at all the pastel houses,
peeked into the adorable
souvenir shops, and lastly,
watched a lot of people get
married here. I am not
surprised why Hallstatt is
listed as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site.

THE BONE HOUSE
T

The Bone House

PHOTOS: NATALIA SABINESH

While I didn’t find any prince
charming or singing
candlesticks in this charming
village, I found over 1,200
ainted 18th Century human
kulls in St Michael’s Chapel.
Since the graveyard was
uite small, skeletons were
nearthed ten years after every
urial. The church gathered
e bones and carefully
eached them in sun. Once
at was done, they were
moved to the ossuary also

known as the Charnel or Bone
House. The skulls were then
decorated with symbols and
the person’s date of death. The
locals and the church found
this unique way to preserve the
identity of all the deceased
family members of the town.

THE SALT MINE
Turns out, the oldest
production of salt in Hallstatt
began 7,000 years ago. I had
never been to a salt mine
before. So, the next day, was
dedicated to take a tour of the
Salt Mine.
Starting from the Neolithic
period, the original mine was
dug over 200 metres below
ground over centuries.
Because salt’s significance
before refrigeration was
invented, this white gold
helped Hallstatt become
influential in early European
culture. As a matter of fact, an
entire period of the Iron Age
from 800 to 400BC has become
known as the Hallstatt Era.
Once I purchased my ticket,
we were handed our miner
costumes to change into. We
then made our way through a
tunnel and I could immediately

how the places were kept so
clean and most importantly,
measures were taken to
ensure that cleanliness is
maintained. It gave a very
relaxed vibe and it is a great
place to spend a holiday with
family and friends.”
While in Mai Khao, one
should explore the Turtle
village, water parks, plane
spotting, Sirinath National
Park and Wat Mai Khao.
n

ht.cafe@htlive.com

CYRUS BROACHA
I love my best friend. She was in
a relationship till last month. She
knew about my feelings, and four
days ago, she proposed to me
and I said yes. But now, she says
that she feels that as friends, she
could share everything but now
she isn’t able to do the same.
She wants us to remain friends. I
am shattered. Please help.
VR
VR, the educated reaction to
your point is exactly the stuff
that comes out of a bull when
he needs to evacuate his
stomach. She obviously
mistakes you for a four-yearold. Actually, I stand
corrected, a three-year-old.
She proposed to you,
remember. You were simply
getting along minding your
own business, trying to make
the world a better place by
feeding the poor, and helping
the underprivileged, and
returning tennis balls to gully
boys playing cricket. Now she
backtracks and wants to go
back to “just friends”?
Ridiculous. Bull-Poo, loads
and loads of bull-poo. Tell her
about your disappointment,
and remind her all ‘this’ was
her idea in the first place. No
point feeling resentful; take
the, er, bull by the horns. Do
not mince your words, please.

PHOTO: ISTOCK

ctor Rubina Dilaik and
husband Abhinav Shukla
visited Phuket recently.
The couple spent time at Mai
Khao, which is located in the
northwest coast of Phuket and
is known for its beach that is a
part of the Sirinat National
Park.
Rubina shares that it was a
perfect setting to just sit and
chill. She says, “It was pretty
retty
laid back and the authen
nticity
of Thailand culture is ve
ery
much intact there. The lo
ocal
food is delicious.”
Rubina mentions thatt the
enjoyed local delicacies su
s h
as Tom Yum Kha, Banan
na
Fritters, Pad Thai and Fll
noodles. “We had
Morning Glory (a dish)
and my favourite Mango
Sticky Rice, religiously,
for all the days we were
there,” she adds.
The actor further adds
that the beach and the
surrounding places are
extremely clean and they
y
witnessed community se
ervices
that ensured cleanlinesss
around. “It was great to see
s

n

SERIOUSLY CYRUS

Mai Khao is known for its
clean and calm beaches

A

modernise to
modernised
o adding
ng
elevators. The first slide station
is 85 meters below ground and
whizzed me down from the 7th
to 6th floor of the mine. The
second slide, was the longest at
64 meters. It tracked my sliding
down speed to compare it with
the highest, and also took a
commemorative photo for me
to purchase afterwards. After
taking this final slide, I exited
in style with a ride on the
single-file miners’ train. A few
minutes long ride on the openair scooter train was a
delightful way to end the tour.
Hallstatt is such a touristy
paradise that a replica
village has been made in
China. Hallstatt’s 800 residents
have upheld the beauty
of this middle age town.
Now, it’s up to its millions
of visitors to maintain its
tranquillity and humble
existence.

(Top left) Salt deposits in the mine; (top) the Town Square; (above)
the Salt Mine

No point feeling resentful; take the
bull by the horns instead

Rubina
Dilaik’s
Thailand
tales

Anjali Shetty

see the salt and brine
he
seeping through th
rocks. The tunnel kept
k
getting narrower and
a the
air felt humid and heavy.
h
Throughout the
e tour, we
were told of severa
al discoveries
that established how
ow early
mining came to Hallstatt. The
first discovery was in 1734
when they found the body of a
former miner. The body was
perfectly preserved in salt with
skin and hair. The flattened
body had features worn away
by stone but had his unusual
clothing and tools completely
intact. They named him as the
Man in Salt.
I also got to see large blocks
of raw salt rock that were lit up
with decorative lights to show
off their variations in colour.
The more iron present in the
unprocessed salt rocks, the
more they glow orange — this
is because of the rust.
The undoubted highlight of
the Salt Mine tour was the
thrilling ride down the two sets
of double-lane miners’ slides.
In the medieval times, the salt
miners used the slides to
quickly get between levels
although the mine eventually

I am a 22-year-old boy. I was in a

relationship with a girl for the
last year. She had confessed that
she was interested in someone
else and we broke up. Now, she
is with that someone and I can’t
see them together. What should I
do to move on?
AA
AA, all this is explained by
furniture expert Deepak D
Dhar in his book Door to
Door. Dhar explained that to
prevent robbery, a front
entrance should have two
doors, one after another. With
very little space to stand
between the doors. The
robber opens one door and is
then caught in between the
first and second doors. He
then becomes a
poor sandwich. AA, your girl
has left you (Door 1) and
moved to Door 2, the next guy.
She’s stuck between two
doors but is facing the new
door. This means you need to
open your door so that there is
more space for everyone. And
so a new girl walks into your
door sooner or later. You just
have to cop it on a chin. Face
the fact, and heal from your
wounds. She’s closed her
door, so please keep your door
open, but wear a sweater in
the case of a strong breeze.
I am a 26-year-old woman. I
have been in a relationship for

the last five years and we are
doing pretty well even now.
However, my parents do not
approve of our relationship
whereas his parents are totally
with us. How do you think should
I convince my parents? They are
generally not this narrowminded. Please help.
AV
AV, the math is good. My
mother always says, if you get
10 good oranges out of a total
12, then that is a pretty good
haul. Of course, our problem
was our fruit wallah, was a
total cheat. We’d get seven
good oranges, four mosambis,
and one chikoo in our hands
of a dozen oranges, on an
average basis, every week!
You’ve got each other — that’s
50%, his parents —25%; total
of 75%. For your parents,
think of a pride of lions
hunting. They separate the
weak wildebeest, wait for it to
die of boredom, and then
feast. See which of your
parents is less extreme, and
work on that one. Get his
parents to help. Once you get
one to cross over, most likely
the second will follow.
Parents are like malai, the
more you chew, the softer it
gets. Sometimes statements
don’t have to make sense,
they only need to sound good.
I am a 24-year-old woman. I
have been single for the longest
time and have been thinking of
joining the online dating scene.
However, I don’t really fancy it as
I prefer meeting people in an
organic way. I am still confused

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/MALAIKAARORAOFFICIAL

anjali shetty@htlive com
anjali.shetty@htlive.co

JUST WRITE
TO UNCLE CY
AT CYRUS
@HINDUSTANTIMES.COM
AND I’LL GIVE YOU SOME
RELIEF…. ERR… THAT IS,
PROVIDED, I’M NOT
DOING A HEADSTAND
AT THE TIME.

as to how should I go with this
situation. Should I join the online
dating scene or should I just wait
and meet people organically till I
find someone suitable?
KA
First, a word of caution.
Before you join the online
dating scenes, remember
people like me are waiting for
you there. KA, why can’t you
do both?Explore the internet
and use your ‘organic’ powers
to interact in the flesh and
blood. More flesh, of course,
and less blood though. As far
as I know, at least up till
today, the government has
not threatened to revoke your
Aadhaar card if you do both.
Do not knock the Internet;
some of the best
relationships were built
there. Steve Jobs and Warren
Buffet. Kim Jong Un and
Donald Trump. Donald
Trump and Donald Trump.
You are young and single, so
why not use all the arsenal at
your disposal? Trust me,
things are much easier on
dating sites at 24, rather than
64. Sometimes in life, we
should use both the elevator
and the stairs. A very, very
old Chinese proverb.
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/LISAHAYDON

Caught on
Insta
(Inset) Rubina enjoyed the whole vibe of Mai Khao; (above) Rubina
Dilaik with husband, Abhinav Shukla

With the rise in mercury levels,
it’s no surprise that Bollywood
celebs are chilling in the cool
climes of foreign locations.
While actor Malaika Arora
indulged the water baby in her in
n
Maldives, actor Lisa Haydon took
k
a break in St Moritz, Switzerland..
Doesn’t this make you want to
pack your bags and take off?
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Vidyut
Jammwal
enjoys doing
action films;
(inset) with
tusker Bhola
PHOTO: GOKUL
VS/HT

Rishabh Suri
e amazed people with his
action skills when he
starred opposite John
Abraham in Force (2011). And
then, he raised the bar further
with his Commando franchise.
Actor Vidyut Jammwal is
perhaps one of the better
action stars Bollywood has, a
facet his latest offering,
Junglee utilises to the fullest.
Ask why he focuses only on
action films, and he says, “I am
best at doing it, so I love doing
it. When you enjoy something,

H

in the multi-starrer
Baadshaho (2017) which also
starred Ajay Devgn and
Emraan Hashmi.
Does he feel that the
potential of action films has
been fully tapped by Indian
cinema? “Yes, the talent that is
performing is the best, you can
compare it to Hollywood. If
you see Mission: Impossible,
the budgets they work with are
much higher than in Hindi
cinema, but the daredevilry is
higher here. Chuck says that
he’s never seen someone
(there) who wants to do their
own stunts. He’s never
witnessed a part where the
hero does these big 10
sequences in a day without
a stunt double. The East is
brilliant with action. We
don’t have budgets or

Samarth Goyal

VIDYUT JAMMWAL ACTOR
spend money like that,” he
says.
We finally ask Vidyut if this
lack of spending bothers him
since he’s a big believer in
action films. Pat comes the
reply, “Nothing bothers me.
Not this, not anything in life.”

ulging biceps,
spectacular sixes
and a flashy blonde
Mohawk — that’s
Andre Russell for you in a
nutshell. In a recent tête-àtête, the cricketer said
playing in the Indian
Premier League
(IPL) makes him feel
like a superstar. “I
love playing in the
Caribbean and it will
always be the closest
thing to my heart, but
that’s nothing to
compare with the IPL.
To be in a stadium with
40,000-65,000 people. You
don’t get that many people
in the Caribbean,” he says.
The Jamaican player is
off to a great start this
season. “I love playing in

B

the Caribbean Premier League
since it’s in front of my home
crowd. [But] In terms of
atmosphere, this is the place to
be. You feel like a superstar,”
adds Russell whose powerful
batting has taken the IPL by
storm this season.
But it isn’t
about feeling
like a
superstar
that makes
the IPL
experience
unique,
rather
it’s the
connect that

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

STOP PRESS

Cricketer Andre
Russell is
overwhelmed
by the crowds
in India

PHOTOS: AP

PHOTO:
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MIMI
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ctor Priyanka Chopra
Jonas, who is married to
singer Nick Jonas, is
planning to sue OK tabloid,
if a report on In.com is to be
believed. OK claimed the
duo is heading for divorce. A
source told the website,
“Once she makes up her
mind...nothing can stop her.
Priyanka will let loose
her legal team on this
news-manufacturing
tabloid and ensure they get
to their knees.”

A

(L-R) Priyanka
Chopra Jonas,
Sonam K Ahuja, Alia
Bhatt and Athiya
Shetty raising their
style stakes in
colour-block
dresses and
separates

LUPITA SORRY AFTER
‘US’ CONTROVERSY
scar winner Lupita
Nyong’o has apologised
for saying she used
spasmodic dysphonia as
inspiration for the voice of
Red, her evil character in
the film Us. Nyong’o said
her intent was not to “vilify
or demonise” the disorder.
“I met people and learned
how difficult it is to have
the disorder. So I am aware
of frustrations and
misconceptions... I thought
speaking about it and
mentioning it might shed
light on the condition,” she
said.
PTI

O

Celebs brighten their
day with colour-blocks
f the many trends spotted
this spring, colourblocking is the most
popular of them all. Many
brands and designers, such as
Escada, Prabal Gurung and
Bibhu Mohapatra, showcased
it on the ramp for this spring/
summer season. Bringing it
from ramp-to-reality are our
Bollywood style mavens like
Priyanka Chopra Jonas, Alia
Bhatt, Sonam K Ahuja and
Athiya Shetty, who are acing

O

instagram.com/htcity

www.youtube.com/user/ht

Russell has with
the crowd that
makes it worth
his while.
“Indian crowds
embrace cricketers. I
am afraid to go the mall.
For two months I am
restricted from moving
anywhere, but I enjoy it. I
feel like a big Bollywood
actor. It’s a great feeling
to receive so much love,”
says Russell who was in
the Capital, promoting his
IPL franchise, Kolkata
Knight Riders’ fashion line.
The 30-year-old allrounder feels indebted to
fans in India, and that’s
what drives the cricketer to
give his best. “Back in the
Caribbean, I can be
sitting at a beach just
chilling, and someone
who would know that I
am a big deal, would go
like ‘Hey Dre Russ, what’s
up’ and I’ll be like ‘all cool’
. And that’s it. But that’s
not the case here. You just
walk into a lobby and they
go crazy and I absolutely
love it. That’s why I try to
give them my best every
time,” he adds.
n

samarth.goyal@htlive.com
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PEECEE-NICK TO SUE
TABLOID FOR FAKE
DIVORCE REPORT?

Akshay Kaushal

twitter.com/htshowbiz

The cricketer loves the
adulation he receives
from fans during IPL

I am happy, I’ve been
meeting families,
interacting with kids.
The excitement is
great. I love the fact
we could get (director)
Chuck Russell.

n

www.facebook.com/HTcity

AMRITSAR
ANDRE RUSSELL:
IFEELLIKEABIG
BOLLYWOOD
ACTOR

‘Hollywoodhasthe
budgets,Hindifilms
thedaredevilry’
you will be good at it. It’s good
to be choosy and be able to
decide in what will you be able
to give your 100%. Junglee is a
bit different for me. It’s an
action adventure which caters
to families, something which I
have not delved into earlier.”
He’s glad with the response
he’s got so far for it. “I am
happy, I have been meeting
families, interacting with kids.
The excitement is great. I love
the fact that we could get in
(director) Chuck Russell. He’s
one of Hollywood’s known
names, and gave Dwayne
Johnson, who’s their biggest
action star, his first break. He
sees potential in me, and
feels I could take Indian
martial arts global!”
says Vidyut. The
actor was last seen

www.hindustantimes.com

the look. We ask fashion
experts about this trend.
Designer Rahul Mishra,
who has done colour-blocking
in his Paris Fashion Week
collection for spring says,
“Bright, primary colours
make a strong style statement
when clubbed together.
Handloom saris with colourblocking are a big trend too. I
believe this trend is the best
for summer.” Designer
Siddhartha Bansal, who plays
with a lot of bright,
psychedelic colours for his

collections says, “Colourblocks look best with lush
fabrics, such as satin or silk.
But for summers, handlooms
are the best.”
This trend also happens to
be the trickiest. “The major
hassle is to style separates. So
as you style your bright top in
any primary colour with
pants from another secondary
colour, make sure your shoes
are also in a bright and poppy
shade,” says designer
Nachiket Barve.
n

akshay.kaushal@htlive.com
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NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.

Dia to join the digital bandwagon;
says by far the most challenging role
Pooja Sharma
he web space is currently
on an upward trajectory,
and actor Dia Mirza is the
latest artist to enter this
digital boom. Dia, who wooed
the audience last year with
her role in Sanju, is set
make her digital debut with
an extremely challenging
role.
A source says that Dia
has not only begun preparing
for the role but to perfect
her act, she has also joined
hands with workshop
director, Atul Mongia, who is
known for crafting meaty
roles that have broken
monotony.
“The story of the web
show,” shares Dia, “is based
on true events, making my
part even more challenging.”
About doing the workshop,
Dia, who is playing the
protagonist, explains,“It is
the most challenging role
that I have played till date.
Workshops help in
discovering the person or the
character one is playing. It is
the inner space of the
character that helps us actors
become the person we are
playing.”
When asked if she is a
‘method actor’ or prefers
being spontaneous, the
Rehnaa Hai Terre Dil Mein
(2001) star explains, “To
arrive at spontaneity, one
needs to prepare. I work hard
on getting to know the
character and learning my
lines and then just be. To be,
takes work, and I love the
process of workshops,
especially the one with Atul,
because he really brings out
spontaneity.”

Dia Mirza was
last seen on
the big screen
in Sanju
(2018) as
Maanayata
Dutt

T

n

It is the most challenging role that I have played till date.
Workshops help in discovering the person or the
character one is playing.
DIA MIRZA, ACTOR

pooja.sharma@htlive.com
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

Health concerns will not bother you today as
you enjoy a blissful health. Things will
definitely improve on the professional
front; keep up the good work. Romance
blossoms, as you free yourself from selfimposed shackles. Don’t make plans for a
holiday without prior discussion with
ARIES
your
travel companion.
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
Lucky Number: 2 Colour: Deep Sky Blue
You may find it difficult to deal with a financial
condition will see good tidings in the
coming time. Love and concern in large
doses will make someone oppose you in
the romantic front. Enjoying your heart
out in the gathering of your near and
dear ones is indicated. Things move
favourably while selling a property.

Your seriousness about achieving fitness will
offer you best of health. A profitable day is
foreseen in terms of your finances. Those
waiting to enjoy a long drive with lover
might have to wait for some more time.
You will be able to infuse harmony on
the domestic front. An ancestral
TAURUS
property
is likely to get you good gains.
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Lucky Number: 9 Colour: Golden Brown
Taking some time off to recuperate from a
health problem will be a better idea today.
You have a tendency to take initiatives at
wrong moments in the romantic front
which might make things worse.
Keeping doubts and suspicions at bay
will enable you to remain much more at
peace with yourself and with your family.

LEO
(JUlY 23 - AUG 23)

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Cream

SAGITTARIUS

SUDOKU

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

Health is likely to keep you satisfied today.
Financially, dark clouds that hover over your
earnings are likely to be removed soon.
Romance may not particularly be on your
mind today. In the family front you may
be forced into something that you don’t
want to do. This is not particularly a very
good day for travel.

(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Good health is indicated. Money put in a bet is
money lost; so be careful. You are likely to
influence an important decision at work.
A prank done by a youngster might get
the family into a mess. Leave applied for
a vacation is likely to be sanctioned.
Losing a substantial amount in a
property deal is likely on your card.

Health poses no problems, as you become
increasingly health conscious. Keep your
positive outlook and it will definitely turn
a hopeless situation into a promising one.
You will have to take some more effort
to increase the pace of work to be
productive. It seems to be a good day as
PISCES
far as property business is concerned.
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Purple

Lucky Number: 22 Colour: Light Blue

Bill Watterson

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Lucky Number: 18 Colour: Chocolate

Health remains satisfactory today. Financial
worries become a thing of the past as a
monetary issue is decided in your favour.
At work, you will get an opportunity to
put your point across to those who
matter. Someone you have known for
long in the family will sympathise with
you.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Health may suffer, as you remain inactive.
Financially, dark clouds hover over your
earnings, so keep your fingers crossed.
This is the day of wish fulfilment for
those who want to travel across borders.
Your efforts to enhance your property
business
might need some more time to
CANCER
get you the desired results.
(JUNE 22 - JUlY 22)
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Magenta

Lucky Number: 4 Colour: Light Red

Good routine will restore your lost energy and
health soon. Financial front is showing
promising signs of becoming stronger.
With confusion over a domestic issue
sorted out, you will heave a sigh of relief.
A business trip is likely to open many
lucrative opportunities for you. A good
CAPRICORN
property deal is coming your way today.
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
Lucky Number: 5 Colour: Forest Green

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Indigo

GEMINI

Ajay Devgn: The actor, known for films such as
Company, The Legend of Bhagat Singh (both
2002), Gangaajal (2003), Omkara (2006) and the
Singham and Golmaal franchises, turns 50 today.

Excessive worries about health prove
meaningless, as you remain hale and hearty.
Impressing those who matter to smooth
your finances is possible today. Things
will start looking brighter on
professional front soon. A travel plan
that you are very excited about might
not get started today.

Lucky Number: 17 Colour: Electric Blue

Excellent health is indicated for you today and
will keep you at bay. Financial front is
showing signs of improvement but will
need time. Negative thoughts can
boggle up your mind as you try to fix
something in the family. A business trip
you were much excited about is likely to
get cancelled.

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
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SHOW BUZZ
LOOKBACK

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Composer Madan Mohan — a very good
cook — bribed Manna Dey with bhindi
meat to make him sing Kaun Aaya Mere
Mann Dware (Dekh Kabira Roya, 1957).

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3043
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

Su in School

NPAAE
AASRR
AC EHCT
EERYCH

Are you wondering who this school girl is? Well, it is none
other than singer and stand-up comedian Sugandha Mishra.
Doesn’t she look cute?
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SUGANDHAMISHRA23

QUOTE HANGER

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

______ is simpLy habit Long continued.
SOLUTION SUDOKU

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Paean, arras, cachet, cheery
ANSWER: Character is simply habit long continued. - Plutarch

MOVIES ON TV
& PICTURES
1050 Main Prem Ki
Diwani Hoon
1354 Aitraaz
1700 Kasam Hindustan Ki
2000 Jumanji: Welcome
to the Jungle
2234 Snake In The
Eagle’s Shadow
UTV MOVIES
0835 Aashiqui
1145 Player Ek Khiladi
1435 Kis Kisko Pyaar Karoon
1735 Umar Pachpan Ki Dil
Bachpan Ka
2050 Chup Chup Ke
ZEE CINEMA
1118 Secret Superstar
1431 Ladla
1754 Super Singh
2100 Shoorveer
2349 Police Aur Tiger
STAR MOVIES
1036 Rio
1222 The Incredibles
1430 Avengers: Infinity War
1712 Fantastic Four
1910 Zombieland
2050 Tom Yum Goong 2
2253 National Treasure:
Book Of Secrets
& FLIX
1040 Terminator 3: Rise of
the Machines
1300 The Rundown
1415 Spider-Man 3
1625 Insidious
1825 Zootopia
2030 Guardians of the
Galaxy

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

‘SUREHARDIKWILL
NOTDISAPPOINT’
Actor Kunal Kemmu is reprising
his role of a slacking stoner in the
sequel to Go Goa Gone

Shreya Mukherjee
he announcement of a
sequel to the 2013 zombie
comedy Go Goa Gone has
got fans and viewers
psyched. Kunal Kemmu, who
played one of the leads in the
film, shares that the audience
has always wanted a sequel to
it. As part 2 of this comedy goes
on floors this year, Kunal says,
“I think for years we have been
asked this question. Some even
suggested that we must make
the sequel. The way the first
part ended, lot of people come to
us and saying that they wanted
to know what happened to
Boris (Saif Ali Khan), Hardik
(Kunal), Luv (Vir Das) and
Bunny (Anand Tiwari).”
Kunal’s portrayal of the
deadbeat and slacking dopehead Hardik made viewers roll
in the aisles. As he reprises the
role in the sequel, what new
would the audiences get to see
this time? “Well, it’s too early to
talk, but Hardik, like last time,
won’t disappoint anyone,” says
the actor, who has finished
shooting for Kalank, and is now
working on Mohit Suri’s
Malang.
Kunal recently played a cop
in a web series — a first for the
actor, who has mostly been
seen in comedic roles after
having started off with intense
performances in Kalyug (2005)

T

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

- PLutarch (9)

and Traffic Signal (2007). Asked
if it is an attempt to break out of
a certain stereotype , Kunal
replies in the negative.
“I’d say my choices have
been on the basis of the stories
that were offered to me.
Whenever I’m offered
something interesting and I feel
I’d also enjoy as an audience, I
have taken it up. I neither made
a conscious decision to make
comedies back-to-back, nor did
I take up the web show because
I wanted to change my image.
Things just happened,” he
explains.
The 35-year-old says he had
been looking to explore work in
the digital space for a long time,
“Because I also consume a lot of
web content. And when this
show came my way, I loved the
format. Plus it’s an interesting
investigative series. Apart from
the nervousness that comes
along with anything that’s new,
I was super excited,”
he says.
n

PHOTO: JASJEET PLAHA/HT

DAUGHTER THE
LUCKY CHARM
FOR MANASI
Juhi Chakraborty
otherhood has proven to
be quite a blessing for
actor Manasi Parekh. The
television actor, who welcomed
her daughter Nirvi in 2016,
made her Bollywood debut
with Uri: The Surgical Strike
earlier this year, which became
a big success at the box office.
“I started my career with
television. I have been a part of
six to seven shows, which have
enjoyed a good run. I also did a
Tamil film, Leelai (2012). But
nor did I get a call for Hindi
films and neither did I ever try,
until recently. I consider my
daughter to be my good luck
charm,” the actor shares.
Manasi plays a mother in
Uri. Was she comfortable about
it with her first film? “I wanted
a good, impactful role. These
days, it’s not about being the
lead or central character. It is
about how much value you
bring in. The audiences are also
waking up to that,” she says.
The actor will next be seen
in a short film to be released
internationally. She has a web
series and some social media
collaborations, as well.
“Dheere dheere ho raha hai. It
is still too soon but things are
moving ahead. The impact of a
film stays for a very long time.
That’s the reason it’s called the
big screen,” Manasi concludes.

M

I ALSO FEEL
GRATIFIED IN A
WAY TO KNOW
THAT MY FILMS
NOT ONLY
ENTERTAIN
AUDIENCES IN
INDIA BUT
GLOBALLY.

I HAVE MOVED
FROM BEING
JUST AN ACTOR
TO BEING A
PRODUCER,
AND IT’S NOT
YOUR USUAL
‘ACTRESSPRODUCER’ TAG.

RAJKUMMAR RAO,
ACTOR

LARA DUTTA,
ACTOR

HAVE YOU HEARD?
Salman Khan and Prabhudheva
PHOTO: TWITTER/BEINGSALMANKHAN

Salman starts Dabangg 3
nspector Chulbul Pandey
is back — actor Salman
Khan has commenced
shooting for the third
instalment of the Dabangg
franchise. The film is being
helmed by choreographerfilmmaker Prabhudheva.

I

Salman and the film’s team,
which also includes his
brother Arbaaz Khan, are in
Indore. Sharing the news,
Salman posted on Twitter,
Day1.... #dabangg3
@arbaazSkhan@PDdancing
@Nikhil_Dwivedi .”
HTC

FREEZE FRAME

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

Keeping up with the Jonases!
The way the first part ended, lot of people come to us
and saying that they wanted to know what happened
to Boris, Hardik, Luv and Bunny.
KUNAL KEMMU ACTOR

Actor Mansi Parekh with
daughter Nirvi Gohil

Our desi girl Priyanka Chopra Jonas posted this picture of
herself with her husband, Nick Jonas and brothers-in-law,
Joe and Kevin. She captioned the picture, “My first ever
#jonasbrothers show. And it was incredible!!! I’m so
proud of these guys!! #Family .”
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/PRIYANKACHOPRA

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/MANASI_PAREKH
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‘WANTTOMAKE
MOVIESWITH ‘Womenshould
breastfeedand
ADAMFOREVER’ workoutpost
Drew Barrymore
revealed that Adam
Sandler (inset) and
she text each other
all the time
PHOTOS:CHRISTOPHE
R POLK/GETTY IMAGES/
AFP; SHUTTERSTOCK

Actor Drew Barrymore says her
good friend Adam Sandler and she
‘have more to go’

delivery’

Kavita Awaasthi
ctor Drew Barrymore
wants to work more with
her 50 First Dates co-star
Adam Sandler.
The Santa Clarita Diet actor,
44, said that of all the people
that she has co-starred with in
films and television shows,
there’s one that stands out —
and whom she never wants her
time with to end. “Adam
Sandler, obviously, just
because I want to make movies
with him forever,” she told
people.com.
The pair have co-starred as
love interests in three movies
— The Wedding Singer (1998),
50 First Dates (2004) and
Blended (2014) — making them
one of Hollywood’s favourite
on-screen pair.
According to Barrymore,
they have “more to go.” “We

A

just talked on the phone the
other day. We talk on the phone
often, and we were like, it feels
like something, I don’t know.
We always get like a time and
an instinct thing. We’ve done it
three times now, so we know
IANS
we have more to go.”

THE PAIR HAVE
CO-STARRED AS LOVE
INTERESTS IN THREE
MOVIES — THE
WEDDING SINGER
(1998), 50 FIRST
DATES (2004) AND
BLENDED (2014)

Saumya
Tandon gave
birth to her
son in
January

ctor Saumya Tandon
delivered a baby boy on
January 14, and if one
looks at her today, it would
seem hard to believe. The
actor says she too has been
hearing similar comments.
“People tell me, ‘no one will
believe that you had a baby
recently’. I had put on 12kg
during my pregnancy and
have lost over 9kg in last three
months. People think I must
be dieting, as it is not possible
to lose weight so soon. But in
fact, breastfeeding has helped
me lose weight. It is the best
way to get the extra fat out,”
she says.
Ten days after her delivery,

A

Saumya started walking 45
minutes daily post dinner, as
she couldn’t do any other
form of exercise. After 45
days, she started working out
and realised that she had lost
her core strength. “My midback was hurting a lot as
breast feeding 10 to 12 times a
day was quite exhausting.
Sitting with the baby for half
an hour every time to feed
him, gave me backaches and
neck aches too,” she says.
“I am taking baby steps
with my exercise regimen. I
feel I am not back in the shape
I would like to be in. Yet, I feel,
I have come a long way post
delivery. I am getting there. I
have been consistent with my
workouts rather than doing

too much right now. I would
recommend exercise to every
woman post delivery and not
just celebrities,” she adds.
She says, “I am not
advocating the aesthetics as
much as I am advocating the
real benefits of exercising.
You should develop and
strengthen your back and
core muscles because you
need that while holding your
baby. I started with pilates, as
it is the best form to develop
core strength. I am also doing
aerial yoga for stretches, my
aches and pains. It is also
helping me with balancing
and posture. I am working on
my shoulder and arm
strength.”
n

kavita.awaasthi@htlive.com

Jay-Z thanks all the strong
JamieDornan,Amelia
WarnerwelcomebabyNo.3 women in life at NAACP awards
ollywood actor Jamie
Dornan is now a father of
three daughters. His wife
Amelia Warner confirmed the
news on Sunday. The third
baby girl joins their daughters
Dulcie Dornan, 5, and Elva
Dornan, 3. Taking to
Instagram, Warner shared a
picture of three pairs of child’s
shoes and wrote, “So proud of
these three glorious girls, it’s
an honour being their
mummy..feeling incredibly
lucky today
#happymothersday.”
Last year, after the
news of Warner’s pregnancy
became public, Jamie
jokingly told Jimmy Kimmel
that three might be where
they cut it off when it comes to
having more kids, but at the
same time also feels like they
make really great kids.
However, he also added, “It’s
all up to her. I just do the fun
bit.”
Joking that his kids have “a
lot of passports,” Dornan said
that he plans to take more
time off to help Warner with
baby No. 3. “I think for this
one, I’m going to have a lot
more control over my
schedule. The first two, I was
sort of at the mercy of Fifty
Shades’ schedule,” he
explained.
“The first one we had in
Canada, and I started filming
three days after she was born.
The second one we had in
London, and I flew to Canada
10 days later and started
filming the second.”

H
Isaac Hempstead Wright plays Bran Stark in Game of Thrones
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

‘Difficult to make
friends at college’

eeks before the eighth
and final season of
Game of Thrones
premieres, Isaac Hempstead
Wright opened up about how
playing Bran Stark in the
show impacted his off-camera
life.
Speaking about his first day
in his university, the 19-yearold actor said, “I walked in and
this girl just looked at me. And
I was like: ‘Hello’, and they
were like ‘Hi(!)’. I went down to
get some more stuff and when I
came back, they’d had like a
flat conference to say: Oh my
god, what is going on! We went
for dinner and they didn’t
actually say anything until,
eventually, one of their mates
was like: ‘So apparently you’re
in Game of Thrones?!’ I went
out to some awful club night,
and it was just ... a massacre,”

W

People quoted Esquire UK’s
interview with the actor.
Wright also mentioned that
he also received many emails
from the student body.
“Because your email is public
domain, I got like, billions of
emails from people going: ‘Hi
Three-Eyed Raven!’ I was just
trying to find out where my
next lecture was,” he said.
While a lot of it is
overwhelming, he mentioned
that the popularity of the show
has made it difficult for him to
make friends. “But it made it
quite difficult to make friends.
I don’t think I’ll ever be able to
have a normal university
experience, which is kind of
sad,” Hempstead said.
The makers of GoT finally
launched the official trailer of
the immensely anticipated
finale on March 6.
ANI

Jamie Dornan and wife Amelia Warner; the third baby girl joins their
daughters Dulcie Dornan, 5, and Elva Dornan, 3
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

Web is not eating up TV and
film space: Sumeet
Sangeeta Yadav
s web series continue to
weave their magic through
interesting content and
participation from new and
veteran actors, writer-turnedactor Sumeet Vyas feels “glad
that the web has found a strong
footing and is standing tall on
its own merit”. While some say
web is affecting the theatre
releases and has taken away
TV audience, Sumeet opines
“web isn’t eating up TV and
film space or any other medium
of entertainment”.
He says, “The way TV
evolved, it has garnered a
dedicated audience to its
content. Films work on a
different model, altogether.
The web is like a baby, and
when there is a new child in the
house, everybody pays
attention to that new member
of the family. The same way,
people are attending to the
web. With time, everything will

A

settle down and will find its
own way.”Being one of those
actors, who have been working
on the web space since its
inception, and having written
and acted in many web series
such as TVF Permanent
Roommates, Official CEOgiri
and Tripling Season 2, Sumeet
recalls, “It wasn’t easy to carve
a niche in the web space.”
He adds, “Initially, people
were a little iffy about working
on the web because they didn’t
know who exactly web is going
to cater to and [thought it]
might not reach in tier 2 and
tier 3 cities due to bad internet
connectivity.” “With time,
however, it became clearer that
the audience in the 15- to 40year age bracket is willing to
experiment with their
entertainment. And with
popular actors and directors
turning to web for their next
big projects, the web scene is
only going to expand further by
leaps and bounds.”

Kurt Cobain
PHOTO: GETTY IMAGES
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apper Jay-Z praised some
special people —
grandmother Hattie
White, mother Gloria Carter,
wife Beyoncé — in his life
while accepting the NAACP
(National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People) President’s Award.
The rapper was honoured at
the 2019 NAACP Image Awards
at the Dolby Theatre in
Hollywood on Saturday, March
30, with a special award,
reports eonline.com.
Jay-Z started his acceptance
speech on a humorous note and
said that he wanted to quote a
“kind-hearted president” and
paused, raising a round of
laughter from the audience. “I
was talking about Donald
Glover,” he declared. But it
turns out that he wasn’t
actually quoting Glover, but
the 16th US President.
“Abraham Lincoln had a quote
that said, ‘It’s not the amount of
years in your life, it’s the
amount of life in your years
that count in the end’.”
The 49-year-old said the
quote “embodied my beautiful
grandmother who I would like
to dedicate this award to, Hattie
White. She is so full of life.
Among her other
accomplishments, being super
great and very tough, she
raised seven kids, one little
walk up in Brooklyn...,” he said
of his grandmother. “On top of
that, her kids had kids and we
all were raised in the same
house. One household.”
Mentioning his mother
Gloria Carter, he said, “I grew
up knowing that I could

R
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accomplish anything because
of those strong women in my
house. I would like to dedicate
this award to those beautiful
women.”Then he called out his
wife and singer Beyonce
Knowles. “I’d like to dedicate
this award to a beautiful
woman in my life, Ms.
Beyonce.”
“Shawn Carter (Jay-Z) has
been committed to shedding

light on the issues that plague
the black community,
including systematic racism
and unjust treatment under the
law, utilising his global
platform to create everlasting
change,” said NAACP
president Derrick Johnson
describing the purpose of the
award, in a statement on
Thursday.

IANS

I don’t think anything could have
saved Kurt: Manager Danny Goldberg
egendary rock band
Nirvana’s manager,
Danny Goldberg believes
it would not have been
possible to save frontman
Kurt Cobain.
The iconic singer
committed suicide on April 5,
1994, at his home in Seattle,
USA. Goldberg, who has
penned a memoir titled,
Serving the Servant:
Remembering Kurt Cobain,
said, “There is a mystery to
why some people do it
(suicide) and some don’t.” The
memoir spans the three-anda-half years when Goldberg
worked with Cobain.
“I think a lot of people loved
him. Nobody will ever know;
you can’t go back and test out
hundreds of hypotheticals. I
think anybody who knows
somebody who killed
themselves would give the
same answer,” he said.

L

Actor Sumeet Vyas will be seen
next in Tripling Season 2

Jay-Z was
honoured at the
2019 NAACP
Image Awards at
the Dolby
Theatre in
Hollywood on
Saturday

Goldberg added that it is
hard to understand why
people take their own lives.
“I absolutely believe
nobody knows why people kill
themselves and there’s no
glib, easy answer on why he or
anyone else does so. For all the
psychiatrists and priests and
rabbis and yogis that exist in
the world, 50,000 Americans
each year kill themselves,” he
said.
In the book, he recalls how
he began managing the band
just before Nirvana made
them superstars.
Goldberg describes his
relationship with Cobain in
detail, both professionally and
personally, and how he and
his former wife, lawyer
Rosemary Carroll, went to
great lengths to protect
Cobain and Courtney Love
from the media.
He added that at times, he

feels what he could have done
to protect the rock icon.
“What if I had invited
him to stay with us for a few
days? Maybe that would
have been a good idea. Maybe
if I had ... spent X amount
more hours trying to find
other kinds of therapists that
knew something about
artistes. Of course, if you’re
unfortunate enough to
have been close to someone
who did this to themselves,
you go over things in your
mind. But I do feel that
ultimately people who do this,
just do it. It’s not the people
around them who do it,” he
added.
Recounting the phone
call that delivered the news
of Cobain’s suicide, Goldberg
said, “I will never completely
get over the sadness and
anguish I felt at that moment.”

PTI
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APOSTCARD ALPINE VILLAGE
A panoramic picture of Hallstatt

PHOTO: ISTOCK

Preserved in time by the rich salt that the town is renowned for, Hallstatt is an idyllic
and ancient treasure that hugs the south-western shore of the Hallstätter Sea
Natalia Sabinesh
o you believe in
fairytales and
dreamlands? I stumbled
upon a beautiful photo of
this village named Hallstatt,
Austria, on the internet. I was
sold by just seeing a photo and
set out to make my fairytale
dream come true.
When it comes to bucolic
destinations, Hallstatt has it
all. This quaint Austrian
village sits on the shores of a
tranquil lake and at the foot of
soaring peaks. White
hit swans

D

float effortlessly across the
reflection of the muchInstagrammed church, flower
pots hang from traditional
houses, and men and women in
classic Austrian attire cycle the
cobblestone streets.

LAKE AND THE TOWN
I was welcomed by the
reflection of the church steeple
in the lake, framed by
mountains, with tiny whips of
clouds hovering just overhead.
A little fun fact I learned is that
the swans were imported
ort here

in the 1860s by the Austrian
Empress Sisi when she
vacationed here. She, like her
cousin, the King Ludwig of
Bavaria, was obsessed with
swans. In a town this small, I
couldn’t miss the main square.
All the roads in the town were
somehow connected to the
main square. I just walked
along the boardwalk, looking
up at all the pastel houses,
peeked into the adorable
souvenir shops, and lastly,
watched a lot of people get
married here. I am not
surprised why Hallstatt is
listed as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site.

THE BONE HOUSE
T

The Bone House

PHOTOS: NATALIA SABINESH

While I didn’t find any prince
charming or singing
candlesticks in this charming
village, I found over 1,200
ainted 18th Century human
kulls in St Michael’s Chapel.
Since the graveyard was
uite small, skeletons were
nearthed ten years after every
urial. The church gathered
e bones and carefully
eached them in sun. Once
at was done, they were
moved to the ossuary also

known as the Charnel or Bone
House. The skulls were then
decorated with symbols and
the person’s date of death. The
locals and the church found
this unique way to preserve the
identity of all the deceased
family members of the town.

THE SALT MINE
Turns out, the oldest
production of salt in Hallstatt
began 7,000 years ago. I had
never been to a salt mine
before. So, the next day, was
dedicated to take a tour of the
Salt Mine.
Starting from the Neolithic
period, the original mine was
dug over 200 metres below
ground over centuries.
Because salt’s significance
before refrigeration was
invented, this white gold
helped Hallstatt become
influential in early European
culture. As a matter of fact, an
entire period of the Iron Age
from 800 to 400BC has become
known as the Hallstatt Era.
Once I purchased my ticket,
we were handed our miner
costumes to change into. We
then made our way through a
tunnel and I could immediately

how the places were kept so
clean and most importantly,
measures were taken to
ensure that cleanliness is
maintained. It gave a very
relaxed vibe and it is a great
place to spend a holiday with
family and friends.”
While in Mai Khao, one
should explore the Turtle
village, water parks, plane
spotting, Sirinath National
Park and Wat Mai Khao.
n

ht.cafe@htlive.com

CYRUS BROACHA
I love my best friend. She was in
a relationship till last month. She
knew about my feelings, and four
days ago, she proposed to me
and I said yes. But now, she says
that she feels that as friends, she
could share everything but now
she isn’t able to do the same.
She wants us to remain friends. I
am shattered. Please help.
VR
VR, the educated reaction to
your point is exactly the stuff
that comes out of a bull when
he needs to evacuate his
stomach. She obviously
mistakes you for a four-yearold. Actually, I stand
corrected, a three-year-old.
She proposed to you,
remember. You were simply
getting along minding your
own business, trying to make
the world a better place by
feeding the poor, and helping
the underprivileged, and
returning tennis balls to gully
boys playing cricket. Now she
backtracks and wants to go
back to “just friends”?
Ridiculous. Bull-Poo, loads
and loads of bull-poo. Tell her
about your disappointment,
and remind her all ‘this’ was
her idea in the first place. No
point feeling resentful; take
the, er, bull by the horns. Do
not mince your words, please.

PHOTO: ISTOCK

ctor Rubina Dilaik and
husband Abhinav Shukla
visited Phuket recently.
The couple spent time at Mai
Khao, which is located in the
northwest coast of Phuket and
is known for its beach that is a
part of the Sirinat National
Park.
Rubina shares that it was a
perfect setting to just sit and
chill. She says, “It was pretty
retty
laid back and the authen
nticity
of Thailand culture is ve
ery
much intact there. The lo
ocal
food is delicious.”
Rubina mentions thatt the
enjoyed local delicacies su
s h
as Tom Yum Kha, Banan
na
Fritters, Pad Thai and Fll
noodles. “We had
Morning Glory (a dish)
and my favourite Mango
Sticky Rice, religiously,
for all the days we were
there,” she adds.
The actor further adds
that the beach and the
surrounding places are
extremely clean and they
y
witnessed community se
ervices
that ensured cleanlinesss
around. “It was great to see
s

n

SERIOUSLY CYRUS

Mai Khao is known for its
clean and calm beaches

A

modernise to
modernised
o adding
ng
elevators. The first slide station
is 85 meters below ground and
whizzed me down from the 7th
to 6th floor of the mine. The
second slide, was the longest at
64 meters. It tracked my sliding
down speed to compare it with
the highest, and also took a
commemorative photo for me
to purchase afterwards. After
taking this final slide, I exited
in style with a ride on the
single-file miners’ train. A few
minutes long ride on the openair scooter train was a
delightful way to end the tour.
Hallstatt is such a touristy
paradise that a replica
village has been made in
China. Hallstatt’s 800 residents
have upheld the beauty
of this middle age town.
Now, it’s up to its millions
of visitors to maintain its
tranquillity and humble
existence.

(Top left) Salt deposits in the mine; (top) the Town Square; (above)
the Salt Mine

No point feeling resentful; take the
bull by the horns instead

Rubina
Dilaik’s
Thailand
tales

Anjali Shetty

see the salt and brine
he
seeping through th
rocks. The tunnel kept
k
getting narrower and
a the
air felt humid and heavy.
h
Throughout the
e tour, we
were told of severa
al discoveries
that established how
ow early
mining came to Hallstatt. The
first discovery was in 1734
when they found the body of a
former miner. The body was
perfectly preserved in salt with
skin and hair. The flattened
body had features worn away
by stone but had his unusual
clothing and tools completely
intact. They named him as the
Man in Salt.
I also got to see large blocks
of raw salt rock that were lit up
with decorative lights to show
off their variations in colour.
The more iron present in the
unprocessed salt rocks, the
more they glow orange — this
is because of the rust.
The undoubted highlight of
the Salt Mine tour was the
thrilling ride down the two sets
of double-lane miners’ slides.
In the medieval times, the salt
miners used the slides to
quickly get between levels
although the mine eventually

I am a 22-year-old boy. I was in a

relationship with a girl for the
last year. She had confessed that
she was interested in someone
else and we broke up. Now, she
is with that someone and I can’t
see them together. What should I
do to move on?
AA
AA, all this is explained by
furniture expert Deepak D
Dhar in his book Door to
Door. Dhar explained that to
prevent robbery, a front
entrance should have two
doors, one after another. With
very little space to stand
between the doors. The
robber opens one door and is
then caught in between the
first and second doors. He
then becomes a
poor sandwich. AA, your girl
has left you (Door 1) and
moved to Door 2, the next guy.
She’s stuck between two
doors but is facing the new
door. This means you need to
open your door so that there is
more space for everyone. And
so a new girl walks into your
door sooner or later. You just
have to cop it on a chin. Face
the fact, and heal from your
wounds. She’s closed her
door, so please keep your door
open, but wear a sweater in
the case of a strong breeze.
I am a 26-year-old woman. I
have been in a relationship for

the last five years and we are
doing pretty well even now.
However, my parents do not
approve of our relationship
whereas his parents are totally
with us. How do you think should
I convince my parents? They are
generally not this narrowminded. Please help.
AV
AV, the math is good. My
mother always says, if you get
10 good oranges out of a total
12, then that is a pretty good
haul. Of course, our problem
was our fruit wallah, was a
total cheat. We’d get seven
good oranges, four mosambis,
and one chikoo in our hands
of a dozen oranges, on an
average basis, every week!
You’ve got each other — that’s
50%, his parents —25%; total
of 75%. For your parents,
think of a pride of lions
hunting. They separate the
weak wildebeest, wait for it to
die of boredom, and then
feast. See which of your
parents is less extreme, and
work on that one. Get his
parents to help. Once you get
one to cross over, most likely
the second will follow.
Parents are like malai, the
more you chew, the softer it
gets. Sometimes statements
don’t have to make sense,
they only need to sound good.
I am a 24-year-old woman. I
have been single for the longest
time and have been thinking of
joining the online dating scene.
However, I don’t really fancy it as
I prefer meeting people in an
organic way. I am still confused

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/MALAIKAARORAOFFICIAL

anjali shetty@htlive com
anjali.shetty@htlive.co

JUST WRITE
TO UNCLE CY
AT CYRUS
@HINDUSTANTIMES.COM
AND I’LL GIVE YOU SOME
RELIEF…. ERR… THAT IS,
PROVIDED, I’M NOT
DOING A HEADSTAND
AT THE TIME.

as to how should I go with this
situation. Should I join the online
dating scene or should I just wait
and meet people organically till I
find someone suitable?
KA
First, a word of caution.
Before you join the online
dating scenes, remember
people like me are waiting for
you there. KA, why can’t you
do both?Explore the internet
and use your ‘organic’ powers
to interact in the flesh and
blood. More flesh, of course,
and less blood though. As far
as I know, at least up till
today, the government has
not threatened to revoke your
Aadhaar card if you do both.
Do not knock the Internet;
some of the best
relationships were built
there. Steve Jobs and Warren
Buffet. Kim Jong Un and
Donald Trump. Donald
Trump and Donald Trump.
You are young and single, so
why not use all the arsenal at
your disposal? Trust me,
things are much easier on
dating sites at 24, rather than
64. Sometimes in life, we
should use both the elevator
and the stairs. A very, very
old Chinese proverb.
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/LISAHAYDON

Caught on
Insta
(Inset) Rubina enjoyed the whole vibe of Mai Khao; (above) Rubina
Dilaik with husband, Abhinav Shukla

With the rise in mercury levels,
it’s no surprise that Bollywood
celebs are chilling in the cool
climes of foreign locations.
While actor Malaika Arora
indulged the water baby in her in
n
Maldives, actor Lisa Haydon took
k
a break in St Moritz, Switzerland..
Doesn’t this make you want to
pack your bags and take off?
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Vidyut
Jammwal
enjoys doing
action films;
(inset) with
tusker Bhola
PHOTO: GOKUL
VS/HT

Rishabh Suri
e amazed people with his
action skills when he
starred opposite John
Abraham in Force (2011). And
then, he raised the bar further
with his Commando franchise.
Actor Vidyut Jammwal is
perhaps one of the better
action stars Bollywood has, a
facet his latest offering,
Junglee utilises to the fullest.
Ask why he focuses only on
action films, and he says, “I am
best at doing it, so I love doing
it. When you enjoy something,

H

in the multi-starrer
Baadshaho (2017) which also
starred Ajay Devgn and
Emraan Hashmi.
Does he feel that the
potential of action films has
been fully tapped by Indian
cinema? “Yes, the talent that is
performing is the best, you can
compare it to Hollywood. If
you see Mission: Impossible,
the budgets they work with are
much higher than in Hindi
cinema, but the daredevilry is
higher here. Chuck says that
he’s never seen someone
(there) who wants to do their
own stunts. He’s never
witnessed a part where the
hero does these big 10
sequences in a day without
a stunt double. The East is
brilliant with action. We
don’t have budgets or

Samarth Goyal

VIDYUT JAMMWAL ACTOR
spend money like that,” he
says.
We finally ask Vidyut if this
lack of spending bothers him
since he’s a big believer in
action films. Pat comes the
reply, “Nothing bothers me.
Not this, not anything in life.”

ulging biceps,
spectacular sixes
and a flashy blonde
Mohawk — that’s
Andre Russell for you in a
nutshell. In a recent tête-àtête, the cricketer said
playing in the Indian
Premier League
(IPL) makes him feel
like a superstar. “I
love playing in the
Caribbean and it will
always be the closest
thing to my heart, but
that’s nothing to
compare with the IPL.
To be in a stadium with
40,000-65,000 people. You
don’t get that many people
in the Caribbean,” he says.
The Jamaican player is
off to a great start this
season. “I love playing in

B

the Caribbean Premier League
since it’s in front of my home
crowd. [But] In terms of
atmosphere, this is the place to
be. You feel like a superstar,”
adds Russell whose powerful
batting has taken the IPL by
storm this season.
But it isn’t
about feeling
like a
superstar
that makes
the IPL
experience
unique,
rather
it’s the
connect that

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

STOP PRESS

Cricketer Andre
Russell is
overwhelmed
by the crowds
in India

PHOTOS: AP

PHOTO:
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MIMI
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ctor Priyanka Chopra
Jonas, who is married to
singer Nick Jonas, is
planning to sue OK tabloid,
if a report on In.com is to be
believed. OK claimed the
duo is heading for divorce. A
source told the website,
“Once she makes up her
mind...nothing can stop her.
Priyanka will let loose
her legal team on this
news-manufacturing
tabloid and ensure they get
to their knees.”

A

(L-R) Priyanka
Chopra Jonas,
Sonam K Ahuja, Alia
Bhatt and Athiya
Shetty raising their
style stakes in
colour-block
dresses and
separates

LUPITA SORRY AFTER
‘US’ CONTROVERSY
scar winner Lupita
Nyong’o has apologised
for saying she used
spasmodic dysphonia as
inspiration for the voice of
Red, her evil character in
the film Us. Nyong’o said
her intent was not to “vilify
or demonise” the disorder.
“I met people and learned
how difficult it is to have
the disorder. So I am aware
of frustrations and
misconceptions... I thought
speaking about it and
mentioning it might shed
light on the condition,” she
said.
PTI
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Celebs brighten their
day with colour-blocks
f the many trends spotted
this spring, colourblocking is the most
popular of them all. Many
brands and designers, such as
Escada, Prabal Gurung and
Bibhu Mohapatra, showcased
it on the ramp for this spring/
summer season. Bringing it
from ramp-to-reality are our
Bollywood style mavens like
Priyanka Chopra Jonas, Alia
Bhatt, Sonam K Ahuja and
Athiya Shetty, who are acing

O

instagram.com/htcity

www.youtube.com/user/ht

Russell has with
the crowd that
makes it worth
his while.
“Indian crowds
embrace cricketers. I
am afraid to go the mall.
For two months I am
restricted from moving
anywhere, but I enjoy it. I
feel like a big Bollywood
actor. It’s a great feeling
to receive so much love,”
says Russell who was in
the Capital, promoting his
IPL franchise, Kolkata
Knight Riders’ fashion line.
The 30-year-old allrounder feels indebted to
fans in India, and that’s
what drives the cricketer to
give his best. “Back in the
Caribbean, I can be
sitting at a beach just
chilling, and someone
who would know that I
am a big deal, would go
like ‘Hey Dre Russ, what’s
up’ and I’ll be like ‘all cool’
. And that’s it. But that’s
not the case here. You just
walk into a lobby and they
go crazy and I absolutely
love it. That’s why I try to
give them my best every
time,” he adds.
n

samarth.goyal@htlive.com
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PEECEE-NICK TO SUE
TABLOID FOR FAKE
DIVORCE REPORT?

Akshay Kaushal

twitter.com/htshowbiz

The cricketer loves the
adulation he receives
from fans during IPL

I am happy, I’ve been
meeting families,
interacting with kids.
The excitement is
great. I love the fact
we could get (director)
Chuck Russell.

n

www.facebook.com/HTcity

MALWA
ANDRE RUSSELL:
IFEELLIKEABIG
BOLLYWOOD
ACTOR

‘Hollywoodhasthe
budgets,Hindifilms
thedaredevilry’
you will be good at it. It’s good
to be choosy and be able to
decide in what will you be able
to give your 100%. Junglee is a
bit different for me. It’s an
action adventure which caters
to families, something which I
have not delved into earlier.”
He’s glad with the response
he’s got so far for it. “I am
happy, I have been meeting
families, interacting with kids.
The excitement is great. I love
the fact that we could get in
(director) Chuck Russell. He’s
one of Hollywood’s known
names, and gave Dwayne
Johnson, who’s their biggest
action star, his first break. He
sees potential in me, and
feels I could take Indian
martial arts global!”
says Vidyut. The
actor was last seen

www.hindustantimes.com

the look. We ask fashion
experts about this trend.
Designer Rahul Mishra,
who has done colour-blocking
in his Paris Fashion Week
collection for spring says,
“Bright, primary colours
make a strong style statement
when clubbed together.
Handloom saris with colourblocking are a big trend too. I
believe this trend is the best
for summer.” Designer
Siddhartha Bansal, who plays
with a lot of bright,
psychedelic colours for his

collections says, “Colourblocks look best with lush
fabrics, such as satin or silk.
But for summers, handlooms
are the best.”
This trend also happens to
be the trickiest. “The major
hassle is to style separates. So
as you style your bright top in
any primary colour with
pants from another secondary
colour, make sure your shoes
are also in a bright and poppy
shade,” says designer
Nachiket Barve.
n

akshay.kaushal@htlive.com
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NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.

Dia to join the digital bandwagon;
says by far the most challenging role
Pooja Sharma
he web space is currently
on an upward trajectory,
and actor Dia Mirza is the
latest artist to enter this
digital boom. Dia, who wooed
the audience last year with
her role in Sanju, is set
make her digital debut with
an extremely challenging
role.
A source says that Dia
has not only begun preparing
for the role but to perfect
her act, she has also joined
hands with workshop
director, Atul Mongia, who is
known for crafting meaty
roles that have broken
monotony.
“The story of the web
show,” shares Dia, “is based
on true events, making my
part even more challenging.”
About doing the workshop,
Dia, who is playing the
protagonist, explains,“It is
the most challenging role
that I have played till date.
Workshops help in
discovering the person or the
character one is playing. It is
the inner space of the
character that helps us actors
become the person we are
playing.”
When asked if she is a
‘method actor’ or prefers
being spontaneous, the
Rehnaa Hai Terre Dil Mein
(2001) star explains, “To
arrive at spontaneity, one
needs to prepare. I work hard
on getting to know the
character and learning my
lines and then just be. To be,
takes work, and I love the
process of workshops,
especially the one with Atul,
because he really brings out
spontaneity.”

Dia Mirza was
last seen on
the big screen
in Sanju
(2018) as
Maanayata
Dutt

T

n

It is the most challenging role that I have played till date.
Workshops help in discovering the person or the
character one is playing.
DIA MIRZA, ACTOR

pooja.sharma@htlive.com
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Mumbai: 91-22-26398641 (Last week of every month)
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

Health concerns will not bother you today as
you enjoy a blissful health. Things will
definitely improve on the professional
front; keep up the good work. Romance
blossoms, as you free yourself from selfimposed shackles. Don’t make plans for a
holiday without prior discussion with
ARIES
your
travel companion.
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
Lucky Number: 2 Colour: Deep Sky Blue
You may find it difficult to deal with a financial
condition will see good tidings in the
coming time. Love and concern in large
doses will make someone oppose you in
the romantic front. Enjoying your heart
out in the gathering of your near and
dear ones is indicated. Things move
favourably while selling a property.

Your seriousness about achieving fitness will
offer you best of health. A profitable day is
foreseen in terms of your finances. Those
waiting to enjoy a long drive with lover
might have to wait for some more time.
You will be able to infuse harmony on
the domestic front. An ancestral
TAURUS
property
is likely to get you good gains.
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Lucky Number: 9 Colour: Golden Brown
Taking some time off to recuperate from a
health problem will be a better idea today.
You have a tendency to take initiatives at
wrong moments in the romantic front
which might make things worse.
Keeping doubts and suspicions at bay
will enable you to remain much more at
peace with yourself and with your family.

LEO
(JUlY 23 - AUG 23)

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Cream

SAGITTARIUS

SUDOKU

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

Health is likely to keep you satisfied today.
Financially, dark clouds that hover over your
earnings are likely to be removed soon.
Romance may not particularly be on your
mind today. In the family front you may
be forced into something that you don’t
want to do. This is not particularly a very
good day for travel.

(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Good health is indicated. Money put in a bet is
money lost; so be careful. You are likely to
influence an important decision at work.
A prank done by a youngster might get
the family into a mess. Leave applied for
a vacation is likely to be sanctioned.
Losing a substantial amount in a
property deal is likely on your card.

Health poses no problems, as you become
increasingly health conscious. Keep your
positive outlook and it will definitely turn
a hopeless situation into a promising one.
You will have to take some more effort
to increase the pace of work to be
productive. It seems to be a good day as
PISCES
far as property business is concerned.
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Purple

Lucky Number: 22 Colour: Light Blue

Bill Watterson

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Lucky Number: 18 Colour: Chocolate

Health remains satisfactory today. Financial
worries become a thing of the past as a
monetary issue is decided in your favour.
At work, you will get an opportunity to
put your point across to those who
matter. Someone you have known for
long in the family will sympathise with
you.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Health may suffer, as you remain inactive.
Financially, dark clouds hover over your
earnings, so keep your fingers crossed.
This is the day of wish fulfilment for
those who want to travel across borders.
Your efforts to enhance your property
business
might need some more time to
CANCER
get you the desired results.
(JUNE 22 - JUlY 22)
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Magenta

Lucky Number: 4 Colour: Light Red

Good routine will restore your lost energy and
health soon. Financial front is showing
promising signs of becoming stronger.
With confusion over a domestic issue
sorted out, you will heave a sigh of relief.
A business trip is likely to open many
lucrative opportunities for you. A good
CAPRICORN
property deal is coming your way today.
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
Lucky Number: 5 Colour: Forest Green

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Indigo

GEMINI

Ajay Devgn: The actor, known for films such as
Company, The Legend of Bhagat Singh (both
2002), Gangaajal (2003), Omkara (2006) and the
Singham and Golmaal franchises, turns 50 today.

Excessive worries about health prove
meaningless, as you remain hale and hearty.
Impressing those who matter to smooth
your finances is possible today. Things
will start looking brighter on
professional front soon. A travel plan
that you are very excited about might
not get started today.

Lucky Number: 17 Colour: Electric Blue

Excellent health is indicated for you today and
will keep you at bay. Financial front is
showing signs of improvement but will
need time. Negative thoughts can
boggle up your mind as you try to fix
something in the family. A business trip
you were much excited about is likely to
get cancelled.

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
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SHOW BUZZ
LOOKBACK

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Composer Madan Mohan — a very good
cook — bribed Manna Dey with bhindi
meat to make him sing Kaun Aaya Mere
Mann Dware (Dekh Kabira Roya, 1957).

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3043
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

Su in School

NPAAE
AASRR
AC EHCT
EERYCH

Are you wondering who this school girl is? Well, it is none
other than singer and stand-up comedian Sugandha Mishra.
Doesn’t she look cute?
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SUGANDHAMISHRA23

QUOTE HANGER

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

______ is simpLy habit Long continued.
SOLUTION SUDOKU

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Paean, arras, cachet, cheery
ANSWER: Character is simply habit long continued. - Plutarch

MOVIES ON TV
& PICTURES
1050 Main Prem Ki
Diwani Hoon
1354 Aitraaz
1700 Kasam Hindustan Ki
2000 Jumanji: Welcome
to the Jungle
2234 Snake In The
Eagle’s Shadow
UTV MOVIES
0835 Aashiqui
1145 Player Ek Khiladi
1435 Kis Kisko Pyaar Karoon
1735 Umar Pachpan Ki Dil
Bachpan Ka
2050 Chup Chup Ke
ZEE CINEMA
1118 Secret Superstar
1431 Ladla
1754 Super Singh
2100 Shoorveer
2349 Police Aur Tiger
STAR MOVIES
1036 Rio
1222 The Incredibles
1430 Avengers: Infinity War
1712 Fantastic Four
1910 Zombieland
2050 Tom Yum Goong 2
2253 National Treasure:
Book Of Secrets
& FLIX
1040 Terminator 3: Rise of
the Machines
1300 The Rundown
1415 Spider-Man 3
1625 Insidious
1825 Zootopia
2030 Guardians of the
Galaxy

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

‘SUREHARDIKWILL
NOTDISAPPOINT’
Actor Kunal Kemmu is reprising
his role of a slacking stoner in the
sequel to Go Goa Gone

Shreya Mukherjee
he announcement of a
sequel to the 2013 zombie
comedy Go Goa Gone has
got fans and viewers
psyched. Kunal Kemmu, who
played one of the leads in the
film, shares that the audience
has always wanted a sequel to
it. As part 2 of this comedy goes
on floors this year, Kunal says,
“I think for years we have been
asked this question. Some even
suggested that we must make
the sequel. The way the first
part ended, lot of people come to
us and saying that they wanted
to know what happened to
Boris (Saif Ali Khan), Hardik
(Kunal), Luv (Vir Das) and
Bunny (Anand Tiwari).”
Kunal’s portrayal of the
deadbeat and slacking dopehead Hardik made viewers roll
in the aisles. As he reprises the
role in the sequel, what new
would the audiences get to see
this time? “Well, it’s too early to
talk, but Hardik, like last time,
won’t disappoint anyone,” says
the actor, who has finished
shooting for Kalank, and is now
working on Mohit Suri’s
Malang.
Kunal recently played a cop
in a web series — a first for the
actor, who has mostly been
seen in comedic roles after
having started off with intense
performances in Kalyug (2005)

T

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

- PLutarch (9)

and Traffic Signal (2007). Asked
if it is an attempt to break out of
a certain stereotype , Kunal
replies in the negative.
“I’d say my choices have
been on the basis of the stories
that were offered to me.
Whenever I’m offered
something interesting and I feel
I’d also enjoy as an audience, I
have taken it up. I neither made
a conscious decision to make
comedies back-to-back, nor did
I take up the web show because
I wanted to change my image.
Things just happened,” he
explains.
The 35-year-old says he had
been looking to explore work in
the digital space for a long time,
“Because I also consume a lot of
web content. And when this
show came my way, I loved the
format. Plus it’s an interesting
investigative series. Apart from
the nervousness that comes
along with anything that’s new,
I was super excited,”
he says.
n

PHOTO: JASJEET PLAHA/HT

DAUGHTER THE
LUCKY CHARM
FOR MANASI
Juhi Chakraborty
otherhood has proven to
be quite a blessing for
actor Manasi Parekh. The
television actor, who welcomed
her daughter Nirvi in 2016,
made her Bollywood debut
with Uri: The Surgical Strike
earlier this year, which became
a big success at the box office.
“I started my career with
television. I have been a part of
six to seven shows, which have
enjoyed a good run. I also did a
Tamil film, Leelai (2012). But
nor did I get a call for Hindi
films and neither did I ever try,
until recently. I consider my
daughter to be my good luck
charm,” the actor shares.
Manasi plays a mother in
Uri. Was she comfortable about
it with her first film? “I wanted
a good, impactful role. These
days, it’s not about being the
lead or central character. It is
about how much value you
bring in. The audiences are also
waking up to that,” she says.
The actor will next be seen
in a short film to be released
internationally. She has a web
series and some social media
collaborations, as well.
“Dheere dheere ho raha hai. It
is still too soon but things are
moving ahead. The impact of a
film stays for a very long time.
That’s the reason it’s called the
big screen,” Manasi concludes.

M

I ALSO FEEL
GRATIFIED IN A
WAY TO KNOW
THAT MY FILMS
NOT ONLY
ENTERTAIN
AUDIENCES IN
INDIA BUT
GLOBALLY.

I HAVE MOVED
FROM BEING
JUST AN ACTOR
TO BEING A
PRODUCER,
AND IT’S NOT
YOUR USUAL
‘ACTRESSPRODUCER’ TAG.

RAJKUMMAR RAO,
ACTOR

LARA DUTTA,
ACTOR

HAVE YOU HEARD?
Salman Khan and Prabhudheva
PHOTO: TWITTER/BEINGSALMANKHAN

Salman starts Dabangg 3
nspector Chulbul Pandey
is back — actor Salman
Khan has commenced
shooting for the third
instalment of the Dabangg
franchise. The film is being
helmed by choreographerfilmmaker Prabhudheva.

I

Salman and the film’s team,
which also includes his
brother Arbaaz Khan, are in
Indore. Sharing the news,
Salman posted on Twitter,
Day1.... #dabangg3
@arbaazSkhan@PDdancing
@Nikhil_Dwivedi .”
HTC

FREEZE FRAME

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

Keeping up with the Jonases!
The way the first part ended, lot of people come to us
and saying that they wanted to know what happened
to Boris, Hardik, Luv and Bunny.
KUNAL KEMMU ACTOR

Actor Mansi Parekh with
daughter Nirvi Gohil

Our desi girl Priyanka Chopra Jonas posted this picture of
herself with her husband, Nick Jonas and brothers-in-law,
Joe and Kevin. She captioned the picture, “My first ever
#jonasbrothers show. And it was incredible!!! I’m so
proud of these guys!! #Family .”
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/PRIYANKACHOPRA

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/MANASI_PAREKH
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‘WANTTOMAKE
MOVIESWITH ‘Womenshould
breastfeedand
ADAMFOREVER’ workoutpost
Drew Barrymore
revealed that Adam
Sandler (inset) and
she text each other
all the time
PHOTOS:CHRISTOPHE
R POLK/GETTY IMAGES/
AFP; SHUTTERSTOCK

Actor Drew Barrymore says her
good friend Adam Sandler and she
‘have more to go’

delivery’

Kavita Awaasthi
ctor Drew Barrymore
wants to work more with
her 50 First Dates co-star
Adam Sandler.
The Santa Clarita Diet actor,
44, said that of all the people
that she has co-starred with in
films and television shows,
there’s one that stands out —
and whom she never wants her
time with to end. “Adam
Sandler, obviously, just
because I want to make movies
with him forever,” she told
people.com.
The pair have co-starred as
love interests in three movies
— The Wedding Singer (1998),
50 First Dates (2004) and
Blended (2014) — making them
one of Hollywood’s favourite
on-screen pair.
According to Barrymore,
they have “more to go.” “We

A

just talked on the phone the
other day. We talk on the phone
often, and we were like, it feels
like something, I don’t know.
We always get like a time and
an instinct thing. We’ve done it
three times now, so we know
IANS
we have more to go.”

THE PAIR HAVE
CO-STARRED AS LOVE
INTERESTS IN THREE
MOVIES — THE
WEDDING SINGER
(1998), 50 FIRST
DATES (2004) AND
BLENDED (2014)

Saumya
Tandon gave
birth to her
son in
January

ctor Saumya Tandon
delivered a baby boy on
January 14, and if one
looks at her today, it would
seem hard to believe. The
actor says she too has been
hearing similar comments.
“People tell me, ‘no one will
believe that you had a baby
recently’. I had put on 12kg
during my pregnancy and
have lost over 9kg in last three
months. People think I must
be dieting, as it is not possible
to lose weight so soon. But in
fact, breastfeeding has helped
me lose weight. It is the best
way to get the extra fat out,”
she says.
Ten days after her delivery,

A

Saumya started walking 45
minutes daily post dinner, as
she couldn’t do any other
form of exercise. After 45
days, she started working out
and realised that she had lost
her core strength. “My midback was hurting a lot as
breast feeding 10 to 12 times a
day was quite exhausting.
Sitting with the baby for half
an hour every time to feed
him, gave me backaches and
neck aches too,” she says.
“I am taking baby steps
with my exercise regimen. I
feel I am not back in the shape
I would like to be in. Yet, I feel,
I have come a long way post
delivery. I am getting there. I
have been consistent with my
workouts rather than doing

too much right now. I would
recommend exercise to every
woman post delivery and not
just celebrities,” she adds.
She says, “I am not
advocating the aesthetics as
much as I am advocating the
real benefits of exercising.
You should develop and
strengthen your back and
core muscles because you
need that while holding your
baby. I started with pilates, as
it is the best form to develop
core strength. I am also doing
aerial yoga for stretches, my
aches and pains. It is also
helping me with balancing
and posture. I am working on
my shoulder and arm
strength.”
n

kavita.awaasthi@htlive.com

Jay-Z thanks all the strong
JamieDornan,Amelia
WarnerwelcomebabyNo.3 women in life at NAACP awards
ollywood actor Jamie
Dornan is now a father of
three daughters. His wife
Amelia Warner confirmed the
news on Sunday. The third
baby girl joins their daughters
Dulcie Dornan, 5, and Elva
Dornan, 3. Taking to
Instagram, Warner shared a
picture of three pairs of child’s
shoes and wrote, “So proud of
these three glorious girls, it’s
an honour being their
mummy..feeling incredibly
lucky today
#happymothersday.”
Last year, after the
news of Warner’s pregnancy
became public, Jamie
jokingly told Jimmy Kimmel
that three might be where
they cut it off when it comes to
having more kids, but at the
same time also feels like they
make really great kids.
However, he also added, “It’s
all up to her. I just do the fun
bit.”
Joking that his kids have “a
lot of passports,” Dornan said
that he plans to take more
time off to help Warner with
baby No. 3. “I think for this
one, I’m going to have a lot
more control over my
schedule. The first two, I was
sort of at the mercy of Fifty
Shades’ schedule,” he
explained.
“The first one we had in
Canada, and I started filming
three days after she was born.
The second one we had in
London, and I flew to Canada
10 days later and started
filming the second.”

H
Isaac Hempstead Wright plays Bran Stark in Game of Thrones
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

‘Difficult to make
friends at college’

eeks before the eighth
and final season of
Game of Thrones
premieres, Isaac Hempstead
Wright opened up about how
playing Bran Stark in the
show impacted his off-camera
life.
Speaking about his first day
in his university, the 19-yearold actor said, “I walked in and
this girl just looked at me. And
I was like: ‘Hello’, and they
were like ‘Hi(!)’. I went down to
get some more stuff and when I
came back, they’d had like a
flat conference to say: Oh my
god, what is going on! We went
for dinner and they didn’t
actually say anything until,
eventually, one of their mates
was like: ‘So apparently you’re
in Game of Thrones?!’ I went
out to some awful club night,
and it was just ... a massacre,”

W

People quoted Esquire UK’s
interview with the actor.
Wright also mentioned that
he also received many emails
from the student body.
“Because your email is public
domain, I got like, billions of
emails from people going: ‘Hi
Three-Eyed Raven!’ I was just
trying to find out where my
next lecture was,” he said.
While a lot of it is
overwhelming, he mentioned
that the popularity of the show
has made it difficult for him to
make friends. “But it made it
quite difficult to make friends.
I don’t think I’ll ever be able to
have a normal university
experience, which is kind of
sad,” Hempstead said.
The makers of GoT finally
launched the official trailer of
the immensely anticipated
finale on March 6.
ANI

Jamie Dornan and wife Amelia Warner; the third baby girl joins their
daughters Dulcie Dornan, 5, and Elva Dornan, 3
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

Web is not eating up TV and
film space: Sumeet
Sangeeta Yadav
s web series continue to
weave their magic through
interesting content and
participation from new and
veteran actors, writer-turnedactor Sumeet Vyas feels “glad
that the web has found a strong
footing and is standing tall on
its own merit”. While some say
web is affecting the theatre
releases and has taken away
TV audience, Sumeet opines
“web isn’t eating up TV and
film space or any other medium
of entertainment”.
He says, “The way TV
evolved, it has garnered a
dedicated audience to its
content. Films work on a
different model, altogether.
The web is like a baby, and
when there is a new child in the
house, everybody pays
attention to that new member
of the family. The same way,
people are attending to the
web. With time, everything will

A

settle down and will find its
own way.”Being one of those
actors, who have been working
on the web space since its
inception, and having written
and acted in many web series
such as TVF Permanent
Roommates, Official CEOgiri
and Tripling Season 2, Sumeet
recalls, “It wasn’t easy to carve
a niche in the web space.”
He adds, “Initially, people
were a little iffy about working
on the web because they didn’t
know who exactly web is going
to cater to and [thought it]
might not reach in tier 2 and
tier 3 cities due to bad internet
connectivity.” “With time,
however, it became clearer that
the audience in the 15- to 40year age bracket is willing to
experiment with their
entertainment. And with
popular actors and directors
turning to web for their next
big projects, the web scene is
only going to expand further by
leaps and bounds.”

Kurt Cobain
PHOTO: GETTY IMAGES

ANI

apper Jay-Z praised some
special people —
grandmother Hattie
White, mother Gloria Carter,
wife Beyoncé — in his life
while accepting the NAACP
(National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People) President’s Award.
The rapper was honoured at
the 2019 NAACP Image Awards
at the Dolby Theatre in
Hollywood on Saturday, March
30, with a special award,
reports eonline.com.
Jay-Z started his acceptance
speech on a humorous note and
said that he wanted to quote a
“kind-hearted president” and
paused, raising a round of
laughter from the audience. “I
was talking about Donald
Glover,” he declared. But it
turns out that he wasn’t
actually quoting Glover, but
the 16th US President.
“Abraham Lincoln had a quote
that said, ‘It’s not the amount of
years in your life, it’s the
amount of life in your years
that count in the end’.”
The 49-year-old said the
quote “embodied my beautiful
grandmother who I would like
to dedicate this award to, Hattie
White. She is so full of life.
Among her other
accomplishments, being super
great and very tough, she
raised seven kids, one little
walk up in Brooklyn...,” he said
of his grandmother. “On top of
that, her kids had kids and we
all were raised in the same
house. One household.”
Mentioning his mother
Gloria Carter, he said, “I grew
up knowing that I could

R

PHOTO: SCOTT ROTH/
INVISION/AP

accomplish anything because
of those strong women in my
house. I would like to dedicate
this award to those beautiful
women.”Then he called out his
wife and singer Beyonce
Knowles. “I’d like to dedicate
this award to a beautiful
woman in my life, Ms.
Beyonce.”
“Shawn Carter (Jay-Z) has
been committed to shedding

light on the issues that plague
the black community,
including systematic racism
and unjust treatment under the
law, utilising his global
platform to create everlasting
change,” said NAACP
president Derrick Johnson
describing the purpose of the
award, in a statement on
Thursday.

IANS

I don’t think anything could have
saved Kurt: Manager Danny Goldberg
egendary rock band
Nirvana’s manager,
Danny Goldberg believes
it would not have been
possible to save frontman
Kurt Cobain.
The iconic singer
committed suicide on April 5,
1994, at his home in Seattle,
USA. Goldberg, who has
penned a memoir titled,
Serving the Servant:
Remembering Kurt Cobain,
said, “There is a mystery to
why some people do it
(suicide) and some don’t.” The
memoir spans the three-anda-half years when Goldberg
worked with Cobain.
“I think a lot of people loved
him. Nobody will ever know;
you can’t go back and test out
hundreds of hypotheticals. I
think anybody who knows
somebody who killed
themselves would give the
same answer,” he said.

L

Actor Sumeet Vyas will be seen
next in Tripling Season 2

Jay-Z was
honoured at the
2019 NAACP
Image Awards at
the Dolby
Theatre in
Hollywood on
Saturday

Goldberg added that it is
hard to understand why
people take their own lives.
“I absolutely believe
nobody knows why people kill
themselves and there’s no
glib, easy answer on why he or
anyone else does so. For all the
psychiatrists and priests and
rabbis and yogis that exist in
the world, 50,000 Americans
each year kill themselves,” he
said.
In the book, he recalls how
he began managing the band
just before Nirvana made
them superstars.
Goldberg describes his
relationship with Cobain in
detail, both professionally and
personally, and how he and
his former wife, lawyer
Rosemary Carroll, went to
great lengths to protect
Cobain and Courtney Love
from the media.
He added that at times, he

feels what he could have done
to protect the rock icon.
“What if I had invited
him to stay with us for a few
days? Maybe that would
have been a good idea. Maybe
if I had ... spent X amount
more hours trying to find
other kinds of therapists that
knew something about
artistes. Of course, if you’re
unfortunate enough to
have been close to someone
who did this to themselves,
you go over things in your
mind. But I do feel that
ultimately people who do this,
just do it. It’s not the people
around them who do it,” he
added.
Recounting the phone
call that delivered the news
of Cobain’s suicide, Goldberg
said, “I will never completely
get over the sadness and
anguish I felt at that moment.”

PTI
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Vidyut
Jammwal
enjoys doing
action films;
(inset) with
tusker Bhola
PHOTO: GOKUL
VS/HT

Rishabh Suri
e amazed people with his
action skills when he
starred opposite John
Abraham in Force (2011). And
then, he raised the bar further
with his Commando franchise.
Actor Vidyut Jammwal is
perhaps one of the better
action stars Bollywood has, a
facet his latest offering,
Junglee utilises to the fullest.
Ask why he focuses only on
action films, and he says, “I am
best at doing it, so I love doing
it. When you enjoy something,

H

in the multi-starrer
Baadshaho (2017) which also
starred Ajay Devgn and
Emraan Hashmi.
Does he feel that the
potential of action films has
been fully tapped by Indian
cinema? “Yes, the talent that is
performing is the best, you can
compare it to Hollywood. If
you see Mission: Impossible,
the budgets they work with are
much higher than in Hindi
cinema, but the daredevilry is
higher here. Chuck says that
he’s never seen someone
(there) who wants to do their
own stunts. He’s never
witnessed a part where the
hero does these big 10
sequences in a day without
a stunt double. The East is
brilliant with action. We
don’t have budgets or

Samarth Goyal

VIDYUT JAMMWAL ACTOR
spend money like that,” he
says.
We finally ask Vidyut if this
lack of spending bothers him
since he’s a big believer in
action films. Pat comes the
reply, “Nothing bothers me.
Not this, not anything in life.”

ulging biceps,
spectacular sixes
and a flashy blonde
Mohawk — that’s
Andre Russell for you in a
nutshell. In a recent tête-àtête, the cricketer said
playing in the Indian
Premier League
(IPL) makes him feel
like a superstar. “I
love playing in the
Caribbean and it will
always be the closest
thing to my heart, but
that’s nothing to
compare with the IPL.
To be in a stadium with
40,000-65,000 people. You
don’t get that many people
in the Caribbean,” he says.
The Jamaican player is
off to a great start this
season. “I love playing in
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the Caribbean Premier League
since it’s in front of my home
crowd. [But] In terms of
atmosphere, this is the place to
be. You feel like a superstar,”
adds Russell whose powerful
batting has taken the IPL by
storm this season.
But it isn’t
about feeling
like a
superstar
that makes
the IPL
experience
unique,
rather
it’s the
connect that

rishabh.suri@htlive.com
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Cricketer Andre
Russell is
overwhelmed
by the crowds
in India
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ctor Priyanka Chopra
Jonas, who is married to
singer Nick Jonas, is
planning to sue OK tabloid,
if a report on In.com is to be
believed. OK claimed the
duo is heading for divorce. A
source told the website,
“Once she makes up her
mind...nothing can stop her.
Priyanka will let loose
her legal team on this
news-manufacturing
tabloid and ensure they get
to their knees.”

A

(L-R) Priyanka
Chopra Jonas,
Sonam K Ahuja, Alia
Bhatt and Athiya
Shetty raising their
style stakes in
colour-block
dresses and
separates

LUPITA SORRY AFTER
‘US’ CONTROVERSY
scar winner Lupita
Nyong’o has apologised
for saying she used
spasmodic dysphonia as
inspiration for the voice of
Red, her evil character in
the film Us. Nyong’o said
her intent was not to “vilify
or demonise” the disorder.
“I met people and learned
how difficult it is to have
the disorder. So I am aware
of frustrations and
misconceptions... I thought
speaking about it and
mentioning it might shed
light on the condition,” she
said.
PTI

O

Celebs brighten their
day with colour-blocks
f the many trends spotted
this spring, colourblocking is the most
popular of them all. Many
brands and designers, such as
Escada, Prabal Gurung and
Bibhu Mohapatra, showcased
it on the ramp for this spring/
summer season. Bringing it
from ramp-to-reality are our
Bollywood style mavens like
Priyanka Chopra Jonas, Alia
Bhatt, Sonam K Ahuja and
Athiya Shetty, who are acing

O
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Russell has with
the crowd that
makes it worth
his while.
“Indian crowds
embrace cricketers. I
am afraid to go the mall.
For two months I am
restricted from moving
anywhere, but I enjoy it. I
feel like a big Bollywood
actor. It’s a great feeling
to receive so much love,”
says Russell who was in
the Capital, promoting his
IPL franchise, Kolkata
Knight Riders’ fashion line.
The 30-year-old allrounder feels indebted to
fans in India, and that’s
what drives the cricketer to
give his best. “Back in the
Caribbean, I can be
sitting at a beach just
chilling, and someone
who would know that I
am a big deal, would go
like ‘Hey Dre Russ, what’s
up’ and I’ll be like ‘all cool’
. And that’s it. But that’s
not the case here. You just
walk into a lobby and they
go crazy and I absolutely
love it. That’s why I try to
give them my best every
time,” he adds.
n
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PEECEE-NICK TO SUE
TABLOID FOR FAKE
DIVORCE REPORT?

Akshay Kaushal

twitter.com/htshowbiz

The cricketer loves the
adulation he receives
from fans during IPL

I am happy, I’ve been
meeting families,
interacting with kids.
The excitement is
great. I love the fact
we could get (director)
Chuck Russell.

n
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ANDRE RUSSELL:
IFEELLIKEABIG
BOLLYWOOD
ACTOR

‘Hollywoodhasthe
budgets,Hindifilms
thedaredevilry’
you will be good at it. It’s good
to be choosy and be able to
decide in what will you be able
to give your 100%. Junglee is a
bit different for me. It’s an
action adventure which caters
to families, something which I
have not delved into earlier.”
He’s glad with the response
he’s got so far for it. “I am
happy, I have been meeting
families, interacting with kids.
The excitement is great. I love
the fact that we could get in
(director) Chuck Russell. He’s
one of Hollywood’s known
names, and gave Dwayne
Johnson, who’s their biggest
action star, his first break. He
sees potential in me, and
feels I could take Indian
martial arts global!”
says Vidyut. The
actor was last seen

www.hindustantimes.com

the look. We ask fashion
experts about this trend.
Designer Rahul Mishra,
who has done colour-blocking
in his Paris Fashion Week
collection for spring says,
“Bright, primary colours
make a strong style statement
when clubbed together.
Handloom saris with colourblocking are a big trend too. I
believe this trend is the best
for summer.” Designer
Siddhartha Bansal, who plays
with a lot of bright,
psychedelic colours for his

collections says, “Colourblocks look best with lush
fabrics, such as satin or silk.
But for summers, handlooms
are the best.”
This trend also happens to
be the trickiest. “The major
hassle is to style separates. So
as you style your bright top in
any primary colour with
pants from another secondary
colour, make sure your shoes
are also in a bright and poppy
shade,” says designer
Nachiket Barve.
n

akshay.kaushal@htlive.com
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NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.

Dia to join the digital bandwagon;
says by far the most challenging role
Pooja Sharma
he web space is currently
on an upward trajectory,
and actor Dia Mirza is the
latest artist to enter this
digital boom. Dia, who wooed
the audience last year with
her role in Sanju, is set
make her digital debut with
an extremely challenging
role.
A source says that Dia
has not only begun preparing
for the role but to perfect
her act, she has also joined
hands with workshop
director, Atul Mongia, who is
known for crafting meaty
roles that have broken
monotony.
“The story of the web
show,” shares Dia, “is based
on true events, making my
part even more challenging.”
About doing the workshop,
Dia, who is playing the
protagonist, explains,“It is
the most challenging role
that I have played till date.
Workshops help in
discovering the person or the
character one is playing. It is
the inner space of the
character that helps us actors
become the person we are
playing.”
When asked if she is a
‘method actor’ or prefers
being spontaneous, the
Rehnaa Hai Terre Dil Mein
(2001) star explains, “To
arrive at spontaneity, one
needs to prepare. I work hard
on getting to know the
character and learning my
lines and then just be. To be,
takes work, and I love the
process of workshops,
especially the one with Atul,
because he really brings out
spontaneity.”

Dia Mirza was
last seen on
the big screen
in Sanju
(2018) as
Maanayata
Dutt

T
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It is the most challenging role that I have played till date.
Workshops help in discovering the person or the
character one is playing.
DIA MIRZA, ACTOR

pooja.sharma@htlive.com
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

Health concerns will not bother you today as
you enjoy a blissful health. Things will
definitely improve on the professional
front; keep up the good work. Romance
blossoms, as you free yourself from selfimposed shackles. Don’t make plans for a
holiday without prior discussion with
ARIES
your
travel companion.
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
Lucky Number: 2 Colour: Deep Sky Blue
You may find it difficult to deal with a financial
condition will see good tidings in the
coming time. Love and concern in large
doses will make someone oppose you in
the romantic front. Enjoying your heart
out in the gathering of your near and
dear ones is indicated. Things move
favourably while selling a property.

Your seriousness about achieving fitness will
offer you best of health. A profitable day is
foreseen in terms of your finances. Those
waiting to enjoy a long drive with lover
might have to wait for some more time.
You will be able to infuse harmony on
the domestic front. An ancestral
TAURUS
property
is likely to get you good gains.
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Lucky Number: 9 Colour: Golden Brown
Taking some time off to recuperate from a
health problem will be a better idea today.
You have a tendency to take initiatives at
wrong moments in the romantic front
which might make things worse.
Keeping doubts and suspicions at bay
will enable you to remain much more at
peace with yourself and with your family.

LEO
(JUlY 23 - AUG 23)

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Cream

SAGITTARIUS

SUDOKU

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

Health is likely to keep you satisfied today.
Financially, dark clouds that hover over your
earnings are likely to be removed soon.
Romance may not particularly be on your
mind today. In the family front you may
be forced into something that you don’t
want to do. This is not particularly a very
good day for travel.

(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Good health is indicated. Money put in a bet is
money lost; so be careful. You are likely to
influence an important decision at work.
A prank done by a youngster might get
the family into a mess. Leave applied for
a vacation is likely to be sanctioned.
Losing a substantial amount in a
property deal is likely on your card.

Health poses no problems, as you become
increasingly health conscious. Keep your
positive outlook and it will definitely turn
a hopeless situation into a promising one.
You will have to take some more effort
to increase the pace of work to be
productive. It seems to be a good day as
PISCES
far as property business is concerned.
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Purple

Lucky Number: 22 Colour: Light Blue

Bill Watterson

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Lucky Number: 18 Colour: Chocolate

Health remains satisfactory today. Financial
worries become a thing of the past as a
monetary issue is decided in your favour.
At work, you will get an opportunity to
put your point across to those who
matter. Someone you have known for
long in the family will sympathise with
you.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Health may suffer, as you remain inactive.
Financially, dark clouds hover over your
earnings, so keep your fingers crossed.
This is the day of wish fulfilment for
those who want to travel across borders.
Your efforts to enhance your property
business
might need some more time to
CANCER
get you the desired results.
(JUNE 22 - JUlY 22)
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Magenta

Lucky Number: 4 Colour: Light Red

Good routine will restore your lost energy and
health soon. Financial front is showing
promising signs of becoming stronger.
With confusion over a domestic issue
sorted out, you will heave a sigh of relief.
A business trip is likely to open many
lucrative opportunities for you. A good
CAPRICORN
property deal is coming your way today.
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
Lucky Number: 5 Colour: Forest Green

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Indigo

GEMINI

Ajay Devgn: The actor, known for films such as
Company, The Legend of Bhagat Singh (both
2002), Gangaajal (2003), Omkara (2006) and the
Singham and Golmaal franchises, turns 50 today.

Excessive worries about health prove
meaningless, as you remain hale and hearty.
Impressing those who matter to smooth
your finances is possible today. Things
will start looking brighter on
professional front soon. A travel plan
that you are very excited about might
not get started today.

Lucky Number: 17 Colour: Electric Blue

Excellent health is indicated for you today and
will keep you at bay. Financial front is
showing signs of improvement but will
need time. Negative thoughts can
boggle up your mind as you try to fix
something in the family. A business trip
you were much excited about is likely to
get cancelled.

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
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SHOW BUZZ
LOOKBACK

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Composer Madan Mohan — a very good
cook — bribed Manna Dey with bhindi
meat to make him sing Kaun Aaya Mere
Mann Dware (Dekh Kabira Roya, 1957).

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3043
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

Su in School

NPAAE
AASRR
AC EHCT
EERYCH

Are you wondering who this school girl is? Well, it is none
other than singer and stand-up comedian Sugandha Mishra.
Doesn’t she look cute?
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SUGANDHAMISHRA23

QUOTE HANGER

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

______ is simpLy habit Long continued.
SOLUTION SUDOKU

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Paean, arras, cachet, cheery
ANSWER: Character is simply habit long continued. - Plutarch

MOVIES ON TV
& PICTURES
1050 Main Prem Ki
Diwani Hoon
1354 Aitraaz
1700 Kasam Hindustan Ki
2000 Jumanji: Welcome
to the Jungle
2234 Snake In The
Eagle’s Shadow
UTV MOVIES
0835 Aashiqui
1145 Player Ek Khiladi
1435 Kis Kisko Pyaar Karoon
1735 Umar Pachpan Ki Dil
Bachpan Ka
2050 Chup Chup Ke
ZEE CINEMA
1118 Secret Superstar
1431 Ladla
1754 Super Singh
2100 Shoorveer
2349 Police Aur Tiger
STAR MOVIES
1036 Rio
1222 The Incredibles
1430 Avengers: Infinity War
1712 Fantastic Four
1910 Zombieland
2050 Tom Yum Goong 2
2253 National Treasure:
Book Of Secrets
& FLIX
1040 Terminator 3: Rise of
the Machines
1300 The Rundown
1415 Spider-Man 3
1625 Insidious
1825 Zootopia
2030 Guardians of the
Galaxy

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

‘SUREHARDIKWILL
NOTDISAPPOINT’
Actor Kunal Kemmu is reprising
his role of a slacking stoner in the
sequel to Go Goa Gone

Shreya Mukherjee
he announcement of a
sequel to the 2013 zombie
comedy Go Goa Gone has
got fans and viewers
psyched. Kunal Kemmu, who
played one of the leads in the
film, shares that the audience
has always wanted a sequel to
it. As part 2 of this comedy goes
on floors this year, Kunal says,
“I think for years we have been
asked this question. Some even
suggested that we must make
the sequel. The way the first
part ended, lot of people come to
us and saying that they wanted
to know what happened to
Boris (Saif Ali Khan), Hardik
(Kunal), Luv (Vir Das) and
Bunny (Anand Tiwari).”
Kunal’s portrayal of the
deadbeat and slacking dopehead Hardik made viewers roll
in the aisles. As he reprises the
role in the sequel, what new
would the audiences get to see
this time? “Well, it’s too early to
talk, but Hardik, like last time,
won’t disappoint anyone,” says
the actor, who has finished
shooting for Kalank, and is now
working on Mohit Suri’s
Malang.
Kunal recently played a cop
in a web series — a first for the
actor, who has mostly been
seen in comedic roles after
having started off with intense
performances in Kalyug (2005)

T

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

- PLutarch (9)

and Traffic Signal (2007). Asked
if it is an attempt to break out of
a certain stereotype , Kunal
replies in the negative.
“I’d say my choices have
been on the basis of the stories
that were offered to me.
Whenever I’m offered
something interesting and I feel
I’d also enjoy as an audience, I
have taken it up. I neither made
a conscious decision to make
comedies back-to-back, nor did
I take up the web show because
I wanted to change my image.
Things just happened,” he
explains.
The 35-year-old says he had
been looking to explore work in
the digital space for a long time,
“Because I also consume a lot of
web content. And when this
show came my way, I loved the
format. Plus it’s an interesting
investigative series. Apart from
the nervousness that comes
along with anything that’s new,
I was super excited,”
he says.
n
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DAUGHTER THE
LUCKY CHARM
FOR MANASI
Juhi Chakraborty
otherhood has proven to
be quite a blessing for
actor Manasi Parekh. The
television actor, who welcomed
her daughter Nirvi in 2016,
made her Bollywood debut
with Uri: The Surgical Strike
earlier this year, which became
a big success at the box office.
“I started my career with
television. I have been a part of
six to seven shows, which have
enjoyed a good run. I also did a
Tamil film, Leelai (2012). But
nor did I get a call for Hindi
films and neither did I ever try,
until recently. I consider my
daughter to be my good luck
charm,” the actor shares.
Manasi plays a mother in
Uri. Was she comfortable about
it with her first film? “I wanted
a good, impactful role. These
days, it’s not about being the
lead or central character. It is
about how much value you
bring in. The audiences are also
waking up to that,” she says.
The actor will next be seen
in a short film to be released
internationally. She has a web
series and some social media
collaborations, as well.
“Dheere dheere ho raha hai. It
is still too soon but things are
moving ahead. The impact of a
film stays for a very long time.
That’s the reason it’s called the
big screen,” Manasi concludes.

M

I ALSO FEEL
GRATIFIED IN A
WAY TO KNOW
THAT MY FILMS
NOT ONLY
ENTERTAIN
AUDIENCES IN
INDIA BUT
GLOBALLY.

I HAVE MOVED
FROM BEING
JUST AN ACTOR
TO BEING A
PRODUCER,
AND IT’S NOT
YOUR USUAL
‘ACTRESSPRODUCER’ TAG.

RAJKUMMAR RAO,
ACTOR

LARA DUTTA,
ACTOR

HAVE YOU HEARD?
Salman Khan and Prabhudheva
PHOTO: TWITTER/BEINGSALMANKHAN

Salman starts Dabangg 3
nspector Chulbul Pandey
is back — actor Salman
Khan has commenced
shooting for the third
instalment of the Dabangg
franchise. The film is being
helmed by choreographerfilmmaker Prabhudheva.

I

Salman and the film’s team,
which also includes his
brother Arbaaz Khan, are in
Indore. Sharing the news,
Salman posted on Twitter,
Day1.... #dabangg3
@arbaazSkhan@PDdancing
@Nikhil_Dwivedi .”
HTC

FREEZE FRAME

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

Keeping up with the Jonases!
The way the first part ended, lot of people come to us
and saying that they wanted to know what happened
to Boris, Hardik, Luv and Bunny.
KUNAL KEMMU ACTOR

Actor Mansi Parekh with
daughter Nirvi Gohil

Our desi girl Priyanka Chopra Jonas posted this picture of
herself with her husband, Nick Jonas and brothers-in-law,
Joe and Kevin. She captioned the picture, “My first ever
#jonasbrothers show. And it was incredible!!! I’m so
proud of these guys!! #Family .”
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/PRIYANKACHOPRA

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/MANASI_PAREKH
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‘WANTTOMAKE
MOVIESWITH ‘Womenshould
breastfeedand
ADAMFOREVER’ workoutpost
Drew Barrymore
revealed that Adam
Sandler (inset) and
she text each other
all the time
PHOTOS:CHRISTOPHE
R POLK/GETTY IMAGES/
AFP; SHUTTERSTOCK

Actor Drew Barrymore says her
good friend Adam Sandler and she
‘have more to go’

delivery’

Kavita Awaasthi
ctor Drew Barrymore
wants to work more with
her 50 First Dates co-star
Adam Sandler.
The Santa Clarita Diet actor,
44, said that of all the people
that she has co-starred with in
films and television shows,
there’s one that stands out —
and whom she never wants her
time with to end. “Adam
Sandler, obviously, just
because I want to make movies
with him forever,” she told
people.com.
The pair have co-starred as
love interests in three movies
— The Wedding Singer (1998),
50 First Dates (2004) and
Blended (2014) — making them
one of Hollywood’s favourite
on-screen pair.
According to Barrymore,
they have “more to go.” “We

A

just talked on the phone the
other day. We talk on the phone
often, and we were like, it feels
like something, I don’t know.
We always get like a time and
an instinct thing. We’ve done it
three times now, so we know
IANS
we have more to go.”

THE PAIR HAVE
CO-STARRED AS LOVE
INTERESTS IN THREE
MOVIES — THE
WEDDING SINGER
(1998), 50 FIRST
DATES (2004) AND
BLENDED (2014)

Saumya
Tandon gave
birth to her
son in
January

ctor Saumya Tandon
delivered a baby boy on
January 14, and if one
looks at her today, it would
seem hard to believe. The
actor says she too has been
hearing similar comments.
“People tell me, ‘no one will
believe that you had a baby
recently’. I had put on 12kg
during my pregnancy and
have lost over 9kg in last three
months. People think I must
be dieting, as it is not possible
to lose weight so soon. But in
fact, breastfeeding has helped
me lose weight. It is the best
way to get the extra fat out,”
she says.
Ten days after her delivery,

A

Saumya started walking 45
minutes daily post dinner, as
she couldn’t do any other
form of exercise. After 45
days, she started working out
and realised that she had lost
her core strength. “My midback was hurting a lot as
breast feeding 10 to 12 times a
day was quite exhausting.
Sitting with the baby for half
an hour every time to feed
him, gave me backaches and
neck aches too,” she says.
“I am taking baby steps
with my exercise regimen. I
feel I am not back in the shape
I would like to be in. Yet, I feel,
I have come a long way post
delivery. I am getting there. I
have been consistent with my
workouts rather than doing

too much right now. I would
recommend exercise to every
woman post delivery and not
just celebrities,” she adds.
She says, “I am not
advocating the aesthetics as
much as I am advocating the
real benefits of exercising.
You should develop and
strengthen your back and
core muscles because you
need that while holding your
baby. I started with pilates, as
it is the best form to develop
core strength. I am also doing
aerial yoga for stretches, my
aches and pains. It is also
helping me with balancing
and posture. I am working on
my shoulder and arm
strength.”
n

kavita.awaasthi@htlive.com

Jay-Z thanks all the strong
JamieDornan,Amelia
WarnerwelcomebabyNo.3 women in life at NAACP awards
ollywood actor Jamie
Dornan is now a father of
three daughters. His wife
Amelia Warner confirmed the
news on Sunday. The third
baby girl joins their daughters
Dulcie Dornan, 5, and Elva
Dornan, 3. Taking to
Instagram, Warner shared a
picture of three pairs of child’s
shoes and wrote, “So proud of
these three glorious girls, it’s
an honour being their
mummy..feeling incredibly
lucky today
#happymothersday.”
Last year, after the
news of Warner’s pregnancy
became public, Jamie
jokingly told Jimmy Kimmel
that three might be where
they cut it off when it comes to
having more kids, but at the
same time also feels like they
make really great kids.
However, he also added, “It’s
all up to her. I just do the fun
bit.”
Joking that his kids have “a
lot of passports,” Dornan said
that he plans to take more
time off to help Warner with
baby No. 3. “I think for this
one, I’m going to have a lot
more control over my
schedule. The first two, I was
sort of at the mercy of Fifty
Shades’ schedule,” he
explained.
“The first one we had in
Canada, and I started filming
three days after she was born.
The second one we had in
London, and I flew to Canada
10 days later and started
filming the second.”

H
Isaac Hempstead Wright plays Bran Stark in Game of Thrones
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

‘Difficult to make
friends at college’

eeks before the eighth
and final season of
Game of Thrones
premieres, Isaac Hempstead
Wright opened up about how
playing Bran Stark in the
show impacted his off-camera
life.
Speaking about his first day
in his university, the 19-yearold actor said, “I walked in and
this girl just looked at me. And
I was like: ‘Hello’, and they
were like ‘Hi(!)’. I went down to
get some more stuff and when I
came back, they’d had like a
flat conference to say: Oh my
god, what is going on! We went
for dinner and they didn’t
actually say anything until,
eventually, one of their mates
was like: ‘So apparently you’re
in Game of Thrones?!’ I went
out to some awful club night,
and it was just ... a massacre,”

W

People quoted Esquire UK’s
interview with the actor.
Wright also mentioned that
he also received many emails
from the student body.
“Because your email is public
domain, I got like, billions of
emails from people going: ‘Hi
Three-Eyed Raven!’ I was just
trying to find out where my
next lecture was,” he said.
While a lot of it is
overwhelming, he mentioned
that the popularity of the show
has made it difficult for him to
make friends. “But it made it
quite difficult to make friends.
I don’t think I’ll ever be able to
have a normal university
experience, which is kind of
sad,” Hempstead said.
The makers of GoT finally
launched the official trailer of
the immensely anticipated
finale on March 6.
ANI

Jamie Dornan and wife Amelia Warner; the third baby girl joins their
daughters Dulcie Dornan, 5, and Elva Dornan, 3
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

Web is not eating up TV and
film space: Sumeet
Sangeeta Yadav
s web series continue to
weave their magic through
interesting content and
participation from new and
veteran actors, writer-turnedactor Sumeet Vyas feels “glad
that the web has found a strong
footing and is standing tall on
its own merit”. While some say
web is affecting the theatre
releases and has taken away
TV audience, Sumeet opines
“web isn’t eating up TV and
film space or any other medium
of entertainment”.
He says, “The way TV
evolved, it has garnered a
dedicated audience to its
content. Films work on a
different model, altogether.
The web is like a baby, and
when there is a new child in the
house, everybody pays
attention to that new member
of the family. The same way,
people are attending to the
web. With time, everything will

A

settle down and will find its
own way.”Being one of those
actors, who have been working
on the web space since its
inception, and having written
and acted in many web series
such as TVF Permanent
Roommates, Official CEOgiri
and Tripling Season 2, Sumeet
recalls, “It wasn’t easy to carve
a niche in the web space.”
He adds, “Initially, people
were a little iffy about working
on the web because they didn’t
know who exactly web is going
to cater to and [thought it]
might not reach in tier 2 and
tier 3 cities due to bad internet
connectivity.” “With time,
however, it became clearer that
the audience in the 15- to 40year age bracket is willing to
experiment with their
entertainment. And with
popular actors and directors
turning to web for their next
big projects, the web scene is
only going to expand further by
leaps and bounds.”

Kurt Cobain
PHOTO: GETTY IMAGES

ANI

apper Jay-Z praised some
special people —
grandmother Hattie
White, mother Gloria Carter,
wife Beyoncé — in his life
while accepting the NAACP
(National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People) President’s Award.
The rapper was honoured at
the 2019 NAACP Image Awards
at the Dolby Theatre in
Hollywood on Saturday, March
30, with a special award,
reports eonline.com.
Jay-Z started his acceptance
speech on a humorous note and
said that he wanted to quote a
“kind-hearted president” and
paused, raising a round of
laughter from the audience. “I
was talking about Donald
Glover,” he declared. But it
turns out that he wasn’t
actually quoting Glover, but
the 16th US President.
“Abraham Lincoln had a quote
that said, ‘It’s not the amount of
years in your life, it’s the
amount of life in your years
that count in the end’.”
The 49-year-old said the
quote “embodied my beautiful
grandmother who I would like
to dedicate this award to, Hattie
White. She is so full of life.
Among her other
accomplishments, being super
great and very tough, she
raised seven kids, one little
walk up in Brooklyn...,” he said
of his grandmother. “On top of
that, her kids had kids and we
all were raised in the same
house. One household.”
Mentioning his mother
Gloria Carter, he said, “I grew
up knowing that I could

R
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accomplish anything because
of those strong women in my
house. I would like to dedicate
this award to those beautiful
women.”Then he called out his
wife and singer Beyonce
Knowles. “I’d like to dedicate
this award to a beautiful
woman in my life, Ms.
Beyonce.”
“Shawn Carter (Jay-Z) has
been committed to shedding

light on the issues that plague
the black community,
including systematic racism
and unjust treatment under the
law, utilising his global
platform to create everlasting
change,” said NAACP
president Derrick Johnson
describing the purpose of the
award, in a statement on
Thursday.

IANS

I don’t think anything could have
saved Kurt: Manager Danny Goldberg
egendary rock band
Nirvana’s manager,
Danny Goldberg believes
it would not have been
possible to save frontman
Kurt Cobain.
The iconic singer
committed suicide on April 5,
1994, at his home in Seattle,
USA. Goldberg, who has
penned a memoir titled,
Serving the Servant:
Remembering Kurt Cobain,
said, “There is a mystery to
why some people do it
(suicide) and some don’t.” The
memoir spans the three-anda-half years when Goldberg
worked with Cobain.
“I think a lot of people loved
him. Nobody will ever know;
you can’t go back and test out
hundreds of hypotheticals. I
think anybody who knows
somebody who killed
themselves would give the
same answer,” he said.

L

Actor Sumeet Vyas will be seen
next in Tripling Season 2

Jay-Z was
honoured at the
2019 NAACP
Image Awards at
the Dolby
Theatre in
Hollywood on
Saturday

Goldberg added that it is
hard to understand why
people take their own lives.
“I absolutely believe
nobody knows why people kill
themselves and there’s no
glib, easy answer on why he or
anyone else does so. For all the
psychiatrists and priests and
rabbis and yogis that exist in
the world, 50,000 Americans
each year kill themselves,” he
said.
In the book, he recalls how
he began managing the band
just before Nirvana made
them superstars.
Goldberg describes his
relationship with Cobain in
detail, both professionally and
personally, and how he and
his former wife, lawyer
Rosemary Carroll, went to
great lengths to protect
Cobain and Courtney Love
from the media.
He added that at times, he

feels what he could have done
to protect the rock icon.
“What if I had invited
him to stay with us for a few
days? Maybe that would
have been a good idea. Maybe
if I had ... spent X amount
more hours trying to find
other kinds of therapists that
knew something about
artistes. Of course, if you’re
unfortunate enough to
have been close to someone
who did this to themselves,
you go over things in your
mind. But I do feel that
ultimately people who do this,
just do it. It’s not the people
around them who do it,” he
added.
Recounting the phone
call that delivered the news
of Cobain’s suicide, Goldberg
said, “I will never completely
get over the sadness and
anguish I felt at that moment.”

PTI
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APOSTCARD ALPINE VILLAGE
A panoramic picture of Hallstatt

PHOTO: ISTOCK

Preserved in time by the rich salt that the town is renowned for, Hallstatt is an idyllic
and ancient treasure that hugs the south-western shore of the Hallstätter Sea
Natalia Sabinesh
o you believe in
fairytales and
dreamlands? I stumbled
upon a beautiful photo of
this village named Hallstatt,
Austria, on the internet. I was
sold by just seeing a photo and
set out to make my fairytale
dream come true.
When it comes to bucolic
destinations, Hallstatt has it
all. This quaint Austrian
village sits on the shores of a
tranquil lake and at the foot of
soaring peaks. White
hit swans

D

float effortlessly across the
reflection of the muchInstagrammed church, flower
pots hang from traditional
houses, and men and women in
classic Austrian attire cycle the
cobblestone streets.

LAKE AND THE TOWN
I was welcomed by the
reflection of the church steeple
in the lake, framed by
mountains, with tiny whips of
clouds hovering just overhead.
A little fun fact I learned is that
the swans were imported
ort here

in the 1860s by the Austrian
Empress Sisi when she
vacationed here. She, like her
cousin, the King Ludwig of
Bavaria, was obsessed with
swans. In a town this small, I
couldn’t miss the main square.
All the roads in the town were
somehow connected to the
main square. I just walked
along the boardwalk, looking
up at all the pastel houses,
peeked into the adorable
souvenir shops, and lastly,
watched a lot of people get
married here. I am not
surprised why Hallstatt is
listed as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site.

THE BONE HOUSE
T

The Bone House

PHOTOS: NATALIA SABINESH

While I didn’t find any prince
charming or singing
candlesticks in this charming
village, I found over 1,200
ainted 18th Century human
kulls in St Michael’s Chapel.
Since the graveyard was
uite small, skeletons were
nearthed ten years after every
urial. The church gathered
e bones and carefully
eached them in sun. Once
at was done, they were
moved to the ossuary also

known as the Charnel or Bone
House. The skulls were then
decorated with symbols and
the person’s date of death. The
locals and the church found
this unique way to preserve the
identity of all the deceased
family members of the town.

THE SALT MINE
Turns out, the oldest
production of salt in Hallstatt
began 7,000 years ago. I had
never been to a salt mine
before. So, the next day, was
dedicated to take a tour of the
Salt Mine.
Starting from the Neolithic
period, the original mine was
dug over 200 metres below
ground over centuries.
Because salt’s significance
before refrigeration was
invented, this white gold
helped Hallstatt become
influential in early European
culture. As a matter of fact, an
entire period of the Iron Age
from 800 to 400BC has become
known as the Hallstatt Era.
Once I purchased my ticket,
we were handed our miner
costumes to change into. We
then made our way through a
tunnel and I could immediately

how the places were kept so
clean and most importantly,
measures were taken to
ensure that cleanliness is
maintained. It gave a very
relaxed vibe and it is a great
place to spend a holiday with
family and friends.”
While in Mai Khao, one
should explore the Turtle
village, water parks, plane
spotting, Sirinath National
Park and Wat Mai Khao.
n

ht.cafe@htlive.com

CYRUS BROACHA
I love my best friend. She was in
a relationship till last month. She
knew about my feelings, and four
days ago, she proposed to me
and I said yes. But now, she says
that she feels that as friends, she
could share everything but now
she isn’t able to do the same.
She wants us to remain friends. I
am shattered. Please help.
VR
VR, the educated reaction to
your point is exactly the stuff
that comes out of a bull when
he needs to evacuate his
stomach. She obviously
mistakes you for a four-yearold. Actually, I stand
corrected, a three-year-old.
She proposed to you,
remember. You were simply
getting along minding your
own business, trying to make
the world a better place by
feeding the poor, and helping
the underprivileged, and
returning tennis balls to gully
boys playing cricket. Now she
backtracks and wants to go
back to “just friends”?
Ridiculous. Bull-Poo, loads
and loads of bull-poo. Tell her
about your disappointment,
and remind her all ‘this’ was
her idea in the first place. No
point feeling resentful; take
the, er, bull by the horns. Do
not mince your words, please.

PHOTO: ISTOCK

ctor Rubina Dilaik and
husband Abhinav Shukla
visited Phuket recently.
The couple spent time at Mai
Khao, which is located in the
northwest coast of Phuket and
is known for its beach that is a
part of the Sirinat National
Park.
Rubina shares that it was a
perfect setting to just sit and
chill. She says, “It was pretty
retty
laid back and the authen
nticity
of Thailand culture is ve
ery
much intact there. The lo
ocal
food is delicious.”
Rubina mentions thatt the
enjoyed local delicacies su
s h
as Tom Yum Kha, Banan
na
Fritters, Pad Thai and Fll
noodles. “We had
Morning Glory (a dish)
and my favourite Mango
Sticky Rice, religiously,
for all the days we were
there,” she adds.
The actor further adds
that the beach and the
surrounding places are
extremely clean and they
y
witnessed community se
ervices
that ensured cleanlinesss
around. “It was great to see
s

n

SERIOUSLY CYRUS

Mai Khao is known for its
clean and calm beaches

A

modernise to
modernised
o adding
ng
elevators. The first slide station
is 85 meters below ground and
whizzed me down from the 7th
to 6th floor of the mine. The
second slide, was the longest at
64 meters. It tracked my sliding
down speed to compare it with
the highest, and also took a
commemorative photo for me
to purchase afterwards. After
taking this final slide, I exited
in style with a ride on the
single-file miners’ train. A few
minutes long ride on the openair scooter train was a
delightful way to end the tour.
Hallstatt is such a touristy
paradise that a replica
village has been made in
China. Hallstatt’s 800 residents
have upheld the beauty
of this middle age town.
Now, it’s up to its millions
of visitors to maintain its
tranquillity and humble
existence.

(Top left) Salt deposits in the mine; (top) the Town Square; (above)
the Salt Mine

No point feeling resentful; take the
bull by the horns instead

Rubina
Dilaik’s
Thailand
tales

Anjali Shetty

see the salt and brine
he
seeping through th
rocks. The tunnel kept
k
getting narrower and
a the
air felt humid and heavy.
h
Throughout the
e tour, we
were told of severa
al discoveries
that established how
ow early
mining came to Hallstatt. The
first discovery was in 1734
when they found the body of a
former miner. The body was
perfectly preserved in salt with
skin and hair. The flattened
body had features worn away
by stone but had his unusual
clothing and tools completely
intact. They named him as the
Man in Salt.
I also got to see large blocks
of raw salt rock that were lit up
with decorative lights to show
off their variations in colour.
The more iron present in the
unprocessed salt rocks, the
more they glow orange — this
is because of the rust.
The undoubted highlight of
the Salt Mine tour was the
thrilling ride down the two sets
of double-lane miners’ slides.
In the medieval times, the salt
miners used the slides to
quickly get between levels
although the mine eventually

I am a 22-year-old boy. I was in a

relationship with a girl for the
last year. She had confessed that
she was interested in someone
else and we broke up. Now, she
is with that someone and I can’t
see them together. What should I
do to move on?
AA
AA, all this is explained by
furniture expert Deepak D
Dhar in his book Door to
Door. Dhar explained that to
prevent robbery, a front
entrance should have two
doors, one after another. With
very little space to stand
between the doors. The
robber opens one door and is
then caught in between the
first and second doors. He
then becomes a
poor sandwich. AA, your girl
has left you (Door 1) and
moved to Door 2, the next guy.
She’s stuck between two
doors but is facing the new
door. This means you need to
open your door so that there is
more space for everyone. And
so a new girl walks into your
door sooner or later. You just
have to cop it on a chin. Face
the fact, and heal from your
wounds. She’s closed her
door, so please keep your door
open, but wear a sweater in
the case of a strong breeze.
I am a 26-year-old woman. I
have been in a relationship for

the last five years and we are
doing pretty well even now.
However, my parents do not
approve of our relationship
whereas his parents are totally
with us. How do you think should
I convince my parents? They are
generally not this narrowminded. Please help.
AV
AV, the math is good. My
mother always says, if you get
10 good oranges out of a total
12, then that is a pretty good
haul. Of course, our problem
was our fruit wallah, was a
total cheat. We’d get seven
good oranges, four mosambis,
and one chikoo in our hands
of a dozen oranges, on an
average basis, every week!
You’ve got each other — that’s
50%, his parents —25%; total
of 75%. For your parents,
think of a pride of lions
hunting. They separate the
weak wildebeest, wait for it to
die of boredom, and then
feast. See which of your
parents is less extreme, and
work on that one. Get his
parents to help. Once you get
one to cross over, most likely
the second will follow.
Parents are like malai, the
more you chew, the softer it
gets. Sometimes statements
don’t have to make sense,
they only need to sound good.
I am a 24-year-old woman. I
have been single for the longest
time and have been thinking of
joining the online dating scene.
However, I don’t really fancy it as
I prefer meeting people in an
organic way. I am still confused

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/MALAIKAARORAOFFICIAL

anjali shetty@htlive com
anjali.shetty@htlive.co

JUST WRITE
TO UNCLE CY
AT CYRUS
@HINDUSTANTIMES.COM
AND I’LL GIVE YOU SOME
RELIEF…. ERR… THAT IS,
PROVIDED, I’M NOT
DOING A HEADSTAND
AT THE TIME.

as to how should I go with this
situation. Should I join the online
dating scene or should I just wait
and meet people organically till I
find someone suitable?
KA
First, a word of caution.
Before you join the online
dating scenes, remember
people like me are waiting for
you there. KA, why can’t you
do both?Explore the internet
and use your ‘organic’ powers
to interact in the flesh and
blood. More flesh, of course,
and less blood though. As far
as I know, at least up till
today, the government has
not threatened to revoke your
Aadhaar card if you do both.
Do not knock the Internet;
some of the best
relationships were built
there. Steve Jobs and Warren
Buffet. Kim Jong Un and
Donald Trump. Donald
Trump and Donald Trump.
You are young and single, so
why not use all the arsenal at
your disposal? Trust me,
things are much easier on
dating sites at 24, rather than
64. Sometimes in life, we
should use both the elevator
and the stairs. A very, very
old Chinese proverb.
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/LISAHAYDON

Caught on
Insta
(Inset) Rubina enjoyed the whole vibe of Mai Khao; (above) Rubina
Dilaik with husband, Abhinav Shukla

With the rise in mercury levels,
it’s no surprise that Bollywood
celebs are chilling in the cool
climes of foreign locations.
While actor Malaika Arora
indulged the water baby in her in
n
Maldives, actor Lisa Haydon took
k
a break in St Moritz, Switzerland..
Doesn’t this make you want to
pack your bags and take off?
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shortstories
YPS STUDENTS
COMPLETE 9-DAY
EXPEDITION
PATIALA: Students of Yadavindra
Public School in Patiala have
successfully completed a
nine-day cycling expedition
from Patiala to Rajasthan. A
group of 23 students and two
teachers accompanied them
on the expedition and pedalled
more than 650km in seven
days. The students had started
their journey on March 21.
School spokesperson said
such expeditions played an
important role in preparing
students for the rigours of
life and sports. “Through
these cycling expeditions,
we intend to contribute in
preserving the environment,”
HTC
the spokesperson added.

Head constable, 2 aides
arrested for snatchings
LUDHIANA: A head constable
of the Punjab Police and his
two accomplices were arrested
from Ludhiana on Monday
afternoon for their involvement
in cases of snatching. As per
to the Division Number 8
police, the gang has executed
as many as 14 snatching in
the city in one month. The
police have also recovered
six mobiles from their possession.
According to the police, all
the accused were drug addicts
and committed crime to meet
their drug needs. The accused
have been identified as head
constable Sandeep Singh,
35, who was posted at 7th IRB
in Ludhiana; Mahinder Khatri,
25, of Barewal Awana and
Maninder singh, 27, of Barewal
HTC
Fatehpur Awana.

10 drug addicts flee Two held for killing their friend,
dumping
body
in
Bhakra
Canal
rehabilitation centre,
›
return to their homes
HT Correspondent
n

MODE OF OPERATION Remove air conditioner from window
of their ward; facility in-charge says they are probing the matter
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA : As many as 10 drug

addicts admitted to the Saket
de-addiction centre here fled the
facility in the wee hours of Monday.
The escapees removed air
conditioner installed in the window of their ward and made
their way out of the centre.
The facility is being run by
the Red Cross society which
houses 50 drugs addicts who are
undergoing rehabilitation and
de-addiction treatment.
The centre management said
the incident took place around
3.30am when the staff and other
patients were sleeping.
Centre’s in-charge Parminder Kaur said she was presently in New Delhi for a training, but her staff had briefed her
about the entire incident.
“We are carrying out a
detailed probe into the matter to
find how and why it happened.
There is no security lapse on the

PATIALA : Two men have been
arrested for allegedly killing
their friend in Seouna village of
the district, police said on Monday.
The police fished out from the
Bhakra Canal body of Harjinder
Singh, who had reportedly gone
missing on March 26 from his village.
On the complaint of
deceased’s family, the police
nabbed two of his friends identified as Jagwinder Singh and

SPREADING
SMILES AND
WINNING HEARTS

Saket de-addiction centre houses 50 inmates.

part of the centre,” she said.
Meanwhile, all the escapees
are from Punjab, who reached
their homes and expressed their
unwillingness to stay at the centre to their parents.
However, the health authorities and officials from district
administration have initiated
an inquiry into the case as the
centre failed to inform either of

“I am a joker and this is my
identity,” says dwarf clown,
Mohan Lal Shukla, 40,who is
here to perform with Rayman
Circus at Manimajra, Chandigarh. Mohan Shukla and his
younger brother Sohan Lal
Shukla who are originally from
Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh, are
dwarfs: “After being in the
circus for 20 years, we have no
regrets on our choice to be
joker as a profession. We are
happy about the fact that
circus gave us the opportunity
››P2
to travel the world.”

HT FILE PHOTO

the authorities concerned on
time.
“We can’t keep drug addicts
forcibly. The victims were newcomers to the hospital and such
patients always want to escape
from the centre as they are not
able to deal with withdrawal
symptoms,” a senior staff member said on the condition of anonymity.

n

n

LUDHIANA: It appears like commuters have failed to learn any
lesson from several incidents
where lives were snuffed out
owing to human negligence
while crossing railway tracks or
boarding a train in a hurry.
On an average, 17 people died
every month on railway tracks
in the jurisdiction of Ludhiana in
2018. Out of these, over 95%
instances involved incidents of
crossing the lines, while the
remaining were cases of suicide.
According to the Government
Railway Police (GRP) figures,
214 people died on railway tracks
in 2018. Moreover, another 228
people were booked under Section 147 of the Railway Act (trespass) between January 1 and
March 28 this year. They all have
been charged a heavy penalty,
with railways collecting ₹32,800
in fine.

›

FIVE DEATHS IN A WEEK
In the past one week,
GRP reported five deaths on railway tracks of which three deaths
occurred in a quick span of 48
hours. Among them was a
17-year-old boy, who was on his
way to a market to buy vegeta-

ANIL KUMAR, in-charge, RPF Ludhiana

n

A motorcyclist crossing a manned railway intersection, which was closed for traffic at Sham Nagar in
GURMINDER SINGH/HT
Ludhiana.

bles with his younger sister.
He met with a tragic death
after he was crushed under a
goods train at a railway crossing,
which was closed for traffic on
the night of March 27.
The teenager saw the train
coming, but still proceeded to
cross, probably thinking that it
was far away and he will be able

to cross the track in time.
GRP officials said apart from
crossing the railway lines, people were careless and exhibited
utter ignorance even while
boarding trains.
While some board from the
wrong side, others are often seen
catching even moving trains.
On March 22, a 14-year-old boy

died after slipping while trying
to board a moving train at the
Mullanpur railway station.
Inspector Anil Kumar,
in-charge, Railway Protection
Force (RPF), Ludhiana, said
despite awareness drives and
challans, people continued to
risk their lives.
“The need to use short cuts is

the only cause behind these incidents. Generating awareness
among commuters and passengers is the only solution,” he
said, adding that he sees many
people who enter the station at
the last moment and then jumping lines to catch their train on
far off platforms.
“Recently, I saw a man who
was to board a train from Platform 2. He was late and was
standing on Platform 1 with his
luggage. Rather than using the
stairs, he climbed down to the
railway track from Platform 1
and another free passage line to
board the train from the wrong
side. He slipped once, but fortunately managed to board the
train without getting hurt,”
Kumar said.
He said unless people understood the value of their lives,
they will continue to take these
risks.

Khanna SSP says ready for
any probe into allegation
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: A day after Jalandhar-

based church priest Anthony
accused the Khanna police of
embezzling ₹6.65 crore, Khanna
senior superintendent of police
Dhruv Dahiya said that he is
ready for any probe.
He added that the priest is levelling allegations for pressurising the police and other agencies,
investigating the case against
him.
The SSP said the recovered
cash was counted and seized in
the presence of income tax officials. He added why the priest and
his aides did not tell about this to
income tax officials when their
statements were being recorded
and the cash was counted.
They could have easily complained against the police to the
tax officials saying that ₹6.6 crore
is missing, but they are coming
up with this allegation a day later.
A 2012 batch IPS officer,
Dahiya, said that ₹6.6 crore is a
huge amount and that he is an
honest man and there has been no
any allegation against him in his
entire career.

›

Priest Antony is levelling false allegations on the
police and other agencies probing the case against
him. Why did he not tell I-T officials about the missing
money when their statements were being recorded
DHRUV DAHIYA, Khanna senior superintendent of police

On Friday, the Khanna police
had claimed the recovery of ₹9.6
from Anthony and his five
accomplices, including a woman,
and the case was handed over to
the I-T department and the
Enforcement Directorate (ED).
The police claimed it was black
money and six persons were running a hawala racket.
On Saturday, Father Anthony,
at a press conference at Jalandhar, claimed that the police
showed the recovery of ₹9.6 crore
only, whereas the total amount
recovered from him was ₹16.6
crore. In a written statement to
the media, he claimed that police
have grabbed ₹6.6 crore.
The priest has claimed it was
not black money, but income of
his company, that supplies
books, stationery, uniforms etc in
schools.
Certain loopholes emerged in

had consumed liquor at the victim’s tubewell.
“Sukhchain had an eye on
gold ornaments worn by the victim, including a ring and a chain.
Both the accused had planned
the murder in advance and carried sharp-edged weapon with
them to the spot,” the investigating officer said.
He added that the accused let

chancellor (V-C) Professor BS
Ghuman convened a meeting of
heads of various engineering
departments of the varsity on
Monday along with all the
regional centres, neighbourhood campuses and constituent
colleges to discuss the strategy
to improve admissions into various courses in the new academic session.
Addressing the faculty members, the V-C said in wake of
next academic session, the varsity should work on concrete
policies and planning to
increase admissions in respective department.
“We need to take vital steps to
ensure academic quality assurance. Besides, we need to adopt
the improvised marketing
methods to reach the potential
students,” Ghuman said.

The V-C urged them to take
befitting measures.
“We are ready to provide any
possible help required to resurrect the glory attached to academic courses,” Ghuman said.
He added that they needed to
ensure optimum use of the
mainstream and social media to
up the stance and ranking of the
university.
Hearing the grievances of
engineering department heads,
the V-C reiterated his point to
show the required enthusiasm
and improve their strategies,
especially in courses rated as
coveted.
He instructed senior academic officials to take up and
discuss the issues threadbare
with departments concerned to
find a solution.
He took a special note of
departments where teacher-student ratio was on the higher
side, besides having best faculty
and infrastructure.

the victim consume liquor
before hacking him to death.
“The accused then wrapped
the body in a gunny bag and
threw it into Bhakra Canal,” the
investigating officer said.
He said they have also recovered Harjinder’s gold chain,
ring, wallet and other identity
proofs from possession of the
accused.
Jagwinder has a criminal
record and spent at least eight
months in jail for abetting his
wife to commit suicide. “He was
presently out on bail,” the cop
added.

Rail official allows
passenger to
travel without
ticket, suspended
LUDHIANA: A vigilance team of the

northern railways caught a deputy chief ticket inspector (deputy
CIT) red-handed while allowing a
passenger to travel without ticket
in the New Delhi-Amritsar
Swarna Jayanti Shatabdi
Express (12029) on Sunday.
He was identified as Ramneek
Sharma. As per information, a
retired railway employee was
travelling along with his wife and
mother from New Delhi to Amritsar. They had only two confirmed
tickets. “Even when the passenger was caught without a ticket,
Ramneek refused to charge the
passenger,” informed an official.
When the vigilance started lodging a case against Ramneek, he
escaped. “But we seized his EFT
book. He was asked to produce
himself at the vigilance headquarters on Monday but he didn’t
turn up. So, a suspension notice
was served,” a vigilance officer
HTC
confirmed.

PSEB CLASS-10 SOCIAL SCIENCE EXAM

Distribution of question paper
delayed, students hassled
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA :The students of Class-10

who appeared in the PSEB social
science exam here on Monday
faced inconvenience as the question paper was distributed with a
delay of one hour.
The examination started at
11am, an hour after the scheduled time of 10am, but they were
given extra time in the end.
The confusion was the result
of mismanagement between the
local education department and
HDFC bank, as the school staff

DISTRICT EDUCATION
OFFICER SAYS BANK DID
NOT INFORM THEM IN
ADVANCE ABOUT THE
HOLIDAY ON APRIL 1
have to obtain question papers
from the bank on the day of
exam.
District education officer Kulbhushan Bajwa said the delay
took place as the bank authorities failed to notify the education
department about the bank holiday on April 1 in advance.

Bajwa rushed to Samana and
immediately call bank manager
and other on the spot so that the
question papers could be withdrawn from the bank.
“Had the bank informed us
about the holiday, the department would have made prior
arrangements to withdraw the
question papers,” he added.
Meanwhile, bank officials
claimed that it was not their fault
as April 1 is always considered to
be a holiday due to closure of
financial year. The education
department was well aware of
the same, they added.

LO S I N G I TS S H E E N

H AWA L A R AC K E T C A S E

HT Correspondent

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA :Punjabi University vice-

The ‘need’ to use
short cuts is the main
cause of these incidents.
Generating awareness
is the only solution.

amarpal.singh@htlive.com

Sukhchain Singh, both in their
20s. A first information report
(FIR) has been registered against
them under sections 302 (murder) and 201 (destruction of evidences) of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC).
The investigating officer, Harjinder Singh Dhillon. said the
three friends were together on
the evening of March 26 and they

HT Correspondent

Ludhiana records 214 deaths on tracks in a year
Amarpal Singh

HARJINDER SINGH DHILLON, investigating officer

Pbi varsity V-C shows
concerns over dip in
number of admissions

mustread

n

The accused had planned to steal the ring and chain
of the victim and planned the murder in advance .

patiala@hindustantimes.com

the police version too as, while it
claimed recovering cash from
three vehicles during checking
on the GT Road, Doraha, on
Friday, sources said that
Anthony was detained from his
residence in Partappura of Jalandhar during a raid by the Khanna
police.
Ludhiana range deputy
inspector general (DIG) Ranbir
Singh Khatra said that since versions from the Khanna police and
Church priest are contradictory,
he has written to the Punjab
police headquarters in Chandigarh to get the matter probed by
the Financial Intelligence Unit.
Meanwhile, Lok Insaaf Party
MLA Simarjit Singh Bains filed a
written complaint with the Election Commission of India on Monday demanding a probe against
the SSP and his transfer out of
Punjab ahead of Lok Sabha polls.

Buzz in the air missing, City Beautiful witnesses a silent spring
Rachna Verma
n

eybees is getting affected and
disturbed resulting into less
pollination,” she said.
Wildlife journalist and
expert Vikramjeet Singh said,
“There was a time when we
saw a lot of fireflies in the city.
One of the principal reasons
behind the decline in their
population is that there is too
much artificial light in the
city. Because of artificial
light, they become blind and it
results into breeding failure.” “The second main reason is that we spray so many
pesticides on flour and flora
that the little insects die. Birds
like house sparrows need
these insects to feed their
younger chicks,” Singh said.

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :Spring season is

on its way, but there seems no
buzz in the air around UT.
The city beautiful is losing
charm of the season with a
decline in the number of birds
and insects such as butterflies,
fireflies, honeybees, house
sparrows and many more.
Chandigarh University
(CU) professor Virinder
Kumar Walia, who is a constant observer and researcher
of butterflies, said, “There is a
gradual decrease in the butterflies’ population over the
last 10 years.” There is hardly
any houseplant left in the city
leading to the habitat loss of
butterflies, and increasing
traffic and air pollution are
the major causes, Walia said.
BUTTERFLIES HELP
IN POLLINATION
Talking about the importance
of butterflies, he said, “Butterflies not only help in pollination but are also environment
indicators. They make us
aware of the pollution. The
butterflies cannot survive in
the presence of toxic gases like
sulphur dioxide, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide.”

n

Chandigarh is losing charm of the festival with a decline in the number of birds and insects such as
butterflies, fireflies, honeybees, house sparrows and many more
HT FILE

Professor Virinder Kumar
Walia further said, “I am living in Chandigarh since 1958
and have seen industrialisation of the city.”
“In the name of development, we are becoming
selfish and stop thinking
about other beings on this
planet who are equally important. They also have full right
to share this planet with us,”

Walia further said.
ELECTROSMOG A
MAJOR CAUSE
Panjab University (PU) zoology professor Neelam says,
“We cannot deny the fact that
we are moving towards a
silent spring where there is no
chirping of birds, humming of
bees or flies over the years.
Neelam, who studies pollina-

tors, says, “Honeybees are one
of the insects who are present
throughout t the year for pollination. Now, they are reducing their colonies.” She cited
environment change as the
cause besides electrosmog,
invisible electromagnetic
radiation. “The most common
sources of wireless electrosmog are mobiles. Because of
electrosmog, breeding of hon-

‘REASONS ARE VISIBLE’
He further said, “Many living
beings are getting extinct
because of man-made reasons
which are generally visible.
But it is not easy to notice the
alarming decline in the number of insects. We should
become aware of the safety of
sensitive beings like butterflies, bees and nightjars.”
“The only solution to bring
back the chirping spring is
that people become aware.
and grow native flora without
any pesticide,” Singh said.
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patiala&beyond
Khararflyoverprojectdeadline
settobeextendedbytwomonths
NOW, MARCH 2020 Demolition drive hit as cops busy with election, IPL duties, says project director
Idrees Bukhtiyar
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

A YEAR’S DELAY AND MORE

MOHALI :The fresh January 2020

deadline set for completing the
long-pending Kharar-Chandigarh flyover project is set to be
extended by two months.
After overcoming the land
acquisition issues and demolishing structures along thehighway
for two days recently, the
authorities had to call off the
drive as they could not get police
protection.
Meanwhile, commuters are
facing a tough time as long traffic
jams are witnessed on the
stretch. The national highway
connects Chandigarh to parts of
Punjab besides Jammu and
Kashmir and Himachal Pradesh. Kharar remains a major
bottleneck as around 50,000 vehicles cross the stretch daily.
“On seeking police force for
carrying out the demolition
drive, we were told by the admin-

The project entails widening of the road between Balongi and
Kharar T-point and constructing two flyovers and three bridges

November 2015 10.2 km ~369 cr 17 hectares 300
Construction began Length

December 2018
First deadline

January 2020
n

Only 60 of the 350-odd structures, mostly shops,
HT FILE
were razed on March 27 and 28.

istration that cops are busy with
election and Indian Premier
League (IPL) duties,” said
NHAI project director Krishnan
Sachdeva.
In the drive carried out of
March 27 and 28, the NHAI was

n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Cheap liquor cost dear
to city residents as police
arrested 31 people for carrying
liquorbeyondpermissiblelimits.
As many as 27 cases of liquor
smugglingwereregisteredonthe
finaldayofthefiscalyearonSunday.
Haibowalpolicehavearrested
five people – including Jaswant
Singh of Chamba of Himachal
Pradesh,HarbansSinghandPardeep Singh of Ladiyan Kalan,
Kundan Sharma of Hakikat
Nagar of Haibowal and Arun
Kumar of Jagat Nagar of Haibowal, in three separate cases.

Salem Tabri police have
arrested three people, including
MadanRivaniofKhuddMohalla,
Charanjit Singh of Hazuri Bagh
Colony and Mithlesh of Royal
Estate, in two separate cases.
BastiJodhewalpolicearrested
Daljit Singh of Jaspal Colony of
Kailash Nagar road. Jamalpur
Police have arrested Manjit
Singh and Raja of Preet Nagar
and Sunil of Jamalpur in three
separatecases.DivisionNumber
1policehavearrestedRoopSingh
ofDaresiroad,GurmukhSinghof
Giaspura, Manoj Yadav of Iqbal
Ganj, Varinder Kapoor of Hargobind Nagar, Navin Kapoor of
Mal Wali Gali and Pal Singh of
Karabara in six separate cases.

able to demolish only 60 structures while around 300 structures are yet to be razed.
“We cannot go ahead without
police protection and have
requested the Mohali administration for it. The widening of the

Division Number 3 have
arrestedKhumbBahadurofRam
NagarandRajKumarofDharampura in two separate cases. Ladhowal Police have arrested Lal
Parsad of Bonkar Dogra village.
Dehlon police have arrested
Jagvir Singh of Chupki village
and Neetu Kumar of Ghawaddi
village in two cases.
Similarly, Raj Kumar of
BhamiyaKhurdwasarrestedby
Focal Point police, while KamleshKumar ofMataRani Chowk
was arrested by Daresi Police.
Division Number 5 police
arrested Gopi of Gobind Nagar.
Division Number 6 and Division
Number 8 police arrested the
remaining accused.

arshdeep.arshi@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: PanjabUniversityis

KNOW THE COURSE
Both the courses will have 40
seatseach,apartfromwhich,five
seatswillbereservedforNRIstudents and five will be industry
sponsored. The fee for NRI and
industry sponsored students for
both the courses will be ₹1lakh.
The annual tuition fee for
MTTM has been proposed at

50% 50%

Fresh deadline

Arshdeep Arshi

likelytostarttwonewpostgraduation courses in the University
Institute of Hotel and Tourism
Management (UIHTM) department. The syllabus for the two
courses was approved in the faculty meeting on Saturday.
Thetwonewcoursesproposed
bythedepartmentaremastersin
Tourism and Travel Management (MTTM) and masters in
HotelManagementandCatering
Technology (MHMCT).
If approved in the Syndicate
meeting, the admissions will
start from the academic session
2019-20. The proposal will be
tabled before the Syndicate for
approval on April 10.
Chairperson of UIHTM, Prashant K Gautam, said, “We had
senttheproposalfortwomasters
courses. We have the infrastructure to start these courses. Vicechancellor Raj Kumar has also
promisedtorecruitmorefaculty
members for the same.”

road
between
Balongi
and Kharar T-point cannot be
carried out without demolishing
the structures,” said Sachdeva.
Meanwhile, Mohali DC Gurpreet Kaur Sapra said: “We got
the NHAI’s request for police

The proposal will be tabled before the Panjab University syndicate
HT FILE
for approval on April 10.

₹60,000.
Besides₹10,000asstudentwelfare activity fee and other applicable university charges will be
payable as per rules. For
MHMCT, the annual tuition fee
was proposed at ₹70,000.
Besides, the student welfare
activity fee of ₹10,000 and other
applicable university charges
will also be payable.
Presently, UIHTM offers two
graduate courses (four years),
bachelor of Hotel Management
and Catering Technology and
bachelor of Tourism and Travel
Management, with the former
courseoffering60seatsandbachelor of travel management offering 30 seats. Admission to these
coursesisconductedthroughthe
varsity’s PUTHAT.

FEE STRUCTURE
PROPOSED
The annual tuition fee for
masters in Tourism and Travel
Management has been
proposed at ₹60,000. Besides
₹10,000 as student welfare
activity fee and other applicable university charges will be
payable as per rules.
For masters in Hotel Management and Catering Technology, the annual tuition fee
was proposed at ₹70,000.
Besides, the student welfare
activity fee of ₹10,000 and
other applicable university
charges will also be payable.

protection to carry out the drive
on March 27 and 28 only. We
received no further request.
Cops were busy with some marathon in the past couple of days.
We will sort out the issue in a
day.”

After 7 years: HC
orders reinstatement
of excise inspector
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :Seven years after a

central excise department
inspector was dismissed from
service, Punjab and Haryana
high court (HC) has ordered his
reinstatement.
PETITIONER HAD
FAILED TO GET RELIEF
FROM ADMN TRIBUNAL
Petitioner Sukhjinder Singh
had approached the HC after he
failed to get relief from Central
Administrative Tribunal (CAT).
He had applied for grant of
earned leave from May 19, 2009,
to July 17, 2009, to visit USA
and Canada and the leave was
sanctioned by the competent
authority.
He had to resume his duty on
July 20, 2009, but
submitted an application for
extension of earned leave by
another two months till
September 20, 2009.
WARNING OF
DISCIPLINARY
PROCEEDINGS GIVEN
During September in the same
year, he was asked to submit an
application in proper pro forma
supported by a medical certificate or resume duty immediately, with a warning of disciplinary proceedings.

n

Structures remain

WORK
REMAINING

March 2020

PU’s tourism dept wants to
start two postgrad courses
n

Land acquired

WORK
COMPLETED

Second deadline

Cheap liquor costs dear,
31 arrested for smuggling
HT Correspondent

Cost

DISMISSED FROM
SERVICE IN 2012
Sukhjinder came back and submitted his joining report on January 24, 2012, before additional
commissioner of central excise.

THE PETITIONER HAD
ASKED FOR EXTENSION
OF HIS EARNED LEAVE,
WAS DIRECTED TO
SUBMIT APPLICATION
SUPPORTED BY A
MEDICAL CERTIFICATE
He was dismissed from service
on the same day.
CHARGESHEET
ISSUED IN 2011
He had been issued a chargesheet in 2011 since he remained
on unauthorised leave from
July 18, 2009, to May 25, 2011 but
he did not respond to the allegations.
In the court, Sukhjinder had
claimed that he was in regular
correspondence with the
department and was dismissed
without being given an opportunity of hearing.
Though the court has
directed the department that the
petitioner be reinstated in his
service, it has allowed them to
initiate departmental proceedings against him, if they desire,
within two months.
The court observed that disciplinary authority, without conducting any inquiry, had held
that the petitioner had failed to
maintain devotion to duty
which is unbecoming on part of
a government servant.
The decision should be based
on objective facts and not
merely on ‘ipse dixit’ of the
disciplinary authority, the
court said.

cases, Chandigarh Police have
arrested three persons and
recovered 160 cartons of Indian
made foreign liquor (IMFL) and
country made liquors in Chandigarh on Saturday night.
Cops nabbed Kangra (Himachal Pradesh) resident Pardeep
Kumar and a local resident
Mohinder Pal for allegedly
smuggling illicit liquor.
During routine patrolling at
Sector 44/51 light point, traffic
police stopped a mini-truck.
During the checking, police
recovered 90 boxes with 1, 080
bottles of whiskey and 70 boxes
with 840 beer bottles.
The truck was stopped by traf-

HT Correspondent
n

35-YEAR-OLD
HANGS HERSELF
TO DEATH
HT Correspondent

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

n

MOHALI:TheMohalipoliceonSunday formed a special investigating team (SIT) to probe the murder of woman drug officer Neha
Shoree.
Balwinder Singh, 49, had
openedfire atNeha, whowas the
zonal licensing authority, Food
andDrugs Administration, Punjab,inherofficeatKhararbefore
turninghis.32borepistolonhimself on March 29.
As per the initial police probe,
he was perturbed over having
lost the licence to run a chemist
shop in Morinda after Neha,
posted as a drug inspector in
Rupnagar, had conducted a raid
about a decade back.
“Wehaveformedafour-member SIT to minutely probe circumstances that led to the
woman officer’s murder,” said
Mohali seniorsuperintendent of
police (SSP) HS Bhullar.
The team comprises SP (City)
Harwinder Singh Virk, DSP
(investigation) Gurdev Singh
Dhaliwal, DSP (Kharar) Deep
Kamal and Kharar City SHO
Bhagwant Singh. Sources said

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : A 35-year-old woman

n

Neha Shoree, victim

the SIT members met the family
members of both Neha and Balwinder to know the exact reason
behind the crime.
“Wearetryingtofigureoutthe
trigger that led Balwinder to kill
Neha. Sofar wehaven't zeroed in
onanyparticulartheory.Laptops
and other materials are being
checked to throw more light on
the circumstances,” said an official privy to the matter.
According to documents
accessed by HT, Balwinder, who
was from Morinda, had bought
thepistolonMarch12,adayafter
getting the weapon licence from
the Rupnagar DC’s office. Sources claimed the sequence of
events indicate the weapon was
purchasedwiththesolemotiveof
killing Neha.

committed suicide on Sunday
morningbyhangingherselfwith
agirderatherhomeinGharuan.
Police ruled out any foul play
andsaidthatNeelamRani,aresident of Garangan village, was
depressedandis survivedby her
husband and two children.
“This morning, her husband
calledhertobringteaforhimbut
Neelam who was in another
room, didn’t respond. Her husbandwenttoherroomandfound
her hanging,” police said.
Post-mortem was carried out
at Civil Hospital, Kharar.
Inquest proceedings under
Section174oftheCrPC wereinitiated by police.

POLICE RULED OUT ANY
FOUL PLAY AND SAID
DECEASED NEELAM RANI
OF WAS DEPRESSED
GARANGAN VILLAGE
WAS DEPRESSED

LS polls: 50% polling
booths in Mohali to
have webcasting facility
Hillary Victor
n

hillary.victor@htlive.com

50 MODEL POLLING STATIONS

MOHALI: Out of the total 749 poll-

n To ensure maximum participa-

ing booths in the district, 375
(50%) will have a live webcast
facility, enabling real-time,
remote monitoring of the proceedings during the elections.
Webcasting involves uploading
thevideofeedthroughawebcam
to a central cloud server.
Election officials will use this
feed to monitor the polling booth
in real time.
Deputy commissioner-cumdistrictelectionofficer,Gurpreet
KaurSaprasaid,“Thesemeasure
are being taken as a part of the
vulnerability mappingofpolling
stations in the district.”

tion, the district is setting up
50 stations as model polling
stations.
n The station will have facilities
for differently-abled voters.
n The model polling booths will
have a lounge with a red carpet
where people can sit till their
turn. It will have drinking water
and sanitation facilities.
n Booths will have air coolers (as
per requirement), illumination
facility in voting rooms, first-aid
kits and creche for small kids
accompanying voters.

VULNERABILITY
MAPPING DRIVE
According to the ECI handbook
issued to returning officers, the
vulnerability mapping drive is
“an exercise to identify the centres vulnerable to any threat,
intimidation or interference”.
The exercise tells the officers
to “identify persons who are
likely to spearhead such offence
of undue influence. The booths
under webcasting have been
identifiedonseveralparameters
including low voterturnout, low
elector photo identity card ratio
or booths where there was 90%
turnout, with 75% of the votes
going to one candidate.
Mohali administration will be
deploying only women staff at 25

ADMINISTRATION WILL
BE DEPLOYING
ONLY WOMEN STAFF
AT 25 POLLING STATION
IN THE DISTRICT; WILL
BE CALLED SAKHI
MATDAN KENDRAS
polling station in the district.
Theofficials including police,
election officers and other
employeeswillbewomen. These
booths will be called Sakhi Matdan Kendras.
EVM’S HANDED
OVER TO SDM’S
Around 900 Electronic Voting

n Each booth has been assigned a

certain number of wheelchairs
based on the number of
differently-abled voters.
n Booth-level awareness group
(BAG) members have been
requested to assist voters.
n Magnifying glasses have been
arranged at the polling stations
to help senior and partially or
visually-impaired citizens.
n Vehicles for pick and drop of
differently-abled and senior
citizens from home to the
polling booth and vice versa has
also been arranged in Mohali.

Machines (EVMs) have been
handedovertothesub-divisional
magistrates of Kharar, Mohali
and Dera Bassi.
EVMs were handed over after
randomisation process in the
presenceofleadersofallpolitical
parties. The idea is to ensure
nobody knows in advancewhich
EVMs will be allotted to which
constituency/polling station.
For this, serial numbers of all
EVMs under the jurisdiction of a
districtelectionofficerarelisted.
EVMsforagivenconstituency
are then randomly selected
through a computerised process
known as first-level randomisation. A second-level randomisationbythereturningofficerlater
selects the EVMs at a given polling station.

Panjab varsity board of studies elections held
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Elections for different boards of studies were held
at Panjab University on Saturday.
The list for the same was
released on Sunday.
In the undergraduate board
of studies in music (vocal and
instrumental) and dance for the
term April 1 to March 31, Ambuj
Mala from Devki Devi Jain
Memorial College for Women,
Ludhiana; Amita Sharma from

PGGCG, Sector 11; Binu Dogra
from PGGCG, Sector 42; Deepa
from MCM DAV College for
Women, Sector 36; Kanwar
Iqbal Singh from PGGCG, Sector 11; Harvinder Singh from
PGGCG, Sector 11 were elected.
In the postgraduate board of
studies in commerce, Ashwani
Kumar Bhalla from SCD Government College, Ludhiana;
Mamta Ratti from MCM DAV
College for Women, Sector 36;
Pardeep Singh Walia from
PGGCG, Sector 11; Pooja Gaur
from Arya College, Ludhiana

and Sunil Kumar from SPN College, Mukerian, Hoshiarpur
were elected.
In the undergraduate board
of studies in chemistry, Deepika
Kansal from PGGCG, Sector 42;
Kamaljit Kaur from DAV College, Hoshiarpur; Kuldeep
Kumar from GN College, Narangwal; Sadhana Verma from
PGGCG, Sector 11; Sajeev Soni
from GGDSD College, Sector 32,
Suresh Sharma from DAV College, Abohar were elected.
In the undergraduate board
of studies in physics, Lalit

Mohan Garg from D M College,
Moga; Navneet Kumar Pruthi
from DAV College, Sector 10;
Rajesh Khatri from DAV College, Abohar; Rajiv Kumar from
GGDSD College, Hariana
(Hoshiarpur); Shikha Gupta
from GGDSD College, Sector 32
and Surinder Singh Gill from
Dev Samaj College for Women,
Ferozepur City were elected.
In the postgraduate board of
studies in chemistry, Girish
Kumar from JC DAV College,
Dasuya, Hoshiarpur; Gurjeet
Gujral from PGGCG, Sector 11;

Sajeev Soni from GGDSD College, Sector 32; Shivani Gulati
from DAV College, Sector 10 and
Suresh Sharma, DAV College,
Abohar were elected.
In the postgraduate board of
studies in physics, Anil Kumar
from JC DAV College, Dasuya,
Hoshiarpur; Manoj Kumar from
DAV College, Abohar; Nelu
Mahajan from GGDSD College,
Sector 32; Rajesh Kumar from
JC DAV College, Dasuya, Hoshiarpur and Sanjeev Kumar from
GGDSD College, Sector 32 were
elected.

Spreading smiles and winning hearts, these brothers have no regrets
Rachna Verma
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :“I am a joker and

fic police since it jumped the red
light at Mataur Chowk, said a
cop. He said both accused
claimed to be employee of a
liquor vend in Sector 44 but failed
to produce transit slips required
for transportation of liquor in
Chandigarh.
In another case, cops arrested
Paras, a resident of Industrial
Area, Chandigarh, near the light
point of EWS Colony, Mauli
Jagran for carrying 25 bottles of
country made liquor on Saturday. Paras was on foot and was
carrying the bottles in a bag, said
police.
Separate cases under the
Excise Act were registered
against the accused.
HTC

Drug officer murder:
Police constitute SIT

A LW AY S O N T H E M O V E

Three held with
illicit liquor in UT
CHANDIGARH: In two different

PATIALA, BANUR, RAJPURA, SAMANA, FATEHGARH SAHIB,
MANDI GOBINDGARH, SIRHIND & NABHA

n

Mohan Shukla and his younger brother Sohan Lal Shukla have
been performing with Rayman Circus for years.
SANT ARORA/HT

this is my identity,” says dwarf
clown, Mohan Lal Shukla,
40,who is here to perform with
Rayman Circus at Manimajra,
Chandigarh.
Mohan Shukla and his
younger brother Sohan Lal
Shukla who are originally
from Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh, are dwarfs: “After being
in the circus for 20 years, we
have no regrets on our choice
to be joker as a profession. We
are happy about the fact that
circus gave us the opportunity
to travel the world.”
Mohan Shukla says, “I was
five-year-old when I saw the
circus for the first time in my

theysay

›

I was so fascinated
by my first visit to
circus that I never felt
like going back.
MOHAN SHUKLA, dwarf clown

life. I was so fascinated that I
never felt like going back. I still
remember my first performance in Two Pole Circus as a
joker.” Sohan, who also
accompanies his brother in the
circus says, “ Being a dwarf
man, people often laugh and
mock at us. Here, we charge
them to laugh at us.”
Uncertainty and changes in

›

Being dwarfs, we
are often mocked
at. But here we charge
people to laugh at us.
SOHAN LAL SHULKA, dwarf clown

the profession sometimes
upset us but we are not much
worried about it, say the duo.
Like them, there are many
artistes who are sticked to the
profession after being so
uncertain.
CIRCUS MAKES ME
FORGET MY PROBLEMS
Acrobat Geeta, 18-year-old

originally from Manipur, says,
“ This is my sixth year in the
circus. Initially, I felt bad for
being away from my family,
but slowly when I learned the
skill and started performing, I
forgot about the problems in
my life. I don’t know where will
I go after the circus. This is my
home. And I will always be a
circus artiste.”
Another boy, Kancha (20),
from Manipur who lives in the
circus, says, “ It is very tough
to survive in the digital age and
match up with the level of digital entertainment.”
He said uncertainty can be
scary but we keep making
changes so that people come
and circus artistes can sustain
themselves and keep entertaining people.
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Vidyut
Jammwal
enjoys doing
action films;
(inset) with
tusker Bhola
PHOTO: GOKUL
VS/HT

Rishabh Suri
e amazed people with his
action skills when he
starred opposite John
Abraham in Force (2011). And
then, he raised the bar further
with his Commando franchise.
Actor Vidyut Jammwal is
perhaps one of the better
action stars Bollywood has, a
facet his latest offering,
Junglee utilises to the fullest.
Ask why he focuses only on
action films, and he says, “I am
best at doing it, so I love doing
it. When you enjoy something,

H

in the multi-starrer
Baadshaho (2017) which also
starred Ajay Devgn and
Emraan Hashmi.
Does he feel that the
potential of action films has
been fully tapped by Indian
cinema? “Yes, the talent that is
performing is the best, you can
compare it to Hollywood. If
you see Mission: Impossible,
the budgets they work with are
much higher than in Hindi
cinema, but the daredevilry is
higher here. Chuck says that
he’s never seen someone
(there) who wants to do their
own stunts. He’s never
witnessed a part where the
hero does these big 10
sequences in a day without
a stunt double. The East is
brilliant with action. We
don’t have budgets or

twitter.com/htshowbiz

ulging biceps,
spectacular sixes
and a flashy blonde
Mohawk — that’s
Andre Russell for you in a
nutshell. In a recent tête-àtête, the cricketer said
playing in the Indian
Premier League
(IPL) makes him feel
like a superstar. “I
love playing in the
Caribbean and it will
always be the closest
thing to my heart, but
that’s nothing to
compare with the IPL. To
be in a stadium with 40,00065,000 people. You don’t get
that many people in the
Caribbean,” he says.
The Jamaican player is
off to a great start this

B

VIDYUT JAMMWAL ACTOR
spend money like that,” he
says.
We finally ask Vidyut if this
lack of spending bothers him
since he’s a big believer in
action films. Pat comes the
reply, “Nothing bothers me.
Not this, not anything in life.”

season. “I love playing in the
Caribbean Premier League
since it’s in front of my home
crowd. [But] In terms of
atmosphere, this is the place to
be. You feel like a superstar,”
adds Russell whose powerful
batting has taken
the IPL by storm
this season.
But it
isn’t about
feeling like
a
superstar
that makes
the IPL
experience

www.youtube.com/user/ht

STOP PRESS

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Cricketer Andre
Russell is
overwhelmed
by the crowds
in India

PHOTOS: AP

PHOTO: GOKUL VS/HT

unique, rather
it’s the connect
that Russell has
with the crowd
that makes it worth
his while. “Indian
crowds embrace
cricketers. I am afraid to
go the mall. For two
months I am restricted
from moving anywhere,
but I enjoy it. I feel like a
big Bollywood actor. It’s a
great feeling to receive so
much love,” says Russell
who was in the Capital,
promoting his
IPL franchise, Kolkata
Knight Riders’ fashion line.
The 30-year-old allrounder feels indebted to
fans in India, and that’s
what drives the
cricketer to give his
best. “Back in the
Caribbean, I can be
sitting at a beach just
chilling, and someone
who would know that I am
a big deal, would go like
‘Hey Dre Russ, what’s up’
and I’ll be like ‘all cool’ . And
that’s it. But that’s not the
case here. You just walk into
a lobby and they go crazy
and I absolutely love it.
That’s why I try to give them
my best every time,” he
adds.
n

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
MIMI

instagram.com/htcity

ANDRERUSSELL:
IFEELLIKEABIG
BOLLYWOOD
ACTOR
Samarth Goyal

I am happy, I’ve been
meeting families,
interacting with kids.
The excitement is
great. I love the fact
we could get (director)
Chuck Russell.

n

www.facebook.com/HTcity

The cricketer loves the
adulation he receives
from fans during IPL

‘Hollywoodhasthe
budgets,Hindifilms
thedaredevilry’
you will be good at it. It’s good
to be choosy and be able to
decide in what will you be able
to give your 100%. Junglee is a
bit different for me. It’s an
action adventure which caters
to families, something which I
have not delved into earlier.”
He’s glad with the response
he’s got so far for it. “I am
happy, I have been meeting
families, interacting with kids.
The excitement is great. I love
the fact that we could get in
(director) Chuck Russell. He’s
one of Hollywood’s known
names, and gave Dwayne
Johnson, who’s their biggest
action star, his first break. He
sees potential in me, and
feels I could take Indian
martial arts global!”
says Vidyut. The
actor was last seen

www.hindustantimes.com

samarth.goyal@htlive.com

PHOTOS:
VIRAL
BHAYANI

PEECEE-NICK TO SUE
TABLOID FOR FAKE
DIVORCE REPORT?
ctor Priyanka Chopra
Jonas, who is married to
singer Nick Jonas, is
planning to sue OK tabloid,
if a report on In.com is to be
believed. OK claimed the
duo is heading for divorce. A
source told the website,
“Once she makes up her
mind...nothing can stop her.
Priyanka will let loose
her legal team on this
news-manufacturing
tabloid and ensure they get
to their knees.”

A

Dia to join the digital bandwagon;
says by far the most challenging role
Pooja Sharma
he web space is currently
on an upward trajectory,
and actor Dia Mirza is the
latest artist to enter this
digital boom. Dia, who wooed
the audience last year with
her role in Sanju, is set
make her digital debut with
an extremely challenging
role.
A source says that Dia
has not only begun preparing
for the role but to perfect
her act, she has also joined
hands with workshop
director, Atul Mongia, who is
known for crafting meaty
roles that have broken
monotony.
“The story of the web

T

show,” shares Dia, “is based
on true events, making my
part even more challenging.”
About doing the workshop,
Dia, who is playing the
protagonist, explains,“It is
the most challenging role
that I have played till date.
Workshops help in
discovering the person or the
character one is playing. It is
the inner space of the
character that helps us actors
become the person we are
playing.” When asked if she is

a ‘method actor’ or prefers
being spontaneous, the
Rehnaa Hai Terre Dil Mein
(2001) star explains, “To
arrive at spontaneity, one
needs to prepare. I work hard
on getting to know the
character and learning my
lines and then just be. To be,
takes work, and I love the
process of workshops,
especially the one with Atul,
because he really brings out
spontaneity.”
n

pooja.sharma@htlive.com

(L-R) Priyanka
Chopra Jonas,
Sonam K Ahuja, Alia
Bhatt and Athiya
Shetty raising their
style stakes in
colour-block
dresses and
separates

Celebs brighten their
day with colour-blocks
Akshay Kaushal
f the many trends spotted
this spring, colourblocking is the most
popular of them all. Many
brands and designers, such as
Escada, Prabal Gurung and
Bibhu Mohapatra, showcased
it on the ramp for this spring/
summer season. Bringing it
from ramp-to-reality are our
Bollywood style mavens like
Priyanka Chopra Jonas, Alia
Bhatt, Sonam K Ahuja and
Athiya Shetty, who are acing

O

the look. We ask fashion
experts about this trend.
Designer Rahul Mishra,
who has done colour-blocking
in his Paris Fashion Week
collection for spring says,
“Bright, primary colours
make a strong style statement
when clubbed together.
Handloom saris with colourblocking are a big trend too. I
believe this trend is the best
for summer.” Designer
Siddhartha Bansal, who plays
with a lot of bright,
psychedelic colours for his

collections says, “Colourblocks look best with lush
fabrics, such as satin or silk.
But for summers, handlooms
are the best.”
This trend also happens to
be the trickiest. “The major
hassle is to style separates. So
as you style your bright top in
any primary colour with
pants from another secondary
colour, make sure your shoes
are also in a bright and poppy
shade,” says designer
Nachiket Barve.
n

akshay.kaushal@htlive.com

LUPITA SORRY AFTER
‘US’ CONTROVERSY
scar winner Lupita
Nyong’o has apologised
for saying she used
spasmodic dysphonia as
inspiration for the voice of
Red, her evil character in
the film Us. Nyong’o said
her intent was not to “vilify
or demonise” the disorder.
“I met people and learned
how difficult it is to have
the disorder. So I am aware
of frustrations and
misconceptions... I thought
speaking about it and
mentioning it might shed
light on the condition,” she
said.
PTI

O

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
ATHIYASHETTY

It is the most
challenging role that I
have played till date.
Workshops help in
discovering the person
or the character one is
playing.
DIA MIRZA, ACTOR

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for
by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in any
part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.
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htcity TIME OUT
Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 91-22-26398641 (Last week of every month)
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

Health concerns will not bother you today as
you enjoy a blissful health. Things will
definitely improve on the professional
front; keep up the good work. Romance
blossoms, as you free yourself from selfimposed shackles. Don’t make plans for a
holiday without prior discussion with
ARIES
your
travel companion.
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
Lucky Number: 2 Colour: Deep Sky Blue
You may find it difficult to deal with a financial
condition will see good tidings in the
coming time. Love and concern in large
doses will make someone oppose you in
the romantic front. Enjoying your heart
out in the gathering of your near and
dear ones is indicated. Things move
favourably while selling a property.

Your seriousness about achieving fitness will
offer you best of health. A profitable day is
foreseen in terms of your finances. Those
waiting to enjoy a long drive with lover
might have to wait for some more time.
You will be able to infuse harmony on
the domestic front. An ancestral
TAURUS
property
is likely to get you good gains.
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Lucky Number: 9 Colour: Golden Brown
Taking some time off to recuperate from a
health problem will be a better idea today.
You have a tendency to take initiatives at
wrong moments in the romantic front
which might make things worse.
Keeping doubts and suspicions at bay
will enable you to remain much more at
peace with yourself and with your family.

LEO
(JUlY 23 - AUG 23)

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Cream

SAGITTARIUS

SUDOKU

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

Health is likely to keep you satisfied today.
Financially, dark clouds that hover over your
earnings are likely to be removed soon.
Romance may not particularly be on your
mind today. In the family front you may
be forced into something that you don’t
want to do. This is not particularly a very
good day for travel.

(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Good health is indicated. Money put in a bet is
money lost; so be careful. You are likely to
influence an important decision at work.
A prank done by a youngster might get
the family into a mess. Leave applied for
a vacation is likely to be sanctioned.
Losing a substantial amount in a
property deal is likely on your card.

Health poses no problems, as you become
increasingly health conscious. Keep your
positive outlook and it will definitely turn
a hopeless situation into a promising one.
You will have to take some more effort
to increase the pace of work to be
productive. It seems to be a good day as
PISCES
far as property business is concerned.
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Purple

Lucky Number: 22 Colour: Light Blue

Bill Watterson

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Lucky Number: 18 Colour: Chocolate

Health remains satisfactory today. Financial
worries become a thing of the past as a
monetary issue is decided in your favour.
At work, you will get an opportunity to
put your point across to those who
matter. Someone you have known for
long in the family will sympathise with
you.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Health may suffer, as you remain inactive.
Financially, dark clouds hover over your
earnings, so keep your fingers crossed.
This is the day of wish fulfilment for
those who want to travel across borders.
Your efforts to enhance your property
business
might need some more time to
CANCER
get you the desired results.
(JUNE 22 - JUlY 22)
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Magenta

Lucky Number: 4 Colour: Light Red

Good routine will restore your lost energy and
health soon. Financial front is showing
promising signs of becoming stronger.
With confusion over a domestic issue
sorted out, you will heave a sigh of relief.
A business trip is likely to open many
lucrative opportunities for you. A good
CAPRICORN
property deal is coming your way today.
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
Lucky Number: 5 Colour: Forest Green

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Indigo

GEMINI

Ajay Devgn: The actor, known for films such as
Company, The Legend of Bhagat Singh (both
2002), Gangaajal (2003), Omkara (2006) and the
Singham and Golmaal franchises, turns 50 today.

Excessive worries about health prove
meaningless, as you remain hale and hearty.
Impressing those who matter to smooth
your finances is possible today. Things
will start looking brighter on
professional front soon. A travel plan
that you are very excited about might
not get started today.

Lucky Number: 17 Colour: Electric Blue

Excellent health is indicated for you today and
will keep you at bay. Financial front is
showing signs of improvement but will
need time. Negative thoughts can
boggle up your mind as you try to fix
something in the family. A business trip
you were much excited about is likely to
get cancelled.

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
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SHOW BUZZ
LOOKBACK

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Composer Madan Mohan — a very good
cook — bribed Manna Dey with bhindi
meat to make him sing Kaun Aaya Mere
Mann Dware (Dekh Kabira Roya, 1957).

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3043
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

Su in School

NPAAE
AASRR
AC EHCT
EERYCH

Are you wondering who this school girl is? Well, it is none
other than singer and stand-up comedian Sugandha Mishra.
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SUGANDHAMISHRA23
Doesn’t she look cute?

QUOTE HANGER

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

______ is simpLy habit Long continued.
SOLUTION SUDOKU

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Paean, arras, cachet, cheery
ANSWER: Character is simply habit long continued. - Plutarch

MOVIES ON TV
& PICTURES
1050 Main Prem Ki
Diwani Hoon
1354 Aitraaz
1700 Kasam Hindustan Ki
2000 Jumanji: Welcome
to the Jungle
2234 Snake In The
Eagle’s Shadow
UTV MOVIES
0835 Aashiqui
1145 Player Ek Khiladi
1435 Kis Kisko Pyaar Karoon
1735 Umar Pachpan Ki Dil
Bachpan Ka
2050 Chup Chup Ke
ZEE CINEMA
1118 Secret Superstar
1431 Ladla
1754 Super Singh
2100 Shoorveer
2349 Police Aur Tiger
STAR MOVIES
1036 Rio
1222 The Incredibles
1430 Avengers: Infinity War
1712 Fantastic Four
1910 Zombieland
2050 Tom Yum Goong 2
2253 National Treasure:
Book Of Secrets
& FLIX
1040 Terminator 3: Rise of
the Machines
1300 The Rundown
1415 Spider-Man 3
1625 Insidious
1825 Zootopia
2030 Guardians of the
Galaxy

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

‘SUREHARDIKWILL
NOTDISAPPOINT’
Actor Kunal Kemmu is reprising
his role of a slacking stoner in the
sequel to Go Goa Gone

Shreya Mukherjee
he announcement of a
sequel to the 2013 zombie
comedy Go Goa Gone has
got fans and viewers
psyched. Kunal Kemmu, who
played one of the leads in the
film, shares that the audience
has always wanted a sequel to
it. As part 2 of this comedy goes
on floors this year, Kunal says,
“I think for years we have been
asked this question. Some even
suggested that we must make
the sequel. The way the first
part ended, lot of people come to
us and saying that they wanted
to know what happened to
Boris (Saif Ali Khan), Hardik
(Kunal), Luv (Vir Das) and
Bunny (Anand Tiwari).”
Kunal’s portrayal of the
deadbeat and slacking dopehead Hardik made viewers roll
in the aisles. As he reprises the
role in the sequel, what new
would the audiences get to see
this time? “Well, it’s too early to
talk, but Hardik, like last time,
won’t disappoint anyone,” says
the actor, who has finished
shooting for Kalank, and is now
working on Mohit Suri’s
Malang.
Kunal recently played a cop
in a web series — a first for the
actor, who has mostly been
seen in comedic roles after
having started off with intense
performances in Kalyug (2005)

T

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

- PLutarch (9)

and Traffic Signal (2007). Asked
if it is an attempt to break out of
a certain stereotype , Kunal
replies in the negative.
“I’d say my choices have
been on the basis of the stories
that were offered to me.
Whenever I’m offered
something interesting and I feel
I’d also enjoy as an audience, I
have taken it up. I neither made
a conscious decision to make
comedies back-to-back, nor did
I take up the web show because
I wanted to change my image.
Things just happened,” he
explains.
The 35-year-old says he had
been looking to explore work in
the digital space for a long time,
“Because I also consume a lot of
web content. And when this
show came my way, I loved the
format. Plus it’s an interesting
investigative series. Apart from
the nervousness that comes
along with anything that’s new,
I was super excited,”
he says.
n

PHOTO: JASJEET PLAHA/HT

DAUGHTER THE
LUCKY CHARM
FOR MANASI
Juhi Chakraborty
otherhood has proven to
be quite a blessing for
actor Manasi Parekh. The
television actor, who welcomed
her daughter Nirvi in 2016,
made her Bollywood debut
with Uri: The Surgical Strike
earlier this year, which became
a big success at the box office.
“I started my career with
television. I have been a part of
six to seven shows, which have
enjoyed a good run. I also did a
Tamil film, Leelai (2012). But
nor did I get a call for Hindi
films and neither did I ever try,
until recently. I consider my
daughter to be my good luck
charm,” the actor shares.
Manasi plays a mother in
Uri. Was she comfortable about
it with her first film? “I wanted
a good, impactful role. These
days, it’s not about being the
lead or central character. It is
about how much value you
bring in. The audiences are also
waking up to that,” she says.
The actor will next be seen
in a short film to be released
internationally. She has a web
series and some social media
collaborations, as well.
“Dheere dheere ho raha hai. It
is still too soon but things are
moving ahead. The impact of a
film stays for a very long time.
That’s the reason it’s called the
big screen,” Manasi concludes.

M

I ALSO FEEL
GRATIFIED IN A
WAY TO KNOW
THAT MY FILMS
NOT ONLY
ENTERTAIN
AUDIENCES IN
INDIA BUT
GLOBALLY.

I HAVE MOVED
FROM BEING
JUST AN ACTOR
TO BEING A
PRODUCER,
AND IT’S NOT
YOUR USUAL
‘ACTRESSPRODUCER’ TAG.

RAJKUMMAR RAO,
ACTOR

LARA DUTTA,
ACTOR

HAVE YOU HEARD?
Salman Khan and Prabhudheva
PHOTO: TWITTER/BEINGSALMANKHAN

Salman starts Dabangg 3
nspector Chulbul Pandey
is back — actor Salman
Khan has commenced
shooting for the third
instalment of the Dabangg
franchise. The film is being
helmed by choreographerfilmmaker Prabhudheva.

I

Salman and the film’s team,
which also includes his
brother Arbaaz Khan, are in
Indore. Sharing the news,
Salman posted on Twitter,
Day1.... #dabangg3
@arbaazSkhan@PDdancing
@Nikhil_Dwivedi .”
HTC

FREEZE FRAME

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

Keeping up with the Jonases!
The way the first part ended, lot of people come to us
and saying that they wanted to know what happened
to Boris, Hardik, Luv and Bunny.
KUNAL KEMMU ACTOR

Actor Mansi Parekh with
daughter Nirvi Gohil

Our desi girl Priyanka Chopra Jonas posted this picture of
herself with her husband, Nick Jonas and brothers-in-law,
Joe and Kevin. She captioned the picture, “My first ever
#jonasbrothers show. And it was incredible!!! I’m so
proud of these guys!! #Family .”
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/PRIYANKACHOPRA

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/MANASI_PAREKH
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